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ABSTRACT

The characteristics of S British (ihigland and. Wales)

Beaker/Bronze Age burial monuments are examined, using data drawn

from a sample of 4^1 sites excavated since 1920. These data are

critically summarized on a site by site basis in Volume 2. A

review of the history of barrow digging in Britain (Chapter 2)

traces the origin of certain misconceptions which have dominated

thinking about Bronze Age burials up to the present day, notably

the assumption that the typical Bronze Age barrow was intended by

its builders to commemorate the remains of a single distinguished

personage buried at the centre. Barrow typology is reviewed

in Chapter 17 and doubt oast on the status of the bell barrow

as a legitimate typological category. In Chapters 3-16, which

review the burial praotices of each of the regions of S Britain,

proof is provided for the proposition that most Bronze Age

barrows marked cemeteries belonging to kinship or residence

groups, the main lines of evidence pursued being the age and sex

composition of burials and the relationship between age/sex class

and variables such as sequential position and position on plan,

rite, and the presence or absence of grave goods. Attention

is also paid in these chapters to the identification of inter¬

regional differences and similarities in burial practice and in the

typological forms of the barrows and other monuments. Some of

the topics mentioned are discussed in a more general way in

Chapter 18.
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CHAPTiff. 1 : II jT'ROD UC'PIQN

There are great obstacles in the way of a systematic study

of British Bronze Age burial practices, and this is undoubtedly
■j #

why the subject has been neglected to the extent that it has.

Firstly, there is the sheer number of sites. The total

number of Beaker/Early Bronze Age barrows and cairns originally

existing in Phgland and Wales has been recently estimated at

between 16,000 and 20,000 (Atkinson, 1972, 115), though many

fewer than that survive today, even as cropmarks. Of these,

several thousand have been excavated and published in such a way

that some idea, however inadequate, can be formed of their

contents. ilany others, of course, have been robbed without

record and the finds from them either lost or destroyed or added

to the large stocks of unprovenienced or vaguely provenienced

material filling the showcases and cellars of museums.

Secondly, there are the problems posed by the relative

1. The only recent monographic treatment is Ashbee, 1960. The
appendix to Ashbee's book entitled "Provisional List of Princi¬
pal Authentically (sici) Excavated and Definitively Published
Round 3arrow Excavations" (pp.204-07) is a useful source of
references but was obviously compiled with a view to hurting
as few feelings as possible as it includes a large number of
sites excavated in a truly execrable manner. Two other book-
length works (Fox, 1959, and Grinsell, 1953) do not aim at
comprehensive coverage, while Burgess's lengthy article ("The
Bronze Age") has very little on barrows or burials as sixch.
(Burgess, 1974)- The principal 19th century works are Thurnam,
1871, and the introduction to British Barrows (Greenweli, 1877)•
Jewitt's book (Burial Mounds and their Contents) is of
bibliographical interest only (dewitt, I87OJ.
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paucity of sites excavated and published to modern standards,

though this situation has been remedied somewhat during the last

decade. Barrows, for obviou3 reasons, were a favourite target

of the antiquarian collector whose interest in these sites usually

stopped with the acquisition of suitable objects for his collection.

For this reason, the positions of the burials associated with the

great masses of finds accumulated during the 19th and early 20th

centuries can seldom be related either to construction stages,

in the minority of cases where these were recognized, or to those

of other burials from the same barrow.

C

Because of the factors mentioned, some form of selection

is imperative; and a necessary preliminary to the systematic

stuay of the subject is the preparation of a suitable corpus of

sites. This must be large enough to be reasonably representative

but not so large as to be unwieldy.

The data on which this thesis is based are drawn from the

sample of 4^1 excavated burial sites described in summary form

in Volume II. A number of criteria were employed in the

selection of the sample.

1. No site which received its definitive publication before 1920
is included. 'This date is convenient in that it opens the decade
which witnessed (in 1923) Pox's excavation of the Beacon Hill,
Suffolk, barrow, the first British Bronze Age funerary monument
to have been excavated and published in what would today be
regarded as a reasonably satisfactory manner.

2. The list includes only those sites which have been definitively
published (excavations published only in the form of interim
reports or summaries are excluded).

3. Isolated single burials in flat ground or burials casually
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V 1

unearthed in barrows as a result of commercial disturbance or

unsystematic robbing are exclTided, as such discoveries, even when
properly published, lack a meaningful context, i.e., they can be
related neither to other burials at the same site nor to the
structural history of the barrow or other funerary monument.

4. A number of excavations which satisfy criteria 1, 2 and 3
above have been excluded. These comprise an unfortunately large
group of sites excavated in accordance with essentially 19th-
century standards, mostly by amateur collectors before and just
after World War II. Most of these sites were dug into in the
centre only and their publication is invariably cursory in the
extreme, usually taking the form of brief notes in county
journals (particiilarly the Magazine of the Wiltshire Archaeological
and Natural History societyJ, sometimes illustrated by low-
quality sketch plans or sections (but often not) and as a rule
almost entirely devoted to a description of the "primary burial"
(where present) and whatever v/as found with it (if anything) with
scant attention being paid to barrow structure. The application
of this criterion inevitably involves some arbitrariness and in a
number of borderline caseQ sites are included in the corpus which
bould have been excluded. It has been most strictly applied in
those cases where the examined portions of the barrow had been
robbed out or otherwise disturbed before excavation and where no

in situ bones or artifacts were recovered.

The importance of round barrows in the study of the British

Bronze Age needs no emphasis, as knowledge of the period,

particularly of its earlier part, is still very largely dependent

on 2 categories of evidence, one derived from typological and

comparative study of pottery, bronzes and other artifacts, the

other from that of the characteristic funerary and ritual monuments,

though in recent years increasing attention has also been paid to

environmental data of various kinds more or less independent of

the contents of either category. Particularly important is the

role played by the individual Bronze Age grave group in the

definition and absolute (radio carbon) and relative dating of

cultural groups, as only in graves do certain key artifact types

normally come together in closed associations. Individual graves,
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in turn, usually only achieve stratigraphic contact with other

graves in barrows, giving the more complex and prolific examples of

the latter a unique place in Bronze Age studies, especially those

concerned with the earlier part of the period.

. As indicated, barrow digging has had a long history in

Britain, but scientifically excavated and fully published barrows

are still comparatively rare, though each year that passes adds

its increment to the total; and the time has been reached when a

critical reassessment of the characteristics of these monuments

is both overdue and desirable. Such a reassessment is particularly

called for since current thinking on the subject still, to some

extent, reflects the opinions and prejudices of the 19th century

barrow diggers whose views, in turn, were based on excavational

evidence of a totally inadequate kind.

In Chapter 2 the effects of 19th century barrow digging

on the later development of the subject are discussed, following

a brief historical account of barrow digging in England.

In Chapters 3-16, comprising the bulk of Volume I, the

barrows of each of the major regions of ihglcvnd and Wales are

described and analyzed in detail. The main emphasis in these

chapters is on the definition of local patterns (where such can

be found) and on the relationships (if any) between age/sex

categories and other variables (rite, sequential position, position

on plan, grave goods eto). Particular attention is also

paid to the structural characteristics of the barrows and to the

A
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relationship of structural phases to burial sequence.

Chapter 17 examines the relationship between barrow typology

and contents, bell barrows being singled out for the most intensive

scrutiny as, except for bowl barrows,' these are the only major

(traditional) typological form represented in the corpus in any

numbers.

The final chapter is devoted to conclusions and summary and

to certain general questions not sensibly discussed on a purely

regional basis.

Note on the Ageing and Sexing of Burials

The data on age and sex used in this thesis are in all cases

extracted from published excavation or other reports and are

summarized in full in the appropriate corpxis entries. Taken as

a whole, these data are unsatisfactory in a number of ways. This

is partly because of the physical characteristics of the bones

themselves which frequently fail to preserve diagnostic features,

this being particularly true of cremations. Added to this,

however, are the problems caused by the variations in the expertise

and conscientiousness of the medical men, physical anthropologists

and other more or less qua-lified persons who conducted the

examinations and, more important, the failure of these authorities

to present their conclusions in a way facilitating mutual compar¬

isons. The most egregious instance of this last is the practice

of substituting vague terms such as "mature adult", "child",

"juvenile" or "young person" for estimates of age in years. These
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terms are quite prevalent, especially in the older reports, and

are obviously used in a non-technical sense so that they cannot

be assumed to mean the same things in the writings of different

authors. Tentative conclusions pose a similar problem: these

are very common, especially as regards sex, and it is often

impossible to know how seriously to take them, particularly if,

as is too frequently the case, they are presented in summary form.

The fact that the degree of tentativeness displayed by a given

authority may reflect his personality, or even writing style, as

much as the physical characteristics of the bones themselves, adds

to the difficulties of evaluating such conclusions.

In spite of the problems just discussed, an attempt is made

to make use of the full body of data for comparative and analytical

purposes. These data are presented in tabular form in Appendix

I where they are classified in accordance with the criteria

described below.

As indicated, the evidence relating to age classes is

particularly unsatisfactory and for this reason ege data are

tabulated under 2 headings only-—adult and subadult. Adult

status is accorded to any burial meeting one or more of the

following criteria.

1. Its age at death is stated in the published report to be 18
years or older (or, when a range of years is given, the extremes
average out to 18 or over).
2. It is described (however baldly) as adult in the published
report. This criterion applies where no other estimate of age
is given.
3. A suggestion is made in the published report as to its sex and
when it is not explicitly stated to be under 18 years of age (see
below).
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The words "adolescent" (surprisingly little used) or "young person"

(regrettably common), conversely, are taken to designate subadult

status as, of course, are such unambiguous terms as "child",

"infant", "juvenile" etc.

Published sex attributions, however tentative ("?female",

"adult, possibly female", "young ?adult male" etc), are taken at

face value and, in the absence of a definite statement to the

contrary are assumed, as indicated above, to imply adult status

(age at death 13 years or older). In the very few cases where

the sexing of subadult remains (i.e. of persons dying at 17 years

of age or younger) has been attempted, such remains are treated

as unsexed.

There can be no doubt that some bones will be wrongly

classified using the criteria enumerated above, but this cannot

be helped and, in any case, it is assumed that errors will be

symmetrical in both directions and will thus cancel each other out.

The age/sex classes most vulnerable to misclassification are

"young females" (some of which covild be subadult males); "young

persons" (?young adult females) and the (fortunately not very

common) examples where the limiting ages straddle the adult/

subadult boundary (e.g. "16-20 year ?female"). In a few instances

patently spurious data have been thrown out (the reasons for doing

so are itemized in the appropriate corpus entries).
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

Round barrows, the commonest and most easily identifiable

type of prehistoric funerary monument in much of Britain, have

proved attractive subjects of archaeological investigation for

several hundred years, though their systematic exploration on a large

scale did not begin until Regency times. There were a number of

reasons for this popularity, chief amongst which was the fact that

they constituted an easily accessible source of objects eminently

suitable for inclusion in the cabinets of the gentleman collector

characteristic of the era. In any case, the great vogue enjoyed

by barrow digging during much of the past century had important

consequences for the subsequent development of the subject,

consequences which can only be understood in terms of the limitations

of outlook and technique common to all the major 19th century barrow

diggers.

Hoare and Cunnington

The great figures in the early decades of the oentury were

Sir R G Hoare and W Cunnington who were the first to undertake the

excavation of round barrows (all in Wiltshire) on a scale sufficiently

large to have significantly affected modern ideas about these monu¬

ments. Indeed, the direct and indirect impact of these men on

later studies has been enormous and all in all they appear to have

opened about 300 barrows of definite or possible Beaker/Early
Bronze Age date. Their digging and recording standards were, of

course, deplorably low and what set their work apart from that of
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their predecessors and immediate successors, apart from sheer scale

and the spectacular character of some of the finds, is its lavish

and relatively systematic publication in the massive folios of

Ancient Wiltshire (iloare, 1810 and 1819). Neither Hoare nor

Curuiington anywhere gave a systematic account of how they usually

excavated barrows nor are details generally vouchsafed about the

methods used in digging particular sites. What information does

exist, however, indicates that excavation normally involved the

digging of a small central shaft by unsupervised workmen with Hoare

or Cunnington making periodic visits on horseback during the day to

see if anything had turned up. There are several general and

specific references to the central shafts in Hoare's p\iblication3

(e.g., Hoare, 1829, 8) but no details about their sizes except in

one case where the "largest barrow in the whole group" is said to

have baffled efforts to find a burial "although we made a section

of twelve feet square, and dug to the depth of twelve feet six

inches" (Hoare, 1810, 241). Otherwise little can be said about

the digging methods of the 2 men except in connection with the

excavation of individual graves or pot3 where, not surprisingly, a

main preoccupation was the securing of intact museum specimens.'*

1. To facilitate this, Hoare had a small wide-bladed knife made to
his specification and which he considered more useful for
removing whole pots than the mason's trowel he had originally
employed (Hoare, 1829, 7)° Human bones, on the contrary, were
sometimes quite roughly treated, particularly when discovered
by workmen in Hoare's or Cunnington's absence.

'"When throwing out the bones of this skeleton, we had a strong
proof of how well they are preserved. . .deep in the chalk,
as they would besa- being thrown for a considerable distance
without breaking". Hoare, 1810, 163.

Footnote 1 continued 021 following page.
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Cunniagton and Hoare occasionally noted points of barrow

stratification and sometimes distinguished, in a rudimentary way,

between primary and secondary burials (Hoare, 1819, 111J 1829, 3,

6-7), but in general their accounts were very perfunctory often

consisting of little more than a list of burials (with associated

grave goods) arranged in rough order of depth from the modern

surface. The same oan be said of the excavation reports of what

might be termed the second generation of barrow diggers, though

standards varied somewhat both between individuals and between

different sites excavated and published by the same author. Host

of these people, like Hoare and Cunnington, confined their atten¬

tions to relatively restricted geographical areas and in some cases

published books recording not only their own excavations but those

of their contemporaries and immediate predecessors in these areas.

Thomas Bateman

The Batemans, William and Thomas, father and son, might be

taken as representative of this group which also included Charles

Warne (Warne, 1866) in Dorset and W 0 Borlase (Borlase, 1872) in

Cornwall together with such minor figures as R C Neville (Neville,

1847 and 1848) in the Saffron Walden area. Thomas Bateman

1.(contd.) Passages such as the following, of course, are to
be read as displays of 18th century sensibility rather than as
accurate descriptions of how human remains were normally treated.

"In the numerous barrows we have opened, due reverence has
been paid to the remains of the mighty dead: their bones
and ashes have been carefully collected, and deposited again
in the same tomb". Hoare, 1810, 20.
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published 2 books, the Vestiges in 1848 and Ten Years Digging in

1861 (the year of his death) and, in these works, gives details of

the opening of c»400 barrows mostly located in Derbyshire but also

including examples dug by S Carrington and T Ruddock in Stafford¬

shire and the N Riding respectively. Like other 19th century

barrow diggers, Bat email seldom gives details about the methods

employed in the digging of his barrows except incidentally in

connection with the excavation of particular sites. From such

incidental references (e.g., Bateman, 1848, 43, 47)a however, it

seems clear that normal procedure involved digging one or more

narrow trenches from the sides through the centre where they were

sometimes expand.ed in an irregular manner in the pursuit of whatever

indications of buria.13 were met with there.

Bateman's most egregious fault was probably his habit of

conducting some of his excavations on a day excursion basis, work

starting whenever he arrived at the site in the morning or afternoon
2.

and terminating when it became too dark to continue. * It is also

clear that, like Hoare and Cunnington, he often allowed digging to

proceed in his absence with the workmen being left to their own

devices. In fact, his only real claim to superiority over Hoare is

based on an appendix to Ten Years Digging containing details on

2. He sometimes returned tc such sites at a much later date to
resume the excavation where he had left off. On a number of
occasions he dug into 2 or more barrows in the course of a
single day, the extreme case being May 15tb 1845 when he excavated
no less than 4*
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the age, sex and head shape of some of his burials, though it.is

apparent that his interest in,skulls was partly inspired by

adherence to the doctrines of the pseudo-science of phrenology

fashionable in his day. (Bateman, 1848, 29)* Another feature of

'Ten Years Digging (but not of his earlier book) is a few plans and

(less frequently) sections showing the positions of burials and

other finds from some of the more complex sites. These drawings

are always idealized and schematic and are never to scale and their

value is therefore very limited. In some cases, in fact, they are

simply misleading as, for example, his plan of the Bee Low cairn

(Bateman, 1861, 73)* Recent re-excavation of this site has shown

that Bateman's plan greatly exaggerates the size of his cutting

causing burials actually located near the centre to appear to lie

on the peripheries (Marsden, 1970)•

Mortimer and Creenwell

The last, and undoubtedly the best, of the really large

scale 19th century barrow diggers were W Greenwell of Durham and

J R Mortimer of Driffield, Greenwell dug a total of c.280 round

barrows of which around 150 were on the Wolds of East Yorkshire as

were all of the 300 or so excavated by Mortimer. Each man

recorded the results of his digging in book form, Greenwell's work

British Barrows appearing in 1877 and Mortimer's Forty Years

Researches in 1905* ^be 28 year gap between the publication dates

3* The following section summarizes Petersen, 1971> 13-61*
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of the 2 works, however, should, not obscure the fact that their

authors were near contemporaries and both began excavating barrows

on the Wolds at about the same time, Mortimer from 1863 onwards

and Greenwell between about 1855 and 1867 and perhaps later and

again between 1877 and 1890 (Greenwell, 1890). In faot, by 1877

when British Barrows was published, Mortimer had already dug 212

barrows on the Wolds, a figure considerably in excess of Greenwell's

lifetime total for this area. One result of these facts was that

neither man was able to benefit from the experience of the other,

particularly since they clashed, at an early date, over digging

rights (Evans, 1943> 123), the upshot being that Greenwell's

activities were eventually confined to the N and 3 fringes of the

large block of territory W of Driffield where Mortimer's efforts

were concentrated.

In general, the similarities between Mortimer and Greenwell

as barrow diggers far outweigh the differences, however much the

appearance of their respective publications may suggest otherwise.

There are 2 main exceptions; firstly, Mortimer illustrated almost

all his small finds and, secondly, the positions of his barrows were

accurately recorded so that their sites are easily re-locatable

today. Greenwell's publications, on the other hand, are notoriously

deficient on both scores: hardly anything is illustrated and the

exact whereabouts of many of his barrows are today unknown (see the

corpus entry for Etton G, E Riding of Yorks, for an example of the

re-location problem),

For the rest, the tactics and general approach to barrow
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digging of the 2 men were very similar and, after certain initial

misconceptions had been cleared away by sufficient field experience,

both adopted the simple system of trenching the area they wished

to examine down to bedrock, thus ensuring that nothing of importance

was missed. Occasionally, at least, this was accomplished by a

sort of primitive random sampling based on parallel lines of narrow

trenches laid out across the area to be investigated, a technique

employed by both men (AE, 1966, 85 Mortimer, 1905 j 214 and else¬

where). Mortimer often gives more or less precise details of the

extent of his excavations though in other cases he says nothing

about this or simply states that he "turned over" the whole mound.

Cutting size and position varied considerably but after about 1880

he more or less standardized on large square central cuttings with

sides generally between 20' and 25? long. Greenwell, on the other

hand, normally says nothing about his excavation of particular

sites but makes the general claim that, in contrast to those who

dug barrows by cutting a narrow trench through the centre, his own

procedure entailed driving a "trench, the width of the barrow as

it was originally constituted and before it was enlarged by being

ploughed down, from south to north, through and beyond the centre".

He goes on to say, however, that he did not always examine the whole

of the II and W sides "as they are generally found to be destitute"

of burials but "in very many cases, however, I have turned over the

whole mound" (Greenwell, 1877» 27). All this can probably be taken

to mean that, like Mortimer, Greenwell frequently confined his

efforts to the central part of the barrow only, with perhaps also,

as he states, some attention being paid as well to the less peripheral
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parts of its S half.

In thus concentrating on the central area Greenwell and

Mortimer were following in the footsteps of their predecessors.

What chiefly distinguished their work from that of the latter is the

relative thoroughness with which they conducted their examination

of the ground and the comparatively large sise of their cuttings

combined with the much greater care and attention to detail devoted

to the excavation and recording of finds, Not surprisingly these

last qualities were particularly conspicuous in their treatment of

individual burials which they normally described quite adequately

even by modern standards and included data not only on age, sex

and orientation and the positions of grave goods but also informa¬

tion, often of a reasonably detailed kind, on the position of the

burial within the general stratification. In addition they normally

took pains to pinpoint the position on plan of burials and other

features, usually by noting the distance in feet from the centre

along a given compass direction.^*
Because of their relatively conscientious recording Greenwell

and Mortimer incidentally described much valuable structural detail

4« These measurements, however, are a very poor substitute for a
scale plan as the compass directions were invariably rounded off
to the nearest major division of the compass card (the compass
used appears to have been of the old-fashioned mariner's type
marked with the 32 "points of direction" rather than degrees).
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but neither had much interest in barrow structure as such and

certainly no notion that barrows might have complex histories worthy

of the thought and effort required to elucidate them. For example,

they repeatedly found and described evidence for multi-period

construction but seldom attempted to correlate it with the burial

sequence or to exploit it in any other way. There are no grounds

for thinking that either man ever dug a true section through a barrow

or made accurately measured plans. The crude and uninformative

diagrams in Forty Years Researches, which are sometimes implied

to anticipate modern standards of field recording (e.g., by Ashbee,

1960, 22), are never to scale and in some cases were obviously

based on impressionistic sketches drawn in the field with a view to

obviating the need for more tedious and accurate forms of recording.

In these cases they are a retrograde rather than a progressive

feature of Mortimer's work.

Pitt Rivers

The last major 19th century barrow digger was General

A L Pitt Rivers (Pitt Rivers, 1888 and 1898) though he operated on

a relatively small scale compared to the others (he excavated about

40 round barrows, 34 of them after 1880 on his own property along

the Dorset/Wiltshire line). Pitt Rivers, of course, played an

important role in the development of modern excavation strategy.

Perhaps for this reason, however, his reputation as a good barrow

digger has been much exaggerated. * He evidently obtained his

5. Cf Grinsell's (1953, 112) judgement on Pitt Rivers as a barrow
diggers '"Others abide our question: thou art free'".
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training in barrow excavation from Greenwell (Pitt Rivera, 1888, 1)

and in his subsequent career made use of techniques very similar

to those which he had seen employed by his mentor in Yorkshire,

via., large square or rectangular cuttings picked and shovelled

down to solid chalk. Normally these cuttings, like those of

Greenwell and Mortimer, covered the central area only though

occasionally they were expanded to include the entire barrow. The

most spectacular instance of total excavation of this kind involved

Barrow 24» Handley, which, with the associated Deverel-Rimbury

urnfield, was taken down to bedrock within the limits of an immense

rectangle measuring 74* x 82' (Pitt Rivers, 1898, In many

ways excavation of this kind was simply the conventional late 19th

century central cutting writ large. Recording methods were

admittedly improved, at least in some respects: the whole site was

contoured before excavation and the positions of all finds marked

accurately on good plans. On the other hand, in the case of

Handley 24» there are remarkably few details about the find

circumstances of individual urns, probably because of the rough and

ready way in which they were located and extracted. According to

the plan, the entire ditch surrounding this barrow was cleared out

but nothing is said about its fill. The drawn section of this

barrow is a mere profile showing the mound makeup (which incidentally

is not described in the text in any way) directly overlying the

solid chalk and not differentiating between the substance of the

barrow and the modern turf. Internal features are projected onto

the section where they are conventionally represented as cutting

through the modern surface making the section drawing useless for
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assessing the stratigraphic relationships of such features to the

barrow mound (though we are vouchsafed their exact height O.D.).

All these deficiencies arise from the limitations of Pitt River's

digging methods. Like Greenwell and Mortimer he excavated his

cuttings by pick and shovel and never sectioned his barrows, the

drawn sections evidently being reconstructed from the contour plan.

Under these circumstances, particularly in the case of small

barrows a foot or two high like most of those excavated by him on

Cranborne Chase, it is hard to see how the stratigraphic positions

of burials and pits could have been determined.

Summary

In summary 2 main points can be made about 19th century

barrow digging.

Firstly it is worth stressing the sheer number of barrows

excavated during the period and the extent to which rac-darn studies

of the British lArly Bronze Age depend for their data on 19th

century digging and documentation. The published works of Koare,

Bateman, Mortimer, Ureenwell and Pitt Rivers alone record the

excavation of over 1250 barrows, a very large figure indeed compared

to the nunbers of published 20th century barrow excavations. The

imbalance is particularly egregious in the areas where 19th century

activity was greatest, the outstanding case being the Yorkshire

Wolds where the number of fully-published round barrow excavations

since 1911 (when Mortimer dug his last site) is only 6. For all

practical purposes this means that knowledge of the Early Bronze
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Age in this area is almost entirely dependent on work done there in

the last century. The situation in Wessex is rather better as

reasonably large numbers of barrows have been excavated and published

there in recent decades, though even here no less than 45 of fde 99

Wessex Culture graves from this area listed by S Piggott(1938, 102-

06) were discovered by Hoare and Cunnington, including 39 of the 59

Wiltshire examples; almost all of the remaining graves on this

list were also excavated in the 19th century and inadequately

published in the works of Warne (1866), Merewether (1351) or some

other Victorian or pre-Victorian antiquary (e.g., btukeley, 1740

and 1743). The former dateman/Ruddock territories in Derbyshire

and the N Riding occupy an intermediate position with a small

number of modern fully-published excavations existing for each of

the 2 regions.

A second point about 19"th century barrow diggers has already

been mentioned and concerns their unanimous lack of interest in

the structure of barrows which they tended to regard as mere

repositories of grave goods and burials devoid of a significant

chronological or developmental dimension. As a result there was

little development in digging technique except in the direction

of improved methods of locating, recording and clearing individual

graves of their contents. As indicated, these trends culminated

in the person of Pitt Rivers with his methodical excavation of whole

sites down to bedrock and elaborate planning and recording system

but failure to evolve techniques enabling burials and other finds

to be assigned to their stratigraphic context.
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The Effects of 19th Century Barrow Digging

The ways in which the long pre-scientific history of British

barrow digging conditioned subsequent attitudes have been manifold

and for the most part unfortunate.

Firstly, as indicated earlier, large collections of finds

were amassed from excavations where little or no detailed recording

was attempted. This meant, among other things, that the typological

arrangement and dating of these finds had to take place in a

stratigraphic vacuum with the controls which detailed knowledge of

context would ideally exert on such exercises being virtually non¬

existent. This eventually gave rise to the familiar "chest-of-

drawers" arrangement where inhumations with Beakers were succeeded

by inhumations and cremations with Food Vessels v/hich in turn were

followed by cremations in or with a variety of urn types, a

succession which can now be seen to grossly over-simplify the

complex mutual relationships of many of the elements comprised in

it.

A second effect was that the absence of stratigraphic details

relating particular burials to constructional phases or to other

burials from the same site has encouraged the prehistorian to focus

attention on the individual burial (with its associated grave

furniture) as the only feasible unit of analysis.^* That is, ths

6. Clarke's (1970) comparative neglect of the relationship of Beaker
burials to other burials in the same cemetery is an instance of
this approach and seriously led him astray in his theorizing about
the mechanisms behind the diffusion of the various Beaker subtypes
(this point will be elaborated upon in another chapter). An
almost exclusively typological approach has also necessarily char¬
acterized the most recent classifications of Collared urns (Long-
worth, 1961) and Deverel-Rimbury urns (Calkin, 19^2) for the same
reason.
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individual burial has been studied in isolation from its context,

including its relationship to other burials in the same cemetery.

This in turn had 2 further consequences: 1. it facilitated the

formation of the unilinear typological arrangements already referred

to; and 2. in so doing it re-inforced the false assumption that

barrows of all types were normally constructed as monuments to

single individuals buried at or near the centre by allowing other

burials, when present, to be treated as a more or less random

collection of "secondaries" not necessarily connected in any way

either with the community responsible for the initiation of the

barrow or with one another.

Single Grave

The idea that barrows were normally erected to cover a

single burial was espoused by all the 19th century excavators

discussed above and was both the cause and effect of some of the

inadequacies of their digging and recording methods. By Greenwell

and Mortimer's day it was so firmly embedded in antiquarian thinking

that considerable mental agility was displayed in reconciling

awkward facts to it. Thus Mortimer and Greenwell normally greeted

the substantial evidence for the various forms of collective and

successive burials found and described by them in Yorkshire barrows

with elaborate theories involving cannabalism, mass human sacrifice

and the like (Petersen, 1972, 22-25), usually prefaced by tough-

minded head-shakings of the "repugnant as such theories must seem

to modern sensibilities" variety. A century later the same facts

have been explained away more soberly under such rubrics as "round
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barrows with contents of Neolithic affinities" (Ashbee, 1970,

177-80s of. Ashbee, 19&0, 69), but the tenacity with which the

single grave theory has maintained, its grip on archaeological

thinking is best exemplified by the general acceptance accorded to

Ashbee's (i960, 41-42) distinction between "primary" (central

primary) and "satellite" (eccentric primary) burials. The crux of

this distinction, of course, is the assumption that the presence of

the "satellites" is adventitious or optional and that, even when

such burials are present, the barrow remains essentially a "single

grave" monument in the sense that its construction was solely or

largely motivated by the interment of the central "primary".

Looked at in this way, the primary/satellite distinction is not

unreminiscent of the old human sacrifice idea, though, in accordance

with the less ferocious class attitudes of the 20th century, the

"satellites" are now allowed to have died from natural causes

rather than to have been specially slaughtered for the occasion.

As will be demonstrated in later chapters, the single grave

theory, in both its original guise and in the Ashbee reformulation,

cannot be made to square with the facts as revealed by modern

excavation and embodies a grossly misleading conception of the

nature of Bronze Age funerary practices. Its consequences for

other areas of Bronze Age studies, moreover, have been disastrous

both in the practical and theoretical spheres. In the practical

sphere it has been used to justify partial excavation (e.g. by Fox,

1959, xiv), i.e., concentration (often exclusive) on the central

area where "the primary" was assumed to lie. The theoretical
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effects have made themselves chiefly felt by encouraging the attempt

to establish correlations between certain rare barrow types and the

"Wessex Culture" assemblages of S England. Insofar a3 this

attempt has been successful, moreover, it has had serious reper¬

cussions on the interpretation of these assemblages, notably by

elevating them from a heterogeneous collection of poorly-recorded

grave groups to a phenomenon of full-blown "cultural" ranking

complete with a distinctive funeral architecture. This aspect of

the subject will be explored in more detail below.
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MAP 1 (key on following page)



Key to Map 1_
Open circles = chalkland sites (Chapter 3)
Closed circles = heathland sites (Chapter 4)
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Berkshire

1. Farncombe Down
2. Pewit Farm

Dorset

1. Barges i3
2. Black Down
3. Canford Heath
4. Chick's Hill
5. Crichel Down (Barrows 1-9, 12-18)
6. Dudsbury
7 • iiiiniondshara
8. Knighton Heath 1
9» Knighton Heath 2

10. Knowle Hill
11. Launceston Down (Barrows 10-11)
12. Long -ash Lane (Barrows 1-2)
13. Oakley Down (Barrows 1-2)
14• Ridgeway Hill
15. oheep Down
16. Winterborne A

17. Worgret Hill

Hampshire

1. Ashey Down (Barrows 8-9)
2. deaulieu Heath (Barrows 1-10)
3. Berry Wood
4» Bishop's Waltham
5. Colbury
6. Likham's Grave

7. Gallow's Hill
8. Hadden's Hill
9 . Head Down

10. Hint 011 Arnpner 1
11. Hinton Ampner 2
12. Hum 1
13. Kurn 2
14• Hurn 3
15. Ibsley Common (Barrows 1-6)
16. Kinson (Barrows 2-3)
17. Landford
18. Latch Farm

19. Kiton Down
BO. PIaitford
21. Rag Copse
22. Rancombe

23. Rockbourne Down
24. Roundwood (ijarrows 1-3)
25• Snell's Corner
20. Btockbridge Down
27. Btoney Cross (Barrows 1-2)
28. Stoney Cross 3
29• otoney Cross 5

Wiltshire
1. Barrow Hill
2. Boscornbe Down W
3. Down Farm (Barrows A-JS)
4. Durrington (Bites 1-4)
5. Karl's Farm (Barrows 1-2)
6. Easton Down

7» Ebbesborne Down
8. Fargo Plantation
9. Fovant Down

10. Freeth Farm
11. Greenland Farm
12. Heale Hill
13. Knighton Hill
14. Lake (Barrows 36f, 36g, 371

38, 38a, 38b and 39)
15. Lamb Down (Barrows A, B and

F)
16. Karleycombe Hill (Barrows

1-6 )
17. Middle Down (Barrows 1,

1a and 1b)
18. Overton Hill

19. Rollestone Down
20. Shalbourne Dovm (Barrows

.1, 2 and 4)
21. Stonehenge Cursus
22. West Konnet

23. Woodrainton Down (Barrows
1-5)
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CHAPTER 3 s WSSSHS CHALKLAilD

Summary and Conclusions

The standard, of excavation of the 97 Woss&x chalkland barrows

in the corpus runs the usual gamut from very bad to very good, with

the best excavated examples including a number of highly informa¬

tive and interesting sites shedding much light on the range of

burial practices and artifact types current among particular bronze

Age communities at any given time. In at least one instance, a

large bell barrow had been built entirely in connection with the

obsequies of a single unaccompanied cremation; and the construction

of a second large barrow had followed upon the interment of an

unaccompanied multiple cremation deposit with, as in the previous

case, no other bixrials probably having been made. All the remain¬

ing barrows either contained multiple burials or had possibly done

so (the average number of persons buried per barrow was at least

5 and conceivably, allowing for the loss and/or partial recovery

of human remains at many sites, as high as double this figure).

The sex ratio of the burials recovered from the barrows is

biased in favour of males, the extent of the imbalance just failing

to reach statistical significance, It still has importance,

however, in that it enables the similar imbalance displayed by

various sub-categories (e.g. "Wess<3X Culture" burials) to bo placed

in perspective. It is also of interest in that it reverses the

bias towards adult females exhibited by all other Ehglish/Welsh
burials (the disparity in this case being statistically significant),
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a possible implication being that barrow interment was more a male

prerogative in Early Bronze Ago Wessex than in other parts of

Britain. Moreover, the imbalance is greater among cremations than

among inhumations, a fact possibly indicating that this tendency

v/as less marked earlier in the Bronze Age than later, though much

larger numbers of reliably sexed burials, and a more detailed

absolute chronology, are necessary before even provisional conclus¬

ions can be reached on these questions.

As in other areas, and allowing for the unbalanced sex ratio,

there are no definite correlations between age and sex and any

other variable (sequential position and position on plan, presence/
absence or type of grave goods). The age/sex composition of the

interments from particular sites, where the numbers are large

enough for meaningful comparisons to be made, likewise, tends to

agree with that of the whole Wessex sample and confirms the

impression that each cemetery served a small kinship or residence

group.

The bulk of the chapter is devoted to an analysis of the

occurrences in the barrows of certain key grave groups, namely

Wessex Culture assemblages and those consisting of, or containing,

Beaker, Pood Vessel, Collared urn or Deverel-Rimbury pottery.

Beverel-Rimbury burials occur singly or in small groups,

either under small or smallish barrows similar to the Wessex

heathland series (Chapter 4)» or as time "secondaries11 in pre¬

existing round barrows. They are never found on closed stratigraphio

horizons also occupied by "Early Bronze Age" equipment, this
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doubtless being a consequence of their comparatively late date.

Burials associated with Beakers, Food Vessels, Collared urns

or Wessex Culture assemblages are sometimes found in apparent

isolation from other interments, often in primary positions at the

centres of round barrows, the latter usually being of small size

and simple construction. They also, however, frequently occur

together in the same barrow, which may belong to one of a number

of different typological forms, where they are inter-associated

in a variety of different ways.

At several sites up to 12 individuals were buried prior to

the construction of the barrow which was built in a single stage.

At the best recorded of these (Overton Hill), ceramic associations

comprised Beakers and Collared urns and the burial sequence probably

involved an irregular alternation of cremated and inhumed interments.

The same applies to the burial sequence at another group of sites

(Earl's Farm 2 and its analogues) where, however, the barrow was

built up gradually over a period of years, the burials sometimes

falling into a neatly stratified series starting (when represented

in its entirety) with unaccompanied inhumations or inhumations

with Beakers and terminating with Deverel-Rimbury urns, the ceramic

associations of intermediate burials comprising Food Vessels,

enlarged Food Vessels, Collared urns and/or Biconical urns

deposited in that order (with some minor reversals). Multiple

inhumation graves and the practice of simultaneously burying

inhumations and cremations together in the same grave are charac¬

teristic of both types of site, ceramic associations, when present,
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being Beakex-a or (leas commonly) Food Vessels. These graves are

as frequently found in barrows containing Beaker/Food Vessel

pottery only as in the Beaker/Food Vessel components of sites

where "later" ceramic typas were also represented. In the rare

cases where Wessex Culture assemblages occur in those barrows,

they occupy no special position setting thera apart from other

burials and in 2 instances were associated with local ceramic

types (Food Vessel and Collared urn respectively). This

suggests that such assemblages (together with the various Early

Bronze Age pottery types and other equipment) are most plausibly

interpreted as elements of a large fund of potential grave

furniture, common to the different communities responsible for the

cemeteries, and which was selectively drawn upon, by them as the

need arose, there being some chronological separation between

certain elements (Beaker-s early, Wessex Culture assemblages and

Collared urns latish) but also a great deal of overlap.

Multi-component sites of the type known from other parts of

Ehgland end "pond barrows" are each represented by single

examples only and are fully discussed.

Introduction and Analysis

There are 97 sites in the corpus from the chalklands of

Wessex (Berkshire 2; Dorset 28; Hampshire 15; end Wiltshire 52)

(Map 1). Like those of other regions these barrows very

considerably in the thoroughness and competence with which they

were investigated and in their state of preservation, some having
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been badly damaged by ploughing or other causes before excavation.

The breakdown by age, box and rite of the 272 burials from

the 97 sites is tabulated below.

All. 272 burials from 97 sites (mean 2.8)
H F Ad Subad

36 22 103 50

Cremations (167) Inhumations (105)
M F Ad Subad M F Ad Subad

18 9 54 23 18 13 49 27

These figures may be compared with those from a pruned list from

which all barrows less than 40/^* excavated are excluded together
2,

with certain additional examples * at which, because of post

Bronze Age damage and/or incompetent excavation, data on osseous

contents are likely to be incomplete or unreliable. This list

comprises 29 barrows^* which produced between them 141 burials

consisting of 82 cremations and 59 inhumations (mean per barrow

4-9).4*

1. 51 sites (including those where the extent of excavation 1b
unknown) comprising 53/& of the total.

2. Knowle Hill and Oakley 1 and 2, Dorset; Ashey 8 and 9 and Rag
Copse, Hants; and Boscombe, Down A and B, Durrington 2, 3 and
4, Marleyeombe 6, Rollestone, Stonehenge Cursus, W Kennet and
Woodminton 2, Wilts.

3. Farncombe, Berks; Barges B, Crichel 1, 2 and 9j Mmori&shaai,
Launceston 11, Long Ash 1 and 2, Ridgeway and Sheep Down, Dorset;
Gallows Hill and Stockbridge, Hants; and Ehrl's Farm 1 and 2,
Fargo Plantation, Greenland Farm, Heale Hill, Knighton Hill,
Lake 36f, 36g, 37» 38, 38a, 38b and 39» Lamb Down A and F and
Overton Hill, Wilts.

4- The reliability of the ageing and sexing (as por the published
report) cf the skeletons from Ridgeway, Dorset, is open to
question and these burials are excluded from the sex and age
columns.
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All (141)
M P Ad Subad

20 11 46 36

Cremations (82)
M P M Subad

12 3 25 15

Inhumations (59)
M P M Subad

8 8 21 21

The 2 most instructive points to emerge from a comparison of

these data with those from tho whole sample are, firstly, the big

jump in the mean number of burials per barrow (4*9 rather than 2.8)

and, secondly, the equally marked increase in the representation

of subadults. The reasons for the first of these discrepancies

are obvious and a mean figure in excess of 4»9 burials per barrow

can be confidently extended to the whole Wessex series. The

comparatively high subadult representation exhibited by the present

sample is also probably of general applicability as the low

incidence of subadults in the overall figures is likely to reflect

the relative carelessness with which osseous material was sought

for and handled by the excavators of many of the excluded barrows

and also, perhaps, in the case of badly damaged sites, the greater

survival potential of adult bones. The fact that the discrepancy

in the adult/subadult ratios is less marked among cremations than

inhumations is consistent with this explanation given the fragil¬

ity of unburat subadult human remains compared with deposits of

burnt bone and the relative ease with which heaped or inurned
5.

cremations are identified and oollected.

5. The proportion of subadults (33/0 among all Wessex burials is
very close to that (35/0 %or ^ie entire English/Welsh sample in
which, likewise and for the same reasons, adults must be
strongly over-represented.
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The imbalances in the male/female and adult/subadult ratios

are not statistically significant in this sample and can be

disregarded.0'
n

Approximately 125 burials (0.46$ of the total) wera

g
associated with artifacts. * C.59 of these interments wer'e aged

and/or sexed and are tabulated below.

All (0.59)
M P Ad Subad

15 8 c.38 c.21

Cremations (42) Inhumations (c.17)
M P M Subad M P Ad Subad

10 5 28 14 5 3 0.10 0.7

These figures accurately reflect the composition of the total aged

6. The difference in the male/female ratio is significant at the
.10 level and thus approaches statistical significance (one-
tailed chi-sauare test). Note that the male/feraale ratio of
all Wessex burials i3 similar to that exhibited by the smaller
series. It is of interest that the differences in the
relative proportions of males and females between all Wessex
and all non-Wessex cremations are statistically significant
(at the .025 level), the Wessex series (18 males and 9 females)
reversing the marked bias towards females displayed by the
non-Wessex sample (55 males and. 77 females). This does not
apply to inhumations where males predominate in both samples
to a roughly similar extent (18 males and 13 females vs 50
males and 28 females).

7. This figure is very approximate as it includes unexamined
cremation deposits some of which are certain to have contained
the remains of more than one individual.

8. Excluding urtworked flint flak®3, scraps of pottery sto
probably not representing formal grave goods.
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and/or sexed Wessex sample end disprove any theory that particular

age/sex categories are more likely to have grave furniture than

others. The single exception to the general conformity of the

present series with the overall figures involves the cremation/
inhumation ratio, cremations comprising 71/ of equipped aged and/or
sexed burials but only 50/ of all Viesaex aged and/or sexed burials.

This disparity, however, is very largely the result of the

numerous asseolations involving cinerary urns only, particularly

Deverel-Rimbury urns, and for this reason is of very problematical

significance.

sites had burials at or near the centre in primary or

possibly primary positions.

At 30 barrows a central cr near central interment was the

only primary (or probable primary) burial found. These barrows

are listed below.

9. Pewit Farm, Berks; Barges, Crichel 1, 2, 3, 5? 6? 7? 8, 9? 13»
14, 16, 17 and 18, Knowle Hill, Launceston 10 and 11, Long Ash 2,
Oakley 1 and 2 and Winterborns, Dorset; Hinton Ampner 1, Rock-
bourne, Roundwood 1 and Stcckbridge, Hants; and Down Farm A,
Harrington 1, Earl's Farm 2, Easton, Ebbesborne, Fargo Plantation,
Fovant, Freetii, Greenland Farm, Heale Hill, Knighton Hill, Lake
37? 38 and 39? Lamb Down. A and F, Marleycotnbe 4 and 6, Middle
Down 1a and 1b, Overton Hill, Rollestone, Shalbourne 4? Stone-
henge Cursus, W Kennet and Woodminton 5» Wilts.

10.Barges, Freeth, Heale, tJiniez'borae, Long Ash 2 and W Kennet
produced several burials each; at the other 24 3ites the central
interment was the only one found. About 75/ of Knighton Hill
vjas examined and Stonehenge Cursus, Heale Hill, Long Ash 2 and
W Kennet were totally or near totally excavated. In all other
cases the proportion (where known) of the barrow excavated was
less than 45/"? often much less. Grave goods originally
associated with the central burials at Lake 37? Heale Hill and
Marleycombe 4 may have been removed by robbers prior to
excavation but there is no proof of this.
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Site Rite M F M SubaA Equipment

Pewit Farm C 1 0 1 0 Bronzes
Barges I 1 0 1 0 Nil
Crichol 3 C 0 0 1 0 Bucket urn

Crichel 5 I 0 0 0 0 Nil
Criohel 8 C 0 0 1 0 Bucket urn

Crichel 13 I 0 0 0 0 Leaf arrowhead
Crichel 16 I 0 0 0 0 S3 Beaker
Crichel 17 I 0 0 0 0 FP Beaker, brcnaa awl
Crichel 18 C 0 0 1 0 Bead
Launceston 10 C 0 0 1 0 Barrel ura

Launceston 11 I 0 0 0 0 Nil

Long Ash 2 1 0 0 1 0 Nil
Viinterborne C 0 0 1 0 Nil
Roundwood 1 c 0 1 1 0 Nil
Down Farm A I 1 0 1 0 Nil
Durrington 1 I 1 0 1 0 32 Beaker, Stone axshammer
Eaaton I 1 0 1 0 Flint bar
Fovant I 1 0 1 0 Antler implements
Freeth c 0 0 0 0 Collared urn, flint knife
Heale Hill I 0 0 1 0 ?R0BBiiD

Knighton Hill c 0 1 1 0 Backet um

Lake 37 c 0 0 0 1 R033BD
Lamb Down F c 0 0 0 1 Collared urn

Marloycorabe 4 c 0 0 1 0 ROBBED
Middle Down 1a I 0 0 1 0 Nil
Middle Down 1b c 0 0 0 0 Nil
Shalbourne 4 c 0 0 0 0 Collared urn

Stonehenge c 0 0 1 0 Nil
W Kennet c 0 0 0 0 Pygmy Cup, bronze awl
Woodminton 5 c 0 1 1 0 Collared urn, bronze awl

Note that in certain cases the central primary was an unexamined

cremation which may have contained the remains of more than one

individual.

At another 13 barrows} the central "primaries" comprised the

remains of 2 or more individuals.

In 5 cases, 2 or 3 burials were separately buried in pits or

graves located very close together.
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Crichei 2.

Crichal 7.

Crichei 14.

Oakley 1»

Marleyeombe 6.

1. Cremation
2. Cremation (adult)

Cremation (child) with urn sherda
2. Inhumation (?male)

1. Inhumation with w/l-H Beaker
2. Cremation

1. Cremation (adult)
2e Cremation (?female) with bronae awl
3. Inhumation (adult)

1. Cremation (adult) in Barrel urn
2. Cremation

At the 13 other sitea producing multiple "primaries" the

central burials consisted of multiple cremation deposits or of 2

or more interments (inhumations only ox1 inhumations and oremations)

in a single grave. These are listed below under the appropriate

headings.

Multiple Cremation Deposits

Site

Crichei 1
Crichei 9

Oakley 2
Hinton 1

Greenland Farm

Burials Equipment
—MP — * * w.*

Bucket urn

Nil

2 persons (adult and child)*
2 persons (adult and adult/adcles-
cent)

2 persons (50 year male and ?adult) Collared um
2 persons (infant and "much older
person")

2 parsons (50 year male and 40 year
male)

Nil

Nil

* A third primary cremation (indeterminate) was in a Bucket urn
partly standing on the surface of the filled pit containing
the multiple cremation deposit.

Graves Containing 2 or more Inhumations (no Cremations)

Site

Earl's Farm 2

Crichei 6
Rockbourne

Ebbesborne

Burials

2 persona (25-35 ysar male and 25-
35 year male)

3 persons (age/sex unknown)
4 persons (adult, young adult,
infant and ?adult)

5 persons (4 adults and 1 child)

Equipment

Nil

Nil. ?Saxou

Food Vessel

Nil
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Gravea Containing Inhumations and Cremations

Site

Stockbridge

Fargo

Overton

Rollestone

Burials

3 persons (female inhumation and
2 imaged/unaaxed cremations)

4 persons (subadult inhumation and
3 unaged/unsexed cremations)

3 persons (40 .year male inhumation
and 2 cremations (?male and young
child) in an KCD)

4 persons (female inhumation, adult
inhumation, subadult inhumation
and adult or near-adult cremation)

Equipment

N2 Beaker,
bronze awl

S2(W) Beaker,
Food Vessel

S2(Vl)Beaker,
bronze awl,
etc

Becked
Beaker

•The final 4 sites (Knov/le Hill, Lake 38 and 39 and Lamb Down A) •

also produced multiple burials but in all cases the central inter¬

ment had been disturbed by robbing and its stratigraphic position

and original associations (if any) are unknown.

The data relating to artifact associations and age/sex

composition of the various categories of "oentral primaries" &T9

summarized below under the appropriate headings.

M F Ad Snbad

Ungrouped Single Burials 6 3 19 2 (10/)

Multiple (Grouped) Single Burials 1 1 6 1 (142)

Multiple Cremation Deposits 3 0 6 2 (252)

Graves with Multiple Burials
(inhumations only)

2 0 9 2 (182)

Gravea with Multiple Burials
(inhumations and Cremations)

2 2 5 3 (382)

Totals 14 6 45 10 (182)

With Grave Goods Without Grave Goods

Ungrouped Single Burials 17 (<S3g) 10

Multiple (Grouped) Single Burials 4 (40/) 6

Totals 21 (572) 16
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As the summaries indicate "central primaries" may bo adult or

subadult and of either sex and may or may not be provided with

grave furniture. Beyond this, the data are much too imprecise

to support definite conclusions, though 3 tendencies, each most

pronounced in respect of ungrouped single burials, are discernible

if comparison is made with the equivalent statistics for all

Wessex burials. The first and strongest of these (though still

of problematical significance given the general imprecision of

the data) is the under-representation of subadults.^* The other
12.

2, an over-representation of males * and a scmawhat higher

13.
incidence of grave goods * are less marked and for this reason

their validity is even more open to question.^1"

Before passing on to a consideration of the various forms

of multiple burial practised by the builders of Hessex round

barrows, reference should be made to the scanty evidence forth¬

coming from the region for "single grave" monuments of the supposed

11. 18$ a3 compared with 41$ for all other Wossex burials.

12. 70$ as compared with 59$ for all other Wessex burials.

13. 57$ as compared with c.44$ (a very approximate figure) for all
other Weasex burials.

14. The preparation of adequate samples for the application of
statistical tests of significance to any of the tendencies
mentioned in this paragraph is impossible as it would involve
so many unverifiable assumptions and arbitrary decisions as
to be self-defeating.
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classic type. The only known example of such a monument in Wessex

i3 Earl's Farm 1 where the sole burial found was a primary

unaccompanied ?male or&mation located some 6* from centre. Earl's

Farm 1 was intact and undisturbed before excavation (which waa

total) and appears to have been of single stage construction,

there being little doubt that in this instance the erection of a

large (mound diameter c.70') well-characterized, bell barrow was

entirely inspired by the interment of a single unaccompanied

cremation. Another large totally excavated barrow, Greenland

Farm (ditched bowl barrow 6'7' in diameter), night also bo

mentioned here, as it likewise produoed a single primary unaccom¬

panied cremation deposit near the centra. Unlike the Earl's

Farm deposit, however, the Greenland example was a multiple

cremation deposit (2 persons, both oldish males) and, as the barrow

had sustained some plough damage prior to excavation, additional

burials contemporary with its construction or secondarily

inserted into it might have beon lost. Discounting this possib¬

ility, however, the site is of interest as another rare example

of a large barrow apparently thrown up entirely in connection with

the burial of a single deposit of bones interred 'without grave

, 15-goods.

15. The date of neither deposit is known but both can be presumed
to be of the Bronze Age and probably of the Early Bronze Age,
though possibly late in the latter (the largest Wessex barrow
with primary Beverel-Rimbury burial3 in the corpus has a
diameter of 55' and is therefore smaller than either of
the present sites).
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Grave Furniture« Burial Rite and Burial Sequence

a. Introduction

The 97 barrows under consideration here present a bewildering

array of features and, as indicated, include a large number of

partially examined, robbed or otherwise damaged and/or badly

excavated sites. The sample also includes, however, many sites

which were excavated and published in an exemplary manner. Some

of these were very productive of burials and provide much useful

information on the mutual relationships of major ceramic types and

other grave goods as well as illustrating in a comparatively

clear and unambiguous way the complex nature of Early Bronze Age

burial practices.

In the following pages the occurrences of the various

ceramic types will be described in turn and an attempt made to

elucidate their general context and inter-relationships. Only

incidental attention will be paid to barrows lacking the diagnostic

pottery types, the main exception being the handful of site3 (6

only) producing assemblages attributable to the so—called "Wessex

Culture". Unfortunately, the sparse represented ion of these last

in the corpus limits their potential contribution to a solution

of the many problems posed by the "Wessex Culture" phenomenon but

some tentative conclusions and suggestions are nevertheless

possible.

The ceramic and other contents of the barrows will be discussed

under 3 main headings—Daverel-Rimbury, Wessex Culture, and Other

Early Bronze Age. As will become apparent, burials associated
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with Deverel-Rimbury urns have little tendency to occur on closed

stratigraphio horizons with other ceramic forms, but Beakers, Food

Vessels, Collared urns and Wessex Culture assemblages exhibit

a complex pattern of inter-association indicative of a considerable

degree of mutual contemporaniety.

b. Deverel-Rimbury Burials

16
Deverel-Rimbury burials were identified at 20 sites.

At Crichel 1, 3 and 8, Launceston 10, Winterborne, Barrow

Hill, Knighton and Lake 2>6g, one to 3 Deverel-Rimbury burials were

primary (or possibly so in the case of Barrow Hill and Lake }6g)

to small or medium-sized round barrows (diameters between 18'

and 55')• Knighton and Winterborne were small bell barrows,

the others all being of the bowl type. About 75of Knighton

was excavated and c.20-50> of the others. Hone of the 8 produced

evidence for multiperiod construction and all were structurally

simple, the most complex sites being Crichel 8—where a turf core

was capped by flints which in turn were covered by material

obtained from the ditch—and Winterborne "which had a central core

17-and 3 successive cappmgs.

16. Crichel 1, 3 and 8, Launceston 10, Oakley 1 and Winterborne,
Dorset; and Barrow Hill, Karl's Farm 2, Heale Hill, Knighton
Hill, Lake 36g and 38, Marleyeombe 2, 5 and 6 and Woodminton
1, 2, 3 and 4> Wilts.

17. Single-period construction at Winterborne was confirmed by
soil analysis.
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At 6 of the 8 sites, the only burial found was at or near the

centre and consisted of a cremation in a Barrel or Bucket urn.

Three of these burials were unsexed adults, one a middle-aged

female and another an adult male. Three burials were recovered

from Crichel 1, all primary, a central multiple cremation deposit

(child and adult) in a pit dug into the ancient surface and an

indeterminate cremation located nearby and which had been deposited

secondarily to the multiple deposit. Crichel 1 was very small

(diameter 18•) and was about excavated. The single primary
18.

burial (adult) " found at "Winter-borne was centrally or near

centrally located and had possibly been burnt in situ. The barrow

had been badly damaged before excavation which was very incomplete

but also produced 2 other Deverel-Rimbury burials (one an adult,

the other indeterminate), occupying separate pits dug into the

berra within a foot or so of one another.

The barrows just described have good parallels among the Wessex

heathland Beverel-Rimbury sites discussed in another chapter,

common features including the occasional presence of berm3, small

size, simple one-period construction and the tendexicy for burials

to be confined to the central area, a single primary being more

frequently encountered than groups of 2 or 3 primaries.

Eight other sites where Deverel-Rimbury burials were recovered

belonged to the badly excavated Viocdininton and Marleycombe groups.

18. The burial was unaccoapanied but a Deverel-Rimbury attribution
is suggested by a radio carbon date of 1020/95bc.
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The 4 Woodminton barrows formed a NW/SE line, each barrow

being in contact or near contact with its neighbours but nothing

is known of the mutual stratigraphic relationships. They all

seem to have been structurally simple monuments of similar size

(diameters between 33' and. 42'). It is conceivable that all 4

had incorporated material derived from a "ditch" flanking the line

to the S though the published description of this feature is

unsatisfactory and its date and function cannot be regarded as

established. In no case was more than about 40/® of the barrow

excavated. The only human remains (fragmentary ?inhumation)

from Barrow 3 came from a disturbed context. An adult cremation

in a "Barrel" urn was in an unknown stratigraphic position in the

SW quadrant of Barrow 2; 2 other urns were probably secondary to

the barrow in the same general area as the first and may or may

not have been associated with human remains. The stratigraphic

position of the single (eccentric) cremation (with a Barrel urn)

from Barrow 4 ia unknown. 21 cremations, each in an upright

Barrel or Globular urn were secondary to Barrow 1, no primary

burials being found and there being no data on age or sex.

The 4 Marleycorabe barrows were also small (diameters between

25' and 34')» structurally simple (as far as i3 known) and very

incompletely investigated. Ho burials were found at Karleycombe

3 (which had been robbed and produced only a Barrel urn without

bones in an apparently secondary context). The other 3 barrows

all contained 2 or more burials, located in all cases in the

central area where they possibly occupied primary positions. At
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Marleycoabe 2 an adult cremation with a Barrel urn had "been

placed near a central grave containing an inhumation. There

were 2 inurned cremations at Marleycombe 5? a child and an adult,

each in a Barrel urn and both, apparently, occupying the same

pit dug into the old surface near a central pit which had possibly

been robbed out. The 2 cremations from Marleycombe 6 (an adult

in a Barrel urn and an unaccompanied indeterminate cremation)

were situated close together a few feet BE of centre.

At the 4 remaining sites where Beverol-Rimbury burials were

found, the latter had been secondarily inserted into pre-existing

barrows of definite (Earl'3 Farm 2 and Lake 38) or probable (Heala

Hill and Oakley 1) Early Bronze Age date. By far the most

informative and well-recorded of these sitss is Earl's Farm 2

which was totally excavated and where a mixed inhumation/cremation

cemetery of Deverel-Rimbury date had been formed in the ditch

when the latter was in an almost completely silted up condition.

19.
The 3 inhumations " * comprised an adult male and 2 children; the

19. These were unaccompanied and cannot be proved to be contemporary
with the cremations. One was trepanned, however, and is very
likely to be of Bronze Age date. All 3, moreover, occurred
on the same stratigraphic horizon as the cremations and were
juxtaposed to the latter in such a way as to suggest both
types of burials belonged to a common cemetery. Elsewhere,
inhumations of probable Deverel-Rimbury date have been
seldom recorded, the only other reasonably convincing examples
being the small series of foetus/infant burials from the Itford
Hill settlement, Sussex (Cha.pter 10). The Bussex bones, however,
almost certainly represent the remains of abortions or still¬
births disposed of casually and, for this reason, are not
comparable to the Earl's Farm inhumations (adult and older
children) which, as argued above, appear to have been formally
interred in a recognized cemetery.
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7 cremations included an adult male, an adult female, 2 children

and 2 unsexed adults, one of the children being associated with

the female in a multiple cremation deposit in a Globular urn.

There were up to 5 unaged and unsexed Deverel-Rimbury cremations

at Heale Hill, 2 of which had been secondarily inserted into the

barrow centre, the others occupying the flat ground adjacent to

the barrow. The 3 Deverel-Rimbury burials at Oakley 1 comprised

2 adults (one a male) and a subadult, all buried singly. The

sole burial (an adult male) of proven Deverel-Rimbury date at

Lake 38 was of unknovm stratigraphic position but likely to be

secondary.

The age/sex breakdown of the burials from Deverel-Rimbury

sit63 is as follows and calls for no comment.

Inhumations (3 from 1 site) Cremations (c.53 from 18 sites)
H P Ad Subad H F Ad Subad

10 12 • 4 2 15 4

At Marleycombe 5» burial of a child preceded that of an adult

and at Crichel 1, an indeterminate cremation was deposited

secondarily to a multiple cremation deposit (adult ana child),

these being the only instances where the order of interment is

known. In neither case was the interval between the burials

(all of which were primary) necessarily a long one.

The age/sex composition of central or near central primaries,

where these existed, is given below but the figures are obviously

too sQiall for any conclusions to be drawn from them. The under-

representation of subadults nay be noted however (the single

subadult in the table accompanied an unsexed adult in a multiple
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cremation deposit).

M

0

P

1

Ad

6

Subad

1

c<, Wee sex Culture Burials

20.
Six Wessex Culture " * burials are represented in the corpus

from the region and are listed below.

Mxnondshamj Dorset
21.

Long Ash 2, Dorset

Gal1ow1s Hill, Kants

Stockbridge, Hants

Boscoabe, Wilts

Male cremation with ogival dagger,
whetstone, bone objects (tweezers, pin)

Cremation with 4 segmented faience beads
and a Food Vessel

22.
1. Male cremation with We3sex dagger,

bone belt-hook.
2. Segmented faience and other beads

possibly with one or both of 2 inhuma¬
tions (including an adult female) in
a robbed grave

Adolescent cremation with segmented
faience and other beads, bronze awl and
Collared urn

Large Wessex Culture assemblage in a
disturbed context

As indicated the Long Ash 2 and Stockbridge grave groups, in

addition to the Wessex Culture objects, contained a Food Vessel and

20. The term "Wessex Culture" is retained here as a matter of
convenience only a3 the assemblages conc€)rned clearly fail to
merit "cultural" status in any currently acceptable senss of
that word. S Piggott, 1938, is still the basic document and
the criteria used therein for defining "Wessex Culture"
assemblages have been followed here. It is possible that
once the chronology of the key artifact types is better
understood, the term might be given a new lease of life as a
useful label for all graves attributable to the terminal
stages of the ikrly Bronze Age in Wessex and adjoining areas
(cf the steps in this direction represented by the "poor graves"
of Annable and Simpson, 19^4, 27-8, and by Burgess_!s (1974, 184-
90) distinction between "first category" and "second category"
burials). The most recent discussions of the Wessex Culture
phenomenon are Piggott, 1973, 371-75, and Burgess, 1974, 184-90
(the latter disposes of the "minimal view" of Coles and Taylor,
1971, insofar as it has any relevance to the issues under
consideration here).

Please see following page for footnotes 21 and 22.
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a Collared urn respectively and their relationships to other finds

and burials from the same site3 will be discussed below. Neither

burial was either central or primary. The rich Mmondsham

assemblage accompanied a primary male cremation in an eccentric

position under a large bell barrow. The bones had been burnt on

tho spot and may have represented the only burial present (the

barrow was apparently of single-period construction), though this

is uncertain due to incomplete excavation. Callow's Hill wa3 a

badly mutilated bowl barrow with a complex structural history

probably paralleled—at least in a general way—at multistage

sites of the Sari's Farm 2/Long Ash type described below. The

grave containing the faience beads etc had been robbed out but was

possibly primary. The other Wessex Culture interment (male

cremation) at this site was secondary to an early structural

phase of the barrow and may, therefore, have post-dated the burial

or burials associated with the faience beads; like the latter it

was eccentrically positioned. No definite traces survived of

the burial or burials originally associated with the Vlessex

Culture bronzes and other equipment recovered from the Bosccmbs

barrow which also produced a crouched made inhumation with a flat

riveted knife in an eccentric grave (the strat-igraphic position of

the latter is unknown but was possibly primary).

Footnotes from previous page.

21. Belonging to Gerloff's (1975) Camerton-Snowshill group.

22. Belonging to Gerloff's (1975) Armorico-British C group.
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Defective as these data are, they convincingly demonstrate

the failure of Wessex Culture interments to occupy a consistent

position relative either to stages in barrow construction or to

other burials; they likewise show that Vies sex Culture interments

23.
display no tendency to be centrally located.

d. Other Early Bronze Age Burials (Beaicers, Food Vessels,
Cinerary Urn3

Collared urns occurred at 15 barrows^*, of which, 6 also

produced Beaker and/or Pood Vessel pottery and 2, Wessex Culture

assemblages.

The 9 sites where Beakers and/or Pood Ves3el3 are not known

to have been present either had been robbed out (Criehel 12,

Oakley 2, Lake 38 and 38b) or badly truncated or completely

levelled by ploughing (Oakley 2, Head Down, Lamb F, lake 38 and

38b) or were partially (all the sites except Oakley 2 and the 2

Lake barrows) and/or incompetently (Head Down, Rancoobe, Preeth

and Woodminton) excavated. The factors just listed severely limit

23. Of Beaulieu 6, Hants (Chapter 4)» where there was evidence for
2 primary inhumations, one with an amber necklace on the old
ground surface near the centre having been interred later than
the other which had been buried unaccompanied in a grave.

24. Crichel 12, Long Ash 1 and 2, Oakley 2 and Sheep Down, Dorset;
Head Down, Rancombe and Stockbridge, Hants; mid Earl's Farm 2,
Preeth, Lake 38 and 38b, Lamb Down P, Overton and Woodminton 5>
Wilts. Lake 38b had been robbed out, part of a Collared urn
occurring in a pit in the central area but no bones,
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the amount of reliable data available from these sites and make

comparisons with other barrows difficult. At least 4 (Lake 38

and 38b, Lamb Down F and Crichel 12) were of simple homogeneous

construction employing material scraped up from the adjacent land

surface or obtained from a ditch. Woodminton 5 was too incompletely

excavated for its structural characteristics to be determined and

the same applies, for this or other reasons, to most of the

remainder. All the barrows were small or smallish (between o.11'

and 44' in diameter) except for Preeth and Rancombe which had

diameters of c.100* and c.75* respectively).

The only burial found at Crichel 12 (which had been robbed

at the centre) was an eccentric subadult cremation in a Collared

urn. All the other sites (except possibly Head Down) had burials

at or near the centre in primary or possibly primary positions.

All these burials were cremations and (except, possibly, at Lake 38)

were in or with Collared urns. The aged and sexed examples

comprise the following and clearly fail to display any bia3

towards a particular age/sex category.

Oakley 2 Multiple cremation deposit (50 year male and
?adult)

Head Down Young female

Rancombe Middle-aged adult

Lamb Dovm P 9 year child

Woodininton 5 Female

Th8 central burials at Woodminton, Head Down and Lamb Dovm were

the only ones found. At Rancombo, a second cremation (unaged and

unsexsd), also possibly primary and also in a Collared urn, was



located some distance from the first. Three to 4 cremation

burials occurred in the small part of Preeth which was excavated,

all unaged and unsexed, one primary at the centre with a plano¬

convex flint knife in a Collared urn, the ethers unaccompanied

in unknown stratigraphic positions (but, at any rate, secondary

to the initial stage of barrow construction). At Oakley 2 (which

was ploughed out but totally excavated) a ?male cremation with bone

tweezers was primary to the ditch and possibly antedated the central

burial. There were 2 other cremations (both indeterminate),

one primary to the secondary ditch silting and the other in an

unknown stratigraphio and sequential position.

Lake 38 and 38b belonged to a multi-component site

consisting of a linear arrangement (running HUH/BSE) of 4 barrows,

all of which had been very badly damaged before excavation which

was total in the case of Barrow 38 but less than total in that of

the other 3. Six burials wore recovered from No. 38: a central

cremation (indeterminate) with cinerary urn sherds in an unknown

stratigraphic position; a primary cremation (infant) in a Collared

urn some distance from centre; a cremation (subadult) in a

Collared urn probably buried while the barrow was being raised; a

multiple cremation deposit (young male plus older female) in a

pit dug into the secondary ditch sifting; and a male cremation

25. Multi-component sites of very similar type occur in other areas,
notably Gloucestershire and Somerset (see Chapter 7 f°r a
discussion of the general characteristics of these monuments).
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with .Bucket urn sherds from a disturbed context. Barrows 38a

and 38b had been robbed out and produced nothing and the remains

of a Collared urn (in the central area without bones) respectively.

Six burials were discovered at Barrow 39» all disturbed and without

surviving grave goods, one (a fragmentary ?male inhumation)

probably primary and non-centrally located, the others (3 crema¬

tions and 2 inhumations) in unknown stratigraphic positions.

Barrows 38a and 38 were primary to barrow 38b, Barrow 38 al30

being primary to Barrow 39 > the series as a whole having been

constructed in the non-linear sequence typical of such sites in

other areas. No barrow produced evidence for multiperiod

construction but pre-excavation damage was far too extensive for

this to be ruled out as a possibility in any particular case. For

this reason, the inter-site burial sequence cannot be reconstructed

with any certainty, though it seems likely that both of the

cremations in Collared urns at Site 38 had been buried prior to

the interment of tho (probably) primary male inhumation at Barrow 39*

Three other barrows (Nos. 36f, 36g and 37) were located within

a few feet of the Lake multi-component site but did not come in

stratigraphio contact either with the latter or with one another.

Like the barrows of the multi-component site, all were in an

extremely dilapidated state before excavation and all had been

dug into at the centre. Barrow 36f oontained 3 primary inhuma¬

tions (all unaccompanied and separately interred) and 5 disturbed

burials (inhumations and cremations) of unknown stratigraphic

position. Barrows 36g and 37 each produoed a single disturbed
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cremation, a male in a Bucket urn and an unaccompanied subadult

cremation respectively, In size and in structural characteristics

(insofar as the latter are known) the barrows were identical to

those fox-ming the multi-component site and there can be little

doubt that the group as a whole had constituted a cemetery serving
2^

the needs of a single Bronze Age community.

At Long Ash 1 and 2, Earl's Farm 2, Sheep Down, Overton Hill

and Stockbridge, Collared urn3 had been buried in barrows whioh

also contained Beakers and/or Food Vessels. The relationship

of the Collared urn burials at these sites to other interments

varies and will be discussed in detail after the Beaker/Food
Vessel background to the occurrences in question has been sketched

in.

27 •
Fourteen sites * contained burials associated with Beakers

and/or Food Vessels, or attributable to users of these eeramio

types on other grounds, and form a comparatively uniform series

26. The 22 surviving burials from the 7 barrows must, of course,
represent only a proportion of the persons originally buried
in the cemetery. The age/sex breakdown (6 males, 3 females,
10 adults and 5 subadults) agrees reasonably well with the
overall Wessex figures and there is no tendency for particular
age or sex classes to be confined to particular barrows or to
be differentially distributed between the 2 rites (inhumation
and cremation). The 3 primary inhumations from 36f comprised
a young female, a subadult ?male and a young child respectively,
the 2 older skeletons sharing an anatomical peculiarity
(Wormian bones in the lambdoid suture) probably indicative of
close blood relationship.

27. Crichel 14» 15 and 17» Long Ash 1 and 2, Ridgeway Hill and
Sheep Down, Dorset; Rockbourne and Stockbridge, Hants; and
Durrington 1, Ebbesbome, Earl's Farm 2, Fax-go Plantation and
Overton Hill, Wilts.
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characterized, by relatively email size and (with the apparent

exceptions noted, below) a multiple burial rite which may take ona

of a number of variant forma. In several cases small Beaker

barrows or unmounded ditched enclosures were the starting points

of large structurally complex monuments built in stages by

succeeding generations.

At 3 of these sites, all (apparently) less than totally

excavated, the only burials found were single crouched inhumations

in central graves: a male with an 32 Beaker and axshammer at

Durringtcn 1, and unsexed and imaged, skeletons at Crichel 16

and 17 associated, respectively, with Beakers of the 33 and FP

types. The Crichol 16 grave had evidently been re-opened and

the bones disturbed prior to the erection of the barrow.

Durrington 1 had been ploughed flat before excavation and nothing

definite can be said about its structural history beyond noting

the possibility that it may have existed for a time as a medium-

sized ditched bowl or small bell barrow before its presumed

enlargement using material obtained by the digging of a seoond

ditch. Grichel 16 and 17 were small (respective diameters c.25'

and 18 *) ditchless bowl barrows formed entirely of surface

scrapings.

The other 11 Beaker/Food Vessel barrows (or components of

multistage barrov/s also containing interments of later date) all

produced primaries several or all of which characteristically

occupied the same grave.

The least satisfactorily recorded of these sites are the
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Ridgeway Hill and Ebbesborne barrows. Both were small (respective

diameters 30' and 44')> of apparently simple construction (though

there are no reliable data on the structural history of either

site) and incompletely (particularly Ebbesborne) investigated. It

is unknown whether or not these barrows were ditched.

At Ridgeway there were 8 inhumation burials, of which 2 (both

adults, possibly in the same grave and one associated with Beaker

pottery) may have been primary. The other 6 comprised both

adults and children and all or most appear to have been separately

buried after some or all of the barrow had been constructed.

Several of these burials were in stone cists: one or 2 were

accompanied by Undec Beakers and a third by an SH4(C) Beaker.

Ebbesborne, if anything, wa3 even less satisfactorily

recorded than Ridgeway. The only burials found were a group of

5 inhumations (child and 4 adults), all evidently fragmentary and

all occupying a single small central grave. The grave may or

may not have been primary and produced no pottery or other artifacts.

A third site (Rockbourne) was ditched but of similar size

(diameter 37') to the 2 just described and had been completely

ploughed out before excavation which involved only about 30$ of

the total area. There were 4 burials, 2-3 adults and an infant,

all inhumations and all in a deep central grave. Careful

recording established that the earliest burial (an adult) had been

placed on the floor of the grave soon after it was dug and that a

second adult and the infant were interred at higher levels either

during infilling or after this had been completed. The insertion
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cf the third adult into the filled grave resulted in the disturbance

of all 3 of the previous occupants. Sherds belonging to a Food

Vessel probably represent the remains of grave goods originally

accompanying one or other of the 3 individuals last buried.

Multiple Beaker/Food Vessel inhumations in the same grave

also occurred at another 3 barrows, namely Earl's Farm 2 and the 2

Long Ash sites. All 3 barrows were complex multistage structures

which, in the case of Earl's Farm 2 (judging from the radio carbon

evidence) only attained its final form after the passage of some

centuries. Earl's Farm 2 was totally excavated to the best

modern standards: the 2 Long Ash barrows were (apparently) near

totally excavated but the published report is unsatisfactory in

many respects and much of their structural histories are inferen¬

tial. All 3 sites also produced Collared urns, and a Wessex

Culture grave group accompanied one of the burials at Long Ash 2.

The earliest burials at Earl's Farm 2 were 2 male inhumations

28
which had probably been successively inserted into the same grave

which was at the centre of the succeeding Phase l/ll barrow (a

small bell barrow—mound diameter 48'—built immediately after

the second burial had been made). The grave was concentric with

a small circular ditch (internal diameter 22') and a series of

stake rings, the former having been deliberately filled in and the

28. The excavator interpreted the course of events during the
earliest stages somewhat differently (see the corpus entry
for details).

\
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latter dismantled or in a state of collapse before the re~opening
29,

of the grave " for the second burial. Two additional interments

(both unaccompanied, a young child inhumation and an adult

cremation) were contemporary (or possibly so in the case of the

cremation) with the construction of the Stage l/ll barrow which

itself was primary to 3 further inhumed interments (an adult female

and 2 children), one of the latter being accompanied by a ridged

Food Vessel. A multiple cremation deposit (2 children) in an

enlarged Food Vessel terminated the Stage l/ll burial sequence,^*
post-dating the others by an unknown amount and pre~dating (also

by an unknown interval) the final (Phase III) enlargement and the

deposition of 13 further burials (the ceramic associations of the

latter comprised Collared, VJessex Biconical and Deverel-Rimbury

urns).

Long Ash 1 was less prolific of burials but in both its

earlier (Beaker) and later stages was otherwise remarkably similar

29• Or its original digging. There were no ceramic associations
with these burials but a radio carbon date of 2Q10/l10bc
suggests contemporaniety with early Beakers.

30. A radio carbon date of l690/40bc for this stratigraphic
horizon is not tied to any particular burial and cannot be
used to date either of the ceramic types (Food Vessel and
enlarged Food Vessel) found on it. The deposition of the
enlarged Food Vessel, however, could not have occurred earlier
than this date which alsc fixes the lower chronological limit
of the Phase III reconstruction and of the burials which
followed upon this.
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31 •
to Earl'3 Farm 2. * As at the latter, the first burials were

in a multiple inhumation grave at the centre of a small ditched

enclosure, the ditch having completely silted up (?or had been

deliberately filled in) before it was covered over by the earliest

component of the barrow which—-possibly—in its intermediate and—

probably—in its final form was berraed. The grave contained 5

inhumations, one (female) interred on the floor, the others (2

females and 2 children) scattered in the fill with sherds belonging

to an Undec Beaker. A cremation with a Pygmy Cup in an inverted

Collared urn was at the centre of the Phase I barrow, to whioh it

was primary, and almost certainly post-dated the multiple inhuaa-
32.

tion grave, possibly by a considerable interval of time. * Two

additional burials (cremation in a Biconical urn and an unaccompanied

31. The most notable specific similarity is the fact that in each
case deliberate levelling in order to provide a large area of
flat ground at the centre had occurred prior to the barrow's
completion (see the corpus entries for details).

32. The multiple inhumation grave and ditch (which was penannular
and oval rather than circular as at Earl's Farm 2) were
markedly eccentric to the general layout which was concentric
with the primary cremation. Cf the very similar layout
at Martinstown 1, Dorset (Gray and Prideaux, 19Gp)» where
an eccentric cairn covered a Beaker multiple inhumation
grave almost certainly pre-dating the "central primary",
a Wessex Culture cremation (ogival bronae dagger). Martins-
town (which is not in the corpus) was a large narrow-bermed
bell barrow and was only partially (and not very competently)
excavated.
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inhumation) were associated, with later structural phases, the

cremation being stratigraphically contemporary with a Collared, urn

without bones and pre-dating the inhumation.

The structural and burial routines at Long Ash 2 (in its final

form a ditched bowl barrow 5"' in diameter) differ from those at

Long Ash 1 and Earl's Farm 2 but the 3 sites still have much in

common.

The earliest structural phase (I) was a small ditched bowl

barrow (diameter 30') which covered a central grave containing an

unaccompanied adult inhumation on its floor. A second inhumation

(an infant) had been deposited (in a disarticulated state) during

the course of the construction of the Phase I barrow and may have

been virtually contemporary with the adult inhumation. A third

grave was secondary to the Stage I barrow (or to the immediately

subsequent structural phase) and contained 2 inhumations, an

unaccompanied adult on the floor and fragments of a second (unaged

and unsexed) skeleton lying partly on the floor (where some bones

were still in articulation) and partly in the upper fill together

with sherds of an S2(W) Beaker. A bronze awl was also in this

grave. Six additional burials had been deposited during later

structural stages and comprised, in order of their probable

sequence of deposition, an unaccompanied subadult inhumation, an

inhumation with a Food Vessel, a cremation in an enlarged Food

Vessel, a cremation with a Food Vessel and segmented faience
33.

beads, a cremation in a Collared urn and an unaccompanied inhumation.

Please see following page for footnote 33.
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Pour (Stockbridge, Criehol 14» Fargo Plantation and Overton

Hill) of the remaining 5 sites exemplify a slightly different

variant of the burial practices represented at the barrows

discussed in the previous paragraphs in that cremations are

associated with inhumations in some graves. In othor respects,

however, they have many features in common with the latter and are

almost certainly contemporary or near contemporary with them and

the product of the same or culturally closely akin communities.

Excavation and publication was of a high standard in each case and

(except at Crichel 14) was total or near total. Ovex*ton was

65' in diameter, the others between c.15' (Pargo) and 25* (Stock-

bridge ).

Only 2 burials (both primary) were found at Crichel 14 (which

was only about 30/b excavated), a (trepanned) inhumation with a

W/MR Beaker on the floor of a near central grave and a cremation in

a pit partly cut into the grave fill. The cremation must have

post-dated the inhumation grave but there were no signs that the

position of the latter had been marked in any way before the

erection of the barrow (a ditchless bowl barrow of simple

Footnote from previous page.

33• Callow's Hill (medium-sized bowl barrow), which produced 2
Weasex Gulture assemblages as well as a number of unaccompanied
and disturbed burials, had a primary ditched enclosure
(possibly of Beaker date though there is no proof of this)
and a complex structural history probably similar in general
outline to those at Earl's Farm 2 and the 2 Long Ash barrows.
The site had unfortunately been badly mutilated before
excavation and the kinds and numbers of the burials associated
with the earliest phases, in particular, are uncertain.
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construction) and it is hard to believe that the interval of time

separating the 2 burials was more than a few weeks or months.

Stockbridge, another ditchless bowl barrow, differed from

Crichel 14, to which it was otherwise very similar, in that the

central grave was enclosed by a small multi-causewayed ditch which

had entirely silted up or had been filled in before the barrow

was thrown up over it. There were 4 burials, ail primary.

Three of these were in the central grave, a female inhumation with

an K2 3eaker and copper awl on the floor and 2 unaccompanied imaged

and unsexed cremations in the fill, the fourth (a subadult cremation

with a bronae awl and faience and jet beads in a Collared urn)

occupying a pit cut into the .fill of the pre-barrow enclosure

ditch. The cremations in the central grave had evidently been

deposited during the infilling process and were thus virtually

contemporary with the inhumation.

The third site (Fargo) produced 5 burials, 4 in a central

grave of similar type to those at Stockbridge and Crichel 14« An

incomplete subadult inhumation was on the grave floor and was

stratigraphically contemporary with 2 cremations and the remains

of 2 pots (an S2(w) 3eaker and a ridged Food Vessel). A third

cremation occupied a pit secondary to the earlier stages of the

infilling and the digging of which was possibly responsible for the

incomplete state of the skeleton. Yet another cremation,

unaccompanied like the others, was in a pit located some distance

from the grave and, with the latter, was enclosed by an asymmetrical

hengiform ditch with 2 opposed causeways and an external bank.
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There was no evidence thai the site had ever been mounded, but it

is in other respects in no way anomalous, having* as it does close

parallels in the pre-barrow ditched enclosures at Stockbridge,

Earl's Farm 2 and Long Ash 1, and, indeed, at various extra-linital

sites discussed in other chapters.

The one other site, Overton Hill, reasonably comparable to

those just discussed, was a medium-sized aitchless bowl barrow

rather larger (6*5*) in diameter than any of the others. Structur¬

ally, it consisted of 3 major components, a turf core separated

by a "berra" from a circular bank, the whole being sealed under a

soil capping. There is some (rather inconclusive) evidence

that the bank was built after the core but there is no reason to

think that the interval of time between them was a prolonged one.

There were 12 burials, all in primary positions, Ten of the

34« Typologically, of course, the Fargo ditch is a Class 2 henge,
a fact to which attention has often been directed in the past
(Atkinson et al, 19511 102), This, in my opinion, while
of interest, is of questionable importance given the very
close and obvious affinities of the Fargo ditch to the pre-
barrow enclosure elements found under many Bronze Age round
barrows, particularly those of Beaker/Food Vessel date just
cited. These enclosures, in most cases and as far as is
known, were entirely funerary in inspiration and function and
occasional resemblances to i(henges" are likely to be fortuitous
or, if not fortuitous, to have no direct bearing cn funda¬
mental questions relating to their use and origins (of Burl,
1970, 4).

35. Namely, the thin and sporadic nature of the old turf line
under the bank and capping and which possibly resulted from
partial stripping to provide turves for use in the core (see
the corpus entry), Note that, contrary to the view taken
here, the excavators concluded that the bank pre-dated the
core (see the corpus entry).
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interments v/ere sealed under a thin layer of grey clay 'coter¬

minous with the turf core which they could have antedated by any

length of time. The most lavishly equipped burial was an adult

male inhumation on the floor of a central grave where it was

associated with an S2(W) Beaker, bronze aw! and various stone,

bone and antler objects. Two other interments (?male and young

child) were in a multiple cremation deposit placed in the grave

during its infilling. Another group of burial3 was associated

with a second grave containing an infant inhumation without grave

goods on its floor and with a subadult cremation in a Collared

urn and an unaccompanied multiple cremation deposit (2 adults)

occupying- separate pits wholly or partly dug into its fill.

Another cremation (subadult) in a Collared urn ana 2 further

inhumations (both of infants, one with a shale bead, the other

unaccompanied) were interred, separately and were not in direct

or indirect contact with any other burial.

There are grounds for thinking that 2 of the 3 burials just

mentioned (the unaccompanied inhumation and the inurned cremation)

were the latest of the 10 to have been interred and that the whole

series antedated 2 additional burials (consisting in each case

of the unaccompanied inhumed remains of a child) sealed under the
37.

bank. Both these inhumations were shallowly buried and must

36. This layer was 2-3" thick and was (apparently) an artificial
deposit deliberately spread over the area subsequently covered
by the turf stack after preliminary stripping to solid chalk
level. It is farther discussed below in connection with the
Sheep Down "pond barrow".

37* The evidence for this conclusion is summarized in the corpus
entry.
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have been interred almost simultaneously shortly before the bank

was constructed,

The final site containing burials v;ith Beaker/Food Vessel

associations is Sheep Down, Dorset, a "pond barrow" and the only
^ Q

example of this rare typological form excavated in modern times.

It consisted of 3 main structural elements; a central circular

depression or "pond", 35' in diameter, flat-bottomed with gently

sloping sides and a maximum depth of 2' below solid chalk level;

a stone ring bank overlapping the sides of the "pond"; and a

circular pavement (diameter c.2Q') lining the floor and lower

sides of the latter and separated by a narrow ,fberm" from the .inner

edge of the bank.^*

Fourteen burial deposits were recovered from the excavated

portions (which comprised c«40$ of the whole and were mainly in

38. Except for the Wilsford (Wilts) example, which has not been
fully published and which is of Deverel-Rimbury date and a
ritual shaft or well rather than a barrow (Ashbee, 1963 and
1966).

39• Dote the general similarity to the layout at Overton which
also had a central "pavement" (grey clay la.yer) separated by
a narrow berm from a circular bank (also, for what it is worth,
the incipient "pond" at Overton produced by the stripping
of the central area). The bank and pavement at Sheep Down
probably incorporated spoil from the "pond", the order in
which the major components were constructed thus reversing
that inferred for Overton. Two barrows in the E Riding
of Yorkshire, Goodmanham 105 (Greenwell, 1877? 315) and Etton C
(corpus entry), covered shallow central pit3 roughly comparable
in size and other characteristics to the Sheep Down "pond".
These are of interest here in that they partly bridge the
typological gap between time "pond barrows" (sheep Down) and
conventional mounded barrows of the Overton type.
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the central area) of the site, occupying pita and graves scattered

at random over the parts of the "pond" floor covered by the pavement,

in the "berra" and under the inner edge of the bank. Three of

the deposits were unburnt, consisting in each case of the disartic¬

ulated bones of an infant, 2 being in the same grave, the third

buried separately, both these graves also containing Collared
40,

urns. There are no data on the age or sex of any of the

cremation deposits; one (consisting of a token amount of bone

only) was with a plain Food Vessel and another was in a Food

Vessel/Collared urn hybrid; all the others were without grave

goods. Thirteen additional pits produced pots (a possible Bucket

urn, a Food Vessel, 10 Collared urns and sherds of an urn of

unknown type respectively), but no bones, and were randomly

scattered among the pits and graves containing burials. It is

possible that some of the pots and burials had been secondarily

inserted through the pavement, though this cannot bs proved: in

40. The grave containing the 2 inhumations is probably not directly
comparable to multiple inhumation graves of the Beaker/Food
Vessel type which usually house adult remains as well as
those of children and where the disarticulation of the

skeleton, when this occurred, normally took place secondarily
to interment. The bodies of the 3 children at Sheep Down
had obviously been defleshed in some way (?by prior interment
somewhere else J, this possibly being part of the normal
preliminaries to cremation which in the case of these burials
was for some reason not carried out. There is very little
evidence from Bronze Age Britain on the pre-cremation treat¬
ment of human remains, however, and this suggestion is
speculative (see Petersen et al, 1972—74f 48-^2).
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2 cases a pot and a burial were in stratigraphic contact in a way

suggestive of successive deposition but in neither instance could

the relative sequential position be established.

e. Analysis and Discussion (karly Bronze Age)

Data on the burial sequence (where available) at these

barrows are tabulated below (P « primary; 51. . .7 = successively

later post-primary stratigraphic horizons).

Site/Horizon Sequence

Crichel 14 P 1.1 with W/MR Beaker
P 2. C

Long Ash 1 P 1. 4 Is (2 females & 2
children) ?with
Undec .Beaker

P 2. Female I
P 3. C with Collared urn

31 4. C in Biconical urn
S2 5. I

Long Ash 2 P 1. Adult I
S1 2. Infant I
32 3. I ?with S2(W) Beaker

etc
S2 4. Adult I
S3 5. Subadult I
34 6.1 with Food Vessel

S5 7. C in enlarged Food
Vessel

?o6 ?8. C with Food Vessel &
faience beads

?So 9. C in Collared urn
?57 ?10. I

Rockbourne 7 1. Adult I with antler
tines

7 2. 2 Is (adult & infant)
7 ?3. Young adult I

Comments

No.2 secondary to
grave containing No.1

Nos.1/2 in same grave
(ho, 2 secondary to
infilling).

Kos.3/4 i» same grave
(No.4 secondary to
infilling).

Nos.1/2/3 in same grave
(Nos ,2 &/or 3 secondary
to infilling). Food
Vessel probably accom¬
panied No.2 or No.3.
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Site/Horizon

Btockbridge

Sequence Comment, s

Earl•s Farm

Fargo

Overton

p 1

p 2
p ?3

p 1
p 2
S1 3

52 4

33 5

S4 6

?
•?

P
P
P

Young female I with
N2 Beaker eto
2 Cs
Adolescent C in Collared
urn with bronze awl,
faience beads etc.

Nos. 1/2 in same
grave (No.2 contempor¬
ary with infilling).

Male I
Male I
1-2 burials (infant
I ?& young adult C)
3 I3 (young female
with bead, infant with
Food Vessel, infant)

enlarged Food Vessel.
13 burials comprising
4 unaccompanied Is (male,
adult & 2 children) &
9 Cs (1 in Collared \irn,
1 with bronze razor in
Biconical urn, 1 male in
Bucket urn, 1 MOD (young
female Sc infant) in
Globular urn & 2 adults
& a child without grave
goods).

Nos. 1/2 in same
grave (Ho.2 secondary
to infilling)

1. 3 burials. Subadult
I with S2(W) Beaker
& 2 Ca

2. C
?3. C

??1. 40 year male I with
S2 Beaker etc

Nos. 1/2 in sains
grave (No.1 primary
to infilling, No.2
seoondary)

Nos. 1/2 in same grave
(No.2 contemporary

2. MCD (male & young child) with infilling).
??3» Infant I

4. 3 Cs. Unaccompanied
HCD (2 adults) &
adolescent in Collared
urn

??5. Infant I with shale
bead

?6. 2 burials (child G
in Collared urn &
infant I)

?7. 2 child Is

Nos. 3./4 in same grave
(No.4 secondary to
infilling).

The relative sequen¬
tial positions of
Nos. 1, 3 & 5 are
unknown (any permuta¬
tion of the listed

sequence is as likely
as any other).
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As the data show the age/sex composition of the burials from

individual sites are consistent with the assumption that the barrows

represent small family burial grounds and they also document the

absence of correlations between age and sax categories and any-

other variable (sequential position and presence/absence or, with

certain reservations, type of grave goods).

As the tabulated data also indicate, at several site3

inhumations and cremations alternate in an irregular way. When

both rites are represented, inhumations are always primary in the

sense of having been buried first (except at Fargo where the

inhumation may have been slightly preceded by 2 cremations), but

in a number of instances (btockbridge, Overton) cremations were

probably placed in the grave fill minutes after the interment of

the inhumation on the floor and in these cases seem more likely
^ 1.

than not to have pre-deceased the latter.f ' However this may

be, inhumations appear to have closed the burial sequence at Long

Ash 1 and 2, Farl's Farm 2 and (probably) Overton and must have

been pre-deceased by all the many cremations occupying earlier

stratigraphic horizons at those sites.

41. Obviously, if it is intended to inter an intact corpse and a
cremation deposit in the same grave and, for some reason,
it is desirable to place thera at different levels, there
are good hygienic and aesthetic reasons for burying the
former at the lower level. These reasons, of course,
are less compelling in the case of very deep graves and
those covered by the barrow immediately after infilling.
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At Earl's Farm 2, the only Collared urn found was associated

with a burial deposited secondarily to a structural component

itself secondary to charcoal radio carbon dated to l640/90bc,
this being a perfectly acceptable date for a pre- or early

Collared urn "horizon" (Burgess, 1974» 225-27). The dated horizon

also produced a group of unaccompanied inhumations and Food

Vessel and enlarged Food Vessel burials and had been formed in

connection with the remodelling of an earlier structural stage

secondary to a multiple inhumation grave (no grave goods) with a

radio carbon date of 2010/l10bc. Taken at face value, the 2

radio carbon dates (the only ones published for any of the sites

under discussion here) indicate "(at the one~standard deviation

level) a minimum separation between the 2 dated horizons of 170

42.
years and, together with the stratigraphic evidence, are

consistent with the traditional "chest-of-drawers" sequence

starting with "Beakers" (not actually represented) followed,

after suitable intervals, by Food Vessels and enlarged Food Vessels

and ending with Collared, VI ess ex Biconical and Deverel-Rimbury urns.

The evidence relating to burial rite, however, does not conform to

the conventional picture in that inhumation persists throughout,

being still practised at cr near the very end of the Bronze Age

42. At the 2-standard deviation level(.Op) the error terms
overlap. If these dates are re-calibrated by means of the
Bristlecone pine curve (.in Clark, 1975) "the limiting date3
(one-standard deviation) translate to G.2385BC and c.2135^0
respectively (250 year interval).
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use of the barrow for funerary purposes.

The ceramic sequence at the 2 Long Ash sites was similar to

that at Earl's Farm in displaying an apparently compartmentalized

succession of pot types conforming to the traditional model. Thus,

the ceramic sequence at Long Ash 1—-Undec Beaker, Collared urn,

Biconical urn— was in the order listed, the representatives of

each type having been placed in the barrow in conjunction with

major structural alterations. The same applies to Long Ash 2

where the earliest interments with ceramic associations comprised

2 inhumations with an S2('W) beaker and were succeeded by burials

with Food Vessels (one with faience beads), enlarged Food Vessels

and Collared urns after the barrow had been increased in size.

As at ihrl's Farm, however, at both these sites inhumations were

represented at the end as well as at the beginning of the burial

sequence, the earliest interments (inhumations) at Long Ash 2

(but not Long Ash 1) likewise being without grave goods.

At Overton Hill, Stockbridge and Crichel 14» in contrast to

Earl's Farm 2 and the Long Ash barrows, Beaker/Food Vessel and

Collared urn burials occupied the same stratigraphic horizon, the

barrow in each case having been constructed in a single operation

after the last burial had been made. The Stockbridge Collared

urn formed part of a Wessex Culture assemblage. At all these

barrows, as at the 3 discussed in the previous paragraph, the

earliest burials were unaccompanied inhumations or inhumations with

Beakers, and at Overton (but not at Stockbridge and Crichel)

unaccompanied inhumations may also have closed the burial sequence.
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At Stoclcbridge and Overton, moreover, cremation deposits in the

fills of graves also containing deaicer inhumations must have been

interred virtually contemporaneously with the latter and provide

a measure of ritual continuity between those burials and the

cremations in Collared urns.

There are no grounds for assuming that any of the more

prolific barrows discussed in this section were the product of

more than one community, i.e., were "taken over" at some stage

in their histories by an "alien" population which, subsequently,

added its dead to those already buried. It follows from thi3

that variation in rite, grave goods or other aspects of burial

practice at a given barrow must reflect either change through

time or contemporary variability expressing social or other

distinctions among the persons buried. These alternatives, of

course, are not mutually exclusive, though the question is

complicated by the fact that at some barrows 2 or more clumps of

contemporary or near contemporary burials (often in or focussed

on single largish graves) are identifiable which cannot be put

in sequential relationship to other clumps. This is most notably

the case at Overton where, however, the entire eeries was primary

to the barrow and is unlikely to have spanned a very long period

of time. At Earl's Farm 2, on the other hand, clumped and

uncluraped burials occurred on various stratigraphic horizons

and the funerary use of the site may have spanned 2 centuries or

43.
more.

43. The only positive evidence for this, however, is weak, depending,
as it does, on the solitary radio carbon determinations for
each of the 2 "dated" horizons at this barrow.
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Grave goods as such, of course, are of sporadic occurrence

in Early Bronze Age funerary contexts and normally accompany only

a proportion—in Wessex less than half—of the total number of

burials present at a particular site.^* Moreover, recent

studies (notably, Burgess, 1969)—partly based on evidence from

some of the barrows under review here—have shown that the periods

of use of all the major Early Bronze Age oeramic types exhibit a

considerable degree of overlap both with one another and with

45*Wessex Culture assemblages. It is also clear from the data

summarized above, that the various ceramic types and "Wessex

Culture" assemblages alike (whatever the precise origins and dates

of the latter and however much the ultimate inspiration of

constituent elements lay outside Wessex) accompanied the remains

of persons who in life had been fully integrated members of the

community served by the cemetery in which they found their last

resting place. This is rendered probable not only by the fact

that Wessex Culture assemblages sometimes include "local" pottery

types (e.g., at Lcng Ash 2 .and Stockbridge) but also by the failure

44* This contrasts with Deverel-Rimbury horizon cemeteries where
most burials are with or in urns. The Bheep Down necropolis
(with Pood Vessel and Collared urn associations) if not,
indeed, actually of late date, may be seen as anticipating
this development.

45* It must, nevertheless, be acknowledged both the/t Beakers as
a class are genuinely "early" in their appearance in these
cemeteries ana that when their appearance is preceded by
unaccompanied burials (e.g., at Long Ash 2), the latter
are always inhumations. A possible non-chronological factor
explaining the rarity of "Beaker" cremations, however, has
already been described (footnote 41)•
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of the associated burials to differ in their modes of occurrence

from contemporary ("post"-Beaker) non-Wessex Culture interments.^
In view of the above considerations, and given the sparse

representation of grave goods of any kind at many sites, variation

in the kinds and positions of those present is not surprising,

as each cemetery might be expected to contain a more or less

random selection from the total repertory available during it3

period of use. This applies with especial force to Wessex

Culture assemblages and other rare categories of grave furniture—

but also, of course, to the various pottery types—and doubtless

accounts for the absence of Wessex Culture burials at such sites

as harl's Farm 2.^*

46. The association at Ports Down, Hants (Ccrney et al, 1967)
of a gold covered shale button and a shale arid amber necklace
with a multiple cremation deposit (2 adults, one possibly
male, the other possibly female) provides another specific
link between "Wessex Culture" and contemporary"non-Wessex
Culture" burial practices. There may or may not have been
a barrow at Ports Down and the site is not in the corpus.

47• Which, as indicated, produced a long series of burials
ranging in "date" from Beaker to Deverel-Rimbury "times"
and is situated in Amesbury parish in the heart of the Wessex
Culture country.
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Radio Carbon Dates

Only 3 radio carbon dates have been published for these

sites.

Winterborne A, Dorset. 102G/95bc. Charcoal from the central
burial deposit.

Earl's Farm 2, Wilts. 2010/l10bc. Charcoal from the central
primary inhumation grave.

l640/90bc. Charcoal from a late
structural horizon.

No further comment on these dates is required as their implications

have been fully discussed above.
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CHART 1R 4 s WiSDEX HEATHLAHP

Nummary

-j #

The 40 * Wessex heathland barrows in the corpus are confined

in distribution to Dorset and Hampshire. At 18 sites no pottery

or other culturally diagnostic artifacts were found; 13 contained

Deverel-Rimbury urns; and 10 produced Collared urns, Pood Vessels

or non-ceramic equipment belonging to the same cnronological horizon.

All the barrows were structurally simple and were mostly of one-

period construction; with one or 2 exceptions they lacked stake

rings or other forms of pre-barrow enclosure. Bize was variable

within each series, but Deverel-Rimbury barrows averaged much

smaller than the Early bronze Age group with those belonging to

the unattributable group occupying an intermediate position.

Three Deverel-Rimbury barrows contained very large numbers of

cremations but the majority of the sites of this series produced 6

or less, generally in primary or near primary contexts. An inhuma¬

tion at Bishop's Haltham was probably primary to a cremation.

Inhumations destroyed by soil acids may also have occurred at a

number of other non-Deverel-Rirabury sites where they were likewise

stratigraphically early. Very few cremations were scientifically

examined and no worthwhile conclusions can be drawn about the

1. Black Down, Canford, Chick's Hill, Dudsbury, Knighton 1 and 2 and
Worgret, Dorset; and Beaulieu 1-10, Berry Wood, Bishop's Waltham,
Colbury, KLkham's, Kadden's, Hurn 1-3, Ibsley 1-6, Kinson 2-3,
Landford, Latch Farm, Plaitford and Stoney Cross 1-3 and 5»
Hant s.
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distribution of age/sex categories and their relationships to other

variables. At Latch Farm, Deverel-Rimbury as well as Collared urn

burials were possibly primary to the barrow (which was of single-

period construction), the Collared urn burials probably slightly

antedating the earliest of the Deverel-Rimbury. Apart from those

mentioned, no systematic differences in the characteristics of

Deverel-Rimbury and non-Deverel-Rimbury barrows are discernible,

though most data beai-ing on this question are unreliable or incom¬

plete, and, in any case, the apparent structural simplicity of the

majority of sites renders the significance of such negative evidence

problematical.

Introduction and Analysis

The 40 Wessex heathland sites in the corpus are all located

in the counties of Dorset and Hampshire, being most heavily

represented in the New Forest and in the Bournemouth/Poole area

(Map l). All 40 sites are round barrows and the great majority

were partly excavated, normally by means of a central cutting and

one or more section trenches. The quality of excavation was, on

the whole, good.

Soil conditions are invariably highly acidic so that unburnt

bone does not survive and, in fact, definite proof of the existence

of inhumations is confined to a single site (bishop's Waltham).

Cremated bone, particularly when lying close to the modern surface

where chemical activity inimical to its preservation is most intense,

was also probably not always immune to destruction at these sites,
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very comminuted remains and those of young subadults presumably

being especially vulnerable. In any case, the possibility that a

given barrow witnessed the post-Bronze Age destruction of some (or

all) of its osseus contents in an archaeologically undetectable

way, obviously does not facilitate the compilation of accurate

statistics relating to the number and types of interments buried at

such sites. The fact that a high percentage of the barrows were

investigated in the central area only, of course, aggravates these

difficulties.

Structurally, the 40 barrows are very similar, most consisting

either entirely of surface scrapings or (at 27 or more sites) of a

core of scrapings or cut turves capped by material excavated from

a ditch. The ditches are usually shallow and in most cases appear

to have been dug in a single operation after the core was already

in being. Five of the ditched barrows had berms, very narrow in

3 cases (Knighton 1 and 2 and Berry Wood), rather more substantial

in the other 2 (Black Down and, particularly, Bishop's Waltham)

but, for the most part, did not differ in significant ways from the

average non-bermed site. There was little evidence for multiperiod

construction which can probably be excluded as a possibility at

most sites. The 2 principal exceptions are Kinson 2 and Beaulieu 4>

each with 2 concentric ditches and each consisting, in effect, of 2

barrows of the normal local type, one superimposed on the ether.

At Chick's Hill, the capping (which was obtained from a single

ditch) was possibly deposited in 2 stages separated by an interval
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2.
of unknown length. * At a fourth site, Canford, a possible

circular enclosure incorporated stakes which no longer existed when

the barrow was raised. There was a definite post ring at Knighton 1

but its stratigraphic relationship to the main structural components

of the barrow is unknown. Like the otherwise rather different

Canford ring it incorporated a funnel-shaped entrance feature

leading into it through a causeway in the ditch (the only other

known causewayed ditches are at Berry Wood and Stoney Gross 3 where

no traces of stake or post rings were discovered). Finally, at

Ibsley 1, some or all of the spoil from the ditch had been used to

form an external bank, but it is unknown whether this pre-dated or

post-dated the barrow itself.

18 barrows (45>) failed to produce culturally diagnostic

artifacts. The remainder, on the basis of ceramic and other

contents, are classifiable into 2 main groups, namely a. Deverel-

Rimbury( 13 barrows) and an "Early Bronze Age" (10 barrows), only

a single site (Latch Farm) being a member of both series. The

size and contents of each of the 3 groups are tabulated below.

2. The stages at Chick's Hill could only be recognized as the
result of pollen analysis. If similar stages existed at other
sites, where pollen analysis was not undertaken, they would
not, of course, have been identified.
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bite bize Primary Burials Other Features

Barrows Containing Deverel-Rimbury Pottery

Berry Wood 16* DR Bell barrow (2
causeways)

Landford 27, ?Nil No ditch

Worgret 30g-' DR (no bones) Ditch
Kinson 3 32' ?Nil ?Ho ditch
KLkham' s 33' DR ?Ditch
Chick's Hill 34' DR Ditch
PIaitford 35' DR Ditch

Colbury 38' ?Nil DitGh
Hum 3 42' DR Ditch
Black Down 67' ■? Bell barrow
Latch Farm 84' DR/Collared urn Ditch

Beaulieu 8 84' '? Ditch
Hodden*s Hill 142'X92' ?DR ?No ditch

mean 49-19'

Barrows Containing Collared Urns, Food Vessels etc

Ibsley 1* 16' 7 Ditch with external
bank

Ibsley 6* 27' Cremation Ditch

Ibsley 5* 31' Cremation No ditch

Dudsbury*** 74' ?Inhumation Ditch

Beaulieu .5** 76i« ?Nil Ditch

Beaulieu 4** 84' Cremation 2 concentric ditches
Latch Farm See Deverel-Rimbury Table
Stoney X 2* 90' Cremation Ditch

Beaulieu 6**** 93' ?2 inhumations Ditch

B.Waltham** 97' Cremation St
Bell barrow

inhumation
mean 67-25'

* Collared, urn

#■** Food Vessel/Collared urn

** Food Vessel

hybrid **** Amber necklace
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Site Size Primary Burials Other Features

Barrows not Attributable to any Ceramic Tradition

Knighton 1 22' Cremation Bell barrow (cause-
way); post ring

Stoney X 3 25' ?Nil Dit ch (caus eway)
Knighton 2 26» ?Nil Bell barrow

(causeway)
Ibsley 2 31 ' ?Nil Ditch
Ganford 31-!' ?Inhumation ?Ditch; ?stake ring
Ibsley 4 32' ?Inhumation Bitch

Ibsley 3 33' 7 ?No ditch
Kinson 2 36' 7 2 concentric ditches

Stoney X 1 44' ?Inhumation No ditch
Beaulieu 10 57' 7 No ditch
Deaulieu 7 60' ?Nil No ditch
Hurn 2 65' ?Nil No ditch

Stoney X 5 71' Cremation Ditch
Beaulieu 9 78» ?Inhumation Ditch. ?Mortuary

house
Beaulieu 3 79-!' Cremation Ditch
Beaulieu 2 80» ?2 inhumations Ditch. ?Mortuary

house
Hurn 1 80' 7 No ditch
Beaulieu 1 102' Cremation No ditch

me an 52.94'

As the Tables show, the range in size of the barrows of the

Deverel-Rimbury and Early Bronze Age series is roughly the same (16 *

to c.100' plus) but the Deverel-Rimbury barrows are smaller on

average than the Early Bronze Age (49•19f as opposed to 67.25').^*
The gap, moreover, widens appreciably if the Deverel-Rimbury list is

3. Latch Farm, of course, is included in both sets of figures (its
removal from both would increase the differential still further
as would the retention in the Deverel-Rimbury series of Colbury
and Landford neither of which seems likely to have had "pre"
Deverel-Rimbury beginnings.
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pruned of sites where Deverel-Rimbury pottery occurred in other than

definitely or probably primary or near primary contexts. The

removal of the latter (Hadden's, Beaulieu 8, Black Down, Landford

and Golbury) leaves a residue of 8 barrows with a mean diameter of

only 38.31', all those (except Latch Farm) larger than 42' being-

eliminated. The mean diameter of the 18 unattributable sites is

52.94'» i.e., not unpredictably, it falls midway between the

averages of the other 2 groups.

Data on the number, age and sex of the burials from these

barrows are extremely sparse.

There is definite evidence for only one inhumation (at

Bishop's Waltham) but inhumations had probably also existed at

Beaulieu 6 and, possibly, at a number of other sites distinguished

by grave-like pits in which no bones survived and no non-perishable

gre.ve goods had been placed. The most convincing examples of

4.
these, using shape and size as criteria, are at Canford,

Dudsbury, Beaulieu 6, Ibsley 4 and. Stoney Gross 1. Two other

pits, at Beaulieu 2 and 9 respectively, appear to have housed small

wood huts or enclosures (though of rather different types) which,

it is reasonable to suppose, had likewise contained inhumation

burials (Beaulieu 2 also had a possible inhumation grave of con¬

ventional type). A further group of sites (Worgret, Beaulieu 10,

4. The results of phosphate testing on the supposed Canford grave
were negative, however. No such tests were made on any of the
other candidates.
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Hum 1, Kinson 3, Chick's Hill, Latch Farm, Bishop's Waltham,

Knighton 2 and Ibsley 1 and ?2) also had primary pits which, for

various reasons, seem less likely to have performed this function,

though the distinction between them and the others is necessarily

an arbitrary one. For v/hat it is worth, however, the pits under

barrows producing primary or near primary Deverel-Rimbury burials

all fall into the dubious category. A prohable inhumation at

Beaulieu 6 lay on the old surface (where it was associated with an

amber necklace) and, of course, unaccompanied inhumations buried in

this way at any site would have perished without trace.

Most of the barrows contained one or more cremation deposits.

Those associated with Deverel-Rimbury pottery are conveniently

discussed separately from the rest.

Three of the Deverel-Rimbury sites produced 19 or more

cremation deposits apiece but none of these large cemeteries was

totally excavated (with the possible exception of the Landlord

barrow) and in no case was even the number of burial deposits found

in them accurately recorded. In certain instances, notably at

Kinson 3» cremations were closely associated with small pits which

sometimes contained urns but lacked recognisable traces of human

remains. It is likely that some of these pits had originally

contained cremations (probably in the form, of small quantities of

finely-divided bone or the remains of infants or young children)

which were destroyed by soil acids but this cannot be proved and any

attempt to estimate the numbers of burials possibly lost in this

way would be a waste of time.
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Data on the number and age/sex composition of Deverel-Rirnbury

burials are given below, those relating to age and sex being

extremely sparse and the figure for minimum numbers being very approx¬

imate and probably grossly underestimating the true figure.

Minimum Dumber of Burials: 153

M F Ad Subad
0 15 7

Multiple Cremation Deposit
1 (ad plus 2 subad)

Of the 12 aged burials, subadults predominate in the ratio

of 7:5. The 6 Kinson 3 deposits comprised the remains of 3 adults

and 3 subadults, there being no data on the age and sex of the

burials from any other barrow except for 3 from the large Colbury

cemetery. Obviously no conclusions can be drawn from figures of

this magnitude beyond noting the occurrence of burials of different

age categories at the same sites and the (apparent) high representa-

5 #
tion of children.

A striking feature of the distribution of burials among the

13 sites is its bimoaality with 3 barrows (Latch Farm, Landford and

Colbury) ^"accounting for approximately Q6fu cf the total (mean 43.6)

as compared with the other 10 which between them produced 22 burials

5. A high subadult/adult ratio is also a feature of Deverel-Rimbury
horizon burials in i&sex (Chapter 10).

«u

6. Approximately ?80 burial deposits were found at Latch Farm (plus
3 non-Deverel-Rimbury cremations), more than 18 at Landford and
between 32 and 41 Colbury.
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(mean 2.2: extremes 0 and 6). This has parallels in other regions

(dssex and Sussex) where Deverel-Rimbury burials are common but its

significance is impossible to assess in the absence of information

about the chronological range of the individual cemeteries and about

contemporary settlement patterns.

Date on the cremation deposits from the 28 Early Bronze Age

and unattributable sites are as scanty as those relating to Deverel-

Rimbury burials. They are tabulated below.

Early Bronze Age ("10 sites) Una!tributable (18 sites)

Dumber: 12 (mean 1.2) Dumber: 6 (mean 0.33)

M P M oubad M F Ad Subad

0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0

Obviously no general conclusions can be drawn from these data.

The 2 subadults were in a multiple cremation deposit, the only such

deposit definitely identified at a non-Deverel-Rimbury barrow

(though there is a possible example at Beaulieu 4)» At Bishop's

Waltham an adult cremation occurred in the same coffin as a central

inhumation, the latter having been probably interred prior to the

raising of the barrow core and the former secondarily to the core

7 •
but primarily to the barrow's completion. The only other

barrow containing multiple cremations where the order of interment

can be inferred is Beaulieu 4 where an eccentric cremation had been

7. The reasons for not accepting the excavator's opinion that the 2
Bishop's Waltham burials were interred contemporaneously are
given in the corpus entry.
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placed in a pit secondarily dug into the barrow before its enlarge¬

ment by cut turves and material excavated from a second ditch. A

possible multiple cremation deposit was in a central pit and was

primary to the earliest structural phase. At the 7 sites (other

than Bishop's Waltham) where the evidence for the former existence

of inhumations is strongest, 5 (Beaulieu 6 and 9» Canford, Stoney

Cross 1 and Ibsley 4) failed to produce any other burials while the

stratigraphic position of the cremation from Beaulieu 2 is unknown.

The Dudsbury cremation was secondary either to the barrow as a whole

or to a late stage in its construction. As indicated the possible

inhumation graves at all 7 sites were primary to their respective

barrows and all were at or near the centre except at Beaulieu 2

g
and 6 where in each case there may have been 2 primary inhumations.

It is noteworthy that, as mentioned, at no Deverel-Rimbury site

are there grounds for suspecting the former presence of inhumations

and, that except at Latch Farm, Deverel-Rimbury urns do not occur

8. One of the possible inhumations at Beaulieu 6 was associated
with an amber necklace and lay on the ancient surface near
centre; the other was unaccompanied in an eccentric grave which
had evidently become turfed over prior to the construction of
the barrow. At Beaulieu 2 the most centrally located of the
2 presumed inhumations was in a "mortuary house" which had
collapsed long before the barrow existed. The other possible
inhumation at this site was in a markedly eccentric grave and
had. probably been buried just before barrow construction
commenced. At the other sites where presumed inhumation graves
were found the interval of time separating their infilling from
the erection of the barrow is unknown.
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at any barrow which also contained "Early Bronze Age" pottery or

other artifacts. The implications of this fact with regard to

small barrows (such as the Deverel-Rimbury Elkham's, Chick's Hill,

Plaitford, Hurn 3j Worgret and Berry Wood sites, together, doubtless,

with a proportion of those belonging to the unattributable series)

are unequivocal and indicate that these barrows are likely to be

entirely the creations of the users of Deverel-Rimbury pottery.

The same may apply to other small sites (Landford, Kinson 3 and

Colbury) where Deverel-Rimbury pottery occurred in secondary

contexts and where no evidence was recovered for primary burials

of any kind. It also conceivably applies to the large Black Down,

Beaulieu 8 and Hadden's barrows which likewise may have lacked

"primaries", though in these cases, in particular, firm conclusions

are unattainable since (except for Hadden's) none were totally

excavated and given the omnipresent possibility that burials had

been destroyed by soil acids.

As mentioned, the large Latch Farm barrow contained both

Deverel-Rimbury and Early Bronze Age burials. There were 3 of

the latter, all primary to the barrow; the excavator thought that

the 80 or more Deverel-Rimbury cremations were all in secondary

positions but this opinion is not supported by other published data

which suggest that some of the supposed "secondaries" were primary

to the barrow capping though probably (judging from their distri¬

bution on plan) secondary to the core and thus to the 3 Early Bronze
a

#

Age burials. The latter comprised a cremation with a bronze awl

9. Bee the corpus entry for a summary of the evidence relating to
this question.
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in a trunk coffin and a multiple cremation deposit in a plain

Collared urn. Both deposits were in large pits located close

together in the central area and the order of their deposition is

unknown. The Deverel-Rimbury burials were in a broad arc around

the southern peripheries of the barrow, some, as indicated, being

primary to the capping, but others being secondary to the stabilized

silting of the ditch and thus post-dating the earlier series by some

time. The makeup of both the central core and the capping is

likely to have been obtained from the ditch, there being no

evidence for a break in the structural history marking a hiatus in

the burial sequence and it is a natural presumption that primary and

secondary burials alike reflect mortality within a single culturally

homogeneous community over a period of several generations.

Conclusions

Partial excavation, the probable destruction of burials by

inimical soil conditions and the small proportion of sites which

produced culturally diagnostic artifacts severely handicap an

attempt to formulate worthwhile generalizations about these barrows.

The data on sex and age, in particular, are much too scanty to

support even negative conclusions. The absence of evidence for

inhumations at barrows containing primary Deverel-Rimbury burials

is, with one or 2 exceptions, an almost universal characteristic

of sites producing this class of pottery elsewhere in 3 Britain and

calls for no comment.

As indicated, at the moment, no systematic differences in

the structural characteristics of Deverel-Rimbury and non-Deverel-
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Rimbury barrows can be identified, though this is perhaps largely

accounted for by the fact that, generally speaking, the barrows of

both series appear to have had short and uneventful structural

histories of a kind not likely to provide an adequate basis for

detailed comparisons. In any case, existing data fail to support

the supposition that Devcrel-Rimbury burial practices (small

barrows, the abandonment of inhumation as a common alternative to

cremation, very large cemeteries and the use of the characteristic

cinerary urn types), whatever the precise reasons for their emergence,

were not firmly rooted in the funerary customs of the established

"ibirly Bronze Age" population.

The evidence summarized above for continuity between the

respective users of Collared urns and Deverel-Rimbury pottery at

Latch Farm has no known parallel at any of the other barrows discussed

10.
in this chapter * and, in any case, sheds no light on the massive

10. There are, however, at least 2 possible extra-liraital parallels,
the best, interesting enough, being the eponymous "Deverel
Barrow" in Milborne Parish on the Dorset Downs (Miles, 1826). A
total of 30 cremations occurred at this site, some unaccompanied,
others in Deverel-Rimbury urns and one in a Collared urn. All
30 burials appear to have been in primary positions, the
published evidence being quite unequivocal on this point, though,
obviously, doubts about the reliability of ancient excavation
records in matters of this kind can never be completely assuaged.
The Collared urn differed fi-om the Deverel-Rimbury urns, which
were all upright, in being inverted and rested on the old surface
near the largest of a partial ring of massive stones. Some
Deverel-Rimbury urns also (apparently) stood on the old land
surface but most were in pits covered by other stones of the ring
and seem unlikely to have post-dated the Collared urn. A single
Collared urn was also recovered from the large Bronze Age cemetery
associated with Handley 24, another famous chalkland round barrow
(Pitt-Rivers, 1898). The Collared urn was upright and was in one
of 3 isolated pits, the other 2 containing Deverel-Rimbury bur¬
ials, located on the opposite side of the barrow (which itself
produced nothing) from the big Deverel-Rimbury "urnfield". It
is, of course, possible that the Collared urn long antedated any
other burial,though there is no particular reason to think that
it did.
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social and/or demographic changes which are likely to underly the

development of the very large Deverel-Rimbury cemeteries. The

decreased importance of the barrow at such cemeteries is probably

echoed by the comparatively small size of Deverel-Rimbury barrows

generally, if indeed, small Deverel-Rimbury barrows not containing

many burials do not represent a transitional stage in the evolution

of the very large cemeteries. The relative eclipse of the barrow

in the funerary practice of the time may also be reflected in the

(apparently) simple structure and short uncomplicated histories of

most examples, though, as indicated, the non-Deverel-Rimbury barrows

of the region do not appear to differ in this respect.

Radio Carbon Dates

There are 2 radio carbon dates for these barrows.

Knighton Heath 1, Dorset. 126o/50bc. Charcoal from the post ring.

Worgret Hill, Dorset. 1740/90bc. Charcoal associated with a
primary Bucket urn.

The Worgret date appears to be one or 2 centuries too early

even at the 2 standard deviation level (1550-1920bc) and is possibly

the result of statistical error. The Knighton date is consistent with

a ceramic association involving a Pood. Vessel or any of the local

cinerary urn types (Collared, Biconical or Deverel-Rimbury urns) but

not Beakers (setting aside in the last case one or 2 with very late

dates and some dates with very wide error terms). Date lists for

the different types of Bronze Age pottery are in Burgess, 1974>

221-32.
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Devon

1. Burnt Common
2. Daggers Piece
3. Ehrway Hill (Bites I-II)
4. Ehrway Hill (i)
5. Upper Brownstone Farm
6. Upton Pyne 248b'
7. White Cross
8. Wrangworthy Cross (Barrows 1-2)
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CHAPTER S; DEVON

Summary arid. Conclusions

The 10 Devon sites fall into 3 well-characterized, groups with

few common features. A series of 6 small sites in the SE of the

county, possibly all of Beaker date, are probably somewhat earlier

than the others and have unusual structural characteristics. A

second group comprises 2 barrows in NW Devon, both containing

inhumations in mortuary huts (though the huts were of very different

types) and both of uncertain but presumably full Bronze Age date.

The sites of neither group have close affinities with any others in

the corpus though the chara.cteristics of the Wrangworthy barrows

are not fully known. The third group consists of a single site

(Upton Pyne) in south-central Devon. It contained a small (?family)

cremation cemetery consisting of 4 persons (including 2 infants)

which must have "been buried in very close succession, the bones of

those who died first perhaps having been stored elsewhere prior to

interment, though this cannot be proved. Two Ribbon-handled urns

and a Wessex Biconical urn were directly or indirectly associated

with some of the burials and formed a virtually closed assemblage.

Apart from Upton Pyne, where one of the cremations had been

incorporated in the barrow during its construction, no site provided

information about the sequential position of burials which usually,

possibly because of acid soil conditions, occurred in very small

numbers or (SE group) did not survive at all (acid soils might

also be responsible for the fact that no site produced both inhumation
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and. cremation burials). i&cept at Upton Pyne (where they are very

incomplete) there are no data on the age and sex of burials.

Kultiperiod construction cannot be ruled out at Burnt Common and

White Cross (SB group) but there is no definite evidence for it at

these or any other site and it is very unlikely to have occurred

at Upton Pyne. A pause (probably lasting a year or more) in the

construction of Wrangworthy I may have occurred in connection with

the deposition of further burials (though no such burials were found)

and, in any case, did not occasion any modification of the original

design.

Introduction

There are 10 Bronze Age funerary sites in the corpus from

Devon (Map 2) which between them produced 10 (or possibly more)

inhumations, 8 from one site, and 7 cremations. All of the former

were in the last stages of decay, or were completely gone, their

existence in this last case being inferential only, and there are

no data on their age and sex. None of the cremations were sexed:
-j %

the 3 that were aged all proved to be subadults.

One of the aged cremations came from Upper Brownstone Farm,

1. Soil conditions were highly acidic at all 10 sites and in
most cases it is doubtful if unburnt bone would have left

recognizable traces. This would particularly apply to
juvenile or shallowly-buried interments.
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a very poorly-recorded, and partially excavated barrow about which

little can be said and which will not figure in the following

discussion. The remaining 9 sites all belonged to one or other of

3 geographically and, to a certain extent, typologically, well-

defined groups which will be treated below under separate headings.

Upton P.yne

The Upton Pyne barrow (which was about 70$ examined) is

located in south-central Devon. It was 61' in diameter, lacked a

ditch and was probably of single-period constimetion. There were

3 primary burials, all cremations. One of these (an infant) was

unaccompanied in a shallow pit: the other 2 were both on the old

land surface, one (indeterminate in a small Ribbon-handled urn and

the other (infant) in a Wessex Biconical urn. The 3 burials formed

a tight cluster in the central area and were in close proximity

to 2 pots without bones (a Ribbon-handled urn and a Collared urn).

There is little doubt that the 3 burials and 2 pots had been

deposited either simultaneously or within a few days of one another.

A fourth cremation (indeterminate) had been incorporated into the

makeup of the earliest structural component of the barrow and is

unlikely to have post-dated the other 3 by more than a week or so.

Wrangworthy

The 2 Wrangworthy barrows were in the NVJ corner of the county

and were located about one-half mile apart. Both contained primary

inhumation burials in wooden mortuary huts. The huts were of very

different types, however, as were (it would seem) the barrows
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themselves. Unfortunately neither site was totally excavated,

less than a quarter of Wrangworthy I being investigated and under

half of Wrangworthy II, so that information on the structure and

contents of the barrows is less complete than it should be. It

is noteworthy that the only burials found at both barrows were

inhumations, though whether this is of chronological or of cultural

significance is uncertain. The possibility that cremations

existed in unexcavated parts cf these barrows cannot, of course,

be overlooked.

'Wrangworthy II lacked a ditch and was entirely composed of

surface scrapings. No actual bone survived, but there was evidence

for a series of 8 oak trunk coffins, each of which had presumably

contained an inhumation (or inhumations), resting side by side on

the old land surface within the limits of a wooden mortuary hut

consisting of a single wall supporting a pent roof. The burials

were primary to the barrow which had probably been raised shortly

after the construction of the hut.

Wrangworthy I was surrounded by a ditch with an internal

diameter of 84' and may have been a bell barrow. The only burial

found, an extended inhumation with a bronze object, a flint knife

and a wood pole, lay on the floor of a small gabled log hut. The

barrow itself was constructed in 2 stages separated by a pause

(duration at least a year and probably more), the burial (which

was located at the centre) being primary to the first stage which

was completed while the hut was still standing. The ditch was

started during the first stage and finished in the second.
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Shi Devon

The 3 Fax-way sites and their neighbours (Burnt Common, White

Cross and Dagger's Piece) are in the SV< corner of the county, the

Farway group lying a few miles NE of the others which have a

scattered distribution. Taken together the 6 sites form a rela¬

tively homogeneous and well-defined series showing few affinities

with Bronze Age burial monuments elsewhere, including other parts

of Devon. On the basis of well-characterized differences in their

external forms, the 6 sites fall naturally into 3 categories,

namely, "ring cairns" (circular banks of stones) without barrows;

"ring cairns" with barrows; and barrows without "ring cairns".

The dimensions, contents and typology of the sites are given in the

following table.

Category- Site

Ring Cairn Farway I

Ring Cairn Farway II
Ring Cairn Burnt Common
?+ Barrow

Ring Cairn White Cross
?+ Barrow
Barrow
Barrow

Overall
Diameter

C.47'

34' x 30'
C.36'

C.41' x 36'

Daggers Piece 15' x 12'
Farway (l) ?20'

Burials

At least one

cremation
9

?Inhumation

grave
?Inhumation

grave
9

Grave Goods

Nil

Nil

£4 Beaker

Nil

Nil
Nil?Grave

As the table shows all 6 were small or very small with overall

diameters between 15' x 12' and 471• 411 stood on a Clay-with-

Flints subsoil. Five consisted entirely of flints picked up from

the surface: surface flints also entered into the composition of

the sixth site (White Cross)where, however, they were supplemented

by clay which probably had been brought to the site from some little

distance away.

All of the sites were totally or near totally
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2,
excavated * and the absence of definite evidence for burials at 5

sites was probably the result of the highly acidic soil conditions

of the area, The only culturally diagnostic artifact from any of

the sites is the 34 Beaker from Burnt Common where it occurred in

the disturbed fill of a large central pit. The relative strati-

graphic positions of the "ring cairn" and "barrow" at Burnt Common

and White Cross could not be ascertained.

The most interesting typological category is the "ring cairn

plus barrow" as it provides a link between the 2 extreme forms, the

"ring cairn without barrow" and the "barrow without ring cairn".

The excavational evidence, however, provides no basis for assuming

that this typological arrangement had any chronological significance,

much less for deciding which of the forms, if any, came first. It

is, in fact, equally plausible that the typological differences

between the categories simply reflect synchronic variations, possibly

correlated with differences in the status or other social character¬

istics of the persons buried, in the funerary architecture of a

single local community or group of communities. In any case, the

relatively large number of features common to sites belonging to

2, With the important exception of the "ring cairns" at all 4 of
the sites possessing these features (the amount of the latter
excavated varied from about Qfa at White Cross to approximately
25% at Farway I and II). All 3 of the definite or possible
cremations at Farway I were located within 4' or less of the
inner edge of the "ring cairn" and in this case in particular
the possibility that additional burials were concealed under
the unexcavated three-quarters of the "ring cairn" cannot be
lightly dismissed.
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3.all 3 of the categories * does not contradict this conclusion.

Radio Carbon Dates

There are no radio carbon dates for any of these sites.

3. Features common to all sites comprise their (comparatively)
small size; the structural use of surface flints; the stripping
of the old land surface; and the occurrence (except at Farway II
and White Cross) of charcoal-filled pits which at Farway I were
present in very large numbers (see the corpus entries for
details). Note that the so-called "Class B" pits at Farway I
and II (pace Pollard) were probably of natural origin (see the
corpus entries).
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Cornwall

1. Carvinack Farm
2. Cocksbarrow
3. Crig-a-Mennis
4. Higher Draynea
5. Longstone Field
6. Smallhill Farm
7. Tregulland
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CHAPTfR 6; CORNWALL

Summary and Conclusions

There are 7 Cornish harrows in the corpus, thinly distributed

over the whole county. They vary greatly in size, some being very

large. Most were totally excavated in modern times and much

interesting structural information was recorded but burials and

ceramic associations (Ribbon-handled urns at Crig-a-Mennis, lade

Beakers at Longstone and Carvinack, and Food Vessels at Tregulland

and Carvinack) * were sparse. There are very few data on the age

and sex of burials which, with one possible exception (Longstone),

were cremations (the rarity of inhumations might in part be accounted

for by acid soil conditions, which were general). At one site

(Crig-a-Mennis) a central "primary" was unaccompanied and had

probably been buried later than a "satellite" in a Ribbon-handled

urn. The sequential positions of burials can be inferred at 1-2

other sites, but no conclusions of general interest can be drawn

from these sequences. At Crig-a-Mennis and Carvinack the barrow

sealed small cemeteries of 2 or more cremations but there are no

data on the age and sex of these burials. At Carvinack none of

the 4 "primaries" was centrally located and all were sealed under

small free-standing cores; a fifth burial was contemporary with the

1. There is no reason to think that the "Beaker burials" were

earlier in date than the Crig-a-Mennis Ribbon-handled urns (see
below for the radio carbon evidence).
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construction of the barrow itself. Cocksbarrow, however, contained,

a single burial only, a poorly-equipped, adult cremation, centrally-
p t

located and primary to the barrow.At least 4 sites had pre-

barrow enclosures consisting of stake rings, circular stone banks

of both together; the stake rings were sometimes contemporary with

the banks but in other cases had been replaced by them. Central

primaries at Cocksbarrow and (probably) Crig-a-Mennis were

deposited immediately before the raising of the barrow, there

being no evidence at Cocksbarrow for interments associated with

an (apparently) lengthy earlier structural phase represented by a

stake ring. At the other 3 sites definitely possessing pre-barrow

enclosures no evidence relating thern to the burial sequence was

recovered.

Introduction and Analysis

The 7 Cornish barrows have a scattered distribution extending

the length and breadth of the peninsula with no site being closer

than 3 miles (Tregulland and Crig-a-Mennis) to any other (Map 3).

All were totally (Tregulland, Carvinack, Cocksbarrow, Crig-a-Mennis,

Higher Draynes) or near totally (Longstone) excavated with the sole

exception of omallhill which (like Longstone) had also suffered

2. Cocksbarrow is almost unique among large totally excavated
barrows in containing a single burial only, the only other
definite example in the corpus being Marl's Farm 1, Wilts (the
Marl's Farm 1 burial was an unaccompanied male cremation).
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extensive modern disturbance. With the exception, again, of

Bmallhill the standard of excavation of all the barrows was high.

Only 11-13 burials were found at the 7 sites (mean 1.6-1.9),

5 at Carvinack, 2-3 at Longstone and 1-2 at Crig-a-Mennis.

Tregulland and Cocksbarrowj none were discovered at Higher Draynes

and Smallhill. There was a possible inhumation at Longstone, all

the other burials being cremations. Only 3 were aged or sexed, an

adult at Cocksbarrow and single adult females at Tregulland and

Longstone respectively. Soil conditions were nowhere favourable

to the preservation of bone and shal1owly-buried inhumations would

probably have disappeared without trace, though, in most cases,

there are no grounds for thinking that this had happened (it seems

likely, however, to have occurred at Higher Draynes where no burial

of any kind survived).

At Carvinack, the most prolific site, a cremation had probably

been deposited during the raising of the barrow and was secondary

to 4 other cremations in primary contexts while at Crig-a-Mennis

an inurned eccentric cremation possibly antedated an unaccompanied

central burial, both being primary to the barrow as a whole. An

inhumation at another site, Longstone, may have been disturbed by

the digging of a large pit and deposition of a cremation and a Beaker,

but it is also possible that the 2 burials were contemporary or

even, indeed, that the unburnt bones were not human. There is no

basis for inferring the sequential positions of burials at any of

the other sites.

At Longstone, an almost destroyed site, a Beaker burial or
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burials were placed near a large standing stone and, like the latter,

were primary to the probable remains of the barrow.^*

The other 6 sites were structurally complex and most probably

reached their final form through a series of stages, some possibly

lengthy, though in no case can the chronological limits of the

structural history of the barrow be fixed, even approximately,

and, except at Carvinack, stratigraphic separation of burials

4.
corresponding to the presumed stages cannot be demonstrated.

Crig-a-Mennis, a narrow-bermed bell barrow with a mound

diameter of 42', covered a central unaccompanied cremation placed

at the foot of an eccentric stone core (diameter 11') * to which it

was probably secondary. The deposition of this burial is likely

to have immediately preceded the erection of the rest of the barrow.

3. Cf. the Bedd Branwen barrow, Ang, which was also secondary to
a standing stone associated with burials.

4. Possibly because burials associated with the later structural
stages, being higher up in the barrow, were more vulnerable to
the effects of soil acids than the "primaries" and had
disappeared without trace. It must be reiterated, however,
that there is no positive evidence for such burials at any site.

5. The role (if any) of this core in the funerary use of the site
is problematical (the ground under it was littered with charcoal
but was otherwise featureless). Various other features
(including an alleged "ramp" leading down into the ditch) are
described in the corpus entry and, like the core, may or may
not relate to a "pre-barrow" phase of funerary activity.
Note the existence of the small eccentric cores under the
Carvinack barrow.
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An eccentric cremation in a Ribbon-handled, urn was in a shallow

pit and possibly antedated the central burial, though the evidence

for this conclusion is weak. Another smallish barrow (diameter 48*)»

Higher Braynes, consisted entirely of boulders (no burials survived):

its structural history may have begun with a stone ring which was

partly dismantled during a later stage which witnessed the construc¬

tion of 2 free-standing stone rings. The presumed stages are

rather speculative, however, and might or might not document true

multiperiod construction.

Smallhill, Carvinack, Tregulland and Gocksbarrow all had

unambiguous pre-barrow enclosures and thus exhibited, more definite

traces of multistage construction than Gx-ig-a-Hennis and Higher

Draynes. The precise form this took displayed considerable

variation from site to site and is worth summarizing in some detail.

Smallhill, a very large (95' across and 9' high) bowl barrow

was structurally very complex and had probably been raised in at

least 2 stages, the second of which employed material from the ditch

the digging of -which was evidently first begun during this stage.

'Fwo stake rings were no longer in existence when the parts of the

barrow covering them were laid down and had presumably been free¬

standing. They were concentric with all other major design elements

including the ditch. The inner ring must have antedated all

but the earliest components of the Stage I barrow and the outer,

the entire Stage II monument, but there is no proof that both rings

did not pre-date all phases of barrow construction (if so they

would have occupied one or more additional stages prior to Stage l).
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No burials were found in "the comparatively small parts of the barrow

excavated.

At Tregulland (small narrow-bertned bell barrow) and Gocksbarrow

(large ditchless bowl barrow) stake enclosures were succeeded by

stone banks which in each case were concentric with the general

layout and followed the same line as the former stake ring(s). At

Gocksbarrow, some stakes were still standing when the bank was

built but at Tregulland the stake ring had been completely dismantled

before its replacement by the bank. Some of the Gocksbarrow stakes

had probably been renewed on one or more occasions, implying that

the stake ring had existed as an independent feature for a lengthy

period. The stones of the Cocksbarrow bank were supported externally

by the basal courses of the barrow, the construction of which must

have been initiated immediately after the bank's completion. This

may also have been the case at Tregulland though there is no

conclusive evidence for this. Cocksbarrow contained a single

burial (an adult cremation with an ox horn spoon) in a central pit

dug into the old land surface and sealed immediately thereafter by

the barrow. Tregulland had been extensively robbed and the only

intact burial found was an eccentric primary cremation with flint

arrowheads located just inside the area enclosed by the bank.

The principal structural features at Carvinack, a large (72'

across and 11' high) ditchless bowl barrow, comprised 3 eccentric

stone cores (the largest 28' x 24'» the others much smaller), a

circular stone bank, and successive cappings of turf and stones.

The bank was revetted internally by stakes which were withdrawn
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immediately before it was sealed under the turf capping and enclosed

an area 60' x 54' in which all 3 cores were situated. None of the

cores came in stratigraphic contact either with one another or with

the bank and the order of their construction is unknown. Five

cremation deposits were recovered, age and sex in each case being

unknown, all unaccompanied except for one (associated with an FN

Beaker) lying in a large pit sealed under the smallest of the 3 cores

(one of the other cremations was also in this pit). A third burial

was in a small pit under the other small core and the fourth rested

on or about the old surface at or near the centre of the largest

core. The fifth cremation was high up in the turf capping and may

have been deposited during the latter's construction.

Radio Carbon Dates

There is a single radio carbon date from these barrows.

Crig-a-Mennis. 1565/90be. Wood charcoal contained in a primary
Ribbon-handled urn (there was no associated burial).

The earliness of this date may be noted in view of the late

Beaker associations at Longstone and Carvinack which, given the

probable date of these types of Beaker (SH4 and FN), are attributable

to the same chronological horizon as Crig-a-Mennis (if not a slightly

earlier one).
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MAP L, (key on following page)
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Key to Map 4 (Chapter 7)

Gloucestershire

1. Bevan's Quarry
2. Burn Ground (Barrows 1-6)
3. Chedworth Down (Barrows 1-2)
4. Marshfield Down (Barrows III-IV)
5. Soldiers' Tump

Somerset

1. Battlegore Field I
2. Charmy Down (Barrows 2-7)
3. Chewton Plain (Barrows 1-*)
4. Combe St Kicholas
5. Lansdown 6A
6. Mendip Hunt Kennels
7. Pool Farm
8. Rowberrow Field
9. Tynings Farm (IS, N and S Barrows)

Wiltshire

1. Jug's Grave

Worcestershire

1. Brcdon Hill
2. Larford Farm
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CHAPTER GLOUCKSTi-aSHIRB, SQI-IuRSET, NW WILTSHIRE AMD WPRCKSTlRdUIRK

Summary and. Conclusions

The 36 sites dealt with in this chapter fall into 3 main

categories. The first of these comprises a series of 26 ditchless

round barrows containing inhumation and/or cremation burials, ceramic

associations usually consisting of Collared urns or Pood Vessels.

In some cases such barrows were grouped together to form complex

multi-component sites of a characteristic type. Most, if not all,

of the single-component sites were of one-period construction, the

entire barrow having been thrown up immediately after the deposi¬

tion of the ''primary" burial or burials. There are no correlations

between the age and sex of burials and their sequential position

or position on plan nor is the "richest" primary always the most

centrally-located (though there is possibly some tendency in this

direction). These generalizations also apply to the barrows of

the small Tynings Farm group which forms the second main category.

Some of these barrows had ditches and, particularly at Tynings 3,

the burial and structural sequences could be reconstructed in some

detail. A final category of miscellaneous sites includes 2 Beaker

barrows with multiple inhumation graves and a bell barrow containing

a large cemetery of probable Middle Bronze Age date.
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Introduction

1 #

Thirty-three of the 36 ' sites were distributed in a wide

belt extending from N Somerset (and the NW corner of Wiltshire)

through Gloucestershire into S 'Worcestershire (Map 4)« They all

lay on the oolite and related rocks which outcrop N and W of the

Wessex Chalkland and form a geographically 'well-defined and compact

group.

It is convenient to discuss these sites under 3 separate

headings corresponding to structural, chronological and other

differences.

Ditchless Bowl Barrows and Multi-Comconent Sites

The commonest structural type is represented by a series of 2o

bowl barrows, variable in size, many being homogeneous in composi¬

tion, consisting entirely of earth or stones, but others being

structurally complex with central cores and one or more kerbs,

revetment banks or cappings. None had. ditches and all may have been

of one-period construction. Most had. been badly ploughed down,

robbed or otherwise damaged before excavation and the majority were

only partly excavated. The standard of excavation was generally

good.

1. The remaining 3 sites were located well beyond the fringes of
the area occupied by the other 33, Larford in central 'Worcester¬
shire and Battlegore and Combe deacon on the N coast of Somerset.
Larford was very badly excavated and nothing worthwhile can be
said about it. Battlegore and Combe Beacon were both large
round barrows and were very partially excavated (the only grave
found at Battlegore contained a primary eccentric cremation:
no intact burials were discovered at Combe 3es.con).
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2.
Twelve * of the barrows were not in stratigraphic contact

with any other and in this respect conformed to the usual Bronze

Age practice relating to the siting of such monuments. They

comprised the small Chewton Down necropolis (6 barrows scattered

over an area measuring approximately 1400 yds by 600 yds) together

with 6 widely-distributed sites each located some distance away

from any other. The remaining 14 barrows were in physical

contact 'with, or were otherwise closely juxtaposed to, one or more

of their neighbours to form complex multi-component sites of a

characteristic type. There are 4 such sites.

The size and structural features of the barrows composing

each series are tabulated separately below (Table 1).

2. Chedworth 1-2 and Soldiers' Tump, Glos; and Chewton 1-6,
Mendip Hunt, Pool Farm and Lansdown, Bom.

3. Burn Ground 1-6 and Marshfieid 3-41 Glos; and Charmy Down
1 -6, Bom.
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Table 1. Structural Type and Size

Single—Component Sites

Structure Diameter

1. Earthen

2. Earthen

3. Earthen

4. Earthen

5. Earthen

6. Stone

7• St one

8. Earthen core

Stone capping

9- Stone core
Stone bank
Earth capping

10. Stone core

Stone kerb
Stone revetment
Stone kerb

11. Earthen core

Stone capping
Stone kerb
Stone bank
Earthen capping

12. Stone core

Stone kerb
Stone revetment
Stone kerb
Stone revetment

*1 = Charmy 1 &
II = Charmy 3-6
III = Burn Ground 1-6
IV = Marshfield 3-4

Multi-Component Sites

Structure Diameter Site*

CO 1. Stones 17* III

46» 2. Stones 18' III

64' 3. Earthen core 36» IV

75*
Stone capping

100' 4. Earthen core 39' IV
Stone capping

CM 5. Stone core

37* Stone kerb 27V III
Stone revetment

61 • 6. Stone core

Stone kerb 32' I
Stone revetment

78' 7. Stone core
Stone kerb 34' III
Stone revetment

50'
8. Stone core

Stone kerb
Stone revetment

9. Stone core

36h- III

Stone kerb 40' III

75'
Stone revetment

10. Earth/stone core
Stone capping 20» II
Stone kerb

11. Earth/stone core

55*
Stone kerb 24' II
Stone capping

12. Earth/stone core
Stone kerb 26' II

2 Stone capping
13• Earthen core

Stone capping
Earthen capping
Stone capping
Stone kerb

14. Stone core .

Stone kerb
Earthen capping
Stone capping
Stone kerb
Stone revetment

60' II

71 '

Mean 58.58* Mean 34.36'
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As "the Table shows, the average diameter of barrows belonging to

the single-component series is much larger than that of those

belonging to multi-component sites. Table 1 also shows that simple

barrows of homogeneous composition are much mere heavily represented

at single-component than at multi-component sites. The only 2

examples of this structural type at a multi-component site, more¬

over, are very similar to one another in diameter but are much

smaller than the smallest of the single-component series which, in

contrast to the others, comprises barroiv's of a wide range of sizes.

The existence of these differences is noteworthy but should

not be allowed to obscure the many features shared in common by the

barrows of the 2 series.

One such feature is the comparative rarity at the barrows of

4.
both series of deep inhumation graves and cremation pits. This

in part doubtless reflects the small numbers of burials found at

these sites (see below) and thus the absence of a need to provide

long-term protection for the earliest "primaries". In any case, at

6 sites (Pool Farm, Charmy 1, Chedworth 1, llarshfield 3 and Burn

Ground 1 and 2), the construction of the barrow followed immediately

upon the burial of the "primary" or "primaries" and there are no

grounds for suspecting that this did not happen at all or most of

4* None of the few inhumations still in situ when found occurred in
deep graves. Cremations were in pits 10" or more in depth at 8
sites and in shallow pits cr on the old land surface at 12.
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5,
the others as well.

structurally there are a number of similarities between the 2

series, though these are of a rather general kind. As indicated, none

of the 26 barrows had ditches and all appear to have been of one-

period construction, though this cannot be proved except in isolated

cases (notably Chedworth 1 and Soldiers' Tump). Moreover, while

the arrangement of peripheral elements —kerbs, revetments and capp-

ings of stone or earth—varies considerably from site to site, the

same elements recur in similar permutations at barrows belonging

to both series (see 'Table 1 for examples). Finally, a straight¬

forward centre-peripheries structural routine seems to have been

followed at all of the barrows except Burn Ground 2 (where the

structural sequence was probably outwards and inwards from the kerb)

and at Soldiers' Tump and Chewton 4 where a ring bank may have

antedated some or all of the other structural elements.

An analysis of the contents of the barrows shows a certain

amount of inter-site variability but few or no important differences

between the 2 series as a whole. Altogether the 26 barrows produced

a total of 44-6 burials (exclusive of those of possible Romano-
g

British date at Ghewton 3, 4 and. 6) j of which TO—11 were inhumations

and 34-5, cremations (mean 1.7)» Their age/sex composition is as follows:

5. At Chedworth 1 and Pool Farm the primary burials were in free¬
standing stone cists resting on or just below the old surface
(stone cists, free-standing or otherwise, did not occur at any
other site).

6. Jee the appropriate corpus entries.
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Cremations Inhumations

Mai e 4 Mai e 1
Female 3 Female 1
Adult 11 Adult 5
Subadult 5 Subadult 2

The overall .figures may be compared with the equivalent s

from the barrows of each series treated separately.

Single-Component Multi-Component

Burials; 17-8 (mean 1-4.5) Burials; 27-8 (mean
Cremations: 13-4 Cremations: 21
Inhumations : 4 Inhumations: 6-7
Cremations Cremations
Male 1 Mai e 3
Female 1 Female 2
Adult 4 Adult 7
Subadult 2 Subadult 3

Inhurnat ions Inhumations
Male 1 Male 0
Female 1 Female 0
Adult 3 Mult 2
Subadult 0 Subadult 2

The cremation/inhumation ratio is identical in the 2 series while

the differences in age/sex composition are obviously trivial and

can be disregarded. The disparity in the average number of burials

per site is somewhat more marked but can hardly be accepted as

significant given the size and nature of the sample, particularly

in view of the uncertainty, mentioned above, about the non-Bronze
7 #

Age status of some of the Chewton burials.

The distribution of pottery types among the 2 series is as

follows and,as the figures demonstrate, the associations are too

few for any valid conclusions to be drawn. The fact that the only

7. The addition of these to the single-component figures would
close the gap between the 2 series almost completely.
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Beakers and Pood Vessels found were from single-component sites,

however, is worth noting.

Single-Component Multi-Gomponent

Beakers 1 Beakers 0
Pood Vessels 2 Pood Vessels 0
Urns 3 Urns 2

Because of the extensive post-Bronze Age damage sustained

by most sites, partial excavation, and the comparatively small

numbers of burials found, data on the order in which interments

were made are virtually non-existent and there are thus few grounds

for generalizations about the relationship of sequential position

to other variables (rite, grave goods, age/sex, position on plan

etc. ).

At Chewton 4 a cremation in a Collared urn was probably

secondary to an adult inhumation but at Charmy 1 a subadult

inhumation with a Beaker and a cremation with a pood Vessel are

likely to have been buried simultaneously and at Burn Ground an

inhumation under Barrow 6 probably post-dated a male cremation

under Barrow 1. The 2 primary burials at Charmy 1 were both

eccentric as were the primaries at Chewton 2 and 3 (at none of

these barrows is there any reason to think that central primaries

held ever been present); at least 12 other barrows contained central

primaries, sometimes with grave goods (including bronzes at

Soldiers' Tump and llarshfield 3)^" but usually unaccompanied.

8. The Marshfield and Soldiers * Tump graves were the "richest"
found at any of these barrows and contained an adult female
cremation and a multiple cremation deposit (female and child)
respectively. Soldiers' Tump also produced a single "satellite"
burial in the form of an unaccompanied cremation.
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There are no correlations between central positioning and age or

sex categories nor is there evidence for inter-site specialization

in particular age or sex groups, though the data on both these

subjects are much too scanty to support firm conclusions.

By far the most interesting of these barrows are the 14

forming the 4 multi-component sites. The latter are worth

describing in some detail as, while they are known from other areas,

they are most fully represented in the corpus from the present

region and in the past have never received more than a passing

mention in Bronze Age studies. As will be demonstrated below

they exemplify an important variant of Bronze Age burial practice

and are not simply the result of the haphazard association of 2 or

more barrows built completely independently of one another and

not otherwise related. Unfortunately, none was totally excavated

and all had been very badly damaged prior to archaeological investi¬

gation so that they are less informative on a number of questions

than they might be. Their structural characteristics are

summarized in Table 1, and they are listed, together with extra-

limital examples in Appendix VII.

The perimeters of 3arrows 1 and 2, Charmy Down, approached

one another to within 3jr1 but did not come in actual physical

contact. They appear to have been built simultaneously or near-

simultaneously (Barrow 2 possibly slightly antedated Barrow 1 ) by
9,

the same hands, * however, and for this reason they are appropriately

9- Bee the corpus entry for details.
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considered, here. Barrow 1 was "totally excavated and contained 2

burials, a subadult inhumation with an 32 Beaker, a bronze knife

and a shale bead in a very shallow grave; and a cremation with a Food

Vessel on the old land surface. Both were eccentric and both

were primary to the earliest structural component of the barrow:

they were not located close together but must have been buried

contemporaneously. Barrow 2 was only partly examined: it was

structurally more elaborate than Barrow 1 and the only interment

I'ecovered was a disturbed cremation near the centre.

Another multi-component site on Charmy Down comprised a total

of 4 round barrows (ilos. 5-6) arranged in an iyW line.

The easternmost barrow (iJo. 6) was adjoined on the W by

Barrow 4» the next in line being Barrow 5 and then Barrow 3.

Barrow 5 had been secondarily inserted between Barrows 4 and 3;

Barrow 4 was also just possibly primary to Barrow 6 though the

evidence for this is very inconclusive. The line formed by the 4

barrows was on the axis of a large penannular ditch (measuring

internally 90' h/W by 78'); Barrow 6 being more or less central to

the S end of the enclosed area, Barrow 5 standing on the causeway

and Barrows 3 and 4 lying just without and just within the causeway

respectively. The whole arrangement was very symmetrical and

there can be no doubt that the ditch and line of barrows constituted

parts of a common plan. Unfortunately, published data fail to

provide any means of determining what use, if any, was made of the

spoil from the ditch either in the construction of the barrows or

for any other purpose. For this reason it is impossible to know
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whether the ditch was a wholly pre-barrow feature or whether it

was dug after some or all of the barrows were already in being. It

is also unfortunate that, while 60-70^ of the barrows themselves

were excavated, only a small part of the "berm" (which comprised a

high proportion of the total enclosed area) between the latter and

the ditch was examined and the ditch itself was hardly touched.

Like those composing all the other multi-component sites

discussed here, the barrows had suffered very extensive damage

before excavation. barrow 6 produced no intact burials but bones

belonging to 3-4 inhumations (2 adults and 1-2 children) were

recovered from a disturbed context. Single burials only survived

in each of the other 3 barrows and in each case consisted of a

primary cremation in a small pit located near the centre. The

burials from Barrows 4 and 5 were unaccompanied and comprised an

adult and a subadult respectively; the cremation at Barrow 3 was

indeterminate and was associated with a shale bead and a shale

pulley ring. As indicated 3arrow 5 was stratigraphically secondary

to Barrows 3 and 4 and it is not improbable that the cremation

sealed under it post-dated those covered by the 2 flanking barrows,

but otherwise no legitimate inferences can be made regarding the

order in which the burials from these sites were deposited.

Of the 2 barrows forming the third multi-component site

(t'larshfield) No 3 was totally excavated but No. 4 was only partially

examined. The SW edge of Barrow 4 was in contact with, and

(apparently) secondary to, the edge of Barrow 3. A cx^emation

(?male possibly originally associated with a Collared urn), lay
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on or about the old surface at the centre of Barrow 4 and was

probably primary. A central cremation (?feinale with a bronze awl

and shale and amber beads) at Barrow 3 was definitely primary and

rested on the old surface. Pour unaccompanied cremations (2

indeterminate and 2 infants) were also probably or possibly primary

to Barrow 4 and occupied small pits located near the area of

contact with Barrow 3 and arranged in an arc which roughly conformed

to the curve of the letter's edge. Two of these burials were

covered by small mounds of earth capped by oolite slabs.

The evidence is inconclusive but the following sequence of

events seems probable at • ilarshfield.

1. Deposition of the central cremation at Barrow 3 followed
immediately by the construction of the barrow.

2. Deposition of the 4 peripheral burials around the margin of
Barrow 3♦

3. Deposition of the central cremation at Barrow 4 followed
immediately by the construction of the barrow.

The interval of time between invents 2. and 3. could have been of

any length but on the assumption that all the persons buried at the

2 barrows were close relatives it is unlikely to have exceeded
10-

more than a few years.

10. At least 2 of the 4 peripheral burials were of very young children
and the other 2 could also have belonged to this age category.
If the person buried under Barrow 3 was the mother of these
children the bones of at least 3 of the latter must have been
stored in a temporary repository for a time after their deaths.
The male buried at the centre of Barrow 4 was younger than the
female and may have been a brother rather than a husband. Note
that the excavator of these barrows interpreted the burial
sequence in a very different way from that proposed here (see
the corpus entry for details).
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The 6 barrows forming the fourth multi-component site, Burn

Ground, were arranged in 2 straight lines (of 3 each) which met in

an irregular "V", Each of the 6 barrows came in stratigraphic

contact with one or more of its neighbours but the sequence of

construction could only be established in part and, in most cases,

on a tentative basis. Thus, of the 3 barrows forming the E limb

of the "V" (Nos. 3, 2 and 1 in that order from the tip), Barrows 1

and 3 were primary to Barrow 2 which had been secondarily inserted

between them. Barrow 3 was also probably primary to Barrow 4

which was at the inner end of the W limb of the "V" and was itself

probably secondary to No. 5> "the next in line (the stratigraphic

relationship between Barrow 5 and Barrow 6, the outer barrow of the

W limb, could not be determined.

Barrow 1 differed from the other 5 in having had a rectangular

"annexe" added to one side. This feature was secondary to the

completion of the barrow but was primary to Barrow 2.

All 6 barrows had been extensively disturbed before excavation,

particularly the 3 forming the W limb of the "V", Barrow 4 having

been almost destroyed and the damage to Barrows 5 a-nd 6 also being

very severe. The barrows of the other limb were better preserved

but still in a very dilapidated condition. Because of this

disturbance many burials could have been dispersed without trace

and the stratigraphic positions of those that remained is often

uncertain.

Each site produced a single burial at or near the centre and

which was definitely (Barrows 1 and 2), probably (Barrows 3 and 4)
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or possibly (Barrows 5 s.nd 6) primary to the barrow. A seventh

burial was probably primary to the "annexe" attached to Barrow 1.

These burials are listed below and were unaccompanied unless

.indicated otherv/ise.

The inhumation in Barrow 2 lay on the old land surface and roust

have been interred after the cremation under Barrow 1 (which was

stratigraphically primary to Barrow 2) but seems to have been

deposited in a skeletal condition and may or may not have pre¬

deceased the latter. "Token" burial also occurred at Barrows 4

and 6 and appears to have been an important aspect of the mortuary

practice at these sites. Otherwise no particular conclusions can

be drawn from the series and the same applies to 3-4 burials

recovered from disturbed or possibly secondary contexts at 3 of

the barrows (a cremation with sherds of a probable Collared urn at

Barrow 1, 1-2 cremations with Bronze Age potsherds at Barrow 2 and

an unaccompanied male cremation at Barrow 3)«

As shown above, the single-component sites are similar in many

respects to the individual barrows composing the multi-component

sites and obviously represent the basic units from which such sites

were constructed. It seems clear, however, that the latter do

not constitute simple aggregations of such units, each built

independently of the others and with a completely closed history.

On the contrary, as the evidence stunmarized above abundantly

Barrow 1.
"Annexe".
Barrow 2.
Barrow 3.
Barrow 4»
Barrow
Barrow 6.

Adult ?male cremation
Adult cremation

Fragmentary inhumation (?with a bronze awl)
Disturbed cremation
Cremation (token)
Adult ?female cremation
VCremation (token)
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indicates, the multi-component sites must be regarded as entities

in their own right, intended, presumably, to express in permanent

form social or familial relationships among the persons buried at

them.

In 3 of the groups this symbolism was not achieved until a

comparatively late stage. Thus, at Charmy Down, stratigraphic

contact between Barrows 3, 4 s-nd 5 only occurred after the construc¬

tion of Barrows 3 and 4 when Barrow 5 was inserted between them,

hxactly the same situation obtained at Burn Ground where 3arrow 2

physically united 2 pre-existing barrows which originally had been

free-standing. The most illuminating group, however, was at

Marshfield where the later of the 2 barrows sealed cremation

burials originally probably associated with the earlier (as argued

above, the burials concerned lay just outside the edge of Barrow 3

and only became incorporated in Barrow 4 when the latter was

raised up alongside the earlier monument).

In the fourth group (Charmy 1-2) the juxtaposition of the 2

constituent barrows appears to have been envisaged from the outset,

as preparatory stripping operations treating as a unit the ground

eventually covered by both sites were undertaken before the

construction of either had. commenced. They stood very close

together but did not come into actual physical contact and were

presumably either constructed simultaneously or in very close

succession immediately after the preparatory work referred to was

finished.

A striking feature of the sites consisting of more than 2
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barrows is their linear arrangement. Given the intention to

deliberately associate the barrows together, there is, of course,

nothing particularly "natural" about a linear rather than a clumped

arrangement of some sort and its universal adoption at these sites

must reflect a genuine cultural preference on the part of the

builders. The question is complicated, however, by the fact that

the lines were seldom (if ever) built seriatim from one end to the

other, but, as indicated, the later barrows were usually secondarily

intercalated between those already in being and, indeed, no true

"lines", in cases where only 3 barrows were involved, can be said

to have existed until this stage was reached. Nevertheless,

however it was achieved in particular instances, "linearity" is a

valid typological characteristic of these sites and one which is

paralleled at similar monuments outside the region.

In light of the preceding discussion it seems clear that

multi-component sites of the kind in question are functionally

equivalent to the conventional multi-stage round barrow in the

sense that both classes of monument were the product of a desire

to bring within a common structural framework a series of subsidiary

features each normally associated with burials forming a more or

less separate cemetery. Multi-stage round barrows of the type

represented at Carvinack, Cornwall, where the earlier phases were

characterised by a number of free-standing "cores", are perhaps

closest in conception to the present sites. It seems likely that

the development of the latter was facilitated by the fact that the
11.

round barrows of the region normally lacked both ditches * and

11. Please see following page for Footnote 11.
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pre-barrow enclosure elements such as circular banks, stake rings

etc. ouch elements necessarily impose restrictions on the size

and disposition of the enclosed features and the absence of these

restrictions might well have encouraged experimentation with new

forms of arrangement. It is conceivable that Gharmy 3-6, which

v/as partially enclosed within a large penannular ditch, represents

a typologically early stage in this development, though this is
12 •

hardly capable of proof.

Tynings Farm

The 3 Tynings Farm, 3om, barrows were located within a hundred

yards of one another and are conveniently treated separately from

those discussed in the last section as, unlike the latter, at

leasb one, and possibly 2, had ditches. All 3 had suffered some

truncation by ploughing (which had been particularly severe at

Tynings E) but were otherwise in good condition at the time of

excavation. Their characteristics are summarized belcw.

Footnote 11 from previous page.

11. The local geology, characterized by comparatively hard rocks
lying near the surface, doubtless partly explains the reluctance
of the barrow builders of the region to dig deep ditches.

12. In any case, at many barrows forming multi-component sites a
strong tradition of concentric arrangement survived in the
layout of the kerbs, cappings and revetments enclosing the
central cores.
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oite Size Structure

ii ?50' Earth ?50 l/2. Adult cremation with
whetstones.

?Ditch 1/2. Multiple cremation
deposit (?female &
infant) with bronze awl,
jet & faience beads,
Collared urn

N 63' Earth core and
stone capping
No ditch

100 1/2. Cremation (token)
1/2. Female cremation with

Pygmy Oups, beads & bone
objects.

3. Male cremation
4« ?Female cremation in

3iconical/Bucket urn.

S ?72' Earthen barrow
covering circu¬
lar bank.
Ditch

100 1. Mult cremation (token)
with Collared urn sherds

2. Multiple cremation
deposit (/male & ?female)
in Collared urn

3. ?Male cremation in
Biconical urn.

Only the central part of Tynings E was excavated and peripheral

features, such as ditches and banks, had they existed, would have

been missed. The burial sequence at this site is not known (both

burials were primary, the adult near the centre, the multiple

cremation deposit markedly eccentric).

There was at least one and possibly 2 primary burials at

Tynings N, both eccentric: the order in which they were deposited

is unknown. A third burial was interred during an intermediate

structural stage (secondarily to the core but before the deposition

of the capping) and clearly antedated a fourth which was secondary

to the completion of the barrow.

The most important of the 3 sites is Tynings 3 where the

burial and constructional sequences were elucidated in great detail
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by the excavator though parts of his reconstruction are less fully

documented than one could wish. nevertheless his conclusions can

be provisionally accepted and are of great interest, in that they

provide a detailed picture of a sequence of events which is likely

to have many parallels at other multi-stage round barrows where

opportunities for detailed reconstruction did not exist or (more

commonly) were not systematically exploited.

The earliest burial (an adult token cremation) was scattered

in the fills of 2 intersecting pits located just within a circular

bank thrown up from an external ditch. A second cremation deposit

(in a Collared urn and comprising 2 individuals), also eccentric,

was buried in the enclosed area a year or more after the first.

An empty pit and the remains of a fire were roughly contemporary

with each of the 2 burial deposits. doon after the interment

of the multiple cremation deposit the ditch was recut to provide

material for the basal courses of the barrow which was completed

after a fourth cremation (?male in a biconicai urn) had been placed

14.
in a pit dug into the latter during a pause in its construction. "

13. One of the fires was located at the centre and was still burning
when the basal courses of the barrow were heaped over it. The
deposition of the multiple cremation deposit could not have
preceded this fire by any great length of time.

14• The ditch appears to have been dug over a fairly protracted
period of time and was deliberately partly refilled before
the recutting (see the corpus entry for further details).
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Borne of the bones of the presumed, male in the multiple

cremation deposit had been gnawed by a small carnivore, a fact

probably implying that they had been stored separately for a time

prior to their amalgamation with those of the presumed female and

the burial of the joint remains in their final resting place. This

in turn is consistent with the assumption that the death of the

male preceded that of the female by an appreciable interval cf time.

The evidence cited above therefore supports the conclusion

both that the 3 persons represented by the "primary" burials died

at different times over a period of years and that a year or more

intervened between the interment of the multiple cremation deposit

and the burial of the token cremation. The stimulus for the

recutting of the ditch and the conversion of the cemetery into a

round barrow is likely to have been occasioned by a fourth death,

that of the person whose bones were placed in the mound makeup

prior to the barrow's completion, the chronological gap between

this death and the interment of the multiple cremation deposit

probably being a comparatively short one.

The age/sex composition of the burials from all 3 sites is

consistent with their having been small family cemeteries of the

kind associated with most other British round barrows. The

evidence from Tynings S that all 4 of the burials found there

(including the 2 in the multiple cremation deposit) had probably

died at intervals over a limited period of time does not coziflict

with this conclusion which is also corroborated by the way in which

the structural elaboration of the site kept in step with the gradual
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lengthening of the burial sequence. The Tynings K cemetery may-

have had a very similar history though the evidence is less complete

in its case. The absence of a central primary at the latter and

the existence of the richly-equipped "satellite" multiple cremation

deposit at Tynings E are striking instances of the failure of central

positioning to correlate with other variables and confirm the

supposition that these barrows were monuments to all the dead buried

at them and not simply to a single distinguished individual.

Miscellaneous Sites

These are 4 ia number and all were very partially and/or

incompetently excavated. They all possessed features setting

them apart from the barrows described under the preceding headings.

.Sevan's Quarry, Glos (a medium-sized bell barrow) produced

13-14 cremations which had been deposited in 3-4 'waves associated

with successive structural phases. The earliest structural

component was a turf core which covered a single burial (unaccom¬

panied indeterminate cremation) in a central pit. Five other

cremations (including a young adult), most associated with Bucket

urn sherds, had been buried at widely-separated places during later

structural phases but in each case probably or possibly before the

barrow's completion. The other 7-8 interments (including 3 unsexed

adults and a probable adult female and a possible child) were

grouped together and were probably secondary to the final structural

phase. All had originally been in ducket urns. The turf core

may have been formed of material stripped from the berm and all other

structural components, of spoil from the ditch, the active
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constructional history of the barrow possibly having been fairly

short.

Rowberrow, bom, v,ras a huge ditched bowl barrow, 130' in

diameter. It was not competently excavated and produced no

definite human remains.

The remaining 2 barrows, Jug's Grave, 'Jilts, and Bredon Hill,

Worcs, eaoh produced graves containing multiple Beaker inhumation

burials.

Two Beaker inhumations at Jug's Grave were in a stone cist

and were both possibly adult. . It is unknown whether these burials

15.
were deposited successively or collectively.

Bredon Hill was 32' in diameter and had been badly disturbed

before excavation which was confined to the central area. It was

made entirely of material thrown up from the ditch and appeared

to be of one-period construction. A central grave contained 2

inhumations which were probably originally associated with S

Beakers and had evidently been inserted successively, the first

(middle-aged male) having been reduced to a skeletal or near

15. Jug's Grave was excavated in an extremely unsatisfactory
manner and produced a number* of other burials as well.
It was oval rather than circular in shape but nothing is
known about its structural history or of the order in which
the burials were made.
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skeletal state, (some ligaments probably still intact) before the

burial of the second, a youngish female which had probably been
16

interred in a defleshed or badly-decayed condition.

Radio Ca.rbon Dates

There are no radio carbon dates for any of theso sites.

16. One implication of this evidence is that the female may have
predeceased the first occupant of the grave. In any case
there is no reason to suspect that the 2 deaths were separated
by any great leng-th of time.
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Berkshire

1. Barrow Hills (Sites 2, 3, 4/4A, 5—7» 11* 14* 16 and 17)
2. Saxton Road

Oxfordshire

1. Cassington (Sites 1-4)
2. Cassington 5
3. City Farm (Sites 2-6)
4. Crowmarsh (Sites 1-2)
5« Fullamore Farm
6. Langford Down (Sites 1-5)
7. Port Meadow 5/6
8. Standlake Down (Sites 1-3)
9. Stanton Harcourt (Sites 2-13)
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CHAPTER 8: THAMES VALLEY

Introduction, Summary and Conclusions

The majority of the barrows and ring ditches on the intensively

cultivated flood plain of the .Berkshire and Oxfordshire Thames

•J ^

survived in recent decades only as croprnarks (Map 5)« Of the 45

sites in the corpus, only 10 retained physical traces of mounding

(bell or ditched bowl barrows) or, in one case (Port Meadow 5/6),
an external bank (but no barrow). The other 35 were completely

flat at the time of excavation which normally took place as a

rescue operation in advance of imminent destruction by quarrying.

A high proportion of the flat sites had possibly or probably

possessed external banks and/or an earthwork (bank or mound) set

close to the inner lip of the ditch, though the evidence for such

structures is often equivocal or inconclusive. The possibility

that the flat sites had once had small central mounds (and were

thus "disc barrows") can be confidently excluded only at Port

Meadow 5/6. There are several multi-component sites of the type

known from somerset, Gloucestershire and elsewhere while a few

others had features (recut or concentric ditches or small internal

ditched enclosures) probably indicative of long and eventful

structural histories, though because of the extensive post-3ronze

1. Barrow Hills 2-7, 11, 14» 16 and 17 and Baxton, Berks; and
Cassington 1~5> City Farm 2-6, Growmarsh 1-2, Fullamoor,
Langford 1—5i Port Meadow 5/6, Btandlake 1-3 and Btanton
2-13, Oxon.
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Age damage sustained by most sites such histories are almost always

refractory to detailed reconstruction.

There are no firm correlations between structural character¬

istics and contents (except for a possible tendency for beaker

sites to be smaller than average). Fifteen sites failed to produce

burials, in all or most cases probably because of partial excavation

and/or post-Bronze Age destruction of shallowly-buried interments,

there being no valid evidence that any site was non-sepulchral or

had been only secondarily converted to sepulchral use. The evidence

relating to all these matters however is very unsatisfactory.

Burials comprised both inhumations and cremations, the former

sometimes occurring in multiple inhumation graves and the latter

in multiple cremation deposits but the majority, as in other

regions, being buried singly; at several sites the 2 rites were in

contemporary or near contemporary use and one unburnt skeleton had

probably been interred in a defleshed state. Many sites contained

central burials (which, where mounds survived, were in primary

positions) but at others the only burials found were eccentrically

located, in several cases outside the circuit of the ditch or in

its fill, one (an unaccompanied inhumation) being primary to the

fill. Central positioning, presence of grave goods and adult male

status display some tendency to be inter-correlated though small

sample sizes and other difficulties preclude the drawing of a

definite conclusion about this possibility. Grave goods included

3 Wessex Culture assemblages (2 centrally positioned in large

barrows) and the full range of local ceramic types (Beakers, Collared
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urns, Pygmy Cups and Biconical/Deverel-Rimbury urns). As in other

areas the more prolific sites are plausibly interpreted 3.3 family

burial grounds. Data on burial sequence are very incomplete but,

such as they are, do not correlate in any obvious way with other

variables.

Structure

There are a number of problems connected with the study of

these sites, problems in part arising from the circumstances of

their discovery and excavation and in part from the very extensive

damage suffered by most examples from post-Bronze Age agricultural

and commercial activities. The majority had been ploughed completely

flat prior to excavation which frequently took place only after

further damage—truncation of the whole site or total destruction

of part of it—had been caused by quarrying. Thus, in the 3

modern parishes of Cassington, Dtanton Harcourt and Radley (Barrow

Hills), which between them contained 27 sites comprising 60/1 of the

total, archaeological excavation was almost entirely in direct

response to partial or imminent destruction by quarrying. One

effect of this was that adjacent sites were investigated at diff¬

erent times by different persons, the standard of excavation (which

was often necessarily hurried) varying accordingly. In the Barrow

Hills group in Radley Parish, Berks, for example, 10 sites occupying

2 adjoining fields, were excavated by 3 different archaeologists

over a 13-yea.r period extending from 1931 to 1944* The situation

is much the same in regard to the 17 sites in Cassington and Stanton

Haroourt parishes.^*
2. See Benson ana iuiles,1974,81-90, for an account(with maps)of the history

of barrow and ring ditch excavation in the 3 parishes mentioned.
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As, generally speaking, little survives of these sites except

the ditches, reconstruction of their external form and structural

history is largely dependent on the interpretation of silting

patterns. The latter have been examined with great care by the

excavators of most sites, particularly those published within the

last decade or so, and elaborate typologies have been drawn up on

the basis of the features (mainly external and internal banks)

identified by this means.Unfortunately, a given silting pattern

is sometimes interpretable in different ways and the archaeologist

is often confronted with one or more alternative possibilities in

seeking to explain particular examples. Thus, unusually thick

deposits of primary silting coming in symmetrically from both sides

may document the existence of earthworks set on or close to both

edges but alternatively could simply reflect the physical character¬

istics of the particular patch of gravel in which the ditch was

dug or the degree to which one or both edges were subjected to human

or animal disturbance or, indeed, the wetness of the weather, during

the crucial stages. Such factors must also be taken into account

in the interpretation of asymmetrical silting, particularly in

cases where the main flow is from the outer edge which, in general,

can be assumed to have been more subject to collapse caused by the

treading of human or animal (livestock) feet than the inner to which

access would normally have been less easy. When the predominance

3. Notably by Case, 196.3, 41-47*
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of silting is from the inner side, moreover, it is seldom possible

to decide whether this points to the former existence of an internal

bank set close to the lip, the absence of a wide benn between the

latter and the edge of a barrow or simply the operation of one or

more of the ad hoc factors listed above.

The reservations expressed in the previous paragraph about

the feasibility of drawing specific inferences about the structural

characteristics of sites on the sole basis of the silting patterns

of their ditches are particularly apposite when the latter were

investigated by means of a few narroxv sections only. This is well

illustrated at Stanton 7 where, of the 2 published ditch sections,

one shows a heavy inflow of primary silting from the outer edge

("external gravel bank") but the other symmetrical silting from

both sides. An analogous state of affairs existed at Cassington 3

5.
and City farm 3•

The typology of the 45 sites can be summarized as follows,

due allowance being made for the uncertainties arising from the

4. I find the logic of Case's (1953, 39) statement that "the absence
. . .of any evidence of internal structure (indicates). . .the
absence of a mound and . . .(shows) that the original monument
had merely an inner bank or an inner platform" hard to follow.
If ploughing (combined perhaps with deliberate levelling) can
obliterate all -surface indications of an inner gravel bank set
close to the ditch lip (as argued by Case) why should it not have
similar effects on gravel revetting or thinly capping a ditched
earthen bowl barrow? The earthen component of such a barrow, of
course, once levelling had occurred, would seldom be archaeolo-
gically detectable.

5- See the corpus entries for details.
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problems in interpretation just discussed.

Structure. Sites Where Physical Traces of Mounding Survived.

Site Bank Typology/Other Features
Barrow Hills 2 Nil ?Bell barrow
Barrow Hills 3 Nil ?<3ell barrow
Barrow Hills 4/4A Nil Multi-component
Barrow Kills 5 ?Inner Bell barrow
Barrow Hills 6 ?Outer Bell barrow
.Barrow Hills 7 ?Outer
Saxton 7
Stanton 4 Nil

Cassington 5

Structure. Sites

barrow Hills 11
Barrow Hills 14

Barrow Hills 16
Barrow Hills 17
Cassington 1

Cassington 2
Cassington 3
Cassington 4
City Farm 2

City Farm 3
City Farm 4
City Farm 5
City Farm 6
Crowmarsh 1
Crowmarsh 2

Fullamore

Langford 1
Langford 2
langford 3
Langford 4
Langford 5
Port Meadow 5/^

Standlake 1
Brandlake 2
Standlake 3
Stanton 2

Stanton 3
Stanton 5
Stanton 6

Inner (inner ditch)

Where No Physical Traces

? ? Inner/barrow
?Outer (both
ditches)
??Inner/barrow
7
?Outer (inner
ditch)
?Outer
7
?Outer
??Outer

?Inner/barrow
7
7
7
7
7
?Outer

?Inner/barrow
•p
7
7
7
7
7
Outer

?Outer
? Outer
7
v

7
?Outer

?Inner/barrow

Bell barrow (2 concen¬
tric ditches)
of Mounding Survived.

2 concentric ditches

2 concentric ditches

Eccentric ditched
enclosure
Eccentric ditched enclosure
Eccentric ditched enclosure

2 concentric ditches

2 superimposed ditches.
Almost certainly never
mounded

2 concentric ditches

plus small secondary
ditch
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Structure. Sit on Where Ho Physical Truces of Mounding Survived (cont'

Sit e Sank Typology/Other Features

Stanton 7 ?
Stanton 8 ?
Stanton 9 ?
otanton 10 Inner/barrow
Stanton 1l/l1A ?Outer (site 11)

Inner/barrow (Site 11 A)
Stanton 12 ?
Stanton 13 ?0uter

A number of points are illustrated by the tabulated data.

.firstly, at 4 (44/0 of ike 9 definitely mounded sites there

are good grounds for suspecting the former presence of a bank close

to the ditch lip, the outer lip in 2 cases and the inner in the other

2. The proportion (inclusive of dubious examples) of ditches with

external banks among the 36 sites without definite evidence for

mounding is 33(12), a figure not wildly at variance with that for

the mounded series. A further 7 sites may have had an earthwork

on or near the inner lip, though in no case is it possible to

decide whether this took the form of a bank or of the capping of a

barrow mound. Two of the 7 (City Farm 2 and Crowmarsh 2) possibly

also had earthworks on the outer lip. Taking the evidence at face

value and allowing for the fact that "banks", particularly those

set back some distance from the lip, may, in some instances, have

failed to leave archaeologically detectable traces or that such

traces were overlooked by the excavator, it seems safe to conclude

that outer banks were a fairly frequent feature of these sites which

also sometimes possessed internal earthworks (banks or mounds)

occupying the ground on or near the ditch edge.

A second point is the prevalence of "berms" among the mounded
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series, 3 sites being definitely bell barrows and another 2 possibly

such. It is unlikely that any of the levelled examples were large

bell barrows ^" but the possible absence of earthworks close to the

inner lips of the ditches of some sites with external banks does

accord with the assumption that barrow mounds, if and where they

had existed, were of the disc type. The possession of an outer

bank, of course, is a not unexpected feature of typological forms

characterized by a wide berm and/or an unmounded or slightly or

partially mounded interior, as the construction of such banks would

partly or wholly preempt one major source of mound buildup.

At 15 (33/s) of the 45 cites no burials were found but there

are no conclusive grounds for assuming that any of these sites were

non-funerary in function or had had only an indirect funerary

function which did not involve the actual deposition of human
8

remains within their precincts. * hone of the 15 was totally

6. That is, if Case's (1963, 38) argument, which seems well founded,
is accepted that gravel used to form the capping of a large
barrow would leave detectable traces even after prolonged
ploughing if prevented by a wide berm from slipping back into
the ditch.

7. Actual physical traces of an outer bank survived at the well-
preserved Port Meadow 5/6 ring and enclosed a completely flat
interior which seems very unlikely ever to have been mounded. This
last also probably applies to the 3 Standlake ditches which, as
long ago as 1857 when they stood on recently enclosed common land,
existed as little more than cropmarks (Akerman and Atone, 1857)-

8. Case's (19o3, 48-52) theory that many ring ditches, with or
without surviving burials, originally performed some utilitarian

(stock enclosures, settlement boundaries etc) or "ritual" func¬
tion and were only secondarily converted to funerary use is,
for the moment, mere speculation unsupported by factual
evidence.
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excavated, and, with the single exception of Barrow Hills 6 (a large

bell barrow), all had been truncated before excavation to the ancient

surface level or below. Under these circumstances the dispersed

and fragmentary remnants of shallowly-buried interments would not
Q

necessarily be found, 'this applying also, of course, to burials

lying in unexcavated ground, particularly in the ditch. An

additional reason for rejecting a non-funerary role for these sites

resides in the absence of any marked discontinuity in their sizes

and other characteristics with those of sites from.which burials

were recovered.

Average Diameter

28* sites with burials; 74»1' (range 30'-132')
15 sites without burials; 74•7 * (range 19,-102')

*2 non-circular multi-component sites excluded

Percentage of cites with Outer Banks (inclusive of dubious examples)
cites with burials; 27/ (8 sites)
bites without burials; 40?» (6 sites)

Percentage of cites with 2 Concentric Pitches

bites with burials; 13.8/ (4 sites)
bites without burials; 6.6/3 (1 site)

The most striking correspondences between the 2 series are in size,

both the mean and the spread about it being very similar in each

case. The fact that each series contained sites consisting of 2

concentric ditches is also worthy of note. The roughly similar

proportions of sites with presumed oiiter banks is another common

9* Pace Case, 1963» 48.
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10.feature but, perhaps, not a very significant one.

As indicated 5 sites (Cassington 1 and 5> Crowraarsh 1, Barrow

Hills 14 and otanton 2) had 2 concentric ditches and it is natural

to suppose that the outer ditch in these cases was dug in order to

provide makeup for the enlargement of an original nucleus thrown up

from the inner. This assumption is supported by the structural

routine at Cassington 5» "the only one of these sites where definite

evidence on this point was obtained and where the spoil from the

inner ditch had. been used to form an internal bank which was later

sealed under material derived in part from the outer. The other

4 sites had been completely levelled before excavation. Two

(Cassington 1 and Barrow Hills 14) may have had outer banks, there

being no evidence for the former existence of earthworks of any

kind at Crowmarsh 1 and bt ant on 2, and at none of the 4 can the

structural history be inferred on other than a wholly speculative

basis.

A sixth site (Port Meadow 5/6) had probably never been mounded

and the smaller (in diameter) of the 2 ditches had been partly

superimposed on the larger after the latter had been deliberately

10. Any circular ditch with an unmounded or slightly mounded int¬
erior may be presumed to have had a real or symbolic "enclosure"
function which would be enhanced by banking the spoil on one
or other lip. This is also the mode of disposal of the
spoil most economical of effort and for this reason likewise
requires no special explanation.
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refilled with its own spoil soon after its excavation. The spoil

from the smaller ditch had been used to form an outer bank which

sealed the larger in places and had been erected before soil

formation had occurred on the surface of the latter's fill. There

11.
are no close parallels to this site anywhere in Britain ' and its

12.
funerary character was not established.

Another structural feature common to several sites is a small

penannular or circular ditched enclosure located eccentrically

within the circuit of the main ditch. These were identified at 4

sites, all but one of which (Barrow Hills 4/4a) belonged to the

City Farm group (lios. 2, 3 and 4)« The interior of City Farm 2

had possibly been mounded and it conceivably also had had an outer

bank, the evidence being less than conclusive in regard to both

these possibilities. Hot even inconclusive evidence on these

points is available for the other 2 City Farm sites. Ho burials

were found in the interior of the City Farm enclosures and the

period of their construction relative to that of the main ditch is

unknown in all instances. The Barrow Hills enclosure was primary

13.
to a round barrow and is discussed further below.

11. Fxcept at Tyning's Farm B, Somerset, where a second ditch was
directly superimposed on an earlier one which, as at Port Meadow,
had been deliberately refilled soon after it was dug. Cf also
Ring Ditch 7 (Beafords) published too late for inclusion in the
corpus (Matthews, 197^» 22ff).

12. No burials were found in the small portions excavated.
13. 'The function of these enclosures is totally obscure. As argued

below, the burial within the Barrow Hills enclosure (which appears
never to have been independently mounded) may not have had any
real connection with it. The City Farm 4 example had laid exposed
to the elements for a lengthy period before the const-inaction of
whatever earthwork (if any; eventually covered it (it was much
deeper than any of the others and its lower sides had been revetted
by wickerwork or thatch hung from oak uprightsj. The City Farm 2
and 3 enclosures were very shallow and it is unclear whether
they had been deliberately refilled or had silted up naturally.
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Bix sites (utanton 2, 9» 10 and 1l/l1A a.nd Barrow Hills 3 and

4/4A) were either themselves structurally complex in ways not

paralleled elsewhere in the region or, in the case of Stanton 9, 10

and 11/11A and the 2 Barrow Hills barrows were components of a

larger entity. Some of these sites also provide evidence for the

sequence in which burials were deposited and for this reason, as

well as for their structural interest, deserve extended treatment.

The simplest of the sites is Stanton 2 which consisted of 2

concentric ring ditches plus a small circular ditch focussed on the

ground between the 2 large ditches on the NH perimeter. The

small ditch had been cut into both the larger ones, in each case

after the primary silting had come to an end and before more than a

few traces of secondary silting had had time to accumulate. The

large ditches, on this evidence, must have been dug within a short

time of one another, if not, indeed, simultaneously, and their

excavation could not have bean separated by a very long interval

from that of the small ditch. There was no evidence for outer or

inner banks close to the lips of any of the ditches and it seems

certain that had a mound existed it would have occupied the central

portion of the enclosed area only. Two burials (both crouched

inhumations) were found in the very small part of the site examined,

a female with a partly-polished flint knife and a jet "belt slider"

in a deepish grave at the centre of the 2 large ditches and a male

accompanied by a h/dR Beaker, flint arrowheads and a bone object

(?belt fastener) in a grave near the centre of the small ditch.

There can be little doubt that the 2 large ditches were either
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already in existence when the female was hurled or had been laid

out from a point marked by this burial; the relationship of the

male grave to the construction of the small ditch (to which it was

somewhat eccentric) is uncertain and the assumption, however

14-.
probable, that it post-dated the female grave cannot be proven.

Stanton 9» 10 and 11 /11A and harrow Hills 3 and 4/44 form

multicomponent sites of a kind paralleled elsewhere in Britain,

notably in Somerset and Gloucestershire (Chapter 7 and Appendix VII)

but also in Wessex, and characterized by the linear arrangement of

components normally constructed in a non-linear sequence, i.e. one

terminating or beginning at the middle rather than at one or other

end.

The v.-hole area occupied by the 3 Stanton rings had been

completely levelled before excavation which was total in the sense

that small scale archaeological investigation was followed by

commercial stripping under archaeological observation. The

stratigraphically earliest site (No. 10) may have been mounded or

have originally possessed an inner bank: Site 9 (a"t the NNVi end of

the line) produced no evidence for major earthworks close to either

lip of the ditch and may or may not have originally enclosed a

14. In any case, both interments are probably correctly regarded as
"Beaker" burials. The fact that each was accompanied by a "belt
fastener" does not conflict with this assumption though, ad¬
mittedly, it does not prove very much either. "Belt fasteners"
are discussed by Clarke, 1970 (all. types) and Mclnnes, 19&8
(jet sliders). Note that none of the jet sliders examined by
Mclnnes had actually been used as a "belt fastener" prior to
burial and that the type may have had some other function (this
also applies to most of the presumed "belt fasteners" listed
and discussed by Clarke). Jet sliders are not narrowly datable
but what evidence exists (summarized by Ilclnnes, op cit)
indicates an overlap, at any rate, with Beakers.
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small or smallish central barrow. The ditch of Site 1l/l1A was

pear-shaped, Site 11 comprising the large NNW end and Site 11A the

smaller SSE end. Site 11 possibly had an outer bank and Site 11A

an earthwork (baxtrow or bank) at or near the inner lip. There is

no definite evidence on this point but it seems likely that the

ditch as a whole was a primary design element laid out in a single

operation, its small end being mounded to form a small round barrow

and the remainder of the interior being either left clear or,

possibly, enclosing one or mere very small mounds, but in any case

the bulk of the spoil from this sector being employed in the outer

bank.

Ilo burials were found in Site 10 and only one in Site 9» a

crouched female inhumation lying near the S edge of the enclosed

15 •
area. Seven burials, all cremations, there being no grave

goods (except, in a few cases, sherds probably belonging to cinerary

urns, possibly of the ducket or diconical types), were recovered

from Site 1l/l1A. All were either in or very close to the ditch

at or near the "'intersection" between oite 11 and 11A and, where

their stratigraphic position is known, had invariably been placed,

in the ditch immediately after the completion of the primary

silting. They must therefore date to an early stage of the site's

history and are perhaps unlikely to have been separated by a very

15' Exclusive of a possible multiple cremation deposit (2 adults)
found outside the enclosed area c.30' from the outer lip of
the ditch. The bones were accompanied by potsherds similar
to those accompanying some of the other burials.
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long period of time from the burials, if any, sealed under the

hypothetical mound or mounds once occupying the levelled interior.

Two of the cremations were of children buried singly as was one of

the 4 adults, the other 3 being in a multiple cremation deposit:

there are no data on the sex of the burials.

Barrow Hills 3 and 4/4-1 were arranged in a SW/lJE line, the

ditch of Site 3 (at the EE end) being stratigraphically primary to

that of Eite 4/4A.

Apart from section trenches, archaeological examination of

oite 3 was restricted to a tiny area at its centre near which a

crouched male inhumation (the only burial found) accompanied by a

riveted bronze knife occupied a shallow grave. Modern ploughing

had virtually obliterated the barrow itself which had probably been

of the bell type with an earth core incorporating subsoil stripped

from the berrn and capped by gravel from the ditch.

Eite 4/4M was a complex monument consisting of 2 round

barrows, connected by a "neck" and enclosed within a common ditch,

irregularly pear-shaped in plan. 'The HE barrow (4) was 84' in

diameter and occupied the large end of the "pear": the SW barrow

was somewhat smaller (55'). The "neck" connecting the 2 barrows

was constructed before the surface of either had undergone apprec¬

iable weathering and all 3 elements must have been built within a
16.

year or so of one another, almost certainly in the order 4—4A—"neck".

16. The evidence for this conclusion is summarized in the corpus

entry end is reasonably convincing.
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Unfortunately, only about 10-'Jo of the area enclosed by the ditch .was

excavated, less than half, in each case, of the 2 barrows being

examined: the "neck" was hardly touched. The only burial (the

cremated remains of a young child accompanied by a small riveted

copper or bronze knife) found in .Barrow 4 was in a primary position,

resting on the old surface near the centre. Barrow 4& produced

2 primary burials. One of these (a crouched male inhumation with

E Beaker, flint arrowheads and gold earrings) was in a large grave

near the centre within the limits of an irregularly circular ditch,

markedly eccentric to the barrow and which had. been covered over

by the latter before any silting had taken place. The second

burial (unaccompanied crouched child) rested partly on the ancient

surface and partly on the surface of the fill of the small ditch

and had obviously been put in position immediately prior to the

erection of the barrow.

On the basis of the structural evidence just discussed the

order in which the 3 Bite 4/4-A burials were made may be inferred

with some confidence.

1. Beaker grave (Barrow 4A)
2. Cremation with riveted knife (Barrow 4)
3. Unaccompanied inhumation (Barrow 4<0

As indicated, Barrow 4 probably antedated Barrow 4^ and the respec¬

tive depositions of Burials 2 and 3, both of which lay unprotected

on the old surface, must have been in phase with the structural

sequence. The Beaker grave, with its typologically early pot can

hardly fail to antedate the riveted knife accompanying Burial 2

(and a fortiori the latter itself and Burial 3) by several generations
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(if not centuries) and its position ma.y or may not have been

remembered by the builders of the barrows and have influenced their

choice of site. The inhumation near the centre of Barrow 3 is

likely to have been roughly contemporary with Burial 2 (and thus to

slightly predate Burial 3) though for various reasons its place

in the sequence cannot be fixed with exactitude.

The Barrow Hills 3-4/4A multi-component site formed part

of a line of 10 near contiguous barrows and rings, Bite 2 adjoining

Site 3 to the 3VJ and Sites 5-11 (i*1 that order) continuing the line

northeastwards from Barrow 4* Most of these sites 'were excavated

and are in the corpus as are 3 (Bos. 14, 16 and 17) of 4 others

which occupied the ground to the II and S of the line but; were some

distance from it and from one another (plan of whole group in Benson

and Miles, 1974» 83). Three (llos. 2, 3 and 4) of the 5 City Farm

rings (map of 'whole group in Case et al, 19^4—5* Fig* 2) were also

located very close to each other in a linear arrangement comparable

to the Barrow Hills alignment. The distinction between these

linear arrangements and true multi-component sites of the 3-4/4^

type is probably an arbitrary one, as indeed, is that between the

former and looser groupings of various kinds (e.g. that exhibited by

Langford 1-5 which were separated from one another by distances of

50' or more and were not arranged linearly). The absence of

stratigraphic contact between the individual sites, however, makes

it impossible to treat the alignments on other than a purely

comparative basis (external characteristics, burials, grave goods

17*etc) and, for a number of seasons, no very satisfactory results

17* Hotably, the important gaps in the evidence caused by piecemeal
and/or partial excavation, incomplete field survey and very
extensive pre-excavation damage.
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18
are obtainable from this approach.

Burials

Data on the numbers and age/sex composition of the burials

from these sites are summarised below.

Number of bit ess 45
Cremationss 64
Inhumations*! 30
Total Burialss 94 (mean 2.09)
Inhumations Cremations
Li F Ad bubad LI P Aa bubad

9- 5 16 11 3 3 23 10

As indicated, at 15 sites no burials survived (or had ever existed),

the remaining- 30 sites producing between one (13 sites) and 13

burials apiece (mean 3«13)« Of the 13 burials from sites where

only one interment was found, 8 were cremations and 5 'were inhuma¬

tions, this ratio being slightly biased in favour of inhumations

compared to the overall figures. The age/sex composition of these

burials is also roughly in agreement with that for the total

sample (3 males, 3 females, 6 adults, 2 subadults). The burials

from the 17 sites producing more than 2 burials each break down by

rite as follows;

Inhumations only: 4 (mean 2.5)
Cremations only: 6 (mean 3»7)
Both: 7 (mean 7»0)

As can be seen, sites containing both inhumations ana cremations

18. For what it is worth, however, the contents, in so far as these
are known (see the list of artifact associations below), of
both the alignments mentioned (Barrow Hills 2-11 and City Farm
2-4) are consistent with each having had an active history
falling within fairly narrow chronological limits (cf the radio
carbon dates of 1490/60bc and 1510/65bc for City Farm 3 and
City Farm 4 respectively).
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are more common than those producing one or the other only and are

also by far the most prolific of burials. ho explanation can be

put forward for this result which may be due to chance.

Data on the order in which burials were deposited at particular

sites are sparse, those few which do exist being tabulated below.

Barrow Hills 3-4/4A 1. Male I with M Beaker etc
2. bubadult G with riveted knife; male I with

riveted knife

3. Bubadult I

Cassington 4 1• Adult I with AOG Beaker
2. Adult I with o4 Beaker

Cassington 5 '1 • Male I
2. Gubadu.lt I

?3. Adult C

City Farm 3 1. G
2. C with potsherds (?Collared urn)
3. G

Gaxton Road ? 1. Male I
2. Female I with infant I; female I; adult G;

subadult I

Gtaufcon 2 ?1. Female I with jet "belt slider" etc
?2. Male I with N/HR Beaker etc'

19.
As the table shows inhumations head the sequence at the 3 sites

where cremations of known stratigraphic position also occurred and

the initial interment might be of either sex but not a subadult

(the absence of subadults, however, is of no significance in a

sample of this siae).

19. As argued above, however, the earliest burial at Barrow Hills
4/4A can possibly be left out of account. In any case, as
indicated, a second inhumation at this barrow probably slightly
post-dated a cremation (there is no definite instance of a
similar sequence at any other site).
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As in other regions there is no tendency for particular age/
sex categories to be confined to particular sites. Thus (limiting

the analysis to sites producing 5 or more burials) at Stanton 1l/l1A
there were 6 adults (all in multiple cremation deposits) and 2

children; at Standlake 1, 2 adults (including one female) and 2

children; at City Farm 3, 5 adults (both sexes) and 2 young adults

or adolescents; at City Farm 4> 4 adults (including one male); at

Barrow Hills 16, one adult and one infant; at Saxton, 4 adults (both

sexes) and 2 children (including an infant); and at Cassington 5>

2 adults (including one male) and 4 young children and infants.

20 •

A total of 37 (39»4^) * of the 94 burials were accompanied

by formal grave goods, these associations being tabulated below.

20. Comprising 9 inhumations (30;'s of all inhumations) and 20
cremations (43•75/ of all cremations).
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Site Burials Associations

Barrow Hills 2 M C Bronze awl; gold button caps
Harrow Hills 3 M I Bronze flat knife

Harrow Hills 4/4R Subad C Bronze flat knife
14 I B Beaker, gold earrings, arrowheads

Barrov/ Hills 14 F c Biconical pot, 2 bronze razors

Barrow Hills 16 ? c Bronze flat knife, bronze awl,
amber, jet, faience

9 c Potsherds (Biconical/Deverel-
Rimbury)

9 c Potsherds (?Collared)
Potsherds (Biconical/Deverel-
Rimbury)

? c

Cassington 4 Ad I AOC Beaker
Ad I 34 3eaker

Cassington 5 M I Flint scraper
Subad c Collared urn

City Farm 2 9 c Bucket urn, jet fragment
City Farm 3 9 c Potsherds (?Collared)

Ad r\

Potsherds (Collared & Collared/
Biconical)

9 c Axehammer fragment
City Farm 4 Ad c Potsherds (?Collared

14 c Collared urn

City Farm 5 Subad/ c
Bronze awl, potsherds (?Collared/

ad Pygmy)
City Farm 6 9 c Biconical urn sherds

9 c Bucket/Globular urn

Crowmarsh 2 Subad I • 33(b) Beaker,.
Standlake 1 Subad c Pot sherds (?Bucket/Biconical)
Standlake 2 Ad Pot sherds (? Bucket)

Subad c Potsherds (?Bucket/3iconical)
Btandlake 3 Subad c i^yed bone pin
Stanton 2 F

M

1

I

Partly-polished flint knife, jet
slider

N/lIR Beaker, arrowheads, bone
object

Stanton 4 M c Pygmy Cup, ogival dagger, jet, amber
Stanton 11 /*i 1A Ad

Ad
Ad

Potsherds (?Deverel-iiCD
Rimbury)

Ad c Potsherds (?Deverel-Rimbury)
Ad
Ad

i'4CD Potsherds (?Bucket/
Biconical)

Stanton 12 14 I AOC Beaker, wristguard
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The ceramic components of these assemblages fall into 2 broad

categories, namely Beakers, on the one hand, and Pygmy Cups (one

definite example only) and cinerary urns of various types, on the

other. The Beakers are represented by 6 examples (from 5 sites)

which in each case were associated with inhumations (3 males, 2

unsexed adults and a subadult) and are the only ceramic type found

with burials of this kind. The cinerary urns etc are much more

numerous (20 examples from 12 sites) and are never found at the same ,

sites as Beakers, this last perhaps being fortuitous. kany of the

urns were incomplete, sometimes being represented by a few sherds

only, and there is frequently uncertainty in these cases about the

typology of the original pot. Two main series (Collared urns and

Biconical/Deverel-Rimbury urns), however, can be isolated, most

sherds being assignable, with varying degrees of certainty, to one

or other of these.

The following table compares ceramic contents with structural

charact eristics.
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Beaker Bites

Bite Bank

Barrow Hills 4-/4A Nil
.?<ypp.
Multi-component

(mounded)
Small eccentric ditch

Cassington 4

Crowmarsh 2

Stanton 2

Stanton 12

?Outer ?

?Outer/?inner TMounded
? Multi-component
9 9

Mean*

Collared Urn/Pygmy Cup Siter

Cassington p

City Farm 3

City Farm 4

City Farm 5
Stanton 4

Inner

7

7

Nil

Bell barrow with 2
concentric ditches

Small eccentric ditch

Small eccentric ditch

7

Bowl barrow
wean

Biconical/peverel-Rimbury Urn Sites

City Farm 2 ??Outer/?inner ?Mounded. Small
eccentric ditch

City Farm 6
Standlake 1

Standlake 2

Stanton 1l/l1A

7

? Outer

? Outer

7

7

9

?0utery Tinner Multi-component
(?mounded)

Mean*

Collared Um/Deverel-Rimbur.y Sites

Barrow Hills 16 ??Inner TMounded

Ditch
Diameter

186 »X122«-98i

52'

30»

ioo' & 27»

36_»
39 -3'

115'

109-1-'
57>:'

39'

132'
90.6'

58'

58'

56'
48'

1 16 'x 72 '

55'

116-k'

* Multi-component sites excluded.
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These results are clearly inconclusive and provide firm

evidence neither for nor against the existence of important differ¬

ences in structural characteristics corresponding to differences

in the kinds of pottery devoted to funerary purposes. The sample

size is too small for the differences in average ditch diameter

between the 3 main groups to carry much weight, particularly in

view of the great range in size displayed by the Collared urn

series (39' ^o 132'). Ehch of the 3 series contains sites which

were definitely or possibly mounded. Evidence for possible or

probable outer banks, on the contrary, is confined to Deverel-

Rimbury and Beaker sites, but the ease with which such evidence is

overlooked, imagined or misinterpreted makes this of very problem¬

atical significance and this would remain so even if the sample

size were larger. The only "double" ring (Cassingdon 5) with

ceramic associations (Collared urn) is a bell barrow; of the 3 multi-

component sites in the Table, one (Barrow Hills 4/4-A) had a dubious

Beaker connection, another (otanton 2) was definitely in whole or

part the creation of Beaker users and the third (Btant on 1l/l1A)

produced Deverel—Rimbury pottery. dmall eccentric enclosure

ditches, likewise, are found in all 3 of the main groups but, again,

their association with Beakers rests solely on the doubtful 3arrow
21.

Hills occurrence.

21. The near mutually exclusive intersite distributions of the 3
main ceramic categories may be noted but is of very doubtful
significance given the small sample size and the fact that
some urn sherds may be wrongly classified.
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The age/sex breakdown of equipped burials is compared below

with that of unequipped burials.

Equipped Unequipped
dn<irai'»i—r— ——l M—

M F AcL dubad M F Ad Subad

8 2 22 6 4 6 17 15

The under-representation of subadults in the equipped group is
22

statistically significant (but only just) * though this fact must

be treated with reserve given the cultural heterogeniety of the

sample and its very wide distribution through time (early 3eaker

to Deverel-Rimbury). The disparity in the sex ratios of the 2

series is even more marked but the same qualifications apply,

confidence being further shaken by the very small sample size.

Thus no less than 3 (37*5$) of the adult males were associated with

Beakers (there being no female associations with this class of

pottery) while the only 2 adult females (respectively a cremation

with bronze razors and a Biconical urn and an inhumation roughly

contemporary with, or slightly antedating, an N/iffi Beaker burial)

on the equipped list fall at opposite ends of the chronological

spectrum from one another.

Interpretation of the data on central positioning is beset by

the same problems discussed above in connection with grave furniture.

Only 15 of the 30 sites at which burials were found had

23,
interments at or near the centre. * In the 5 instances where

22. At the .05 level (one-tailed chi-square test).
23. Please refer to following page for Footnote no. 23.
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traces of mounding survived these burials were either definitely

primary (harrow Hills 7, Cassington 5 and btanton 4) or possibly

or probably so (Barrow Hills 2 and Saxton), the stratigraphic

positions of the others being unknown. At Cassington 4 and

Crowmarsh 1, the -central burial deposits consisted of more than one

24.individual ", but at the remaining 13 sites were single interments.

Footnote from previous page.
23. The sites with central interments are Barrow Hills 2, 7, 11 and

14» Cassington 4 and 5, City Farm 5 and 6, Crowmarsh 1 and 2,
Puilamoor, Baxton and otanton 4» 6 and 12 and those where central
interments were not found, Barrow Hills 5, 10 and 17, City Farm
2-4, Btandlake 1-3 and otanton 4« Components of multi-
component sites are excluded from both lists and from the
following discussion (in this.note and in the text). The 10
sites (listed aoove) without central burials were very
miscellaneous in character and many had been robbed out and/or
partly destroyed by quarrying before excavation. Ceramic
associations (where present) consisted entirely of Collared
and 3iconical/i)everel-Rimbury urns. Two eccentric cremations
at Barrow Hills -j were primary to the barrow and an inhumation
at Btanton 3 was probably primary to the earliest level of
ditch silting; all the other burials from these sites were
in secondary or unknown stratigraphic positions. An inhuma¬
tion at Barrow Hills 17 had been buried in a defleshed
condition.

24- An adult inhumation with an AOC Beaker in a grave secondarily
cut into by another grave containing an adult inhumation
with an B4 Beaker at Cassington 4 ana no less than 4 (all
unaccompanied subadults, one cremated, the rest inhumed,
buried in unknown sequence) in a large grave or series of
intersecting graves at Crowmarsh. The only comparable
interments at sites discussed in this chapter were in an
eccentrically-positioned grave at Cassington 5 and comprised
2 unaccompanied inhumations, one (an adult male) on the grave
floor, the other (a child) in the fill.
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The latter comprised 3 inhumations and 10 cremations and had an

age/sex composition (6 males, 2 females, 8 adults and 2 subadults)

reflecting the strong bias towards adult males exhibited by the

equipped series with which there was a considerable degree of

overlap. 2^*

At Ctanton 4 and Cassington 5 the central burial took place

immediately before the erection of the barrow, these being the only

2 sites which produced evidence on this point.26.
At Cassington 5> a large bell barrow, the central burial (an

unaccompanied adult cremation) rested on the old surface and is

likely to have been the last of the 6 burials recovered from that

site to have been deposited. The other 5 were also in primary

positions and comprised 2 unaccompanied inhumations in the same

grave (adult male on floor and child in fill) and a series of 3

cremations (all of children and one in a Collared urn) separately

buried in small pits. The multiple inhumation grave cannot have
27.

pre-dated the central cremation by any length of time.

25• Involving 7 of the 13 sites (barrow Hills 2 and 14» City Farm
5 and 6, Crowmarsh 2 and Stanton 4 and 12). The age/sex
composition of these burials (male 3; female 1; adult 4>
subadult 1) is identical to that of all single central inter¬
ments. both the samples are much too small for statistically
valid conclusions to be drawn from them, but ignoring this and
taking the relationship indicated by the figures at face value,
they open lip the possibility that some form of inter-correlation
exists between central position, presence of grave goods and
adult male status. Much more reliable data will need to be
obtained, however, before this possibility can be either
confirmed or rejected.

26. iixcept for barrow Hills 4/4A (see above).
27. A stake structure associated with the inhumation grave was still

standing when the barrow was erected (details in corpus entry).
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Stanton 4> a very large bowl barrow, was totally excavated

(except for the ditch) and produced one or 2 primary burials, an

adult male associated with a rich array of Wessex Culture grave

goods (including an ogival dagger and amber beads) on the old

surface at the centre and an indeterminate cremation in a small

- 28.
pit located nearby.

The site jjust mentioned—Stanton 4— is also of interest in

that it is by far the best candidate for a Wessex Culture "single

grave" barrow of the supposed classic type yet recorded, having

been unrcbbed before excavation which was total (except for the

ditch) and combining as it does very large size (diameter 1321)

with (as far as is known) single-period construction ana a "central

primary" lavishly equipped with suitable grave goods and buried
29.

immediately before the erection of the narrow. The other 2

28. The excavator suggested that" t-he indeterminate remains
represented sweepings from the pyre used to burn the central
burial which he believed was cremated in situ. The published
evidence, however, is inconclusive on both scores (see the
corpus entry) and it cannot be regarded as proven that each
of the 2 deposits did not represent the formal burial of a
separate person (this also applies to analogous burials at
City Farm 3, 4 ahd (possibly) 5 (see the corpus entries).

29* dee, however, the previous footnote. Note that human remains
buried near-contemporaneously with the central interment during
the construction of the barrow could have been dispersed
without trace by modern levelling (this had been considerable
and had reduced the height of the barrow to 22"). Other
burials could have existed in the unexamined parts of the ditch
(cf btanton 3—less than a half mile from Ctanton 4— where an
inhumation grave had been dug into the floor of the ditch
soon after its excavation).
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Wessex Culture assemblages found at sites discussed in this chapter

were at harrow ilills 2 and harrow Kills 16 respectively. harrow

Hills 2 was a possible bell barrow, excavation being largely

confined to a small area at the centre where the VI ess ex burial

(?male cremation with a bronze awl and gold button caps) had been

deposited in an oval slot cut into the floor of a large pit. The

pit was possibly primary to the barrow, though this is uncertain.

The harrow Hills 16 burial (an unaged and unsexed cremation with

a bronze flat knife, bronze awl and jet, amber and faience beads)

formed part of a large cremation/inhumation cemetery enclosed by

an oval ditch (internal diameter 133' x 100') possibly surrounding

the remains of a ploughed down barrow or barrows. The Wessex

burial was not centrally-located (nor was any other) and its

stratigraphic and relative sequential positions are unknown.

The occurrence of burials outside the area enclosed by the

ditch is recorded at 4 sites (City Farm 2, 4 s-nd 6 and Stanton

11/11A), none of which (except City Farm 6) produced central inter¬

ments. All the burials concerned were cremations; ceramic

associations comprised Collared urns (City Farm 4) or hiconical/

Deverel-Himbury urns (the other 3 sites)."^ The incidence

30. The 4 inhumations (2 with heakers) occurring at widely separated
points in the vicinity of otanton 8 and 9-10-11/11A may also
be mentioned here (Hamlin, 1953, 4-7) aiid- had either occupied
flat graves or had marked the sites of ditchless barrows
completely destroyed by ploughing. All 4 were chance discover¬
ies during commercial quarrying and analogous graves or barrows
occurring in association with other excavated ring ditches
in the Thames valley (or elsewhere) would almost certainly
have been overlooked.
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generally of burials of this kind is a complete imponderable as

their discovery is almost entirely a matter of chance.

Radio Carbon Dates

Only 2 radio carbon dates have been published for these

sites.

City i'arra 3» Oxon. 1490/60bc. Charcoal associated with a small
Collared urn.

City Farm 4» Oxon. 1510/65bc. Oak post revetting the eccentric
enclosure ditch.
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MAP 6 (key on following page)



Key to Map 6 (Chapter 9)

Kent

1. Manston

Surrey

1. Deerleap Wood

Sussex

1. Blackpatch (Sites 1-9 and 11-12)
2. Chanctonbury Kill
3. Cock Hill (Barrows 1-2)
4. Ditchling Field
5. Glynde Hill
6. Itford Hill
7. Ladies Mile
8. Money Mound
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CHAPTER 9 : SE KMGLAND

Summary and. Conclusions

The 21 barrows in the corpus from the block of 3 counties

(Kent, Surrey and Sussex) forming the SK corner of iingland fall into

3 main series, each treated separately below. The first of these

comprises 11 sites associated with the Blackpatch flint mines in

Sussex; the second, 3 barrows of Deverel-Rimbury date (all also in

Sussex) with close links to contemporary settlements; and the third,

7 Early Bronze Age barrows of varied types from Sussex, Kent and

Surrey. The Blackpatch sites were contemporary with flint mining

artd almost certainly housed the bones of the miners and their

families (wives and young children). The burials from the Deverel-

Rimbury barrows are supplemented by a group of interments from a

nearby settlement and those from the Blackpatch sites by a small

series from the mine shafts and chipping floors. Cremation and

inhumation appear to have been practised contemporaneously at

Blackpatch and also possibly at the Cock Hill Deverel-Rimbury

barrows and settlement, inhumation here being apparently reserved

for stillbirths or very young infants buried in the settlement.

Neither at Blackpatch nor at the Deverel-Rimbury barrows can equa¬

tions be established between the age and sex of the dead person and

other variables (central or peripheral positioning and the presence,

absence, kind or placement of grave goods). There are likewise

no obvious differences in the age/sex composition or associations

of burials from the barrows, on the one hand, and from the settle¬

ments or mining shafts and chipping floors, on the other. There
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was no evidence for a high degree of social stratification at any

of these sites. The 7 isolated barrows were very varied in

character and few generalizations can be made about them. One

totally excavated example produced 2 eccentric primary cremations

(but no central interment) and another contained a large mixed

inhumation/cremation cemetery, most of the inhumations being of

children. Seme of these barrows were structurally complex but

there were no definite grounds for suspecting multiperiod construction.

Introduction

All but 2(located in Kent and Surrey respectively) of the 21

barrows were in the SE part of the region, on the chalk downs of

Sussex, the single exception being Honey Hound (also in Sussex but

N of the others in the Weald). The bulk of the sites thus held a

relatively compact distribution (Map 6) in a region far removed

from the dense concentrations of chalkland barrows in Wessex and

E Anglia (Maps 1 and 7)•

Of the 19 Sussex sites, no less than 11 belonged to a group

contemporary with the Blackpatch flint workings and almost certainly

containing the bodies of the Bronze Age miners themselves. Three

other barrows (itford Hill and the 2 Cock Hill sites) were closely

associated with Deverel-Rimbury settlements and, together with

the Blackpatch barrows, are virtually unique in Britain in being

attributable to communities also represented in the archaeological

record by known (excavated)sites of non-funerary character. The

remaining 5 barrows comprised isolated monuments each in its own

tract of country and in no known significant relationship to any
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other site excavated ixi modern times.

On the basis of existing data it is impossible to discern a

regional pattern of funerary practices corresponding to the geograph¬

ical isolation ^ ° of the group. Three of the barrows (itford and

Cock Hill I and II) probably post-dated the others by some centuries

and must be treated separately from them. Separate treatment is

also required in the case of the Blackpatch barrows which, while

of roughly similar date (or so it appears) to most of the isolated

sites, possessed peculiarities stemming from their connection with

the specialized industrial activities represented by the flint mines.

Itford Hill and Cock Hill

The Itford barrow was similar in many of its characteristics

to Deverel-Rimbury barrows further W and N and consisted of a small

mound, 18' across and of negligible height, of flint blocks. It

had been possibly partly thrown up from a shallow causewayed ditch

which had contained a penannular setting of widely-spaced posts

which had (evidently) been withdrawn before the deliberate refilling

of the ditch with ?replaced spoil and flint knapping debris. The

post setting could hardly have had a significant structural role

and presumably either antedated the barrow mound or was roughly

contemporary with it. Cremations comprising a minimum of 12-14

1. Which in any case is likely to be more apparent than real and
to reflect the distribution of modern archaeological and
commercial activities rather than that of field monuments.
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persons (2 males, 3 females, 5 adults and 6 children) had. been

buried at the site, one (male in a Bucket urn) in a primary context

at the centre, another (unaccompanied and indeterminate) in the

ditch possibly before the latter's refilling, and the rest grouped

together in the flat ground bordering the barrow to the S just

outside the causeway. Six cremations were in inverted urns

(Bucket or Globular), there being no discernible regularities in

the distribution of these among the different age and sex categories.•

There were 2 token burials (age/sex indeterminate) and a single

multiple cremation deposit. The remains of limb girdles, ribs

and extremities were "scarcely represented" in the cremations

suggesting that burning had not occurred until the flesh was gone.

The central cremation and some of those in the "flat cemetery" were

more or less closely associated with stakeholes which might

indicate that wood uprights had marked the positions of individual

burials, Sherds probably belonging to the missing parts of a

damaged Globular urn containing one of the burials (No. 8) in the

"flat cemetery" were found among pottery previously excavated from
2,

the nearby Itford settlement site * and it seems reasonable to

suppose that the persons buried in the barrow had once lived in

this settlement.

2. Bxcavation report in Burstow/Holleyman, 1957 (sherds illustrated
fig. 24A and B). Ho parallel case is attested for Bronze Age
Britain of the discovery of part of the same artifact at 2
different archaeological sites.
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The 2 Cock Hill barrows were located c.100 yds apart, 400-500

yds HE of a Bronze Age settlement site.^* Both were apparently

simple monuments, c.30' and c.34' across respectively, and, like

Itford, were made entirely of flints. There were no ditches.

Barrow I produced a single cremation (infant) in a central pit and

Barrow IX indeterminate bones (?burnt) in an apparently similar

context, the bones in both cases being associated with "Late Bronze

Age" potsherds. It is uncertain from published data whether the

possibility that other burials existed at these sites was eliminated

by sufficiently thorough examination. There vvere 3 unexcavated

barrows in the immediate vicinity of the others.

As far as it goes the published evidence is consistent with

the contemporaniety of Cock Hill I and II with the nearby settle¬

ment site, the surviving traces of which consisted of a penannular

ditch (with an external bank and palisade) enclosing postholes

(huts-and fences) and miscellaneous pits. The bulk of the ceramic

material comprised sherds of Bucket and Globular urns but some

later pottery was also evidently present. A silted-up pond was

allegedly primary to the ditch. Human bones representing 10

separate individuals were recovered from the enclosed area. One

person was represented by a single "terminal human phalanx" (?adult)

and occurred in a derived (but apparently Bronze Age) context. The

phalanx was evidently unburnt. The remaining burials were as

follows t

1. Inhumation ("foetus")on the bottom of the silted-up "pond"
(the ceramic assemblage from this level comprised "Late Bronze,
Early Iron and Roman" period sherds).

3. The excavation of the settlement is published in Ratcliffe-Densham,
1961.
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2. Inhumation ("foetus") "in association with L.-B.pottery" in the
main enclosure ditch near the base of the secondary silting.

3-5• Multiple cremation deposit (at least 3 persons: young adult,
child under 12 and infant) with oak charcoal and a single "Late
Bronze Age" potsherd in a pit, 20" across and 15" deep, dug
near the oW edge of an area (c.181 across) enclosed by a sub-
circular ring of postholes and interpreted by the excavator as
the "floor" of a "hut". A stake driven into the pit fill had
evidently decayed in situ.

6-7. Multiple cremation deposit (2 persons: "adult" and "infant")
in a pit within a serai-circular area (c.20® across) defined by
a posthole setting of uncertain function. Both the cremation
pit and the post-holes evidently contained "Late Bronze Age"
potsherds.

8-9. Multiple cremation deposit (2 persons: adult and child) in
a pit with a small broken and incomplete lugged Bucket urn near
a linear setting of postholes (?fence). A stake driven into
the pit fill had evidently decayed in situ.

The published evidence, though regrettably cursory, is

consistent with all these burials having taken place during the

Bronze Age occupation of Cock Hill or immediately after its abandon¬

ment. The foetal skeleton in the "pond" is undatable but the

deposition of the foetus in the ditch cannot have post-dated the

cessation of occupation by any length of time and may have antedated

this event. None of the cremations were in meaningful stratigraphic

contact with other features (though the presumed intramural position

of Burials 3-5 is suggestive) and there is no way of determining

their sequence of deposition or of relating them to particular

occupation phases which in any case have not been defined. The

possibility therefore cannot he dismissed that the cremations were

secondary to the occupation and had conceivably once been marked by

small barrows since ploughed away. If, on the other hand, they

were contamporary with the occupation, this is a fact of considerable
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interest in that their age/sex composition is devoid of any obvious

bias indicative of even partial complementarity with the categories

of dead buried in the "barrow" and "urnfield" cemeteries of the type

represented locally by Itford Hill. This in turn suggests that

the choice of site of burial (urnfield/barrow or settlement) was

based on membership of a particular familial group rather than on

purely personal characteristics, certainly as regards age and sex

but possibly also as regards eoctra-familial "status", given the

absence of any evidence to the contrary. The exception, at least

in those cases where the mother herself survived, would appear to

be stillbirths which (assuming the foetal burials to bo contemporary

with the others at Cock Hill) were disposed of in informal ways

analogous to those employed- for this category of human remains by

some modern societies.

Blackpatch

The 11 Blackpatch sites (Hos. 1-9 and 11-12),^* in spite of

the unsatisfactory way in which they were excavated and published,

are of considerable interest because of their intimate connection

with the Blackpatch flint mines which themselves produced (presumed)

Bronze Age burials. Three of the barrows were in direct stratigraphic

contact with filled-in mine shafts. Barrow 1 had been erected

immediately after the filling-in of one shaft and overlapped the

4. Barrow 10 produced an apparently primary Anglo-Saxon
burial and for this reason is excluded from the corpus.
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edge of a second which had a consolidated fill. The fills of the

shafts underlying Barrows 3 and 12 also had. consolidated prior to

being covered by the barrows which, however, were raised before

rainwash had had time to collect in the subsidence hollows (Barrow 12

was primary to another shaft which cut through one of its edges).

Site 9 was an anomalous monument, probably never mounded,

consisting of a ring ditch (internal diameter 40') ibe spoil from

which had been thrown up on its outer edge to form an external

bank. The ditch, apparently around its entire circumference, had

been paved with nodules of mined flint soon after it had been dug.

Alleged "Beaker" sherds and a few flints were sealed under the

nodules together with decayed bones belonging to a (?disturbed)

inhumation. There were no significant finds in whatever parts of

the interior of the ring were examined.

The remaining sites were small round or oval barrows ranging

in diameter from 12-44' and in height from 6" to 5'« Barrow 4

was composite (soil/flint core plus flint capping) and like Barrows

2 and 11 had evidently been entirely formed of materials gathered

or scraped up from the surface (?or excavated from shallow ditches).

Barrows 1, 3, 5-8 and 12 were all wholly or partly composed of

flint nodules and/or chalk excavated from the mine shafts. Barrow

8 (the smallest site) consisted entirely of "large flints from the

mines" and Barrow 1 (the second largest) of chalk rubble and blocks

mixed with flint knapping debris. Barrows 1, 3 and 5"7 were

composite and in 4 cases exhibited a simple bipartite structure

involving cores of unweathered chalk rubble (Barrow 1) or of mixed
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materials comprising soil and surface and mined flints (Barrow 6)

or soil and chalk (Barrows 7 and 5? "the chalk used in Barrow 5

being unweathered) capped with nodules of mined flint (the nodules

covering Barrow 5 had originated in the basal "floorstone" seam

particularly sought after by the miners). Barrow 3 was structur¬

ally more complex than the others. It had a central core of small

floorstone nodules mixed with flint knapping debris and covered by

burnt stones and flints and charcoal which in turn were capped by

chalk and soil, the whole being sealed under large nodules of mined

flint.

Five burials were recovered from the mine shafts and chipping

floors. Two of them (fragmentary unburnt bones belonging to an

"adult" and a "very young person") were scattered in the upper fill

of Shaft 4 (Pull, 1932, 58). The bones had found their way into

the shaft when it was artificially refilled after it had been worked

out and it is impossible to know if they were deliberately interred

or not (they could, for example, be the remains of bodies originally

buried elsewhere and later shot into the shaft along with other

debris after accidental disturbance by mining activities). The

other 3 burials were cremations. One had been buried deep in

Shaft 7 during the refilling process. It was small in quantity

and mixed with charcoal and burnt flints. Various implements of

rained flint (finely-worked chipped axe, flake scraper and flake

knife) evidently accompanied the bones (Pull, 1932, 58-8). The

other 2 were located 9' apart in an area covered by "Chipping Floor

2" (a large spread of flint knapping waste). The published evidence
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is difficult to evaluate but it seems that one of the burials was

primary to the "floor", the other secondary. The first was mixed

with charcoal and rested on the bare chalk under the "floor" which

in this area was covered by chalk rubble possibly thrown out from

Shaft 7 located nearby. A finely-chipped flint axe was in contact

with the bones as were potsherds allegedly of Beaker type. Chipping

Floor 2 was evidently primary to Shaft 7 but sealed the silted up

subsidence hollow of another (un-numbered) shaft to which it was

therefore secondary. The second cremation (mixed with charcoal

and burnt animal bones and covered by burnt flints) lay on or in

the "floor" immediately above the subsidence hollow of the un-numbered

shaft. It was outside the limits of the chalk rubble covering the

first cremation and had evidently been burnt in situ or deposited

while still hot from the pyre. "Beaker" sherds (said to be

similar to those found with the first cremation) and animaJL bones

occurred in the vicinity of the burial (Pull, 1932, 58-62).

The burials from the barrows and from the mine shafts and

chipping floors are listed in the tabular summary at the end of

this section. As this shows, most of the barrows produced a

single burial only and none more than 3 (mean 1.25). All these

burials were situated at or near the centre but in no case is it

clear whether or not the whole site was excavated and therefore

whether or not peripheral burials, had they existed, would have

escaped discovery.

At Barrow 12 an earlier inhumation may have been disturbed

by a later but there is no evidence for multiperiod deposition of
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burials in any other barrow. There are likewise no grounds for

thinking that any barrow was of multiperiod construction. The

standard of excavation was such, however, that no definite

conclusions can be reached on either score.

Significant associations are limited to 2 categories of

objects: Collared urns (5, 4 with burials) and flint axes (with 6
£

burials). Three of the 4 Collared urns accompanying burials -were

with cremations, the fourth with an inhumation, the latter and 2 of

the cremations being of children (the age/sex of the other cremation

is unknown). 'The axes, on the other hand, appear to have been

deposited indifferently with almost all recognized categories of

b\irials (male, female, child, burnt and intact unburnt) and in all

contexts (barrow, mine shaft and "chipping floor").

Of the 5 cremations from 31ackpatch, 2 were subadults ("child"

and "young person" respectively), there being no data on the age/sex

of the others. The age and sex of 4 of the 12 inhumations are

unknown; the others comprised 4 males, 1 female, 6 adults and 3

"young persons". It seems that at least one unburnt body may have

been buried in a defleshed condition (Barrow 4) and that in Barrow 3

inhumed and cremated interments were buried simultaneously.

5. The supposed "leaf-shaped arrowheads" "accompanying" burials at
Barrows 3, 5 and 6 are spurious and do not, therefore, imply a
"Beolithic" date (Piggott, 1954> 78> 88) for the burials
concerned (see the individual corpus entries).
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The reliability of the data cn the age and sex of the burials

and, in some cases, on their flint and ceramic associations, is

probably open to question. Taking thera at face value, however

(and with the usual reserve required by the minuscule sample size)

2 rough correlations are discernible, namely the tendency for males

to be inhumed (4 cases with one exception) and for cremations to

comprise the remains of children (2 cases with no exceptions). If

the cremated children were female and the inhumed children male,

the evidence provided by the unburat adult skeletons would support

straight-forward male/inhumation and female/cremation equations,

which can be taken for what they are worth given the gross inadequacy

of the data.

A feature of the Blackpatch burial sites is the way in which

death and interment were integrated into the industrial routine.

This is particularly conspicuous in the cases of the burials in the

mine shafts which were deposited during the normal infilling process,

but is also true of the barrow burials, notably those associated

with Sites 1, 3, 5-9 12, all of which incorporated material

derived from the digging and exploitation of the mines. Barrows 2,

4 and 11, entirely composed of materials not derived from recent

mining activities, were not differentiated by their contents, size

or distribution from the other barrows of the group and there are

no grounds for assuming that they occupied a distinct chronological

phase pre- or post-dating the flint mining, it being at least equally

probable that they were brcadly contemporary with the latter but

were raised at a time when quantities of freshly-quarried chalk and
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flints were unavailable because of temporary suspensions in the

mining dictated by seasonal or other factors. The variations in

the composition of bites 1, 2, 5_9 and 12, all of which, as

indicated, were clearly contemporary with the mining, is

probably explicable in similar terms, the choice of materials used

in building a particular barrow depending on the stage reached in

the working of whatever shafts were in operation in its vicinity

at the time. The availability of adequate supplies excess to

industrial requirements of floor-stone nodules might be expected to

have been especially subject to fluctuation and these were, in fact,

used extensively at 2 sites only. Similar arguments could be

adduced in the case of the cremations from the shafts and chipping

floor which were obviously contemporary with active mining and which

may have been buried at a time when manpower and/or material for

barrow building were in short supply. bocial factors relating to

the status of the deceased may also, of course, have played a part

in determining the treatment of these burials but, if so, such

factors are otherwise undocumented in the published record and

nothing can be said about them given the absence of further data

about the chronology and other aspects of the site as a whole.

The occurrence of Collared urns in 5 of "th® barrows (in

one case v/ith an inhumation) places the series firmly in the Early

Bronze Age. The associations of some of the burials with imple¬

ments of mined flint - particularly the flint axes associated with 6

interments (including a cremation also accompanied by a Collared

urn) - is noteworthy as it provides confirmation, if any were needed
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of the cultural identity of the barrow builders and flint miners.

There are no a priori grounds for assuming that all the pre¬

historic interments at Blackpatch. (the 3 cases of supposed "Beaker"

associations notwithstanding) did not form a continuous chronologi¬

cal series arising from mortality within a single culturally

homogeneous community, presumably a small village, occupied at least

on a semi-permanent basis and sited somewhere in the near vicinity.

The fact that something approaching the full repertory of British

Barly Bronze Age mortuary treatment (cremation, simple inhumation,

inhumation after defleshing and combinations of these) were

practised at the site is consistent with this supposition as is the

age/sex composition of the burials (males, females and children).

Seasonal occupation may be indicated by the possible absence of the

remains of elderly persons (who might have permanently resided at

a base community elsewhere), though the evidence is hardly conclusive

on this point in view of the small proportion of burials whose age

at death is known. It is also of interest that, apart from the

Collared urns and various worked and unworked flint flakes, a single

bone pin (with a cremation) and the flint axes (with 6 burials)

exhaust the inventory of grave furniture. Flint axes must have

been both cheap and abundant at Blackpatch and those deposited with

the dead are likely to have been casual inclusions devoid of status

implications, an inference supported by the considerable variation

in size and quality of workmanship displayed by them, by the lack of

a recognizable pattern in their distribution among the age/sex

groups and by their failure to correlate with any other known

variable. For the rest, the nature and paucity of the grave
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furniture and the small size and unelaborate character of the barrow

(where present) suggests that the community served by the cemetery

was neither large nor highly stratified, negative characteristics

entirely appropriate to a small mining village or camp.
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BLACKPATCH FLINT MINIS.* TABULAR SULNARY

Site Burial Associations

Barrow 1 C ("child") Collared urn, 2 flint axes,
miscellaneous flints, unburnt
pig bones

Barrow 2 Disarticulated I (male)
I ("very young person")
represented by skull
fragment only

Nil
Nil

Barrow 3 Crouched I (male)

Crouched I ("young female"
C

2 flint axes, miscellaneous
flints, ox and pig teeth

) Flint axes, ox and pig teeth
Nil

Barrow 4 Disarticulated I (male) Miscellaneous flints, ox
tooth

Barrow 5 C Collared urn, miscellaneous
flints

Barrow 6 C Bone pin, "Beaker" sherd,
miscellaneous flints

Barrow 7 Crouched I ("young
person")

Collared urn, miscellaneous
flints

Barrow 8 Nil Collared urn

Barrow 9 Decayed I "Beaker" sherds, red deer
antler, flint scrapers

Barrow 11 C ("young person") Collared urn

Barrow 12 Crouched I

Crouched I (male)
Disarticulated I

Nil

Flint axe

Nil

Shaft A Fragmentary I (adult)
Fragmentary I ("very young

person")

Nil

Nil

Shaft 7 C Flint axe, miscellaneous
flints

Chipping
Floor 2

C

c

Flint axe, "Beaker" sherds
Burnt "animal" bones
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Isolated Sites

The 7 isolated sites (5 in Sussex, one each in Kent and Surrey)

were very miscellaneous in size, contents, the thoroughness with

which they were examined and the extent to which they had survived

post-Bronze Age levelling and robbing* Nothing useful can be said

about the badly, mutilated and unproductive burial site at Mansion,

Kent. Three others (Deerleap, Surrey; and Glynde Hill and Money

Mound, Sussex) failed to produce definite evidence for burials and

likewise provide no basis for further comment (the complex structure

of the Deerleap and Money Mound barrows may be noted however). The

remaining 3 barrows all contained multiple burials and were all of

full Jiarly Bronze Age date.

Ladies Mile (diameter 55-60') was only partly excavated and

was structurally complex but there was no reason to suspect multi-

period construction. It produced a minimum of 13 burials comprising

- 6 inhumations (one youngish male and 5 children of various ages)

and 7 cremations (none aged or sexed). All 13 were on the same

stratigraphic horizon having been deposited in each case secondarily

to the completed barrow. The burials as a whole were loosely

clustered in the S half of the barrow and formed on plan 2 more or

less contiguous blocks, one comprising the cremations (which were

confined to a peripheral arc), the other, the inhumations, which

were loosely grouped together N of the cremations. Otherwise, as

as as it goes, the evidence is consistent with all 13 burials

belonging to a single cemetery in continuous use for a limited

period of unknown duration and provides no definite basis for

assuming that the inhumations as a group antedate or post-date the
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cremations. Four of the cremations were in Collared urns while 2

of the inhumations were associated with single sherds of alleged

"Beaker" type but, even assuming that the diagnosis of these sherds

as "Beaker" is correct, there is no reason to suppose that they were

deliberate grave goods rather than accidental inclusions scraped

up from the topsoil. It is unfortunate that this potentially

informative site was so incompletely excavated and that no data

exist on the age and sex of the cremations; it would be particularly

interesting to know if the age/sex composition of the latter

complemented the strong bias in favour of children exhibited by the

inhumations (as in E Ahglia: see Chapter 11).

The Ditchling Field barrow was small (c.30' across) and was

of simple bipartite structure (flint core plus clay capping). It

was totally excavated. There were 2 primary cremations (neither

central and both of "young persons") in pits dug into the pre-

barrow surface. One was in a-Collared urn. A second urn (?Collared)

contained fragments of 2 unburnt human skeletons (pieces of an adult

skull and teeth belonging to a child); its stratigraphic position is

unknown.

The third barrow (Chanctonbury Hill) measured 41' x 38' and

was only partly excavated. It was simple in structure, being

evidently mainly formed of material thrown up from a ditch. A

large central grave was primary and contained a young female

inhumation associated with a bronze dagger belonging to Gerloff's
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(1975) Camerton-Snowshill series.^*

Radio Carbon Pates

There are no radio carbon dates for any of these barrows, but

one exists for the Itford settlement (lCOO/35bc (GrN-6167)). The

chronological limits of the settlement are unknown, however, and

this date cannot be directly applied to the nearby barrow.

6. There is no reason to doubt the accuracy of the sexing of this well-
preserved skeleton. Gerloff's (1975• 109) claim that the other 4
inhumation burials known to have been associated witn daggers of
this type "seem to-have been male" is absurd as none has been
reliably sexed. The Camerton-bnowshill dagger from hdmondsham,
Dorset (corpus entry), however, accompanied a male cremation.
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MAP 7 (key on following page)



Key to Map 7 (Chapters 10, 11 and. 12)

Essex

1. Dedham
2. Hall Icirm 1
3. Kartells Hall 10
4. Newhouse Farm 2
5. Vince's Farm (Bites 1-4 and. 6)

Bedfordshire

1. 3arton Hill Farm (Sites 1 and 3)
2. Five Knolls 5

Hertfordshire

1. Codicote Heath

Huntingdonshire

1. Brampton (Sites 1-2)

Cambridgeshire

1. Chippenham (barrows A, B and 5)
2. Chippenham 3
3. Chippenham 4
4. Snailwell (Barrows A-J)
5. Thriplow

Suffolk

1. Barnham 1
2. Beacon Hill
3. Friswell
4. Fakenham Magna
5. Grimstone hind
6. Kartlesham Heath

7. Pin Farm
8. Prince of Wales Beit

9. Swale's Plantation

Horfoik

1. Weasenham Lyngs (Barrows 1-2)
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CHAPTER 10.- ^SSIIX

Summary and Conclusions

The small and. compactly distributed blssex group (9 sites)

consists entirely of ring ditches, probably the remains of ploughed

out barrows. With one exception, all the sites are certainly or

probably attributable to the Deverel-Rimbury cultural horizon and

most produced one or more cremation burials a very high proportion

of which were in multiple cremation deposits. Children v/ere also

very heavily represented in the series. The data on the age and

sex of burials are both comparatively plentiful and of good quality

but no correlations between such variables as age and sex, mode of

burial, artifact associations and position on plan are detectable.

There appears to be no relationship between the size of the area

enclosed by the ditch and the number of persons buried and this,

and other evidence, gives rise to the suspicion that some sites

had a ritual function which took precedence over their strictly

funerary role, though this cannot be proved. There are grounds

for the belief that the burials from each cemetery were drawn from

a village or other residence or kinship group exhibiting little

internal stratification in the wealth or status of its members. The

size and inter-relationships of these groups, however, cannot even

be guessed at in view of the complete dearth of information on the

relative chronological positions of the different sites and on the

length of time particular cemeteries remained in use.
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Introduction

1.
The 9 " Fssex sites in the corpus form a compact group of ring

ditches distributed along a 2 mile stretch of the Stour river

valley in an area which has probably been under at least intermittent

cultivation since Roman times (Map 7)« It is likely that some or

all the sites v/ere originally mounded but in no case was conclusive

evidence obtained on this point.

In size (internal diameter of ditch) the sites varied from 1S'

to 57' produced from 0 to 31-2 burials apiece. Structural

features, other than the ditches themselves, were confined to 3

sites and in each case consisted of a pair of pits, the pits of each

pair being equidistant from the centre and forming a N/3 or e/\1 line

with it. Nothing was found in the pits vihich were filled with

clean soil.^*

At all 6 of the ring ditches producing burials, the latter

were indirectly (Vinces Farm 4) or directly associated with "Ard-

leigh" urns (Brith and Longworth, i960) belonging to the local

facies of the widespread Deverel-Rimbury ceramic complex of 3 England.

Over 75$ burials were in such urns which, together with a few

"Accessory Vessels" (with 3 burials), were the only grave goods

1. One site (Dedham) was very incompetently excavated and will not
figure in the following discussion. It produced 2 Collared urns
(see corpus entry for details).

2. The central area at another site, Vinces Farm 3, was also flanked
by 2 pits but these had several anomalo\is characteristics
(charcoal fills, small size and a relatively wide gap between
them) differentiating them from those at the other sites.
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found, the single exception being a perforated tooth and bronze

fragment accompanying the bones of a child at Vinces Farm 3.

There was at least one Globular urn (from Vinces Farm 2), the others

all comprising Bucket urns of various shapes and sizes. No other

ceramic types were represented at any of the sites in circumstances

suggesting that they were contemporary with surviving burials.

There were 4-6-47 burials, all cremations. Details on age and

sex are available for 38 of these and are tabulated below.

M F Ad oubad

2 5 13 25

The very high proportion of children compared to the eq\iivalent

statistic for all British Bronze Age burials is paralleled in the

small series of "Deverel-Rimbury" cremations from Sussex "* anc^ may

4.
be characteristic of such burials elsewhere.

At none of the sites is it possible to determine the order in

which burials were deposited. There is likewise no basis for

estimating the length of time separating the earliest and latest

interments at any site. For this reason the search for regularities

in mortuary practice is necessarily restricted to the identification

of whatever correlations might exist between a comparatively limited

list of variables, mainly those relating to the characteristics of

3. See Chapter

4» Notably Wgssex (Chapters 3 and 4) though the number of
exa,mined Neverel-Rimbury cremations from this area is too
small for valid comparisons to be made.
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the burials themselves, their associations and their positions on

plan. In fact, as shall be demonstrated below, few such regulari¬

ties can be discerned, a regrettably negative finding but one not

without importance given the high proportion of burials which have

received specialist examination and the (for the most part) adequate

standard of excavation and publication of these sites.

Analysis

The distribution of age/sex categories among the different

sites fails to provide evidence for inter-site specialization in

particular categories. Thus, Kartells contained a single adult;

Vinces Farm 1, 2 token burials; Newhouse, an uxexamined burial and

a 6-month infant; Vinces Farm 2, an unexamined burial, a female and

a child; Vinces Farm 4» & token burial, a female and 3 children;

and Vinces Farm 3, a large cemetery with an age/sex structure

similar to that of the burials from all sites.

For analytical purposes, the burials are classified below

under 3 major headings (single, multiple and token) and compared

with data on age, sex ana presence or absence of ceramic associations

(Tables A and B)
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TABLE A

1. Single Interment. 15 burials from 5 sites.
a. In urns. 12 burials from 4 sites.

Mai e 0 Advil t —-—3
Female- — 1 Subadult- r9

b. Unurned. 3 burials from 2 sites
Male —1 Adult — >1
Female— -0 Subadult 2

2. Token Interment. 3 burials from 2 sites. 2 were in urns and
1 was unurned. There are no data on the age or sex of these burials

3. Multiple Cremation Deposits. 23 burials in 10 deposits from 3
sites. 8 were in urns and 2 were unurned.

Male— — 1 Adult—— 10
Female 4 Subadult— 13

TABLE 3

Single Token Multiple

Site Urn No Urn Urn No Urn Urn No Urn

VF 1 X
VF 2 X X
VF 3 X X X X
VF 4 X X X
Newhouse X
Mart elIs X

'

As the tables show, there are no data on the age and sex of

the 3 token deposits but the 2 sexes and all ages are represented

both among the single interments and the multiple cremation deposits

5. The very high incidence of multiple cremation deposits is a
feature of the present series and possibly of Deverel-Rimbury
burials as a whole. The evidence bearing on this question from
Kessex (Chapters 3 and 4), however, is very incomplete and the
Sussex data (Chapter 9) are also small in quantity and, moreover,
exhibit anomalies in the inter-site distribution of multiple
cremation deposits not paralleled in Essex.
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Eight of the latter occurred in the large Vinces Farm 3 cemetery

(where they accounted for 0.6O7* of the burials found there) and

the other 2 at Vinces Farm 2 and Vinces Farm 4 respectively. The

2 last mentioned deposits plus 6 of the Vinces Farm 3 examples

contained, in each case, the remains of a female or unsexed adult

and one or more children, a fact which suggests that they represent

mother/child combinations. The other 2 multiple cremation deposits,

however, cannot be interpreted in this way. One of the 2 sexed

single cremations (a female) was in an urn, the other (a male) was

not, a circumstance devoid of significance in view of the minute

sample size.

As the tabulated data also show, all 3 types of burial may

occur at the same site (Vinces Farm 4); aII may or niay a°t be in

J.urns; an^ multiple cremation deposits invariably occur at sites

containing single interments as well.

If the age and sex of inurned burials are plotted ags.inst the

position of the urn in the ground (upright or inverted) a random

result is obtained (Table C).

6. Of the last, one contained 2 children (?siblings) and the other
an elderly male, a female and 2 children, dee the individual
corpus entries for details of the composition of all 10 deposits
and Petersen et al, 1^72—74* f°r a discussion of multiple cremation
deposits generally.

7. The Globular urn from Vinces Farm 2 contained the bones of an
adult female and a child, a combination which recurred in a
number of the Bucket urns.
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TABLE C

Single Cremations Multiple Cremations No Data

M F Ad Subad Token

Upright 1 1 3 5 0 5 0
Inverted 0 0 0 4 2 3 1

It is of interest that of the 14 urns containing single or

token burials, 8 were inverted and 6 upright, i.e. near enough (in

a sample this size) half in each category. The possibility of a

correlation between sex and position suggested by this (and by the

similar upright/inverted ratio for children) is negatived, however,

by the fact that the only 2 sexed inurned single adults, a, male and

a female respectively, were both in upright urns. Table C also

shows that the urns containing multiple cremaxion deposits also
8.

may occur in either position.

"Accessory Vessels" occurred with 3 burials only (all inurned

and all from Vinces Farm 3) comprising respectively a separately

buried child and an adult and child in a multiple cremation deposit.

Obviously no conclusion can be drawn from a sample this size.

In Table D the ditch diameters of the various sites are

compared with the number of burials recovered in each case. Totally

excavated sites are marked by an asterisk.

8. The non-occurrence of single adult cremations in inverted urns
is of problematical significance given the small number of
burials involved. All 5 burials at Vinces Farm 4 were unurned,
the site contrasting in this respect with Vinces Farm 3 where
over 80fe of the cremations were in urns.
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TABLE D

Site
Hall Farm
VP 6*
Martells*
VP 1*
Newhouse

Size
30'
28'
28'
18'
20'
16'
57'
32'

Burials
0
0
1
2
2
3
5

VP 2*
VP 4
VP 3* 31-32

The great disparity in the number of burials per site may be noted

and also the failure of the data to sxibstantiate a clear-cut

relationship between this variable and the diameter of the ditch.

It is unfortunate that the largest site (Vinces Farm 4) was incomple¬

tely examined.

There are also no archaeological grounds for attributing

special importance to "central" interments. Such burials occurred

at all 6 of the ring ditches where interments were found but as a

group they lacked characteristics setting them apart from non-

central burials. This is demonstrated in Table E.

TABLE E

Site Central Peripheral
VIM 2 inurned token burials Nil

VP 2
in a single large pit
MCD (?female child) in
upright Globular urn

Cremation in inverted
Bucket urn (possibly in
same pit as "central"
burial)
29 cremations (including
an inurned child v/ith a

bronze fragment and
perforated pig tooth)
3 unaccompanied single
cremations (2 children
and a token deposit)
Nil
Inurned infant

VP 3 MCD (adult child) with
Accessory Vessel in
Bucket urn

VP 4 Unaccompanied MCD (female
+ child)

Martells Adult in Bucket urn

Newhouse Cremation (?in urn)
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Finally, there are the problems presented by the large empty

pits flanking the centres of 3 of the ring ditches (Vinces Farm 6,

Hall Farm and Kartells). As shown in Table D, Vinces Farm 6 and

Hall Farm produced no burials (though the former was incompletely

excavated) and only one interment was recovered from Mart ells.

These facts are consistent with the possibility that the less

prolific ring ditches, together with those 'without any burials at

all, were functionally differentiated from the great cemetery
/ X o.

barrows (Vinces Farm 3 ?and Vinces Farm 4)»x If so, the direct

funerary role of the former may have been subsidiary to ritual

functions involving the pits in some way and possibly connected with

contemporary funerary activities taking place in the large cemeteries.

Radio Carbon Dates

There are no radio carbon dates for sites discussed in this chapter.

Addendum

The "bronze fragment" found at Vinces Farm 3 (and referred to

9. The large Ardleigh cemetery published by Frith and Longworth,
i960, should also doubtless be classed with these sites. It was
located on Vinces Farm near the ring ditches and produced 10
unurned cremation deposits plus 101 cinerary urns typologically
similar to those from the sites discussed above though exhibiting
some differences (see Couchman, 1975» 19—27 > for a comparison
of the pots of the 2 series). The urns were distributed in
clusters, each of which may have originally been covered by one
or more unditched mounds, though no trace of the latter survived,
arranged in a rough NNE/SSW line 732' long. Fach urn is said to
have contained a "cremation and/or ashes" but., as is also the
case with the unurned cremations, there are no published details
on the compositions of the individual deposits. Jixactly 75$
of the 82 urns about which information exists on this point
were inverted; the others were upright and were distributed
randomly among the inverted urns.
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in "the corpus entry and Appendix IV as a bronze "rod" had probably

belonged to a plain rectangular-sectioned bracelet of "ornament

horizon" type (Smith, 1959)* The date of the Vinces Farm bracelet

iB very uncertain but possibly falls on or near the Middle Bronze

Age/Late Bronze Age transition (Anon and Hawkes, 19^5)•
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CHAPTifl 11; a ANGLIA

General Summary and Introduction

The 27 E Anglian barrows fall into 2 regional groups, one

(2 sites) in N Norfolk, the other (25 sites) in W Suffolk and SB

Cambridgeshire (Map 7)« The 2 groups appear to have little in

common (though the evidence is very incomplete) and they are

consequently treated separately.

A large proportion of the Cambridgeshire/Suffolk barrows were

badly excavated and much potential information was lost. Most

appear to have been structurally simple monuments (single period

construction), the characteristic ceramic types being Collared urns

and Pood Vessels. The majority contained 2 or more burials forming

small cemeteries of the conventional Bronze Age kind comprising the

remains of persons of all ages and both sexes. Inhumation and

cremation in many cases were in contemporary use at the same sites,

inhumation being characteristically reserved for children. A

marked imbalance in the sex ratio in favour of females is of only

marginal statistical significance and was possibly due to chance.

"Central primaries" were absent at a number of sites and, where

present, could not be shows to possess features differentiating

them from other primary burials (data bearing on this question are

both sparse and equivocal however). A substantial minority of

sites had "berms" (mostly very narrow) and were thus "bell barrows"

but no social or cultural significance can be attached to this as

such sites do not differ xn any ascertainable way from those without
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berms. There are no firm correlations between the age and sex of

crouched inhumations and their orientation or the side on which

they were laid. Multiple cremation deposits are rare (one example)

and deep inhumation graves of the kind common in other regions are

unknown.

Both the Norfolk barrows produced multiple cremation deposits

in deep graves, one of which also contained a Collared urn.

Cambridgeshire/Suffolk

The 25 sites from these counties were all round barrows and

form a reasonably homogeneous and geographically localized group

lying on the chalk and breckland of BE Cambridgeshire and W Suffolk.

The majority were totally or near totally investigated but the

standard of excavation and publication was lamentably low in most

cases and .reliable data on barrow structure and the stratigraphic

positions of burials are often unavailable.''" Several of the

barrows had also suffered extensive post-Bronze Age disturbance of

various kinds.

At least 12 sites (8 of the 10 Snailwell barrows, Erisweli,

Swales, Thriplow and Pin Farm) were bell barrows (10 examples, all

but one with very narrow berms) or bowl barrows of a relatively

1. The 10 Snailwell barrows, which occupied an area measuring
c.650' x 350* produced some 55 burials, were excavated and
published in a particularly unsatisfactory way. This is
especially regrettable since opportunities to examine a "barrow
cemetery" of this size and comparatively good state of preser¬
vation are unlikely to recur in the region.
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standardised type (soil core, capped or revetted by chalk) and

apparently of unitary design with ail structural components partly

or wholly derived from the progressive deepening of a ditch which

must, therefore, have been laid out very early in the site's

history. This may have been the case at a thirteenth site

(Chippenham 4) as well, where the barrow had evidently been

preceded by a circular bank thrown up from the ditch, the spoil

from which also contributed to the makeup of later structural stages.

2.
Three other barrows may also belong to this series.

Of the remaining 9 sites, 6 (Barnham, Prince of Wales, Beacon

Hill, Fakenham, Chippenham 3 and Martlesham) were possibly or

probably ditchiess. They were all composite in structure and had

evidently been built up from the centre outwards, turf or other

superficial material being first employed and then the subjacent

subsoil, in a procedure analogous to that followed at the ditched

barrows just referred to. As in the case of the latter, there

was no reason to suspect the existence of lengthy pauses in the

structural histories of any of these sites, though, admittedly,

in many instances the standard of excavation was such that evidence

for this, if present, would not improbably have been overlooked by

2. Chippenham A (a very incompetently excavated site) and Snailwell D
and H were similar in structure to the others but were without
ditches (unless these lay outside the excavated area) and thus
lack an obvious source for the chalk used in their cappings.
Note, however, that it is just conceivable that the chalk for
the capping of Barrow H was obtained from the ditches of
neighbouring barrows (see the corpus entry).
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the excavator.

Two (Chippenham B and Chippenham 5)^* of the 3 barrows still

to be discussed were structurally more complex than the others and

were possibly of multiperiod construction though this cannot be

, 4.
proved.

The Period I barrow at Chippenham B probably consisted of a

conventional bowl or narrow-berrned bell barrow of the Pin Farm/

Snailwell type with a turf core, chalk capping and ditch. The

Period II monument seems to have been of identical construction,

being built up first of earth and then of chalk from an outer ditch

concentric with the Period I ditch, and had been erected on top of

the earlier barrow after its ditch had silted up or had been

deliberately filled in.

Chippenham 5 was very badly excavated so that the recon¬

struction given below must be regarded as very hypothetical. Like

Chippenham B it had 2 concentric ditches and the Feriod I barrow

probably consisted of a sand core and gravel capping or revetment,

the gravel being obtained from the deeper levels of the inner ditch

and the sand from the superjacent subsoil. In Period II an

3. The excavation of both barrows was of low quality and the excava¬
tor's opinion about important aspects of the structural history
of Site B is open to seriovis criticism (see the corpus entry for
details).

4. The structural characteristics of the third barrow (Grimstone)
were too poorly recorded for anything worthwhile to be sa.id
about them.
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enlargement was effected by digging the second ditch and by the

addition of more sand and gravel to the Period I monument * A

gravel bank may have represented residual spoil not used in the

Period II enlargement, possibly because only limited quantities

were required for the latter which, therefore, may have taken the

form of a "revetment" rather than a continuous "capping". The

equivalent feature of the Period I barrow may also be so inter-

pretable as its inner edge ivas marked by a line of stakes which a

gravel revetment would have supported against the pressure of the

core (there are unfortunately no published data on the stratigraphic

relationships relevant to this point.).

Circular enclosures existed at 2 of the sites already

discussed, Snailwell C and Chippenham 4« The Chippenham bank has

already been referred to: it pre-dated some or all of the rest of

the barrow but it cannot be plausibly related to any particular

burial or burials. The same applies to the Snailwell C enclosure,

a stake ring, which appears to have been dismantled or to have

rotted away before the erection of the barrow core, though, like

the Chippenham bank, it was too poorly-recorded for its role in

the structural history of the barrow to be securely established.

Finally, 2 sites (Thriplow and Snailwell B) had large

cremation cemeteries associated with a layer of stones secondarily

added to the berm and barrow flanks along a part of the circumference.

At Thriplow some of the cremations were accompanied by pottery

probably of Middle Bronze Age date (Ardleigh/Deverel-Rimbury,

though lacking diagnostic types) and it seems likely that at both

sites the cremation cemeteries were formed at the end of a fairly
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protracted period of time during which the barrow had ceased to

attract burials.

Between them the 25 barrows produced a total of c.143

burials (89 cremations and c.54 inhumations), giving an average per

barrow of 5»7 (extremes one and 19). If the 32 cremations (none

of which were aged or sexed) probably of Middle Bronze Age date

from Snailwell B and Thriplow are disregarded the figure for total

burials decreases to 121 and the average per barrow to 4«8 (extremes

one and 18) and the cremation/inhumation ratio narrows to near

equality 57/54). The age/sex structure of the minority of burials

which were scientifically examined is given below.

Inhumations ' Cremations

Mai e 4 Mai e 3
Female 7 Female 11
Adult 21 Adult 19
Subadult 26 Subadult 3

The most striking thing about these figures is the overall preponder¬

ance of females (7*4 among the inhumations, 11:3 among the cremations

and 18:7 for both combined), on the one hand, and, on the other,

the under-representation of subadults among the cremations (the

ratio of inhumed to cremated subadults is c.4:l)»

The imbalance in the sex ratio is statistically significant

5. 6.(though only just) and is difficult to explain. * It would be

5. At the .05 level (one-tailed chi-square test).

6. But consider Green's (1974» 130) "home base" argument which, if
applicable to some or most of these barrows, could account for
the observed distortions in both the age and sex ratios.
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interesting to know what the sex ratio was for the Snailwell group

(a male inhumation from Barrow G is the only burial from a barrow of

this group the sex of which is known).

The very high proportion of inhumed to cremated subadults is

7.
also statistically significant 'and is of great interest inasmuch as

it constitutes the only evidence so far obtained from these barrows

for differential mortuary treatment for which a definite social corre¬

lative can be identified. It is noteworthy that the only recorded

case (apart from 2 examples at Pin Farm) of the contemporaneous depos¬

ition of 2 deliberately associated burials, involved an infant inhuma¬

tion with a cremation (age and sex unknown) at Snailwell A, though

the evidence for the contemporaniety of the 2 burials is not set out in

detail in the published report. The ratio (5*2) of inhumed to cremated

children at Pin Farm is consistent with the overall figures as is

that (2:0) from Beacon Hill, the only other barrow in the present

series with a large number of scientifically examined cremations.

There was only one multiple cremation deposit (pin Farm)

among these burials. Inhumations at Swales, Snailwell G and (possibly)

Snailwell F may have been interred in a mutilated or partially

decomposed condition.

The majority of the 25 barrows produced multiple burials

and, as indicated, most appear to have had continuous histories in

the sense that burials were deposited collectively or in close

sequence rather than at intervals corresponding to lengthy breaks

in the constructional routine and/or to periodic remodelling, though

7. At the .005 level (one-tailed chi-square test). Subadults as such
are somewhat over-represented among F Anglian burials (the former
comprise 42$- of the aged sample from the area, the comparable
figure for hngland and Wales as a whole being 34)0•
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the evidence for this generalization, given the extensive post-

Bronze Age disturbance suffered by some barrows and the unsatis¬

factory way in which most were excavated, is largely negative or

inferential. The possible exceptions at Chippenham B and 5 (2

concentric ditches), Snailwell C and Chippenham 4 (pre-barrow

enclosures) and Thriplow and Snailwell B (Middle Bronze Age

additions) have already been mentioned.

For none of the barrows are there objective criteria for

establishing the chronological range of the burials found in it.

As indicated, however, structurally most of the sites exhibit a

simple bipartite division into core and capping, spoil from the

ditch entering into the makeup of both elements, a fact which, in

the absence of evidence to the contrary, implies that the chronolo¬

gical gap between them was probably short, a matter of a yea.r or so

g
at the most and possibly less. * This in turn implies that burials

on or below the old land surface and primary to the capping should

post-date those primary to the core by no more than a year or so

but, of course, leaves open the possibility that the former may

pre-date the latter. In the cases of intact burials, however,

this can only be so if the peripheral burials were protected from

disturbance by being in a pit or grave or, alternatively, if the

chronological spread of the whole series of "primaries'1 was very

small and the construction of the entire barrow occupied only a day

8. Chemical tests at Pin Farm confirmed the absence of a marked

chronological discontinuity between the completion of the core
and the deposition of the capping. Such tests have not been
made at any of the other sites.
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or 2. The same rule of thumb applies to primary burials sealed

under the core (or between the core and capping though at most

of the sites considered here such burials would have been ploughed

away); those in graves may pre-date the erection of the core by
Q

t

any amount of time * while those laid unprotected on the old surface

and surviving intact must have been deposited more or less contempor¬

aneously with that event. The mutual chronological positions of

interments secondarily inserted into the completed barrow are

normally unascertainable as are the lengths of time separating them

from burials resting on earlier stratigraphic horizons.

On the basis of what is known of the stratigraphic positions

of the interments and by assuming that intact primary burials on

the old surface are likely to post—date primary burials in graves,

the probable burial sequences at a number of the barrows can be

tabulated as follows (Table I). For the reasons given, there is

no way of fixing the chronology of the 2 ends of these sequences,

either absolutely or in relation to the construction of the barrow,

which itself may represent no more than a brief, though probably

ritually important, episode in the history of the cemetery as a whole.

The numbering of burials in Table I follows that of the corpus entries.

9. It is, in fact, possible that inhumation graves and cremation pits
at these sites were simply dug as temporary expedients designed to
protect burials from disturbance until such time as it was ritually
suitable, or practically convenient, to raise the barrow. It is
interesting that the primary inhumation graves at these sites never
exceed 2! in depth and, in this respect, contrast with the deep
graves recorded from some other areas (notably Wessex and York¬
shire but also elsewhere). A possible implication of the shallow¬
ness of the E Anglian graves is that the period of time between
the earliest primary inhumation at a given site and the construc¬
tion of the barrow was short enough so that the rudimentary pro¬
tection from vermin afforded by these graves could be supplemented
by other means (guards or simply proximity to a temporary camp).
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Table I. Burial Secruence

Site

Snailwell
E

Sequence.

Snailwell
H

Sequence.

Snailwell
D

Sequence.
Snailwell
F

Burial

1. ?M I

Subad I

Position on

Plan

Grave (?robbed
near centre
Core (?grave)

Stratigraphic
Position

?Primary

?Pr.imary

?l/2
1.
2.

Subad
C

Core (OGS) near centre Primary
Core (pit) Secondary

1/2
C
C
C

1.
2.
3.

?1/(2-3)
1. Subad
2. Subad
3. Ad I

Sequence. ?(l-2)/3
Friswell

Sequence.

Swales

1. M C
2. C
3. F C
4. F I

Pit near centre
Core
Core

Core (?grave)
Core (?grave)
Ditch

Pit at centre

Capping
Core
Core

Primary
'?

?Primary
?Primary
?Secondary

Primary
Secondary

•?

Probably 1/2/(3-4) or 1/(3—4)/2 but other permutations
are possible

1. C

2. Subad C

'At centre of core

(but eccentric to
barrow)
Pit at centre

Capping
Berm

Primary

Secondary to
core but primary
to capping
Secondary

Sequence.

Snailwell
A

3. F I
4. C

1/2/3. No 4. could occur anywhere in the sequence

Primary
Primary
?Secondary
?
•?

1.
2.

3.
4-
5.
6. Subad I

Pit near centre

Capping (OGS)
Capping
Core
Core
Core

Sequence. If burials 1-5 were primary, probably 1/4/(5—^)/2/3
or 1/(5-6)/4/2/3 (burials 5 & 6 were contemporary).
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Table I. Burial Sequence (Continued)

Site Burial Position on

Plan

Snailwell 1. C OGS near centre
C 2. Subad I Core (iOGS0

3. Subad I Core (grave)
4. c Near cent re

5. Subad I Core (?grave)
6. C Core

Sequence. 3/0-2-?5)/6/4
Chippenham 1. C OGS at centre
B 2. C Period I core (pit)

3. Ad I Period I capping
(grave )

4. c Period I capping
(pit)

5. c Period I capping
(pit)

6. C Period I capping
(pit)

7. C Feriod II ditch

(pit)
Sequence. Probably (1 -2 )/(3-4-5~6 )/7

Chippenham 1. I Grave at centre

5 2. Subad I Period I ditch

3. C Period I ditch

4. C Period II capping

5. Subad I Period II capping
6. Ad. I Period II capping

7- I Period II ditch

8. C Period II ditch

9. C Period II ditch
10. C Period II ditch

Sequence. ?1/(2-3)/(4-5-6)/7/(8—9—10)

Strat igraphic
Position

Primary
Primary
Primary
Secondary to or
oontemporary
with core

7
9

?Primary
?Primary
Secondary

Secondary

Secondary

Secondary

Secondary

?Primary
Secondary to
secondary silt
Ditto

Secondary to or
contemporary
with capping
Secondary
Evidently
secondary
evidently
primary to
primary silt
Sedondary to
secondary silt
Ditto
Ditto
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Table I. Burial Sequence (Continued)

Site

Snailwell
G

Burial

Sequence.

1.
2.

3.
4-
5.

M I
Gubad
I
I
I

6.1 At least 5
of the Is
were

"children"

Position on

Plan

Core (grave)
Core (OGS)
?OGS near centre
Core

Core/capping
boundary
Core

Sequence.

Pin Farm

Stratigraphic
Iosition

Primary
Primary
Primary
?Secondary
?Secondary

?Secondary

7- I Core ?Secondary
8. I Core ?Secondary
9. C Core ?Secondary

10. c Core ?Secondary
11. c Cere ?Secondary

1rO1C\) -5-6-7-8-9-10-11)
1. F C Capping Primary
2. Subad I Capping Secondary
3. F C Capping Secondary
4. Subad C Capping Secondary
5. F C Capping Secondary
6. M C Capping Secondary
7. Subad C Capping 7
8. F I Capping 7

9. Subad x Capping 7
10. Suoad I Capping V

11. Ad C Capping 7

12. F C Core ?Primary
13. Subad I Core 7

14. F C Core 7

15- F I Core 7

16. M I Core 7

17. F I Core 7
18. M I Grave at centre ?Primary

(?18-?12)/l /(2-3-4-5-6).
in anywhere. Burials 5
cremation deposit; burials 8

The other burials could
& 6 comprised a multiple

fit

& 9 'were contemporary.
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At 12 sites, Early Bronze Age burials were represented by

cremations only or inhumations only. The sites concerned (to

which Snailwell B and Thriplow may be added because of the uncertainty

about the iarly Bronze Age status of the secondary cremations) all

produced 3 or less burials and mainly consisted of barrows where

only limited excavation was -undertaken. The remaining 11 sites all

yielded 4 or more burials (except for Snailwell H with 2 only)

which, in each case, comprised both cremations and inhumations. At

Beacon Hill and Grimstone there is no basis for determining the

sequence in which burials were made (though at Beacon Hill the

arrangement of the burials on plan is consistent with the 3 inhuma¬

tions as a group being buried before or after the 10 cremations).

As shown in Table I the probable burial sequence at the other 9

barrows may start with either a cremation (Swales, Snailwell A,

Chippenham B and ?Eriswell) or an inhumation (Snailwell H, Snailwell C,

Snailwell G, Chippenham 5 a"d. ?Pin Farm). As the Table also shows,

the rite of subsequent burials at a particular barrow may alternate

in an apparently irregular way and it is clear that both forms of

burial were in contemporary use, not just during a brief "transi¬

tional" phase but during the entire active histories of the

cemeteries concerned. This conclusion is, of course, in full

agreement with the evidence described above for the differential

distribution of age and (possibly) sex categories between the 2 rites.

At Beacon Hill, certainly, and at Chippenham 4? probably, the

erection of largish barrows preceded the deposition of burials by

an unknown interval of time. Barrows of this kind have been
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traditionally interpreted as "cenotaphs" but it is probably-

preferable to think of them as simply exemplifying one extreme

option available to their builders concerning the period of barrow

construction relative to that of the deposition of the first burial.

The opposite option, postponing barrow construction until after

the last burial was made, was possibly more commonly selected

(thoxigh this would be difficult to prove on the basis of existing

data) but in most cases the barrow appears to have been raised at

an intermediate point in the burial sequence.

Excluding the Thriplow sherds (Deverel-Rimbury/Ardleigh) direct

associations between artifacts and burials are listed in Table II.

Table II. Grave Goods

Site

Barnham

Chippenham A

Eriswell

Grimstone

Burial

Female I

Adult I

Male C
Female C
C

C

Adult I

Artifact

Pygmy Cup

Ogival bronze dagger, stone
battle axe

Collared urn

Collared urn

Collared urn

Food Vessel
Flint scraper

Snailwell A

Snailwell C

Chippenham B

Chippenham 5

C
C
c

Child I

Child I
C
I

Collared urn, bone & antler
objects, plano-convex knife
Collared urn

Collared urn

Collared urn

Spacer-plate jet necklace
Collared urn

Small lugged pot
Urxi
Shale stud

Snailwell G Adolescent I Plano-convex knife
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Table II. Grave Goods (Continued)

Site Burial Artifact

Beacon Hill Female C Bone pin
Female G Bone pin, bone spacer-plates
Adult C Pygmy cup
Adult C Bronze awl, flint strike-a-light
Female C Pygmy cup, bone pin
Adult G Collared urn

Pin Farm Child C Collared urn

Female C Collared urn

?I Amber bead

As shown in Table II, 26 burials (o.l8>t of the total) were "equipped"

in some way, either by being contained in a Collared urn (12 examples

inclusive of one involving an urn of unknown type) or by being

accompanied by formal grave goods or in both ways. In all cases,

moreover, the nature of the equipment from a particular barrow is

consistent with the argument put forward above that the cemetery

was formed within relatively narrow chronological limits with short
10.

or very short intervals of time separating successive burials.

10. All the equipment is of unambiguous Hardy Bronze Age date and
is assignable to one or other of 2 widespread ceramic traditions:
Collared urn (all the inurned cremations) or Food Vessel
(Grimstone plus 2 burials associated with spacer-plate necklace
elements). The other main items, plano-convex flint knives,
the amber bead, the bronze awl, flint strike-a-light and the
miniature vessels, likewise fit comfortably into a Collared
urn/Food Vessel context. At Chippenham B a Collared urn and an
unassociated Food Vessel were probably both primary to the
barrow and at Beacon Hill a Collared urn and spacer-plate
necklace elements occurred in the same cemetery: at the 3 other
sites producing Food Vessels or Food Vessel-related equipment,
Collared urns were absent. The Chippenham battleaxe and ogival
dagger rather stand out from the rest of the equipment and may-
have been buried late in the period of use of these barrows (but
not necessarily in that of the particular barrow in which they
occurred though they could have been secondary insertions). The
alleged "Neolithic" burial or burials at Swales can be rejected
out of hand (see the corpus entry). The suggestion (see corpus
entry) that the inhumation burial found at Griswell was "Neolithic"
likewise cannot be accepted given current ignorance about the
range of variability in the physical type of "Early Bronze Age"
man.
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As indicated in Table ill the burials from a particular site
t

tend to comprise both sexes (allowing for the general over-

representation of females) and all ages and presumably derive from

a small residence or kinship group of some sort. Table IV illus¬

trates the failure of bell barrows as a group to differ, either in
11.

size or in the number of burials in them, from other barrows.

Table III. The Age/bex Composition of Burlals per Site.

Chippenham 3 ?*
Barnham P
Prince of Wales A

Pakenham 9

Snailwell I ?*
Snailwell S A S

Snailwell H S ?*

Chippenham 4 ?* ?*
Martlesham ?* ? *
Snailwell D ?* ?* ? *

Snailwell P S S A

Chippenham A A A S

Snailwell J o S s
Priswell M* F* F ?*
Grimstone M F A ?*
Swales P S* ?* ? *

Snailwell A A S ?* ?* ?*• ?*
Snailwell C A s S ?* ?* ?*

Chippenham 3 A ?* ?* ?* ?* ?* 7* 7

Chippenham 5 A S S 7 7 ?* ?* ?* 7* 7 *

Snailwell G M s s S S S 7 7 7* 7 #

Beacon Hill P F* F* F* F* M* A* A* A* A*

Thriplow 7 ?* ?•* 7 ?* ?* ?* ?* 7* 7*

Pin Farm F* F* F* p* F* F* F F S M
M S S

Snailwell B A ?* ?* 7* ?* ?* ?* ?* 7* 7*

?* ?* ?* ?*

A* 3 3
7 * 7* 7* 7*
M* 3* 3* 3

9 * 9 * 9* 9*

M = Maie
P = Female
A = Adult
S = Subadult
? = Burial of unknown age/sex
*

~ Cremation (burials not so marked are inhumations)

11. Please see following page for footnote 11.
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Table IV. The Relationship of Barrow Size to Barrow Typology
and Number of Burials.

Site Size* Type No. of Burials

Snailwell F 50* Bowl 3
Snaiiwell A 52* Bell 6
Friswell 6 3' Bowl 4
Snailwell C 6V Bell 6
Snailwell E 70- Bell 2

Chippenham 4 72' Bowl 2
Snailwell G 74* Bell 11
Snailwell B 75' Bell 19**
Chippenham 3 83' ? 8
Snailwell J 84' Bell 3
Grimstone 88' Bowl 4
Pin Farm 94' Bell 18
Thriplow 105' Bell 15***
Chippenham 5 110' 9 10
Swales 114' Bell 4

* Internal diameter of ditch. Sites not known to have had ditches
and the Snailv/eli I bell barrow are excluded from the table
because of uncertainty about their original dimensions.

** Inclusive of 18 cremations of probable middle Bronze Age date.

*** Inclusive of 14 cremations of probable middle Bronze Age date.

Footnote 11. from previous page.

11. These facts agree with the structural evidence summarized earlier
in suggesting that the presence or absence of a "berm" in the
barrows of this group has no social or cultural significance. In
view of this, and as pointed out elsewhere (Pet ersen, 1973, 38)
the "berms" at these sites are probably most economically inter¬
preted as adventitious features representing residual ground left
unencumbered after the barrow had reached its final size.
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12.
Sixteen * sites produced a centrally or near-centrally located

burial^*, in 9 cases primary to the barrow and in the other 'J possibly

so.

Ten of the "central primaries" were inhumations and 6 were

cremations. Only 2 were sexed and were both males: there were 6

adults and 2 subadults. Five burials (i.e.31^) ^"were inurned or

were accompanied by grave goods: 3 were in Collared urns (one of

which was also associated with other equipment), another (Chippen¬

ham 5) was accompanied by an ogival dagger and a battle axe and the

fifth (Pin Farm) was with an amber bead. At Chippenham £ the

deposition of a cremation in a pit may have pre-dated the central

inurned cremation but at Chippenham A and Snailwell A the reverse

situation was encountered with peripheral primary burials in each

case likely to post-date the central interment, though the

stratigraphic positions of the various burials at Chippenham A

are somewhat doubtful. At Snailwell G there were 3 "primaries",

an unequipped inhumation on the old surface near the centre,

a peripheral unaccompanied inhumation in a grave and a peri¬

pheral inhumation with a flint knife on the old surface. A

similar state of affairs prevailed at Snailwell C where an unurned

12. Snailwell A, £, C, D, E, G, H, J; Chippenham A, 3, 3j 5i
Thriplow; Prince of 'Wales; Friswell; and Fin Farm.

13. I.e., within 5'-61 of centre (to choose an arbitrary figure).
The only burial found during the limited excavation at Barnham
was c.8' from centre and the site is here classed as lacking
a central burial. The nearest burials to the centre at
Snailwell A, H and J were at distances from it of 6', 3' a*id 6'
respectively and whether they are regarded as "central" or not
is a matter of taste (for the present purposes however they are).

14. The corresponding percentage for "non-central" burials is
16.5^.
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cremation and an inhumation without grave goods (the former on the

old surface, the latter in a- shallow grave) were near the centre

and a third inhumation (on the old surface with a jet necklace) was

markedly eccentric.

The small quantity and low quality of many of the data summarized

in the preceding paragraphs vitiates any attempt at a more detailed

analysis of the relationship between central positioning and other

variables and casts serious doubts as well on the reliability of the

results already obtained, particularly since these results are them¬

selves equivocal or inconclusive. Thus, the figures relating to sex

(males only) are based on much too small a sample to have any validity

though they are admittedly suggestive given the marked under-

representation of males in the series generally. The same applies

to the apparent tendency for "central primaries" to be "x'icher",

on average, than other burials, as, apart from the exceptions

referred to, there is uncertainty in a number of cases about the

stratigraphic positions of some or all of the burials involved in

these comparisons.

On balance, then, it cannot be concluded that existing data

convincingly demonstrate that the "central primary" had special

characteristics setting it apart from other "primaries" or, indeed,

from "secondaries". This conclusion, moreover, is indirectly supp¬

orted by another line of evidence, namely that summarized above in

Table I and indicating that the interment of the "central primary"

stood in no consistent relationship vis-a-vis other burials to the

construction of the barrow, i.e. that there are no grounds for assximing
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that the latter was built immediately after the deposition of any

particular category of primary burial, central or "satellite",

equipped or unequipped, adult or child. In view of all this, and

given the absence of "central primaries" at some sites (Grimstone and

Snailwell F) or of any primaries at all (Beacon Hill), it is at

least arguable that the centre as such had little ritual or symbolic

significance but tended to attract burials simply because it was an

obvious place to put them in a burial ground which, probably from

the outset, was surrounded by a circular enclosure or marking-out

trench and which was intended to be eventually covered by a circular

barrow.

There are data on the orientation and side positioning of 24

of the inhumations from these sites. The data on side positioning

are tabulated below and are compared with the orientation of the top

of the skull in Figs. 1-3.

Right Side Left Side

All 12 9
Male 0 1
Female 1 2

Adult 6 4
Subadult 5 4
Age/dex Unknown 1 1

No clearcut pattern of correlations emerges from this exercise

except a tendency for the heads of skeletons laid on the left side

to point in a southerly direction and to face a westerly one. The

quantity and quality of the data, however, are inadequate for even

tentative conclusions to be drawn from them.
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N

Fig. 1.

All inhumations (24)

N

Fig. 2.

Inhumations on right
side (12)

N

Fig. 3.

Inhumations on left
side (9)

Figs. 1-3. Orientations of Skulls
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Norfolk

Norfolk is represented in the corpus by 2 barrows only,

situated within 100' of one another and forming part of the large

Weasenham Lyngs group, famous for its well preserved (and unexcavated)

bell and disc barrows (Grinsell, 1953, 199? 201-03). The

Weasenham barrows are geographically isolated (by many miles) from

any other site in the corpus.

Both sites, Weasenham A and B, were ditchless bowl barrows

which had been completely ploughed out before excavation. A

shallow sub-circular ditch surrounding the central area of Site A

possibly documents a pre-barrow phase of funerary activity but this

cannot be proved.

Barrow A contained 3 cremations, an adult and child in a

multiple cremation deposit in a deep pit and a single burial. All

3 were unaccompanied, the multiple cremation deposit being primary

at or about the centre, the other being in an unknown stratigraphic

context. The bones of the multiple cremation deposit were

scattered at random in the upper fill of the pit, a mode of occurrence

without parallel in the barrows of the Cambridgeshire/Suffolk group.

Barrow B produced 3-4 adults in a single multiple cremation

deposit on the floor of a large grave in the central area. A

smashed Collared urn was contemporary with the bones.

The large central or near-central pits containing the multiple

cremation deposits (which together accounted for 6 of the 7 burials

found) are the most striking features of these sites. These pits

are much larger than any cremation pit recorded from the Cambridge-
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shire/Suffolk barrows and obviously constituted focal points for

mortuary activity which at the latter tended to be distributed among

a number of single graves scattered irregularly over the whole

15 •
site. It seems highly unlikely that the 4 adults in the Barrow 3

multiple cremation deposit had died simultaneously, particularly

since the special form of mortuary treatment represented by multiple

cremation deposits presumably reflects the common membership of the

deceased in some relatively narrow-based subunit of the general

population. As argued elsewhere (Petersen et al, 1972-74) the

existence of multiple cremation deposits (at least of those which,

like the present examples, are not explicable in terms of perinatal
16

deaths) probably implies the temporary storage * of some or all of

the bodies before collective burial and it is conceivable that the

apparent prevalence of this custom at Weasenham correlates with the

absence there of inhumation burials, perhaps because prior burning

would facilitate storage. Excavation of many more local barrows,

however, is obviously needed before it can be determined how

representative of the Early Bronze Age mortuary practice of the

area the 2 Weasenham barrows are.

15. There is only a single example of a multiple cremation deposit
from a barrow of the Cambridgeshire/Suffolk group (Pin Farm).

16. Possibly, in the case of the Barrow B example, in the Collared
urn, the smashed remains of which had been interred with the
bones.
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The age/sex breakdown at Weasenharn, for what it is worth, is

4 females, one male and one child. The preponderance of females

echoes in an exaggerated form the similar disparity between the

sexes exhibited by the Cambridgeshire/buffoik burials but cannot
17.

be regarded as significant in view of the tiny sample size.

Radio Carbon Dates

There are radio-carbon dates from 2 barrows.

Weasenham 3, Norfolk. 1389/5600. Multiple cremation deposit
with Collared urn.

Eriswell, Suffolk. 1520/l15bc. Cremation with Collared urn.

Note the overlap in error terms of these dates, neither of which

has relevance to any of the questions raised in this chapter.

17. Note also the low representation of children. If the latter
tended to be inhumed (as at the Cambridgeshire/Suffolk barrows)
acid soil conditions and rabbits might account for the absence
of recognizable traces of very young children at Weasenham
but probably not for that of older children and adults.
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CHAPTER 12; BEDFORDSHIRE. HERTFORDSHIRE AKD HUNTIKGDQHSHIRE

Summary arid. Conclusions

The 6 barrows in this region are typologically diverse,

geographically scattered and vary widely in size. Inhumations and

cremations were about equally represented among the 9 burials

recovered and sometimes occurred at the same sites, as did the

different age and sex categories. One site was possibly of multi-

period construction but there is no evidence for this at any of the

others. At another site an unaccompanied cremation and a female

inhumation with a flint knife were both primary to the barrow and

had probably been buried in the order given, the inhumation being

central and the cremation eccentric; a third, burial (male cremation)

may have been made during the construction of the barrow.

Introduction and Analysis

The 6 barrows in the corpus from the contiguous counties of

Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire and Huntingdonshire lie in 2 widely-

separated areas and do not form a natural group. The 2 Huntingdon¬

shire sites (Brampton 1 and 2) are on river gravels and have no

close neighbours among any of the othei" sites listed in the corpus.

The 3 Bedfordshire barrows (Five Knolls and Barton Hill 1 and 3) are

on the chalk downs in the S of the county and Codicote, Herts, lies
1

on glacial gravels some 13 miles E of Five Knolls "(Map 7)«

1. Bee Matthews, 197^, 19-36, for details of 7 ring ditches and a
double Beaker grave (with a cremation contemporary with one of 2
male inhumations) published too late for inclusion in the corpus.

(Footnote continued on following pag,e)
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Four sites (Brampton 1 and 2 and Barton 1 and 3) survived only

as ring ditches and it is uncertain if they had ever been mounded,

though there was some evidence for this at Barton 3 and also for the

former existence of imier and outer banks at that site. The

smallest of the 4 ditches (Brampton 1) has an internal diameter of

44* J the others are much larger, ranging from J8' in diameter

(Barton 1) to 105' (Brampton 2). Five Knolls is a ditchless bowl

barrow (diameter c.30') and Codicote, a small bell barrow (mound

diameter 30' x 26') with a very wide berm (the internal diameter

of the ditch is f8' x 85')• There was no evidence at any site for

multiperiod construction except at Brampton 2 where a stake circle,

possibly originally free-standing, enclosed a Beaker inhumation and

(probably) other burials. A second structural phase is represented

by a ditch, probably marked out after the interment of a cremation

in a Collared urn and definitely after the construction of the stake

ring. A second ditch, concentric with the first, is presumably

to be associated with the subsequent enlargement of the original

barrow.

Between them, the 6 sites produced a total of 9 burials (4

inhumations and 5 cremations).

Inhumations Cremations

M F Ad Subad M F Ad Subad

0 2 2 1 1 1 3 0

Footnote 1. continued from previous page.
All 8 of these sites were located on the chalk a short distance NMW
of the 5 Knolls barrow (Bedfords). Ring ditch 7 had a partly recut
ditch but, like all the others, had been completely plotighed out
and nothing else is known of its structural history. The remaining
ring ditches produced little of interest.
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The number of burials found, per site varied from 0 (Barton 3) to 3

(Five Knollsj, the other 4 sites each producing one or 2. A

female and a subadult male occurred at Barton 1 and a male and a female

at Five Knolls. Ceramic associations comprised an E Beaker (Brampton

2) and Collared urns (Brampton 2 and Five Knolls).

There is evidence for the order in which burials wore deposited
2.

at 2 sites only, * one of these being Brampton 2, where as indicated,

an inhumation may have been succeeded by a cremation interred

during a later structural stage. ~>" At the second site, Five

Knolls, which was totally excavated, there appear to have been 2

primary burials, a female inhumation with a partly-polished flint-

knife in a central grave and an eccentric unaccompanied cremation

in a depression on the old surface. A third cremation (male in a

Collared urn) was secondary to, or contemporary with, the construc¬

tion of the barrow. The probable burial sequence at this site is

as follows: central inhumation—eccentric cremation—cremation in

Collared urn. The inhumation was in a grave (but not a very deep

one) and seems likely to have preceded the eccentric cremation

2. The excavator's suggestion that one of the 2 inhumations found
at Barton 1 was "Neolithic" in date, and thus much earlier than
the other, is very unlikely to be correct (see the corpus entry).

3. Additional burials, some probably belonging to each of the 2
earlier stages, may have been interred in a number of pits which
were identified on plan but not excavated. The excavator's
interpretation of the structural history of this site differs
from that proposed above and is not in accord with common sense
(see the corpus entry).
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(which evidently lay just below the old surface) by no great length

of time. The latter was presumably interred immediately prior to

the rs.ising of the barrow and, as indicated, this may have occurred

4.
contemporaneously with the deposition of the third burial.

Radio Carbon Dates

There is only one radio carbon date for a barrow of this

region.

Codicote, Herts. 1404/l60bc. Primary unaccompanied cremation.

4. The proposed sequence, however, is necessarily speculative as
Five Knolls was incompetently excavated and, as a result, there
is some doubt about the stratigraphic positions of the 2
cremations.
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Key to Map 8 (Chapter 13)

Derbyshire

1. Aston-on~Trent (Sites 1-2)
2. Bee Low

3. Beeley Moor (Sites A-D)
4. Stanton Moor (Doll Tor and Barrows 2-10, 12, 12A, 13-24 and 36)
5. Glebe Low
6. Green Low

7. Haddon Grove
8. Harland Ldge
9. Swarkeston (Barrows 2 and 4)

10. Totley Moor
11. Weston-on-Trent 1

Leicestershire

1. Lockingt on
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CIIAFT21 13: DERBYSHIRE AND LSICMoTMdSHIRE

General Summary and Introduction

There are 41 -Bronze Age burial sites in Derbyshire and

Leicestershire in the corpus. These do not- form a homogeneous

series but fall into 3 regional groups, each with well-marked

peculiarities setting it apart from the others (Map 8).

One of the groups, comprising 6 barrows, occupies river

gravels straddling the Derbyshire/Leicestershire border in the SE

of the area. These barrows are of relatively large size but had

been badly truncated by ploughing and produced little structural

or other evidence.

The second group comprises 4 barrows thinly scattered over

the Derbyshire limestone country 3 of Bakewell. Two of these

sites yielded very large numbers of burials (mainly inhumations)

and several had graves containing multiple interments (inhumations

alone or inhumations and cremations). The predominant ceramic

types are 3eakers and these sites show many similarities with the

large series of beaker/Food Vessel barrows on the Yorkshire 'wolds.

The final, and much the largest group (31 sites, all in

Derbyshire and including 25 on Stanton Moor), are on acid subsoils.

Many of the barrows are very small; some have non-circular outlines

and a substantial minority possess one or 2 small asymmetrical

"extensions" accommodating additional burials. At one site 3

barrows were placed in physical contact with one another. Collared
I

urns dominate the pottery associations, Food Vessels and Bucket
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urns being represented at a few sites, and, with a single possible

exception, cremation was the only rite practised.

hone of the barrows in any of the groups is likely to have

been of multiperiod construction (though this is seldom capable

of proof)s and the little reliable information which exists on

the point does not conflict with the supposition that the burial

sequence at the individual sites was continuous and reflected

natural mortality within a small kinship or residence group

comprising persons of both sexes and all ages (note, however, the

anomalous age/sex composition and large size of the population

buried at Bee Low, Derbys). The order in which burials were

deposited is- incompletely known in every case and no generaliza¬

tion can be made about the relationship, if any, of the sequential

position of interments with other variables. There is no tendency

for a "central primary" tc be more richly furnished than other

burials at the same barrow nor can correlations between the age or

sex of the deceased and any other variable be established on the

basis of available data.

Bt ant on floor. Tot-ley Moor and Beeley Moor

a. Introduction

Btanton Moor is a large tract of moorland, about 150 acres

in extent, containing between 70 80 round cairns and other

types of Bronze Age funerary monument. The 25 excavaired examples

included in the corpus are more or less randomly distributed among

the residue and presumably constitute a reasonably representative
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sample of the whole."'* Unfortunately the standard of excavation

and publication of these barrows was low and there is thus

uncertainty about the stratigraphic position of many burials and

there are few or no details about the structural histories of most

sites. What information does exist on these questions, however,

is summarized in tabular form at the end of this chapter (Table 1).

Most of the sites "were structurally simple monuments

consisting of stones gathered from the surface and heaped together

to form a small circular (or in some cases an oval or subrectangular)

barrow usually covering or retained by a rough boulder kerbing.

All 16 (Hob. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 12a, 14, 15, 19, 22, 23,

24, 36) of the sites falling into this category were small, the

largest 2 with diameters of 28' and 30' respectively, the other 14

Vfith maximum diameters of between 18' and 6'. All but one of

the sites were totally (or probably totally) excavated. Barrow

3 (the second largest) contained 5 burials and Barrows 9 (the

third or fourth largest), 12a (very small), and 24 (9* x 16 *), none;

the remaining 12 produced between them a total of 18 burials (mean

1.5, extremes 1 and 3)« The age/sex composition of the burials

from these sites and the grave goods are entirely congruent with

1. The main exceptions are large embanked circles. Three of these
exist on the Moor but none have been fully excavated and
published in modern times. A Collared urn burial was recovered
during trial excavations at one of the circles (Radley,
1966b, 56, 61). A map of the Btanton Moor group and short
descriptions of the individual sites are found in Thomas,
1960, 69-71.
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those of the otanton Moor series as a whole.

With the single exception of a possible "secondary"

cremation at Barrow 15, all the burials from the Stanton barrows

were either "primary" or their stratigraphic positions are

2.
unknown.

One of the remaining 9 sites, Doll Tor, a two-component

Deverel-Himbury monument discussed in the next section, will not

receive further attention here. The other 8 sites were also

structurally complex and are divisible into a number of subtypes

on the basis of structural differences.

The average number of burials recovered from the 8 sites is

5.1, a figure considerably in excess of the equivalent statistic

(l.4)^"for the simple barrows discussed above. This fact implies

that the sites considered here either served a larger population

unit than the simple barrows or were in use for a longer period

of time,^"and suggests that the explanation of their structural

peculiarities is likely to reside in the provisions made for the

2. The rarity of non-primary burials at these sites might simply
reflect poor excavation technique and thus be more apparent
than real.

3. But rising to 1.8 if sites which produced no burials are left
out of account.

4. Available data provide no objective basis for choosing between
these alternatives. Homogeniety of contents, however, excludes
the possibility of a very long period of use for any site.
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additional burials. This conclusion is supported by the fact

that in all cases the special features distinguishing each subgroup

are interpretable as resulting from the structural elaboration

of an original nucleus consisting of a "simple barrow" of the

characteristic local type.

The first' subgroup consists of a single barrow only, No. 2,

which, with a diameter of 54'i covered more than 3 times the ground

occupied, by the next largest site (harrow 36). Two concentric

boulder rings were primary to the barrow which otherwise, like all

the others on the Moor, comprised a uniform mass of stones

gathered from the surface. As indicated similar rings occurred

on the peripheries of most of the other Stanton Moor barrows and

(apparently) normally served a marking out rather than a structural

5.
function. Definite evidence for this is lacking but it is

probably safe to assume that the inner ring at harrow 2 marked its

approximate circuit as originally laid out and the outer ring the

limits of a later enlargement. If so, the J-IO burials found at

the site can probably be apportioned among 3 or 4 distinct

structural stages. The earliest burials were possibly (respect¬

ively) a male with bronze fragments and potsherds in a stone cist

and a female with Collared urn sherds and a probable plano-convex

5« At Barrows 16 and 17 the stone rings appear to have acted
as a footing or revetment to the edge of the cairn.
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flint knife. Both interments lay near (but not at) the centre.

A third burial (adult with a Pygmy Cup) occupied a pit dug into

the old land surface between 2 boulders of the outer ring and may

have come next, or next but one, in the sequence (it was in fact

the only definitely primary burial found at the site). Of the

remaining 6-7 burials, 1-2 were no longer iri situ, but the rest

were probably in their original positions in the makeup of the

barrow, having been deposited either contemporaneously with, or

secondarily to, the construction of the latter. Three of these

(2 with Collared urns) were within the area enclosed by the inner

ring and were presumably second or third in the sequence; the

other 2 (both unaccompanied) were between the 2 rings and were

either contemporary with the 3 just mentioned or had been

deposited during a fourth phase.

The second subgroup contains 6 sites (iJos. 6, 16, 17, 18,

20 and 21) which were characterized by one or more definite or

possible "extensions" to a small round or oval barrow of the

conventional Btanton iioor type. At all these sites the "exten¬

sions" were composed of stones similar to those forming the

barrows to which they were attached and, like the latter, normally

had their edges defined by a line of boulders resting on the old

land surface. In 3 cases the "extensions" were on the N edge

of the barrow, in one on the E and in one on the SE: the presumed

"extensions" at Barrow 21 were on the E and S respectively.

Unfortunately all the sites were badly excavated and in no case

do the published data provide a sufficient basis on which to

disentangle the structural history of the barrow or even, indeed,
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in some instances, to form an adequate idea of the relationships

on plan.

Barrow 6 was circular (diameter 14') and contained 3 burials

with a fourth burial primary to the "extension" which was semi¬

circular in plan and attached to the barrow on its E side. At a

second barrow (No. 16) the "extension" was near circular (diameter

9|-' ) and produced 2 burials. The barrow itself was irregularly

oval in shape, measuring 14' by 17'» an^ contained a single

cremation, possibly primary. Barrow 20 was 17' x 19ir'» the

"extension" being roughly rectangular and measuring 8y x "J-g' •

There were 5 burials altogether, 4 in the barrow proper, the fifth

in the "extension". The "extension" at Barrow 18 was also

rectangular, measuring 8' x 4': no burials were recovered from

it but the barrow itself contained 2. A fifth site (Barrow 21 )

may have had 2 "extensions", each with a single burial, a third

cremation occurring in the barrow itself. The interpretation

of the ground plan at this site, however, is hedged with difficulties

and the possibility that the supposed "extensions" formed part of

a single large barrow of unitary design and construction cannot

be completely discounted. The same applies to the possible

"extension" (which in any case produced no burials) at Barrow 17-

Barrow 13 can be provisionally placed in a third subgroup.

It measured 16 ' —22' x 40' and had a roughly trapezoidal outline.

6. The possible entrance feature (described in the corpus entry)
at this site may also be noted.
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The excavator suggested that it had existed in its present form

from the outset and this may be true. Nevertheless, published

data do not exclude the possibility that it had been built up

gradually, perhaps in stages involving one or more "extensions"

added at intervals to 2 small near-contiguous barrows and causing

7 #
them eventually to merge. There were 11 burials, mostly

primary and all occurring in 2 clusters, both located in the SW

half of the site.

The Totley Moor barrow a.nd the 5 sites on Beeley Moor

(Beeley A, 3, C and D and Harland Mge) shared various important

structural characteristics with the otant-on Moor series, though

each had peculiarities of its own, and are worth describing in

some detail as they were more competently excavated than the latter.

The Totley Moor barrow differed from all the other sites

dealt with in this section in possessing a circular bank separated

by a "berm" from the timy barrow mound. The latter measured

6' x 4' and- was totally excavated together with the entire area

(diameter 20') enclosed by the bank which was sectioned in 3

places but was otherwise untouched. Five burials were found,

all interred separately.

7. There is no definite evidence for the suggested reconstruction,
however, which is therefore very speculative. Cf Barrows 18
and 19 which were situated within a few feet of one another
but do not appear to have been physically linked in any way.
Barrow 18 had an "extension" on its 3 side, the point of near
contact with Barrow 19 being on the W side.
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1. Adult male in a Collared urn (radio carbon date 1G'50/l50bc)
2. Adult male in an urn of unknown type (radio carbon date 1250/

150bc)
3. Adult female with a Collared urn and a Pygmy Cup
4. Unaccompanied adult female (radio carbon date 1550/l50bc)
5. Adult male in or with a decayed pot.

.Burials 1, 2 and 3 were primary to the barrow, Ho. 1 at the centre,

Nos. 2 and 3 in eccentric positions; Burials 4 and 5 were in the

berm. The earliest and latest of the radio carbon dates are

statistically distinguishable from one another but not from the

middle date. 'These dates are significant in the present context

in that they indicate that the central "primary" was probably

among the latest burials at the site and was preceded by one or

both of the burials in the "berm". This fact, in turn, is

consistent with the supposition that the "barrow" was a late

addition to the site which in its original form would have
8

consisted of the circular bank alone.

The 4 Beeley barrows were located very close together, Cairn

D being 36' W of the others, and all were totally or near totally

excavated.

Cairn D was rectangular in shape, very small (9' x 6') and

was of simple bipartite construction (stones revetted, by a kerb).

There was only one burial, an indeterminate cremation with a

8. It is unfortunate that more of the ground under the bank
(which covered c.75/o of "the site's total area) was not excavated
as further burials might have been found there (cf. West
Overton 6b, Wilts). A primary circular enclosure (bank or
stake ring) is a feature of many Welsh barrows (Chapter
16).
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faience bead in a small pit at the centre (stratigraphic position

uncertain but possibly primary).

The other 3 barrows (Cairns A, 3 and C) were in a KU/bB
line with Cairn C (at the bB end) being in physical contact with

Cairn B which in turn was in contact with Cairn A, this sequence

(C,B,A) also being the probable order of construction. The central

areas of all 3 barrows had been robbed out and all were small and

round, with diameters between 24" and 26'. Cairns A and C were

of identical construction to Cairn D: at Cairn 3 a circular stone

bank may have been primary to the rest of the barrow (stones) ■

o.
though the evidence is inconclusive on this point.

Cairn A, the last of the line to be built, contained 3

cremations, all adults, one (with a Collared/Cordoned urn) in an

unknown stratigraphic position, and the third (in a Collared urn)

in a pit secondarily dug into the barrow.

Cairn C produced 2 burials, a child cremation with potsherds

in a secondary pit and an indeterminate cremation with sherds of

a probable Collared or Cordoned, urn on the old land surface N of

centre (possibly primary).

The only burial recovered from the third site, Cairn B,

was an adult cremation (with Cordoned urn sherds) in a disturbed

context.

9« Cf Totley Moor just discussed.
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Another cremation (represented by a few flecks only and in

a Food Vessel) occupied a small pit dug in the angle between Cairns

A and 3 and enclosed within a small rudimentary cist. The cist

was built up against the kerbs of the cairns and was obviously

secondary to them.

Harland jilge, located on 3eeley Moor some distance from the

sites just discussed was much larger (diameter 58') than any of

the latter. It was aitchless and was of simple one-stage construc¬

tion. There were 7-9 burials occupying at least 2 distinct

stratigraphic horizons probably separated by no great interval

of time. The earliest burials were 5 in number and had been

interred in 3 separate primary graves grouped closely together in

the central area. The order in which the graves were dug is

unknown but none need have long antedated the barrow. Grave 1

contained 2 burials, an adult cremation and a probable inhumation

(surviving as a silhouette only), the former possibly having been

disturbed by the insertion of the latter; Grave 2 a multiple

cremation deposit (young adult and child) with Food Vessels and

plano-convex flint knives; and Grave 3 a token cremation in a Food

Vessel. A second group of 2-3 burials (all cremations and

including an adult and an infant) had been deposited contemporan¬

eously 'with the construction of the basal levels of the barrow.
10.

A cremation in a Collared urn was in a disturbed context.

10. Certain characteristics of this barrow, its comparatively large
size, the possibility that burials were successively interred
in the same grave and the replacement, as the dominant ceramic
type, of cinerary urns by Food Vessels, ally it to the Derby¬
shire limestone group discussed below.
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b* Analysis and Conclusions

All the burials found at these sites, with a single probable

exception at Harland ndge, were cremations and there is no reason

to suspect the former existence of inhumations at any of them,

though unburnt bone would seldom have survived under the prevailing

aoid soil conditions.

As can be seen from Table 1, no less than 11 of the 25

Stanton I-loor sites produced one or more burials in or with Collared

urns and at no site were artifacts found which would be anomalous

in a Collared urn assemblage. The single exception is Doll Tor,

a two-component site consisting of a stone circle and a small

subrectangular barrow and without excavated parallel on Stanton

Moor, at which ducket urns were the only ceramic type represented.

Two of the Doll Tor cremations, moreover, were accompanied by

faience beads, faience otherwise being unknown from Stanton Moor.

Faience also occurred with one of the 8 cremations from the deeley

barrows, the other 7 all being associated with Collared/Cordoned
urns except for a single (stratigraphically late) cremation with

a Food Vessel. The classifiable pots recovered from the Totley

Moor excavation consisted exclusively of Collared urns and Pygmy

Cups and those from Harland .edge of Food Vessels and Collared urns.

A total of 76 (67 excluding the 9 from Doll Tor) burials,

all cremations, were recovered by the Stanton Moor excavations,

the mean number per barrow being 2.9 (2.7 if Doll Tor is again

left out of the reckoning). The age/sex composition of the burials

is given in Table 2 and, if it is compared with that for the total
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English/Welsh sample, 2 biases in the Stanton Moor figures are

11.
detectable, namely a fairly pronounced "over-representation of

12.
females and a strong under-representation of subadults. * The

imbalance in the age ratio is echoed at the 4 Beeley sites and

at Totley Moor but not at Harland Edge while the bias towards

females is reversed at Totley Moor which produced 3 males but only
13.

one female (none of the Beeley and Harland Edge burials was sexed).

The distribution of cinerary urns, Pygmy Cups, Food Vessels

ana bronzes among the various age and sex categories at all 31

sites appears to be random (Table 2). There is also no discern¬

ible tendency for the more centrally located burials to be more

richly furnished than those on the peripheries (or in the

"extensions") or to occur in any particular place in the burial

11. But not statistically significant at the .10 level (one-
tailed chi-square test).

12. statistically significant at the .025 level (one-tailed chi-
square test). The under-representation of subaduits at
Stanton Moor is possibly wholly explicable in terms of the
differential effects of soil acids on the different age
categories, the bones of very young children being especially
prone to total destruction by this agency. This effect
would be particularly pronounced if young children were
sometimes buried at these sites as inhumations.

13. Six of the Stanton Moor burials were in multiple cremation
deposits, their percentage of the whole Stanton Moor popula¬
tion (8fa rising to 9$ if boll Tor is excluded) being somewhat
below the overall English/Welsh figure of 12,9. Except
for a single example at Harland Edge, multiple cremation
deposits were unrepresented at any of the other sites
discussed in this section.
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sequence. Data bearing on this point are very scanty however

and. require confirmation.^"

Approximately 5^/' (34 out of 67) of the Stanton Moor burials
1 b.

(excluding Doll Tor) were accompanied by grave goods J an

16
unusually high proportion, "the distribution of these being

comparatively uniform among all types of sites, and between the

barrows proper and the "extensions" (Table 1). Thus at all sites

where 2 or more burials were found, at least one was accompanied
17

by a Collared urn or a Pygmy Cup. '* This generalization also

holds true of burials from barrows containing one interment only.
18

There are 8 such sites, 3 " of which produced grave goods, the

14. The most informative site is Totley Moor where an eccentric
unaccompanied female was probably earlier in the burial
sequence than the central primary (male in a Collared urn)
and where the "richest" interment was a "satellite" (female
cremation with a Pygmy Cup in a Collared urn). Cf also
Harland £&ge where no burial was central (though all were
in the central area) and where the 2 most richly-equipped
interments were a multiple cremation deposit and a token
cremation respectively.

1p. Burials associated with single scraps of pottery or the
simpler types of flint tools (scrapers, retouched flakes etc)
are regard.ed here as unaccompanied as such items are as likely
to represent accidental inclusions as deliberate grave
furniture.

16. The comparable statistic for all burials included in the
corpus is 25.3$ (Appendix IV).

17. The single exception is Barrow 15 where none of the 3 crema¬
tions was associated with pottery or with any other form of
grave goods.

18. The only 3 aged or sexed burials from these sites comprised
2 children and an adult female respectively.
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burials at the other 5 being unaccompanied. The accompanied/

unaccompanied ratio at these barrows is thus 3j5, close enough

in a sample this size, to the 1:1 ratio of the Stanton Moor series
-ML

as a whole. The majority of the 13 burials from Beeley and

Totley Moor appear to have been in,or accompanied by, some type

of pot, as were 4 of the 7-9 Harland li&ge interments.

The very small size of most of the barrows and the failure,

in a large minority of cases, of the finished monument to have

the conventional circular outline, have only sporadic parallels
19-

in the Bronze Age funerary architecture of the rest of Britain.

The "extensions" tacked onto a number of barrows are another

characteristic peculiarity of the series and in their fully-

developed form are confined to Stanton Moor though the arrangement

of slabs enclosing the Pood Vessel burial in the angle between

Beeley A ana B can be seen as a rudimentary expression of the
20.

same general conception underlying the more elaborate examples.

As indicated earlier, the "extensions" were normally built to

accommodate further burials ana thus are plausibly regarded as

labour-saving alternatives to the symmetrical enlargement of the

19• Cf Great Ayton Moor, N Yorks.

20. Similar features are unknown or very uncommon in other parts
of Bronze Age Britain, the best extra-limital parallels being
Wind Hill, Lanes, and Burn Ground 1, Glos (but cf also the
turf "extension" at Sheeplays 293, Glain, and the "annexes"
at Twyn Bryn Glas, Brec, and S Hill, Pemb).
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existing barrow, the means to this eiid most commonly employed

elsewhere (and possibly also at btanton Moor 2) and one requiring

a much more lavish expenditure of time and effort. The line of

3 overlapping barrov/s (bites A, B and C) on Beelsy Moor has a

21.
possible parallel at btanton 13 "and is interpretable along

similar lines to the "extensions", i.e. as a mes-ns, comparatively

economical of labour, of expressing in a permanent and concrete

form the kinship or other bonds uniting the newly-deceased to

those already buried.

In summary, then, the "extensions" and other structural

peculiarities exhibited by a substantial minority of these sites

are consistent with the implications of other classes of evidence,

namely the apparent absence of prolonged breaks in the burial and

construction sequences and of intersite specialisation on the

grounds of age and sex, in supporting the assumption that in this

area, as elsewhere, the persons buried at a particular site shared

membership in a common kinship or residential group of some sort.

bk Derbyshire/Leicestershire

All 6 of these barrows (Lockington, Leics, and Swarkeston II

and IV, Aston 1 and 2 and Weston 1, Derbys) were on river gravels

and all had been destroyed or badly damaged by ploughing. All

21. Beeley Moor A- C is listed in Appendix VII as a "multi-
component" site (see Chapter 7 for a general discussion of
the type).
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had. ditches and all were comparatively large with overall diameters

in excess of c.50'.

At Aston 2 and Weston 2 the ditch was the only structural

feature to have survived and archaeological examination was

largely confined to small parts of the central areas. Aston 1

(also incompletely investigated) consisted of 2 concentric ditches

and was possibly of 2~period construction though the site was not

excavated and published in a satisfactory maimer and its structural

history cannot be elucidated with any certainty. IJo burials were

found at any of the 3 sites mentioned, possibly because of acid

soil conditions which probably would have destroyed unburnt bone

without trace. Potsherds and other equipment at Aston 1 possibly

documented the former existence of 2 or more Beaker inhumations;

no grave goods were recovered from Aston 2 and Weston 2.

Lockington and the 2 bwarkeston barrows were structurally

similar to one another and were composite, there being no evidence

for lengthy pauses between structural stages. Excavation was

partial at all 3 sites. The most prolific of the 3, bwarkeston

IV, produced 3 burials including a primary inhumation in an

eccentric grave and a cremation which had probably been deposited

during a pause in the erection of the turf core, the earliest

part of the barrow to have been raised. There are no worthwhile

data, on the age/sex composition of burials: significant associa¬

tions were confined to a Collared urn at Swarkeston IV and a bronze

knife and bronze awl at Lockington.
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The Derbyshire Limestone Group

All 4 of these sites (Bee Low, Glebe Low, Green Low and

Haddon Grove) were comparatively small (diameters between 30' and

50') and ditchless, were round or roundish in shape, and were of

unipartite or simple bipartite construction. None had "extension

or displayed signs of multiperiod construction and there are no

grounds for thinking that a lengthy hiatus interrupted the burial

sequence at any point. All 4 sites had been robbed and/or badly

mutilated and most of the burials were disturbed or broken up;

excavation was total or near total in all cases.

For the reasons given, the amount of reliable data provided

by these barrows is limited and supports only very general and

speculative conclusions.

Between them the 4 barrows produced a minimum of 47 burials'

(mean 11.75)* "^he age and sex composition of which is given below.

Inhumations predominated over cremations in the ratio of 41*6, the

latter being completely unrepresented at Green Low, the least

prolific site.

Bee Low (28-31 burials) Green Low (4 burials)

Inhumations (24-27) Cremations (4) Inhumations (4) Cremations
Male 12-13 1 Male 0 —

Female 1-2 0 Female 0 —

Mult 16-18 3 Adult 2 —

Subadult 7-8 0 Bubadult 2 —

Glebe Low (10-13 burials) Haddon Grove (5 burials
Inhumations (9-12) Cremations (l) Inhumations (4) Cremat:

Male 2 0 Male 1 0
Female 0 0 Female 1 0
Adult 7-8 1 Adult 3 0
Bubadult 2-4' 0 Bubadult 1 0
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The strong bias (13:1) in favour of males displayed by the long

series of burials from Bee Low is not echoed at any of the other

sites and is of problematical significance given the fact that a

sexual imbalance of this magnitude is without known parallel at

22.
any other large Bronze Age cemetery in Britain.

No grave goods were recovered from Haddon Grove, but the

other 3 barrows all produced Beakers which in each case were the

only ceramic type represented in the grave furniture. There

were at least 2 multiple inhumation graves at Bee Low, one without

known grave goods and also containing a cremation, the other

containing an AOG 3eaker and 7 inhumations (2 children and 5

adults, including 4 males but no females) which had been buried

successively over a period of time. There was one definite

(without grave goods) and one possible multiple inhumation grave

at Glebe Low and a single such grave at Green Low. The Green

Low burials were accompanied by an 31 Beaker and those in the

possible multiple inhumation grave at Glebe Low may have been

associated with an AOG Beaker. Given the facts just summarized

it is probably a legitimate inference that various forms of

multiple inhumation rite, with cremation being a minority option,

22. Two Buffolk round barrows, Pin Farm and Beacon Hill,
come closest, though in their case the bias is in
favour of females (see the corpus entries and Chapter 11
for more details).
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were characteristic of the 3eaker harrows of the region, though

much more reliable data will obviously be reqiiired before a firm

23.conclusion on this point can be reached.

At Glebe Low, a cremation and the possible multiple inhuma¬

tion grave with the AOC Beaker are likely to have been primary

to other inhumations (which lacked known grave goods). The

multiple inhumation grave (with the AOC Beaker) at Bee Low was

probably secondary to the initial stages of the barrow's construc¬

tion but primary to the latter's completion and appears to have

been roughly contemporary with 2 cremations (an adult with a

bronze flat knife and an unaccompanied male). The stratigraphic

positions of the remaining burials at Bee Low and Glebe Low and

of all those at the other 2 sites, are unknown.

There is no reason to think that the burials at Glebe Low

and Bee Low were deposited over any very long period or that the

entire series of interments at these sites did not arise from the

mortality within a single culturally homogeneous population in

each case. The fragmentary character of the evidence at Glebe

Low permits a tentative classification of the burials into

"primaries" and "secondaries" but not the identification of

23. Multiple inhumations and inhumation/cremation associations
are also characteristic of the Yorkshire Wolds and it seerns

likely that the mortuary practices of this area were closely
allied to those of the Derbyshire limestone country (AOC
Beakers, however, are very rare as grave goods on the Wolds
where they are largely replaced in multiple inhumation
graves by other types of Beakers and by Food Vessels:
Petersen, 1972, 31-32).
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whatever intermediate interments may have existed, deposited during

constructional pauses, and bridging the gap between the pre- and

post-barrov; series. At dee Low, on the other hand, the only

burials which could be related to the structural history of the

barrow on the basis of objective evidence were the group of 9

interments in or associated with the Beaker multiple inhumation

grave which, as indicated, probably came into being during a pause

in barrow construction. Combining the, addmittedly not very

satisfactory, evidence from these 2 sites, the picture that

emerges is the familiar one where the barrow is built not simply

in commemoration of the dead already buried but as part of the
24-

ritual associated with the ongoing use of the site as a cemetery.

Radio Carbon Dates

The following sites have radio carbon dates.

Aston 1

2750/150bc. Pit ( containing carbonized emmer and W Neolithic
pottery "under" the barrow.

Harland Mge
1750/150bc. Grave containing multiple burials
1490/150bc. Multiple cremation deposit with Pood Vessels

bwarkeston IV

1395/60bc. Cremation in a Collared urn

Totley Moor
1050/l50bc. Cremation in a Collared urn
1250/l50bc. Cremation in an urn
1550/l50bc. Unaccompanied cremation

24. The Beaker pottery from dee Low comprised examples of the B2,
14t N2 and AOC subtypes (see Chapter 18 for a discussion of
some of the implications of this fact).
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Because of their wide error terras the dates from Totley Moor ana

Harland idge are of limited utility for establishing either the

lengths of the respective burial sequences or the relative

positions of burials within each sequence. As indicated earlier,

however, the Totley dates suggest that the first burials at that
site were in the area which eventually became the "berm" between

the barrow and bank. The Swarkeston and Aston determinations

have no implications bearing on any of the problems dealt with

here.
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TABLE 1. Barrows on Stanton Moor

Site Size '/JLXC # Burials Associations Structure

2 54* 95' F Ad Pygmy cup 2 concentric
?p M Food Vessel/Collared stone rings

urn, bronze fragments primary
?p ?F Sherds 2-3 Collared

urns, plano-convex
flint knife

sc 7 Nil
sc Ad Nil
sc ?M Collared urn

sc ?Ad Collared urn

sc Ad Sherds plain urn
V F Collared urn sherds
7 7 Potsherds

3 28* 55 p F 2 Collared urns,
tanged bronze knife

p Child Collared urn

p F Collared urn, bronze
fragments

p 7 pygmy cup
p 7 Nil

4 14' 100 p Child Potsherd, bronze rod
fragment

5 12' 100 p Ad Nil

6 14' 100 • A 7 Nil Half-circular
?s 7 Nil "addition"

7 7 Collared urn sherds possibly
PE 7 Collared urn secondary

7 14' 100 P ?Ad Nil
P ?F Collared urn

7 7 Nil

CO *

VJl 100 P ?Child Pygmy cup, bronze
fragment

P MCD

(ad + ad) Bronze fragments

9 18' 100 - Nil

10 10' 100 7 7 Nil

12 7' 100 ?P 7 Nil

12a ?7» ?100 ?P 7 Nil
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TABLE 1 (Cont'd)

Site Size &Cxc * 3uria.l s Associations Structure

13 16'-22*X 100 ?p ?F Nil

40' •7 ?M Nil
7 7 Nil
P ?F Collared urn

P M 2 Collared urns,
flint knife

P F Collared urn, Pygmy
Cup, clay toggle

P F Plano-convex flint
knife

?P MOD Nil

(ad +•
child)

?P ?F Segmented bone bead,
potsherds

7 MCD Nil

(?F +
child)

7 Ad Nil

14 ? ?100 Nil

15 "Small" 7100 ?P F Nil
?S M Nil

7 7 Nil

16 14»x17' 7100 ?P ?F Collared urn Circular
?E Ad * Collared urn "extension"
?E Ad Nil possibly

secondary

17 ?13•—14 * 100 7 M Collared urn, bone Possible

pin "extension"
7 M Nil
7 *?

4 Urn (?Gollared),
flint arrowhead

18 11' 100 7 Child Collared urn Rectangular
7 7 Nil "extension"

possibly
secondary

19 9'xl1i' 100 7 ?F Nil

20 17'x19i* 100 7 *> Nil 3u brectangula:
7 M Collared urn "extension"
7 7 Nil possibly
7 7 Potsherd secondary

?E 7 Nil
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TABES -1 (Cont'd)

Site Size c/;Exc * Burials Associations Structure

21 ? ?100 ? ?F Sherds of 2 Pygmy 2 possible
Cups "extensions"

?(?E) M Collared urn, Pygmy

?(?b) Ad
Cup
Nil

22 17' 100 ?P Child Collared urn

?P rP Nil

23 8' 100 ?P ? Nil

24 9'x16» 100 Nil

36 30« 100 F ?F Stone axehammer

Doll 20'x14' 100
Tor

(a)
(stone circle)

Doll 13 «xl6' 100
Tor

(b)
(barrow)

Child
- ?M

- ?p
_ 9

?
9

9

9

?P
9

Child
?M

Child

Bucket urn sherds

Nil

Bucket urn

2 potsherds

Segmented faience bead
Bucket urn, bronze
fragments
2 Bucket urns

Faience star bead,
bronze object
Urn (?Bucket)

Doll Tor (a)
in contact with
and probably
primary to
Doll Tor (b)

* Stratigraphic position (P = primary to barrow; S = secondary to barrow;
SC = secondary to, or contemporary with, barrov;; B = "extension")
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TABLE 2. Stanton Moor. Burials and Grave Goods.

Total burials; 76
Multiple cremation deposits: 3 (6 persons; 1 female, 3 adults and
2 subadults)
Mean number of burials per site: 2.9

M F Ad Subad
Tl 19 43 9

Collared Urns
M F Ad Subad
5 7 14 3

Pygm.v Cups
M P Ad Subad
12 4 1

Bronze
M P Ad Subad
12 5 2

Bucket Urns (Doll Tor)
M P Ad Subad
0 113
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East Riding of Yorkshire

1. Catfosse
2. Etton Wold (Barrows A, C and D)
3. Littlewood Farm (Barrows 1-2)
4. Spital Corner

North Riding of Yorkshire

1. Barnby Howes (E and W Barrows)
2. Beacon Farm I
3. Brown Hill
4. Great Ayton Moor (bites A-E)
5. Loose Howe
6. Nanny Howe
7. Quernhow
8. Wykeham Forest I

West Riding of Yorkshire

1. Blackhill
2. Ferrybridge (Barrows I and II)
3. Green Howe
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CHAPTER 14: YORKSHIRE

Summary

There are 20 Yorkshire sites with a wide distribution in the

3 Riding's. Three sites of anomalous types are treated separately,

the other 17 being conventional round barrows of definite or

presumed Early Bronze Age date. Many of the barrows contained

small family cemeteries which occasionally included both inhuma¬

tions and cremations; in a few cases several such cemeteries

occupied successive stratigraphic horizons at the same site. None

of the sites can be proved to be of multiperiod construction and

some were almost certainly not. There are no correlations between

position on plan or sequential position and age/sex categories. At

some sites graves were encountered containing more than one burial;

such graves are a feature of the mortuary practice of parts of the

region (and have many parallels among barrows excavated during the

last century on the 'Holds) and in a number of instances the order

in which burials were placed in them can be inferred, such inferences

sometimes providing a basis for speculations on family relationships.

Introduction

The 20 Yorkshire sites comprise 7 in the E Riding, 4 in the

H Riding and 9 in the N Riding (Map 9)« They do not form a homo¬

geneous series and are most conveniently discussed under 2 main

headings.

Anomalous Sites

•j #

These are 3 in number, 'each having important peculiarities
1. Catfosse, E R, Blackhill, W R, Great Ayton, N R.
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not paralleled at any other site in the region.

Catfosse is geographically isolated from any other site in

the corpus and survived only as a small penannular ditch which may

or may not have once been mounded. It produced 17 cremation

deposits in 3 groups, 2 outside the area enclosed by the ditch and

one inside this area. 13 deposits (including representatives of
2 #

each of the 3 groups) were in Bucket urns, " significant associa¬

tions being otherwise lacking. Each of the 3 groups presumably

represents a small family cemetery but none of the burials was aged

or sexed ana nothing further can be said about this site beyond

noting its many similarities to Deverel-Rimbury barrows in S rhgland,

notably in Essex and the Wessex heathland.

The only burials found at Blackhill, a very partially and

incompetently excavated site consisting of a large round barrow

prolonged on one side by a "tail" 130' in length, were in an

eccentric stone cist and comprised a fragmentary male inhumation

and a cremation, possibly buried contemporaneously though there is

no real evidence on this question. The stratigraphic relationship

between the "tail" and the barrow (itself composite in structure)

is unknown.

Individual features of the large and elaborate Great Ayton

monument have sporadic parallels in the Bronze Age funerary

2. Typologically these formed a completely homogeneous
assemblage.
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architecture of other parts of Britain, but the site as a whole is

unique in its combination of great size with the linear arrangement

and typological diversity of its constituent parts. There are 5

main structural elements, a large oval enclosure, a large oval

barrow, a linear bank, and 2 circular banks (C and D), all composed

of stones and earth scraped up or gathered from the surface.

Three components (the oval enclosure, oval mound and linear bank)

were joined together in a line 540' long; the other 2 (the circular

banks) were contiguous (and had probably been constructed as a

unit) and were attached to one side of the oval mound, the monument

in this quarter thereby attaining its maximum overall width of 98'.

KLeven cremation burials were recovered from the site which

was only partly excavated.^* These were in 3 clusters and are

listed below.

I. Secondary to the Oval Cairn
1. Indeterminate in Collared urn

2. ?Adult with Pygmy Cup sherds
3. ?Young adult with Pygmy Cup sherds

3. The oval cairn was completely examined as were the interiors
of the 2 circular banks (the banks themselves were probably
only sectioned). About 15/J of the interior of the oval
enclosure was excavated together with small parts of the
enclosure bank itself. The linear bank was sectioned in 2

places but was otherwise unto\iched.
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II. Central Area of Circular Bank C

4. Indeterminate
5. Indeterminate in Collared urn

III. Central Area of Circular Bank I)
6. Indeterminate

7. Indet erminat e
8. ?Child in Collared urn

9. Indeterminate in Collared urn
10. Indeterminate in Collared urn

11. ?

Burials 7t 8 a^d 9 were in the fill of a single large pit.

The oval cairn covered a large stone chamber possibly of pre-

Bronze Age date (there were no burials or finds but inhumations

would probably have been destroyed by soil acids). The strati-

graphic relationship of the linear bank and oval enclosure to the

cairn is unknown but the 2 circular banks (which, as stated, seem

to have been constructed as a unit) were probably secondary to it.^"*

For the rest, the arrangement of burials into clusters

probably corresponding to small family groups and the occurrence

of multiple burials in the same grave, have parallels at various

of the sites discussed in the next section and in this respect Creat

Ayton conforms well enough both to local and to extra-limital Bronze

Age funerary tradition.

4. The circular banks are in fact the only parts of the monument
which can be definitely dated to the "Bronze Age". The careful
way in which they appear to have been added to the oval cairn,
however, suggests continuity with the (formally) "Neolithic"
elements represented by the latter and presumably also with the
persons whose obsequies inspired its construction. The results of
pollen analysis, which indicate that the construction of the oval
cairn and the linear bank took place at different times during the

■samei general period but that that of Circular Bank C occurred
under more open ecological conditions, do not contradict this
conclusion except on the premise that the changes in land use
implied by them required a long transitional period for their
accomplishment. 'Whether or not this premise is justified is a
question which cannot be answered on the basis of existing evidence.



Round Barrows

The 17 sites in this category are all round barrows of

conventional types and of possible or definite Beaker/Early Bronze

Age date.

Brown Hill and Barnby E and W, N Riding, the 3 Etton barrows

in the B Riding and Ferrybridge 1, W Riding, had all suffered very

extensive pre-excavation disturbance and no intact burials survived

(acid soil conditions may also have been a factor in this at the 3

N Riding sites).

Another 3 barrows, 2 (Nanny Howe and Loose Howe) in the N

Riding and one (Littlewood 2) in the E Riding, contained one or 2

intact burials but little or nothing is known about their structural

histories. The sole surviving burial at Littlewood 2 was an adult

inhumation with a Food. Vessel in a shallow grave. Nanny Howe and

Loose Howe each contained a primary inhumation and a secondary

cremation, there being no data on the age or sex of any of these

burials. The 2 Loose Howe burials were richly equipped: the

inhumation at Nanny Howe was accompanied by an N2 Beaker, the

cremation by potsherds (?Bronze Age).

5 #

The 7 sites not yet mentioned were all in the B and E of

the county and were all totally or near totally investigated.

The 2 simplest of these barrows were Wykeham Forest and Beacon

Bpital Corner and Littlewood 1, E R ; Ferrybridge II and Green
Howe, W R ; and Quernhow, Beacon Farm and Wykeham Forest,
N R.
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Farm in the N Riding; both had been subjected to relatively little

post-Bronze Age disturbance. Wykeham Forest was small and had been

robbed out at the centre. There were 2 burials (both cremations),

one in a disturbed context, the other (a young female with a bronze

fragment) being primary. Beacon Farm was comparatively large and

produced 3 burials, an adult cremation in a disturbed context and

a multiple cremation deposit (comprising an adult and an adolescent)

in a trunk coffin on the floor of a large central primary grave.

Two other barrows, Ferrybridge II, W Riding, and Littlewood 1,

E Riding, produced 3 burials each, but both had been very badly

damaged by ploughing which may have destroyed additional interments

without trace. The 3 Ferrybridge burials were in a central grave

and comprised a cremation (represented by a single fragment in the

fill) and 2 inhumations, one (an old male with a flint dagger) on

the floor and the other (a subadult) scattered in the fill. There

were 2 primary burials at Littlewood 1, both inhumations, a young

unaccompanied female in a central grave and a ?male on the old

land surface SE of centre. A third burial (represented by scraps

of cremated bone and Collared urn sherds) was in the secondary

ditch silting.

The most prolific sites of the present series are Spital

Corner (N Wolds), Quernhow (N Riding) and Green Howe (W Riding), all

of which contained 10 or more burials, mostly with Beaker or Food

Vessel associations.

The Spital Corner site lacked a ditch and it is uncertain if

it had ever been mounded. There were 12 burials scattered within
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an area measuring 48' by 33' and. divided into 2 unequal parts by

a line of possible posts which might or might net have been of

prehistoric date. All the burials were inhumations and are listed

below. Burials 11 and 12 were N of the line of presumed posts,

the others S of the line.

1. Middle-aged or elderly ?male
2. Adult female (probably buried in a partly disarticulated state)
3. Adult ? female (badly disturbed, probably in modern times). S1

Beaker

4. 30-40 year female
5. 22-2.3 year female
6. 40-5Q year male, hi Beaher, pig humerus, strike-a-light

elements

7. 5 year child
8. 60 year female
9» 2-3 year child (?intact)
10. 2 year child (?intact)
11. 30-40 year male
12. ?Adult (?intact)

Two groups of burials (Nos. 6 and 7 and Nos. 8, 9 and 10

respectively) were in the same grave, the adults in each case being

on the floor and the children in the fill. The grave containing

Burials 6 and 7 was lined with planking and was partly cut into by

that containing Burials 8, 9 and 10, to which it was therefore

primary. Burials 2 and 5 were also in deep graves but all the

others were situated just below the modern topsoil and must have

lain on or slightly below the level of the destroyed old surface.

Green Howe averaged 56' in diameter and lacked a ditch. It

was almost totally excavated and was composite in structure with a

turf core and successive cappings of marl and stones respectively.

Sixteen burials were found occupying a minimum of 3 stratigraphic

horizons corresponding to major structural stages. Unfortunately

there are no data on the lengths of the pauses between these stages
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nor is it usually possible to assign burials to their sequential

position within the appropriate stage.

A deep grave dug into the old land surface near the centre

possibly contained the earliest burials (4 inhumations). These

burials were almost certainly deposited in the following order.

1. Adult ? male partly disturbed by the insertion of Burial 2.
2. Adult female with a bone pin.
3. Young child with a plano-convex flint knife.
4» Seven-month foetus.

The last of these burials must have immediately preceded the

erection of the turf core and was itself interred not long after

some (or all) of the burials already in the grave were deposited.^*
Another 2 inhumations occupied separate graves, not located

close together, dug into the old land surface outside the area

covered by the core. Both graves were primary to the marl capping

but did not come into stratigraphic contact with the core and the

burials in them may or may not .have post-dated the letter's construc¬

tion (if they did not these burials had either antedated the previous

series or had run parallel with it).

5. Young male
6. Child with a Food Vessel

A second series of burials was primary to the marl capping

but secondary to, or contemporax^y with, the turf core.

6. The grave fill was still comparatively unconsolidated when
sealed yjnder the turf core.
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7. Mult inhumation with a flint knife
8. Child cremation.

9- Young child inhumation.
10. Young child inhumation with a Pood Vessel.

A final series of 4 burials was secondary to the marl capping.

One of these (No. 11) was primary to the stone capping but the

relationship of the other 3 to this feature is unknown.

11. Mult inhumation
12. Child cremation with a flint knife in a Collared urn

13- Adult cremation
14» Male inhumation

The burials (Nos. ^ to 14) composing the last 2 series showed

no tendency to form clusters or groups and in each case the order

in which the interments were made is unknown.

The stratigraphic contexts of 2 further burials (cremation

and subadult inhumation) are not recorded.

Quernhow (original diameter probably c.100') was aitchless

and was composed entirely of material locally obtainable from the

surface. There were 10 intact burials (all cremations).

The 2 earliest structural elements consisted (respectively)

of a small central mound and capping. There were 6 burials,

occupying an area measuring 8' by 71» in stratigraphic contact with

one or both of these elements and primary to later structural phases.

These burials are listed below (ho. 1 was primary to the core; Nos.

2 and 3 were primary to the capping but in unknown relationship to

the core; and Nos. 4-5 and 6 were secondary to the core but primary

to the capping.
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1. ?Adult with a Food Vessel
2. Adult
3. Child
4-5. Multiple cremation deposit (2 persons, both ?adult) with a Food

Vessel
6. ?Adult with Food Vessel sherds

Burial 1 must have been deposited before Burials 4-5 and 6 but

Burials 2 and 3 could fall anywhere in the sequence. None of the

burials were protected from the elements in any way and No. 1 must

have been made immediately before the erection of the core and

Burials 2, 3» 4-5 aad. 6 immediately prior to the deposition of the

capping.

Two other cremation deposits had been interred before the

completion of the barrow but after the latter's enlargement to near

its final sise. The order in which these burials were made is

unknown. They were not located close together and Nos. 7-8 were

possibly buried while still smouldering from the pyre.

7-8. Multiple cremation deposit (2 persons, an adult and child)
with a Food Vessel and a plano-convex flint knife.

9. Adult

The tenth intact burial (adult) had been interred during or

after the final structural phase. Scatters of burnt bone possibly

representing 2 additional burial deposits were also recovered from

the site.

Conclusions

The "tails" at Blackhill and Great Ayton possibly relate to

a pre-Bronse Age structural phase in each case but the 2 sites seern

otherwise very different, though Blackhill is so poorly recorded

that meaningful comparisons are hardly feasible. Catfosse for the
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moment is without parallel in the region and is likely to be later

in date than any other site dealt with in this chapter.

The other 17 barrows between them produced 61 burials, the
7.

mean per site being 3*6. There are 27 cremations and 34 inhuma¬

tions. Data on their age/sex composition are given below and require

no comment.

All Burials Cremations Inhumations

Males 9 Males 1 Males 8
Females 8 Females 1 Fernal es 7
Adults 31 Adults 12 Adults 19
Subadults 15 Subadult s 5 Subadults 10

Ceramic associations, where present, comprise Beakers (Spital

Corner, Nanny Howe), Pood. Vessels (Quernhow, Green Howe, Littlewood 2)

or Collared urns/Pygmy Cups (Loose Howe, Green Howe, Littlewood. 1),

the Beakers invariably accompanying inhumations, the Collared urns/

Pygmy Cups, cremations, and the Pood Vessels, cremated or inhumed

burials. At Nanny Howe, Green Howe and Loose Howe, the earliest

burials were inhumations and were stratigraphically prior to

cremations, but at Green Howe some cremations probably pre—dated

some inhumations. At no site, however, where both inhumations and

cremations occurred can it be shown that a cremation began the

burial sequence, though the evidence bearing on this question is

C

7. These figures exclude the burials found at Ferrybridge I
(a very prolific site) and Ft ton A during the 19th century
and for this and other reasons underestimate, probably grossly,
the original totals.
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i + 8.very incomplete.

There are no correlations between the sequential position of

the burials at these sites and age or sex nor are there grounds for

the assumption that "central primaries" (when present) represent

persons of higher status than other burials.

There is little information on structural history except in

the cases of a few of the better-preserved and more carefully

excavated barrows. Cf these, Barnby W was definitely of single-

period construction as was probably Wykeham Forest. The supposed

evidence for two-period construction at Beacon Farm is not adequately

published and can probably be disregarded (see the corpus entry).

The argument (summarized in the corpus entry) that an alleged

"hiatus" in the structural history of Quernhow was a lengthy one

is not very substantially based but, if accepted, would imply that

a pause of corresponding duration intervened between the earliest

group of burials (Nos. 1-6) and the remainder.

8. The relative incidence of cremation and inhumation in the 3
Ridings is as follows:

Cremations Inhumations
E Riding 2 15
W Riding 15 5
N Riding 20 4

The regional disparities in the occurrence of the 2 modes of interment
illustrated by these figures in part reflect the tendency for inhuma¬
tion to be progressively supplanted by cremation as the preferred
rite in Food Vessel graves ii and W of the Wolds where inhumations
predominate over cremations in such contexts in the ratio of 10:1
(Simpson, 1968, fig. 47 a*id 48)* Other pertinent factors include
the comparative rarity in the E Riding of Collared urns which, in
Yorkshire as elsewhere, almost always occur with cremations, and
the influence on the E Riding figures of the large Beaker inhumation
cemetery at Spital Corner.
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A feat.lire of some sites is the use of a single grave for

multiple interments. At Spital Corner there were 2 such graves,

all the burials in which had evidently been deposited before or

9 •

during the original refilling process. At Green Howe and

Ferrybridge II one or more of the burials was inserted into the

filled grave after the original occupant was in a defleshed state.

The earliest burials in each of the Spital Corner graves were

adults (in one case a middle-aged male with a Beaker, in the other

an unaccompanied elderly female) and the later, one or 2 young

10. 11.
children " without grave goods. * The first 2 persons buried

9. There are 3 multiple cremation deposits, including 2 from Quernhow,
where it is tempting to see them as the homologues, in a Food
Vessel context where inhumation was not practised, of multiple
inhumation graves of the Spital Corner type. Note that the 2
persons in the Beacon Farm multiple cremation deposit had
probably been burnt on the same pyre.

10.In view of the great disparity in age, the children in the grave
containing the old woman could not have been her own and were

presumably either grand-children or nephews or nieces.

11.About 30 graves, similar to the 2 Spital Corner examples in that
they contained multiple inhumations possibly or probably buried
before the original infilling was completed., were recorded by
Greenwell and Mortimer under round barrows on the Yorkshire Wolds

(these graves are to be distinguished from the much longer series
listed in Petersen, 1972, 44-53, and characterized by the secondary
insertion of inhumations into pre-existing graves). Fifteen of
these graves contained both adults and children, sometimes placed
together on the floor (the adults being either male or female),
but in 7 cases separated stratigraphically, with, as at Spital
Corner, the adults on the floor and the children in the fill (in 2
graves 2 or more additional adults also occurred in the fill
including, in both cases, an adult female). Ceramic associations,
where present, were always either Beakers or Food Vessels. Three
of the skeletons on the floors were unsexed, the other 4 all being
males (cf. the Spital Corner graves where the adults buried on the
floors were a male and a female respectively). The sociological
significance of these regularities is problematical but they are
of interest here as further demonstrations of the strong links
binding the mortuary practice i-epresented at Spital Corner to
that of the builders of the great series of Beaker/Food Vessel
round barrows on the Wolds.
Footnote 11 continued on following page.
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in the Green Howe grave were (respectively) a probable male and an

adult female, the latter having been deposited some months, at

least, after the former. The other 2 burials in this grave were

12.
a young child (with a plano-convex flint knife) and a foetus.

The earliest burial in the Ferrybridge grave was a subadult disturbed

by the subsequent insertion of an elderly male accompanied by a

flint dagger. A third burial was represented by a single piece

of burnt bone.

Another feature of these sites, also with many parallels among

local barrows excavated by Greenwell and Mortimer, is the association

together under the same barrow of burials in deep graves and those

13.
placed unprotected on the old surface or in very shallow graves.

Footnote 11 continued from previous page.

The 19th century inhumation graves mentioned (including several
dubious examples) were at the following barrows: Mortimer's
Nos. 12, 471 51, 56, 67, 75, 98, 100, 111, 120, 124, 142a,
143, 149, 152, 153, 152, 170, 171, 199, 205, 212b, 216, 226 (2
graves), 230, 244 and 277 (Mortimer, 1905); Greenwell's Hos. 9
21 (2 graves), 89 arid 95 (Greenwell, 18Y7); ajid Greenwell's
Nos. 235 (2 graves) and 242 (Greenwell, 1890). The smaller-
series of graves, similar to those just listed but containing
both cremations and inhumations rather than inhumations alone,
are listed in Petersen, 1972, 54~55«

12. Both children could belong to the female who would (presumably)
have died in childbirth (if so the male would probably have been
a husband or brother).

13. The Yorkshire evidence is briefly summarised in Petersen, 1972-
Cf the many Cambridgeshire and duffoik barrows producing
shallowly-buried "primaries" and discussed in another chapter.
The absence of deep graves under the E Anglian barrows
contrasts with the situation in Yorkshire where deep graves
are common.
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Deeply buried and unprotected interments may have been covered by

a common barrow at Spital Corner (assuming that this site had once

been mounded). This was definitely the case at Littlewood 1

where the unprotected inhumation, like all such interments elsewhere,
14.

must have immediately preceded the construction of the turf core.

Potentially, the most informative barrows are undoubtedly

Green Howe and Quernhow. As indicated, at both sites the burials

fall into a minimum of 3 series, each normally comprising both

adults and children and occupying a different stratigraphic horizon

corresponding to a particular stage in the structural elaboration

of the barrow. At each barrow the burials of the earliest series

were grouped together, the 6 cremations (5 adults and one child) at

Quernhow in or under a small central mound, and the 4 inhumations

(a male, a female and 2 children) at Green Howe in a large central

gra.ve. The evidence at both sites is consistent with the burials

of the earliest series having been interred within a comparatively

short time of one another and thus with their having belonged to

a family unit of some kind, possibly, in the case of Quernhow, a

14. Littlewood 1 produced evidence strongly suggesting that the
central grave had already existed when the line of the ditch was
marked out. This provides independent evidence, were any
needed, for the conclusion that graves are likely to be early
features at barrows which also contained surface interments on

the same stratigraphic horizon. There are some grounds for
thinking, however, that the deposition of the lower and more
central parts, at any rate, of the turf core at Littlewood 1
was continuous "with the infilling of the grave. If this is
so it implies that the chronological gap between the 2 "primar¬
ies" might have been very short indeed.
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fairly large unit given the relatively heavy representation of adults.

The age/sex composition of the other 2 major series at Green

Howe is similar to that of the first and may be interpretable in

the same terms, though, if so, the failure of the burials of each

series to cluster together on plan may indicate that the presumed

kinship bonds between the persons concerned were comparatively

weak ones. Alternatively, it may be that each series consisted of

2 or more independent nuclei which failed to attract additional

interments, perhaps, in some cases, because no deaths of suitable

persons occurred until after the area occupied by the original

grave or graves was rendered inaccessible by the enlargement of

the barrow.

The 2 later series of burials at Quernhow were smaller than,

but not otherwise dissimilar to, their counterparts at Green Howe

and the possibilities discussed in the previous paragraph are

equally applicable to them.

It is of interest that the 6 earliest burials at Green Howe

consisted of inhumations only but those attributable to the 2 later

stages of inhumations and cremations both, the proportion of

cremations rising from 2yje in the second stage to 5in ibe third.

It is also noteworthy that there is no correlation between crema¬

tion and the age and sex of the deceased, on the one hand, or with

the presence or absence of grave goods, on the other. The fact

that all 3 of the pots recovered from the site (2 Food Vessels and

a Collared urn) were associated with children is of problematical

significance in a sample of this size, as, for that matter, are the
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statistics Just cited relating to the incidence of cremation.

The plank-lined grave (containing a male inhumation and S1

Beaker) at Spital Corner has a number of parallels at barrows

15.
excavated on the Wolds in the 19th century.

At Quernhow, the 6 burials constituting the earliest series

of interments were closely associated with a group of 5 pits with

charcoally fills, 2 of which also contained intact Pood Vessels.

The digging of these pits must have played some part in ritual

observances connected with the burial of the 6 persons represented

16
by the cremations. * Six pits, all also with charcoal in their

fills, at Wykeham forest may document analogous observances at that

site. Three of these pits (2 containing Collared urns) were

primary near the centre and were presumably dug either in connection

15. Petersen, 1969* Like the Spital Corner examples, these
invariably or almost invariably contained male inhumations
though, curiously enough, never with 3eakers, the characteristic
pottery type from these graves being the Food Vessel. The
very large central pit (described in the corpus entry) at Etton C
is without known parallel in the region except at Greenwell's
(1877, 315) Barrow 105 (Goodmanham parish, E. R.). The Good-
manham pit is even larger than the Etton example, is much more
regular in outline and profile and has other characteristics
making it an altogether unique and puzzling feature. Extra-
limitally, the best parallel is the Bheep Down (Dorset) "pond
barrow" and it is possible to regard the 2 Yorkshire sites as
"mounded" examples of this rare typological form (see the
discussion of the Sheep Down site in Chapter 3).

16. A small rectangular setting of boulders was also probably
involved in some way in these observances.
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with a robbed out burial in the same area or with an eccentric

cremation on the same stratigraphic horizon but located some distance

away. The other 3 pits (all with Collared urns) were grouped

together in the SW quadrant of the barrow and were secondary to

it. No stratigraphically contemporary burial survived with which

these pits could be associated and it is possible that they

contained offerings to, or were otherwise inspired by, the primary

burial or burials.

Radio Carbon Bates

There is a single radio carbon date for these sites.

Wykeham Forest, N. R. 1535/9Cbc• Cremation (?fernale) with a
bronze fragment in a primary grave.
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Climberland.

1. Broomrigg C
2. High VJath
3. Lacra i?brm (Bites B and D)
4* Shield Knowe

Lancashire

1. Druids* Circles
2. Moseley Height
3. Sunbrick
4. Wind Hill
5. Winter Hill

Northumberland

1• Chatton Sandyford
2. Goatscrag A
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CHAPTER 15i W MIDLANDS AND N ENGLAND

Summary

The 13 sites from this large region have a scattered distri¬

bution and are very heterogeneous in their typology and contents.

For this reason, they are conveniently reviewed under 5 separate

headings reflecting the major typological divisions and, to a less

marked degree, differences in ceramic contents (Beaker/Food Vessel,

enlarged Food Vessel and Collared urn). Almost all the sites

produced multiple burials, with cremations being more common than

inhumations, but there are virtually no data on their sequential

position. None of the handful of sites excavated in accordance

with modern standards displayed definite signs of multiperiod

construction though even in these cases no dogmatic statements are

possible on this point. There is no evidence that a "central

primary" (when present) received special mortuary treatment differen¬

tiating it from other burials nor is there reason to suspect intersite

specialization in particular age/sex categories, though data

relating to both these questions are sparse.

Introduction and Analysis

Only 13 sites from the large block of country represented by

the counties of Cheshire, Cumberland, Lancashire and Northumberland

are included in the corpus. Their distribution within this vast

area, moreover, is very uneven, there being a single isolated barrow

in Cheshire, geographically far removed from any other site in the

corpus, and a number of more or less compact groupings in the other
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3 counties (Map 10).

-| ^

Between them, these sites produced c.37 * burials (mean per

site 3*08), with cremations predominating over inhumations in the

approximate ratio of 29:8. There are no data on the age and sex of

the inhumations (the existence of which in all cases is wholly or

partly inferential) but those on the cremations (many of which were

not scientifically examined) break down as follows and present no

surprises.

M F Ad Subad

4 2 11 2

Typologically, the sites were very diverse and fall into at

least 5 main categories which only partly correspond to divisions

based on their ceramic contents.

Category 1. The 5 sites (Broomrigg and Lacra 3 and D, Cumb; and

Moseley and Druids' Circles, Lanes) belonging to this category

consisted of one or more small stone circles which in one case

(Lacra B) enclosed a small round barrow and at another (Lacra D)

may have been associated with stone avenues. The nature of the

site at Broomrigg can only be guessed at but there seem to have

been at least 2 major components, a small circle or cairn joined or

closely juxtaposed to a large circle or cairn. The 2 Lancashire

1. Excluding those from Sunbrick, Lanes, the Bronze Age status of
which is doubtful and which will not figure in the following
discussion (see the corpus entry for the characteristics of
this site).
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sites (Moseley and Druids' Circles) consisted in each case of

double circles with paved interiors. The standard of excavation

at all 5 was very low. All but one (Lacra B) produced Collared

urns, the number of burials per site varying from 0 (Lacra D) to

c.7 (Broomrigg). All the burials were cremations except (possibly)

at Broomrigg where one or 2 inhumations may also have been repres¬

ented. The Broomrigg cremations included 3 adults (one unsexed,

the others male) and one child., and a female cremation was identified

at Moseley, the age and sex of all other burials from the 5 sites

being unknown. There are no data from any site on the sequential

positions of burials.

Category 2. This contained 2 sites (Winter Hill, Lanes, and

Gallowsclough, Cheshire), both of which were competently (but very

partially) excavated. Both were large (diameter c.60'), ditchless

earthen round barrows with no obvious structural or other peculiar¬

ities, and were of composite but possibly one-period construct!ont

No burials or artifacts were found during the very small scale

excavations at Winter Hill: there was a primary unaccompanied

central male cremation at Gallowsclough and a second (adult)

cremation in a disturbed context. Another site (High Wath, Cumb)

may also be mentioned here, though it differed from the others in

being small and oval (36' x 25') and of simple (non-composite) con¬

struction. The only burial found in this badly and incompletely

excavated site was a central primary adult cremation associated with

a fragment of bronze or copper wire.

Category 3• This contained a single site, Goatscrag, Northumb,
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which produced 6 cremations, 3 (a ?male and a multiple cremation

deposit consisting of a ?female and young child) in enlarged F'ood

Vessels, the other 3 (one indeterminate and 2 adults) being

unaccompanied except for a lignite bead with one of the adults.

All the burials lay in a rough ii/W line, 11-12 m long, in flat

ground under a cliff overhang. There was no conclusive evidence

either for mounding or for a boundary feature of any kind and the

sequence in which burials were deposited is unknown.

Category 4- This also contained a single site, Wind Hill, Lanes,

a small round barrow (diameter 36') with a rectangular "annexe"

(4' x 7i') on ifi side. There were 3 structural phases, the

first being represented by a circular stone bank defining the limits

of the barrow proper, the second by a similar bank marking the edge

of the "annexe" and the third by stones, probably laid down en masse

and completely filling the interiors of both banks. A gap in the

bank of the barrow communicated with the interior of the "annexe"

ana had been carefully blocked with stones some time during the

second phase. No bones survived (soil conditions were highly

acidic) but a jet V-button from the barrow proper probably documented

the former existence of a primary inhumation. If burials had been

made in the "annexe" they had disappeared without trace.

Category 3- The 2 sites in this category, Shield Knowe, Cumb, and

Chatton Sandyford, Northumb, were small ditchless round barrows

covering cemeteries belonging to the Beaker/Food Vessel tradition.

The Shield Knowe barrow (diameter probably about 30!) seems
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to have consisted, of a gravel core and stone capping though the

published description of its structure is confused. There were 5

burials, 2 of which were in a large stone cist standing (evidently)

on the bottom of a pit dug into the old land surface well S of

centre. The cist was almost certainly primary, the 2 burials

comprising an indeterminate cremation and a very decayed inhumation

respectively. There were 2 Food Vessels on or near the cist floor,

the remains of both burials evidently occ-urring well above this

level in the cist fill. The other 3 burials were also eccentric

and were likewise possibly primary. Two were in an unaccompanied

multiple cremation deposit in a pit; the third was a presumed

inhumation (no bone survived) in a small stone cist with a Food

Vessel on its floor.

Chatton Sandyford was 43' in diameter. There were 3 main

structural elements; a core of large stone blocks a single course

thick; a well-made kerb of contiguous slabs set in a trench; and

a capping of smaller stones. It is probable that these components

were laid down in the ortler listed and that the monument passed

through a phase of unknown duration when it consisted of a circular

"platform" (c. 34' across) of large stone blocks separated by a

narrow "berm" from the kerb. Three large pits containing (respec¬

tively) a n/HR Beaker, a S4/FV Beaker and another N/1® Beaker were

2.
definitely or probably primary to the core. " No bones survived,

2. The excavator argued that the B4/FV Beaker grave was secondary
to the barrow but not very convincingly and the grave was almost
certainly primary as assumed here (see the corpus entry).
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having probably been destroyed by soil acids. One of the graves

containing a n/NR Beaker was very near the centre; the other 2

were eccentric, that with the s4/fv Beaker being the most markedly

so. Two of the 3 graves had been dug after a large fire, the

fuel for which had been suppoi'ted by a small trapezoidal 4-stak.e

structure, had burnt itself out on the old land surface in the

central area."^* Two other burials (both indeterminate cremations,

one in an enlarged Food Vessel, the other unaccompanied) had been

deposited contemporaneously with, or secondarily to, the core

(their stratigraphic relationship to the capping is unknown).

Conclusions

Kultiperiod construction can seldom be excluded as a possi¬

bility but there is no definite evidence for it at any of the 12

sites. Children and adults were represented in the Broomrigg

cemetery or cemeteries and males, females and children at Goatscrag,

but the age/sex composition of the burials at Bhield Knowe and

Chatton Bandyford, the next most prolific sites, is unknown. At

Chatton Sandyford, 3 inhumations with Beakers occupied an earlier

stratigraphic horizon than 2 cremations (one in an enlarged Food

Vessel), but the interval of time separating the 2 groups need not

have been long. There is no reliable information about the

3. The third grave (with the S4/FY Beaker) did not come into
stratigraphic contact with the remains of the fire.
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sequential position of burials at any other site. The contents

and/or other characteristics of the most centrally-located grave

at Chatton Sandyford did not differ in an important way from those

of the others while at Shield Knowe none of the 3 graves was "central".

The 5 (Category 1) "circles" were, as indicated, very badly

excavated and might or might not represent a homogeneous group.

Their characteristics are too poorly understood for anything to be

said about them beyond noting their consistent association with

Collared urns and the possibility that they are representative of

a local tradition of burial within circular enclosures which were

either left completely unmounded or where a barrow element, if

present, was subsidiary in importance to other structural features.

No worthwhile comments can be made about the affinities,

contents or structural characteristics of the 2 very incompletely

explored Category 2 barrows. The same applies to Goatscrag

(Category 3) though enlarged Food Vessels are paralleled locally

at Chatton Sandyford (single example in a non-primary context)

and a multiple cremation deposit also occurred at Shield Knowe.

Structurally Wind Hill (Category 4) has close parallels among

many of the Stanton Moor, Derbys, barrows (Chapter 13) but differs

from the latter in having probably contained an inhumation

associated with a jet V-button, an artifact type normally found in

Beaker or Food Vessel assemblages, rather than the cremations and

Collared urns characteristic of the Stanton Moor series.

As indicated, the stratigraphic positions of most of the

burials in the 2 Category 5 barrows (Chatton oandyford and Shield
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Knowe) are uncertain, but, as far as it goes, the evidence from

both sites is consistent with the possibility that the barrow was

secondary to a small cemetery consisting of inhumation graves only

(Chatton) or of inhumation and cremation graves both (Shield Knowe).

Similar cemeteries are characteristic of the Yorkshire 'Wolds

(Chapter 14) and typically include graves containing multiple

burials which sometimes, as at Shield Knowe, comprise inhumations

and cremations both, though usually inhumations only.

Radio Carbon Dates

There is only one radio carbon date for these sites.

Chatton Sandyford, Northumberland, l670/50bc. Ritual fire
primary to graves containing N/NR Beakers.
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Anglesey

1. Bedd Branwen
2. Treiorwcrth

Brecknockshire

1. Mynydd Epynt
2. Twyn Bryn Glas
Caernarvonshire

1. Cefn Coch Moor (Sites 277-278)
Carmarthenshire

1. Crosshands (Barrows 1-2)
2. Nolais
3. Pleasant View

Denbighshire

1. Ysgwennant
Flintshire

1. Cefn Goleu
2. Pfridd y Garreg Wen
3. Lower Stables

Glamorganshire

1. Bishopston Burch
2. Breach Farm

3. Marlborough Grange
4. Mount PIeasant
5. Penard Burch
6. Pond Cairn

7. Sheeplays (Barrows 279 a^d 293)
8. Simondston

9. Six Wells (Barrows 267 and 271)
10. Sutton 268
11. Vianshill Farm (Barrows 1-2)
Montgomeryshire

1. Caebetin Kill
2. Foel Cairn
3. West Tump
Monmouthshire

1. Crick

Pembrokeshire

1. Corston Beacon
2. Kilpaison "Burrows
3. Linney Burrows A
4. Pen-Dre Cross Roads (Barrows I-III)
5. South Hill.
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CHAPTER 16 i WALES

Summary

There are 39 Welsh barrows in the corpus vjith a wide (though

largely coastal) distribution. Two main structural types can be

isolated. Both these types have similar distributions and contents

and the available evidence suggests that they represent contem¬

porary variation in funerary architecture within a related group

of communities. Many of the sites in both series produced

multiple burials, often divided among 2 or more distinct strati-

graphic horizons corresponding to structural phases and variously

associated with examples of the full range of local pottery types

(Beakers, Food Vessels, Enlarged Food Vessels, Collared, Cordoned

and Backet/Globular urns and Pygmy Cups). At one barrow a

Collared urn was probably contemporary or near contemporary with

a Beaker and in no case are there definite grounds for thinking

that the burials from the same site were markedly disparate in

date. The distribution of age and sex categories at the different

sites is consistent with the interpretation of the latter as small

family burying grounds. There are no correlations between the

age and sex of the dead and their place in the burial sequence at

a given site. The same applies to richly-equipped burials which

also display no tendency to be centrally located. In cases where

inhumations and cremations occur at the same site, the former

always appea,r at the head of the sequence, though inhumations are

comparatively few in number and this statistic must be tree/ted with

caution.
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Introduction

Five of the 39 sites occurred in non-coastal counties (2 in

Brecons and 3 in wontgomerys), 8 in the coastal counties of N Wales

(2 in Anglesey, 2 in Caernarvons, one in Denbighs and 3 in Hints)

and no less than 26 in S Wales (14 in Glamorgans, 7 in Pembrokes,

4 in Carmarthens and one in Monmouths) (hap 11).

The total number of burials found at these sites is 148 (mean

3.8) of which 13 are inhumations and 135 cremations. The sex

(18 males/14 females) and adult/subadult (66:33) ratios do not

diverge in any very marked ways from those for most other areas

(and from those for Bngland and Wales as a whole) and require no

comment. The sex ratio for cremations is 14 raales/13 females

and the adult/subadult ratio 61:32; the comparable figures for

inhumations are 4 males/1 female and 5 adults/l subadult. The

apparent tendency, indicated by these figures, for adult males

to be inhumed cannot be substantiated on the basis of such a small

sample.

Twenty-three (17/) °f "the cremations were in multiple

cremation deposits, an unusually high proportion compared with the

overall Lhgland/Wales figure of 12/.

1 #

Nineteen " of the sites produced little or no information

1. W Tump, Montgomerys; Twyn Bryn Glas, Brecons; Isgwennant,
Denbighs; Crosshands 1 and 2, Pleasant View and Nolais,
Carmarthens; Gorston Beacon, Kilpaison, Linney and Pen—Dre I,
Pembrokes; and Vianshill I and II, Breach Farm, Mount Pleasant,
Bishopston Burch, Penard Burch, Six Wells 267 and Simondston,
Glamorgans.
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about the relationships of burials to the structural history of

the barrow, or to other burials at the same site, and will receive

only incidental attention in the following discussion. Most of
2.

the remaining 20 * were competently excavated, in many cases

totally or near totally, and thus provide a convenient body of data

on the basis of which generalizations about the characteristics

of Welsh Bronze Age burial monuments can be formulated."^* All

but 3 of the rejected sites were in 3 Wales and, as a result,

their removal considerably redresses the numerical preponderance

of barrows from this area displayed by the original list. Never¬

theless, 10 S Welsh barrows remain and, together with the 7 from

N Wales and the 3 from non-coastal counties, constitute a geograph¬

ically well-balanced sample.

Sites With Primary Enclosures

At at least 10 sites, occurring in all parts of the Principal¬

ity, the earliest burials had been interred within the limits of a

circular enclosure which took the form either of a ring of stones

2. Caebetin and Foel Cairn, Montgomerys; Mynydd Fjpynt, Brecons;
Ffridd y Garreg Wen, Cefn Goleu and Lower Stables, Flints;
Treiorwerth and Bedd Branwen, Anglesey; Cefn Coch 277 nnd 278,
Caernarvons; Crick, Monmouths; Pen-Dre II and III and S Hill,
Pembrokes; and Pond Cairn, Sheeplays 279 nnd 293, Marlborough
Grange, Sutton 268 and Six Wells 271, Glamorgans.

3« These sites include 7 barrows (Lower Stables, Sheeplays 279
and 293, Six Wells 271, Sutton 268, Pond Cairn and S Hill)
brilliantly and imaginatively excavated by C Fox before and
during World War II. In some cases (notably Lower Stables,
S Hill, Sheeplays 293 and Sutton 268) it has been possible to
interpret the evidence from these barrows along very different
lines from those followed by Fox himself. Fox was a major expon¬
ent of the theory that barrows were normally built in connection
with the obsequies of a single distinguished individual and his
interpretations of what he found at his sites was invariably
strongly coloured by this theory (see the individual corpus
entries for details of the reinterpretations).
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or wooden stakes or a continuous bank of stones and/or earth. At

2 of these sites (Cefn Goch 277 and 278, Caer) the burial and

constructional sequences ended at this point but at all the others

the enclosure was covered over by deposits laid down in connection

with later structural phases which in turn were sometimes associated

with further burials. A partial exception to this is Pond Cairn,

Glam, where the structural sequence terminated with the erection

of a small turf core, leaving a "berm" of unencumbered ground

between the enclosure bank and the mounded centre. The other 7

sites, in contrast to those just mentioned, were round barrows

of the conventional kind, the primary enclosures in 2 cases

(Mynydd Epynt, dree, and Fen-Dre III, Pemb) consisting of circular

banks of stones concealed under material which had been heaped

over them during a later structural stage, and in the remaining 5

(all in 3 Wales) of a stake ring which possibly (oheeplays 279

and 293, Glam, and C-aebetin, Montgomerys) or definitely (oix

Wells 271, Glam, and 3 Hill, Pemb) had been partly or wholly
4.

destroyed or dismantled before being covered by mound makeup.

4. A stake ring under a sixth Welsh site (oix Wells 267, Glam)
also appears to have been primary to the barrow and seems
to have undergone a certain amount of reconstruction before
the latter was thrown up over it (some stakes at any rate
were still standing or had been recently withdrawn when
this occurred). Ho burial was recovered from this
site.
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Three sites (itynydd Spynt, Sheeplays 293 and Six Wells 271 )

are briefly described below as between them they illustrate the

variation in structure and contents exhibited by the series. Six

Wells 271 and Sheeplays 293 were excavated by C Fox whose inter¬

pretation of the sequence of events at Sheeplays differs in

important ways from that presented here.

Mynydd Fpynt was almost totally excavated and covered 2

circular stone banks, one enclosed eccentrically by the other and

both sealed under a turf capping revetted by stone walling and

itself capped by small pebbles. The only burials found were 2

primary cremations, one (indeterminate) unaccompanied and near

the centre (within but markedly eccentric to the inner ring),

the other (a subadult), associated with beads and a Pygmy Cup in

the ground between the 2 rings. The interval of time separating

the completion of the banks and the deposition of the capping is

unknown.

About 50/9 of Sheeplays 293 was excavated: it lacked a ditch

and measured 60-j1 x 64'. It consisted of a core of stacked

turves and a clay capping which were laid down in at least 5

distinct stages (il-Vl) each (except the last) entailing the

erection of a stake revetment ring or setting possibly or definitely

associated with the burial of human remains. The stages appear

to have succeeded one another without lengthy pauses and the

construction of the entire barrow is unlikely to have occupied a

timespan longer than a year or 2 or a decade at the most. A free¬

standing stake ring, concentric with the general layout, had
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retted away, or had been withdrawn, sometime prior to the erection

of the earliest component of the core. 5 burials (all cremations)

were found. The earliest (a young male with a bronze awl in a

Collared urn) was in a primary pit nea.r the centre. Three of

the others (an adult ?female, an adult and a child) were unaccom¬

panied, the 2 adults probably being secondary to the Stage II

extension and the child secondary to the Stage III extension. The

fourth burial (child in a Cordoned urn) was possibly primary to

Stage VI.

Six Wells 271 (diameter 90') was made entirely of turf and'

surface scrapings (no ditch); the stake ring had (evidently)

been partly taken down just before the construction of the barrow.

Only 15/0 or so of the latter was examined and only a single burial

found, a male cremation in a Sucket/Globular urn occupying a small

stone cist interrupting the line of the stake ring SSE of centre.

This burial was contemporary with the ring and primary to the

barrow.

An eleventh site, Sedd Sranwen, Anglesey, is also conveniently

mentioned here though the "enclosure" (a stone bank), was probably

never completely covered over by later deposits and had had at

best only a very ephemeral existence as a free-standing structure.

The bank was totally excavated and sealed a total of 4 cremation

5.
burials. ileven additional burials were found in other contexts.

5. About 25/ of the bank at Circle 278 was excavated but nothing was
found under it. At the other 4 sites with enclosure banks the
latter themselves were not excavated except, in some cases, for
the small stretches included within the limits of the main section

trenches, and it is consequently unknown whether or not burials
existed under these banks. The failure of the excavators of these
4 sites to adequately investigate the banks is a striking
demonstration of the power of preconceived ideas.
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Sites Without Primary Ihclosures

Kone of the 9 sites still to be discussed had pre-barrow

enclosures but most, like the 11 just dealt with, appear to have had

relatively complex structural histories, divisible into 2 or more

phases each or some of which were associated with burials. They

occurred in both 11 and S Wales.

At 6 sites (Treiorwerth, Anglesey; Marlborough Grange and

Sutton 268, Glam; Cefn Goleu, Lower Stables and Pfridd y Garreg

Wen, Flints) burials had been definitely or probably deposited in

at least 2 waves pxdor to the termination of the active construc¬

tional history of the barrow. The standard of excavation at most

of these sites was high and much interesting variation in the

precise constructional routine followed was recorded. The last

3 sites (Foel Cairn, Montgomerys; Pen-hre II, Fernb; Crick, Mon-

mouths) were all very partially excavated and each produced 2 or

more burials. Mo useful comments can be made about their

structural histories.

brief descriptions of 2 of these sites (Sutton 268 and

Treiorwerth) will serve to illustrate the nature of the more

prolific and better excavated examples. Sutton 268 i3 another

of Fox's barrows and the account which follows incorporates a

radical re-appraisal of his interpretation of the site.

Sutton 268 (diameter 71* x 73') was less than half excavated.

There seem to have been at least 2 main structural phases, probably

separated by a very short period of time. The Phase I monument

had been partly thrown up from an oval ditch (internal diameter

26' x 21') and comprised 3 distinct elements; a central core and
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successive cappings of earth (from the ditch) and stones respec¬

tively* The core was formed entirely of the mounded-up fill of

a massive rockcut grave dug into the old land surface at the centre.

Six burials are probably or definitely assignable to this phase,

all located within the limits of a large irregular 'French" dug

into the grave fill probably from the surface of either the stone

or earth capping. The earliest burial (though this is specula¬

tive) may have been a child inhumation (possibly originally

associated with a 3eaker) placed on the floor of the grave soon

after the latter v/as dug. The other 5 burials were all probably

secondary to the infilling of the grave and comprised an adult

male inhumation; a multiple cremation deposit in a Collared urn;

a cremation with a bronze flat knife, Pygmy Cup and bead fragment;

and an indeterminate cremation (the male inhumation was possibly

the first of the 5 to have been buried).

During Phase II the barrow was enlarged and completed by the

addition of an earth capping revetted by a drystone kerb. There

was no ditch associated with this phase. The interments assignable

to Phase II were 5 in number and occurred in a group near the N

edge of the barrow where they had been buried in a large pit cut

into the Phase I capping and sealed by the Phase II capping. One

was unburnt and was represented by a skull only (adult ?male).

The other A were cremations, separately interred and comprising 3

unaccompanied children and a young child with a possible bone

spatula fragment and worked flints.

Less than half of Treiorwerth (diameter 13-5 m) was examined
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and. it had. been badly damaged prior to excavation. It was composite

with a core of glacial boulders capped by clay scraped up from the

surface. Five of the 7 burials were still in situ and occupied 3

distinct stratigraphic horizons in or under the barrow which was

almost certainly of single-period construction. Two burials were

primary in separate pits dug into the old ground surface in the

central region, one (a young adult) unaccompanied, the other (a

young child) in an enlarged Food Vessel. Two other burials

(adult male and adult ?female) formed a multiple cremation deposit

in a Collared urn and had been incorporated in the clay capping

contemporaneously with its deposition. A fifth cremation

(indeterminate in an urn of unknown type) was secondary to the

capping. The exact stratigraphic position of the sixth cremation

(indeterminate with Collared urn sherds) could, not be ascertained

but the burial is unlikely to have been primary. The seventh

cremation was of an adult and was in the fill of a 19th century

robber trench.

Analysis and Conclusions

There are no grounds for believing that any of the 20 sites

were"multiperiod" either in the sense that lengthy pauses ensued

between structural stages or that the first and last burials were

of widely-different dates. Positive evidence for this conclusion

in connection with the structural sequence is obtainable^'from

6. Pond Cairn, Pen-Ore III, Six Wells 271, Sheeplays 293, Treior-
werth, Sutton 268, dedd dranwen, ?S Hill.
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many of the sites and in no case can it be ruled out on other than

71
a priori grounds. ' The absence of a prolonged hiatus in the

burial sequence is normally impossible to prove on strictly

stratigraphic evidence but is not excluded as a possibility at any

of the sites and at Bedd Branwen and Sheeplays 279 is virtually
. . . 8.

a certainty.

Between them the 20 sites produced examples of most of the

major Bronze Age ceramic types occurring in 'dales. The numbers

of sites where pots of each type were found are tabulated below.

Site With Primary Enclosures Sites Viithout Primary Enclosures

Beakers 1 Beakers 1
Food Vessels 1 Food Vessels 1

Enlarged Food Vessels 2-3 Enlarged Food Vessels 2
Collared urns p-6 Collared urns 5
Cordoned urns 1 Cordoned urns 1

Bucket/Globular urns 1 Bucket/Globular urns 0
Pygmy Cups 3 Pygmy Cups 4

As the table demonstrates, the ceramic contents of the 2 series

are virtually identical and support the assumption that the latter

represent contemporary variation in funerary architecture within

a related group of communities. The sequential relationships

(where known) of burials with ceramic associations are given below

and occasion no surprises. The early position of the Enlarged

Food Vessel at Treiorwerth may be noted however.

7. Except (possibly) Lower Stables.

8. Cf the radio carbon date of 1274/8lbc and 1307/80bc respectively
at Bedd Branwen for burials occupying 2 successive strati-
graphic horizons.
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Bedd Branwen I Pygmy Cup, Collared
II Collared urn

'Treiorwerth I Enlarged Food Vessel
II Collared urn

III Urn

Sheeplays 293 I Collared urn

II Cordoned urn

Pen-Dre III I Collared urn

II Collared urn

3 Hill I Beaker
II Collared urn, Pygmy i

The total number of burials recorded from the 20 monuments

is 97t the number per site varying from one (4 cases) or 2 (3

cases) to 15 (mean 4-85)• These are tabulated under the usual

headings below.

bites With Primary Enclosures

M F Ad oubad

Inhumations 0 0 0 0
Cremations 4 3 15 12
All 4 3 15 12

Number of sites: 11 (including Bedd Branwen)
Total burials: 40
Total inhumations: 1
Total cremations: 39
Mean burials per site: 3.64.

Sites Nithout Primary Enclosure 3

M F Ad Subad
Inhumations 3 0 3 1
Cremations 8 7 30 13
All 11 7 33 14

Number of sites: 9
Total burials: 57
Total inhumations: 5
Total cremations: 52
Mean burials per site; 6.33

The disparity between the average numbers of burials found

in the sites of the 2 series is of interest and cannot be accounted

for in terms of differences in the thoroughness with which they
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were investigated..''' There is no obvious reason why this disparity

should exist and it needs to be confirmed by the excavation of

further sites of each type.

The difference in the adult/subadnlt ratios between the 2
10.

series does not even approach statistical significance "and

can be disregarded.

There is no tendency for particular age or sex categories to

be confined to particular sites.

The sequence in which burials were deposited is inferaole,

at least on a tentative basis, at 15 of the 20 sites, i.e. at all

but one of those that produced more than one burial. The inferred

sequences are listed below.

Bedd Branwen, Anglesey.
?1. Indeterminate C

2. Adult C with Pygmy Cup and bronze awl in Collared urn;
adult C with jet bead; 2 infant Cs

NB. Another C (male with bone pommel and beads) was probably primary.
3. Mult C with Collared urn; ?male C with bone pommel in

Collared urn

JIB. The places in the sequence of 8 other Cs (some with Collared
urns or Food Vessels) are unknown.

Treiorwerth, Anglesey
1. Child C in enlarged Food Vessel; adult C
2. Multiple cremation deposit (male + female) in Collared urn
3. Indeterminate C in urn

NB. The places in the sequence of 2 other Cs are unknown

9. If anything there is a slight tendency for sites without primary
enclosures (i.e. the most prolific group) to have been less
extensively investigated than those with primary enclosures.
For what it is worth, the 11 most extensively excavated sites
produced 63 burials (mean 5«7)» "the 9 least extensively 34
(mean 3»8).

10.One-tailed chi-square test.
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Mynydd Fpynt, Jrecons
?1. Unaccompanied G
?2. Subadult C with Pygmy Cup and bead.

Cefn Goleu, Flints
?1. ?I; child G
?2. 11 Cs (associations comprised bronze fragments, bone pin,

Pygmy Cup, flint arrowhead, Collared urns).
KB. An unaccompanied adult C was later in the sequence than a

multiple cremation deposit (female + infant) in a Collared
urn.

Ffridd y Garreg Wen, Flints
1. i-Iale G with bone pin and whetstone
2. Male C with bronze awl and bronze knife in enlarged Food

Vessel; female C
3. 4 Cs (2 males, an adult/near-adult and a child)
4• Maie C

NB. The places in the sequence of 2 other burials (l and C-) are
unknown.

Lower Stables, Flints
1. Male I
2. ?Female C in Collared urn

3- Indeterminate C; female C

Marlborough Grange, Glamorgans
1. Multiple cremation deposit (adult + 2 subadults) with Pygmy

Cup
2. 2 adult Cs (one with potsherds)

Pond Cairn, Glamorgans
1. Unaccompanied child C
2. Mult C in Collared urn; unaccompanied C

Sheeplays 279» Glamorgans
1. Multiple cremation deposit (adult + infant)
2. Child C

Sheeplays 293, Glamorgans
1. Male C with bronze awl in Collared urn

2. ?a. Mult (?female) C; adult C
?b. Child C
?c. Child C in Cordoned urn

Sutton 268, Glamorgans
1. ?a. Child I Viith beads and flint arrowheads

?b. Male I
c. Multiple cremation deposit (adult + foetus/infant) in

Collared urn; adult (?male) C with bronze flat knife, Pygmy
Cup and bead fragment; indeterminate C.

2. -?Male I; C (young child) with bone ?spatula fragment, flint
knife and flint arrowhead; 3 unaccompanied child Cs.
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Crick, Morunouths
1. Female C
2. Adult C with plano-convex flint knife

Caebetin, Montgomerys
1. Female C

?2. 2 Cs
?3. C

Pen-Dre II, Pembrokes
1. Subadult/adult C with plano-convex flint knife in Collared

urn

2. 2 indeterminate Cs (both in Collared urns)
NB. The place in the sequence of a fourth C (indeterminate with a

Pygmy Cup in a Collared urn) is unknown.

3 Bill, Pembrokes
?1. 2 successively interred Is, one with a Beaker
?2. Adult C with 2 Collared urns, Pygmy Cup and bronze fragments.

Taking the tabulated data at face value, and ignoring the

numerous uncertainties, a number of generalizations can be made.

It is noteworthy that in 4 of the 5 cases where inhumations

11.
definitely or possibly * occurred at the same sites as cremations

the former head the sequence (the sequential position of the

inhumation at the fifth site is unknown). At one of these sites,

Sutton 258, the inhumation was succeeded by cremations which in

turn were followed by another inhumation, but at the other 3

barrows subsequent burials were all cremations.

At both the sites (button 268 and S Hill) where the earliest

burials included an inhumation with a Beaker, these burials

occupied graves which also contained other interments one or more

11. At Cefn Goleu the first burial may have been either a
cremation or an inhumation.
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of which had probably been secondarily inserted after the original

infilling had been completed (one of the later burials in the

grave at Sutton 268 was a multiple cremation deposit in a Collared

1 12-urn ).

Another point illustrated by these data is the absence of

correlations between sequential position and age/sex categories

or single or multiple burial. At Sheeplays 279 a*id Marlborough

Grange, the earliest burials were in multiple cremation deposits

but at Treiorwerth and Sutton 268 such deposits were secondary

to single burials. The earliest burial at Crick and Caebetin

was an adult female, at Pfridd y Garreg Wen, Lower Stables and

Sheeplays 293, an adult male, and at Treiorwerth, Pond Cairn and

Sutton 268, a child. Given the small numbers involved the age/
sex breakdown of these burials does not diverge significantly

from that of the total Welsh sample.

Finally, the table shows that there is no correlation between

the sequential position of burials and the presence or amount of

grave goods. Thus, at no less than 9 of the 15 sites the most

lavishly equipped burial was preceded by at least one other while

in 8 cases the depositional sequence began with the interment of

an unaccompanied burial.

12. Cf Ysgwennant, Denbighs, a very badly excavated site, where
Beaker inhumations were also probably buried in graves which
subsequently attracted additional interments (including
cremations). At Overton Hill, Wilts, a multiple cremation
deposit was interred during the infilling of a grave with a
Beaker inhumation on the floor.
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Burials, often primary, were deposited at or near the centre

at almost all of the 20 sites, the main exceptions being the 2

non-mounded examples (Gefn Coch 277 a^d 278) and Six hells 271 (the

only burial found at the last site was contemporary with the pre-

barrow stake enclosure). There is no tendency, however, for the

central "primary", where present, to be more richly equipped than

other burials, or to fall into a particular age or sex category,

and, in Wale's as elsewhere, the belief that central interment

as such symbolizes a special status for the burial or burials

concerned is without objective foundation.

The occurrence at the 2 Anglesey barrows (Treiorwerth and Bead

Branwen) of cremations consisting exclusively of petrous bones

is without definite parallel at any other Bronze Age burial site

in Great Britain.

Radio Carbon Dates

The following sites have radio carbon dates;

Bead Branwen, Anglesey
2973/75bc. Pre-barrow
1274/81 be. Cremation with Pygmy Cup and bronze awl in Collared

urn

1307/80bc. Cremation with bone pommel in Collared urn
1403/oObc. Charcoal scaled by barrow on old land surface in

central area

Cefn Coch 278, Caernarvons
1520/l45bc. Collared urn
1405/l55bc. Pre-enclosure bank
Ysgwennant, Denbighs
1473/82bc. Crave containing multiple burials (one with S2(V*)

Beaker)
As indicated earlier the Bedd Branwen samples provide important

fixed points for the dating of the burial sequence at that site.
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Otherwise, however, the dates from these sites are not very

informative. The Ysgwennant determination falls wholly within the

error terms of both Caernarvonshire examples, one of which in

turn overlaps with those dating burials from Bead Branwen. The

Ysgwennant date is just separable (by 4 years) from the earliest

of the Anglesey dates (dating burials) but itself cannot be tied

13 •
to any particular burial or artifact type. ~ *

13. The Ysgwennant sample cannot be used to date the 52(W) Beaker
found in the same grave and must be disregarded in any attempt
to provide a framework of absolute dates for Beaker pottery
(see the corpus entry for details of its "association" with
the Beaker).
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CHAPTER 17i BARROW TYPOLOGY

Introduction

Round barrows have been traditionally classified in accordance

with the system elaborated in the 1930s by L V Grinsell on the basis

of the earlier classifications originated by W Stukeley & R C Iioare

and popularized in the middle of the last century by J Thurnam

(Grinsell, 1933* 203-04 and 19331 17—25)• Four major categories

of round barrow (bowl, bell, disc and pond) are discriminated by

the classification, each of which (with the exception of the pond

barrow) is divided into a number of subtypes. It is worth

stressing that by far the most numerous and widespread type in

Britain, the bowl barrow, unlike the other categories which have

very localized spacial and temporal distributions, is a basic form,

appearing in a great variety of cultural and chronological contexts

all over the world. In Britain this is reflected by the fact that

bowl barrows were constructed in Anglo-Saxon and Romano-British

times as well as during the Bronze Age and means that any list of

British barrows compiled from field survey is likely to include some

bowl barrows of post-Bronze Age date. Moreover, in Britain, bowl

barrows are distinguished from the bell and disc varieties, the

next most common types, entirely on the basis of a single negative

characteristic, namely, the absence of a ,fberm". Recent excavation,

however, has shown that "berms" often do not survive as visible

field characteristics so for thi3 rbason also bowl barrows will

inevitably be over-represented on most lists.

A number of general points can be made about the classification.
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1. It was largely designed, to cope with the barrcws of the
Wessex area rather than with British barrows as a whole and even today
classified lists of round barrows have been published only for the
counties of Wessex and the immediately adjoining regions. This
was so partly for historical reasons and partly because until
recently greater numbers of relatively undamaged round barrows
(including well-characterized representatives of the comparatively
rare bell, disc and pond types) survived in Wessex than in most
other areas.

2. Major and minor categories alike were entirely defined on the
basis of field inspection of the external forms of barrows as they
appeared 30 or more centuries after construction, There was in
fact no viable alternative to this approach as, even in the 1930s
when the most recent version of the classification was being
formulated, data from the then very small numbers of scientifically
excavated barrows were too scanty to play even a supplementary
role in barrow taxonomy.

3. Large barrows tend to be over-represented in the more
specialised categories as they are much more likely to preserve
diagnostic features in a form recognisable by field inspection (or
incompetent excavation) than are small barrows. Small barrows
with narrow berms are particularly liable to misclassification as
bowl barrows because of the tendency for even light disturbance
(or normal weathering) to result in the masking of the berra by
talus eroded from the barrow mound.

Of the major categories, only 2 (bowl and bell barrows) have

been excavated in sufficient numbers in modern times for meaningful

comparisons of their contents and other features to be possible. ^'

There are serious ambiguities in the criteria by which bell

1. The only pond barrow in the corpus is Sheep Down, Dorset
(but of. the site at Wilsford, Wilts, so far only published
in interim form, which seems to have been a Bronze Age well
or ritual shaft rather than a burial monument (Ashbee, 19&3
and 1966)). There are no definite disc barrows in the
corpus.
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barrows are distinguished from disc barrows, on the one hand, and

from bowl barrows, on the other. In the present context the

problems relating to disc barrows are of little importance as no

barrow of this type has been excavated and published in modern

times and consequently no reliable evidence exists on which to

base comparisons with other forms. Bell and bowl barrows, on the

contrary, are well-represented in the corpus and their status as

useful taxonomic units is obviously dependent on the existence of

objective means of distinguishing between them.

In general, bell and disc barrows differ from ditched bowl

barrows in possessing a flat interspace or "berm" between the ditch

and barrow mound, the width of the berm relative to the diameter

of tne latter being the sole criterion used in assigning a given

site to one or other category, barrows with small mounds and very

wide berms being disc barrows and those with the complementary

characteristics being bell barrows. Exact ratios or other figures

enabling the two types to be objectively distinguished are absent,

however, in the most recent detailed discussion of the subject

(Grinsell, 1953, 19-21) and a number of sites have always been

relegated to an intermediate "bell/disc" category.

Similar ambiguities occur at the other end of the typological

spectrum and are of more immediate practical consequence since

recent excavation has brought to light a comparatively large number

of barrows, the classification of which is affected by these

ambiguities.

Firstly, there i3 the ambiguous position of barrows with
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narrow berms. Grinsell (1953, 19-20) distinguishes between

"narrow" bermed, "medium" bermed (or "normal") and "wide" bermed

bell barrows. He does not, however, provide the limiting measure¬

ments or ratios by which these types are defined and, in fact,

further increases the vagueness enveloping his treatment of the

subject by implying that only sites with "clearly defined" berms

are true bell barrows, the distinction (if any) between a "narrow"
2,

and a "poorly defined" berm being left unspecified. * Ashbee

(1960, 24-5) does not systematically develop his proposal that

"bermed barrows" (bell plus disc) as such be regarded a3 a typological

unit embracing a series of inter-grading subtypes, and, for this

reason, it constitutes a purely verbal contribution to the solution

of the problems associated with the definition and significance

of these sites. Moreover, he appears to endorse Grinsell's

distinction between "bermed" bowl barrows and "true" bell barrows

but, like Grinsell, neglects to spell out how "wide" the berm must

be for a site to qualify as "bermed" in the taxonopjic sense.

2. Grinsell (1953, P«19) attempts to justify his failure to provide
hard and fast definitions by arguing that bowl and bell barrows
form a continuous evolutionary series. He suggests bell barrows
evolved from bowl barrows in reaction to the "tendency for the
mound" of the latter to "overspread and fill the surrounding
ditch", the berm, initially simply intended to "receive the over¬
spread,", at first being narrow but in time progressively
widening to develop as a feature in its own right through the
stages represented by the various subtypes. There is no
positive evidence either for or against this scheme (nor is there
likely to be in the foreseeable future) and it cannot be
legitimately substituted in this way for rigorous definitions
of the various typological categories.
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A second difficulty arises from the tendency of many authors

more or less explicitly to exclude from the bell barroxv category

sites of small or very small overall diameter, though again without

providing objective criteria in the form of limiting sizes or ratios.

Some of these sites are "narrow bermed" but others have compara¬

tively "wide" berms (i.e. "wide" relative to the barrow mound

diameter) and therefore pose a separate problem to that posed by

large barrows with relatively as well as absolutely "narrow" berms.

The uncertain taxonomic position of small and/or narrow-berm

"bell barrows" in the Grinsell classification is bound up with a

number of factors.

One of these factors relates to the difficulty of distinguish¬

ing such monuments from bowl barrows on the basis of field inspection

alone. This had the consequence that the traditional concept of

the bell barrow was necessarily based on the large wide-bermed

Wessex examples which as a result have been regarded as typical.

The latter have a very localized distribution in Britain and are

often large and impressive monuments. Whether or not these are

legitimately placed in the same category as the geographically

scattered collection of small and/or narrow-bermed barrows brought

to light by recent excavation is a valid question and will be

raised again below.

A second factor behind the general reluctance to accept as

"bell barrows" sites which radically depart in their overall

characteristics from the classic Wessex examples relates to the

connection traditionally thought to exist between bell and disc
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barrows on the one hand and the "Wessex Cultlire" of South England

on the other. This connection was very largely based on the results

of 18th and 19th century excavation in the Wessex area and will be

discussed in more detail below. Its importance in the present

context is that it has reinforced the apparent typological isola¬

tion of bell (and disc) barrows of the classic Wessex type by

attributing to them a precisely defined place within a particular

socio-cultura.1 complex with very restricted geographical and

chronological boundaries.

Between 50$ and 60$ of the 99 Wessex Culture grave groups

listed by 5 Piggott (1938, 102-06) came from bowl barrows, 25$ to

30$. from bell or disc barrows and the rest from barrows of unknown

type or from various uncertain contexts. Bell and disc barrows,

however, only represent between 6$ and 7$ of all round barrowB in

the Wessex area and there are thus prima facie grounds for assuming

that Wessex Culture grave groups are more closely associated with

barrows of these types than with bowl barrows, particularly if

allowance is made for the fact that under certain conditions bell

barrows are subject to misclassificaticn as bowl barrows but that

the reverse is seldom true. The precise nature of this associa¬

tion, however, is very unclear as, as indicated, most of these

grave groups were recovered as the result of 18th and 19th century

excavations of a particularly low standard and there is virtually

no reliable data on the stratigraphic context of most VJessex Culture

burials within the barrow or on their relationship to whatever

other burials were present. There is certainly no evidence for
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the theory that such burials stood in some consistent relationship

to the barrow itself (first primary, last primary, central or

secondary) or were uniquely responsible for the final form of the

barrow. Indeed, all that can be certainly concluded from the data

provided by the early excavations is that bell and disc barrows

were being constructed, or were already in existence, during the

Wessex Culture period and that both Wessex Culture and other burials

'were sometimes placed in them.

The 'Wessex Culture / bell and disc barrow connection, of

course, was established in a climate of opinion wherein the assump¬

tion that round barrows were normally memorials to single high-

status personages buried at their centres was taken for granted,

an assumption that raised the hope that correlations between

barrow typology and the age/sex and/or social or cultural status

of the "primary burial" could be easily identified. The fact that

most excavation records in this area consist of little more than

an inventory of grave goods was not fatal to this hope as, given

the assumption referred to, any richly-furnished interment not

demonstrably secondary to the barrow could be safely assumed to

be "the primary".

The only systematic attempt to establish such correlations

was by L V Grinsell (195$j 98-104) who estimated that the Wessex

area ('Wilts, Hants, most of Dorset and small parts of the adjoining

counties) originally contained upwards of 6500 deaker/dronze Age

round barrows, mostly belonging to the bowl type, but including

some 300 bell barrows, 200 disc barrows, 100 saucer barrows and "JO
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pond barrows. According to data compiled and summarized by him

before 1958t 57 "the 300 bell barrows were excavated with known

result: of these he claimed that 16 contained primary "Wessex

Culture" grave goods, 4 with inhumations, the rest with cremations.

Grinsell notes that with one or 2 exceptions the grave furniture

associated with.the Wessex Culture burials comprised, axehammers,

large grooved daggers and other items of supposed male equipment.

He concluded from this that bell barrows were normally the burial

places of male aristocrats of the Wessex Culture and in this

contrasted with disc barrows, which on the basis of a similar

analysis, he argued usually covered the graves of Wessex Culture

females belonging to the same exalted social stratum. The validity

of these equations needs confirmation since, as indicated, the

data on which they are based derive to a very large extent from

early excavation reports of a particularly inadequate kind. This

means among other things that the identification of the supposed

primary burials in such barrows, especially in cases where other

burials were also found, can become a completely arbitrary exercise.

Moreover, while existing evidence (such as it is) supports the

assumption that bronze daggers (but not axeharamers) normally denote

male graves, the same cannot be said of the supposed "female"

equipment (beads, small bronze flat knives, Collared urns, Pygmy

Cups) which, as shown in Appendix IV, accompanies males only

slightly less frequently than females.

Analysis

45 harrows, comprising 11 °/a of the total sample of 411 Bronze
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Age burial sites included, in the corpus, are known to have had a

berm and a substantial mound, the latter being relatively too large

and the former too narrow, to admit of their classification as

"disc barrows". The majority (30) of these sites had berm widths

equal to 20% or less of the diameter of the barrow mound (Tables I

and II) and, of these, about half (13) had berm widths equal to

10% or less of the latter (Table I). Of the residue (16)^*, 2

(Table IV)4* are unc.lassifiable in terms of this criterion, leaving

a total of 14 with berm widths in excess of 20% of the barrow mound

diameter (Table III). All the barrows in the last category were

termed by their excavators "bell barrows" and most are classified

in Grinseil's lists under this heading. The majority of the others

appeared to field inspection to be "bowl barrows" prior to excava¬

tion and were usually either published as such by their excavators

or, more commonly, simply as "round barrows", the terminological

question being ignored.

a. Barrows with Narrow and Medium Berms

It is clear that the 45 sites do not constitute a homogeneous

group.

This is particularly obvious in the case of the 10 Cambridge¬

shire/Suffolk sites which, as indicated elsewhere (Chapter 11) formed

3. The "double" bell barrow Earl's Farm 2 occurs in both Table II
and Table III.

4. Barrow Hills 2 and 3, Berks.
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part of a clearly-defined, regional group, also including bowl

barrows and characterized by the absence of discernible correlations

between the typology of barrows and their contents or other

features. The principal characteristics of this group, shared by

both bowl and bell barrows, were comparatively large diameters

(mean 71')» multiple burials (often comprising both inhumations

and cremations and averaging 6 per barrow) and peculiarities in

the distribution of age categories between cremations and inhumations.

None of the Cambridgeshire/Suffolk bell barrows had a wide

enough berm to merit inclusion in Table III, 3 are listed in Table II

and the rest (7) in Table I. The remaining 6 sites in Table I

comprise a very miscellaneous collection, each located in a

different county (Wiltshire, Oxfordshire, Yorkshire, Cornwall,

Devon and Pembrokeshire respectively). The Yorkshire site

(Littlewood Farm in the hast Riding) was badly ploughed out before

excavation (which was total). Its construction had been immediately

preceded by the deposition of a male inhumation on the old ground

surface, the ditch having been laid out from a centre marked by a

pre-existing grave containing a female inhumation. Lamb Down A,

Wilts, was very small (diameter 23'), only partially excavated,

badly ploughed down and robbed out at the centre and no useful

comments can be made about it. The centre of the Tregulland barrow

(Cornwall), another very small site (diameter 38'), with a complex

structural history, had also been robbed out prior to excavation

and the only burial surviving in situ was an eccentric primary

cremation. Tregulland was totally excavated. Cassington 5s

Oxon, a very large barrow, was only partly excavated and covered a
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nixed inhumat ion/cremation cemetery comprising 2 .inhumations in the

same grave and 4 cremations (one in a Collared urn) in separate pits.

It was a structurally complex harrow; an unaccompanied adult

cremation at the centre was probably the last burial made. Talbenriy,

Pembs (totally excavated), produced a probable inhumation associated

with a Beaker in a primary eccentric pit and an adult cremation

with a Collared urn, Pygmy Cup and bronze fragment. Talbenny was

large (78' across) and structurally complex, the cremation having

been deposited at an intermediate point in the constructional

sequence. Wrangwcrthy I, Devon, was 64* across. Excavation was

confined to the central area, the only burial found being an extended

inhumation with a bronze fragment. The burial was at the centre

of the barrow and primary to it, having been laid out on the old

ground surface in a small log mortuary hut.

It is probable that the Littlewood Farm, Yorks, harrow

belonged to a regional grouping of barrows which, like the Cambridge¬

shire/Suffolk group, included both bell and bowl barrows. Its

general characteristics accord with those of the majority of the

large numbers of E Riding barrows excavated by Greenwell and Mortimer

in the 19th century, many of which likewise may have had narrow

berras though there is no definite evidence for this. It is of

interest in this connection that Etton D, one of the few other

Wolds burial sites in the corpus, is also a bell barrow (Table II).

Etton D was robbed and only partly excavated and 110 burials were

found in it. The other 5 sites listed in Table I also appeared to

lack features setting them apart from the generality of round
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barrows in their respective areas.

Four (Ftton I), Yorks, and 3 of the Cambridgeshire/Suffolk

sites) of the 17 bell barrows listed in Table II have been discussed

in the previous paragraphs, Mo3t (8) of the remaining 13 were

in Wessex, the other 5 in Gloucestershire, Berkshire, Derbyshire,

Cornwall and Monmouthshire respectively.

The 5 geographically scattered sites outside Wessex, like

their equivalents listed in Table I, were very disparate in their

contents and other characteristics.

Barrow Hills 6, Berks, measured 75' across, was only excavated

in the central area and produced no burials or finds. It was of

straight-forward construction with an earthy core (upper spoil

from ditch possibly supplemented by topsoil stripped from the berm)

and a gravel capping (lower spoil from the ditch). Two other sites

(Table IV), also belonging to the Barrow Hills group, were somewhat

smaller than Barrow 6. Both had been virtually ploughed out

before excavation and the widths of their berms are unknown. They

were structurally very similar to Barrow 6, having evidently been

thrown up from material derived from the ditch (and possibly also

from the stripping of the berrn) in the same way as had the former.

At both barrows only a small area at the centre was excavated and

each produced a single burial of uncertain stratigraphic position

at or near the centre (an adult ?male cremation with a bronze awl

and gold bead caps at Barrow 2 and an adult inhumation with a bronze

flat knife at Barrow 3)» A fourth site, Barrow Hills 5» had a

very wide berm (c.30') and is consequently listed in Table III. As
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had probably also happened at Barrow Hills 2, 3 and 6, the berm at

Barrow Hills 5 bad been stripped to provide material for the central

core which was capped by gravel from the ditch. There were two

primary burials and two of unknown stratigraphie position, the former

comprising in both cases unaccompanied cremations in shallow scoops

in the old ground surface situated well away from the centre (the

other two burials were both inhumations and had been deposited in

the berm).

Swarkeston 4t Derbys, was only partly excavated and produced

two burials, a presumed inhumation in a wood coffin in an eccentric

primary grave and a probable cremation associated with Collared

urn sherds. The cremation was secondary to the core of the barrow

but primary to the capping. Swarkeston 4 had an average diameter

of 6^g-' and was probably similar to the 4 Barrow Hills bell barrows

in having been thrown up from the centre outwards of successive

levels of spoil from the ditch supplemented by scrapings from the

old ground surface. The same applies to Swarkeston 2 which was

slightly smaller than Barrow 4 but had a wider berm and is there¬

fore listed in Table III. About 5of this barrow was excavated

and only a single burial was found, a cremation (subadult or young

adult female) resting on a wood "platter" on the old ground surface

at centre.

Crig-a-Mennis, Cornwall; Crick, Monmouths; and Bevan's

Quarry, GIos, were all structurally complex sites and, except for

Crig-a-Kennis (which was totally excavated), were only examined in

the central area. Crig-a-Kennis was 42' across and contained 2
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burials, both primary in small pits dug into the old ground surface,

one (unaccompanied) near the centre, the other (with clay beads in

a Ribbon handled urn) 16' ME of centre. Crick had an average

diameter of 104'J there were 2 burials, both cremations, one

(unaccompanied female) primary near the centre, the other (adult

with plano-convex flint knife fragments) secondary. Sevan•s

Quarry (average diameter 51-g-1) produced approximately 14 burials,

all cremations and most associated with Deverel-Rimbury related

pottery. Only one burial (unaccompanied) was primary and was

located at the centre. The precise stratigraphic positions of 7

other burials are uncertain but all were secondary to the initial

structural phases and had probably been deposited at intervals in

connection with successive enlargements or elaborations of the

barrow in its earliest form. The remaining burials were secondary

to the completed barrow.

The 8 Wessex bell barrows listed in Table II fall neatly

into 2 groups which can be considered separately.

The first group comprises 4 sites, Knighton Heath 1 and 2,

Dorset; Berry Wood, Hants; and Knighton Hill, Wilts. Three of

these barrows were on heathland, the fourth (Knighton Hill) on chalk:

all were small (diameter 16-32') and all were totally or near totally

excavated. The pre-barrow vegetation under Knighton Heath 1 and 2

was probably burnt off and the old ground surface beneath Knighton

Hill may have been deturfed. All 4 barrows were of simple construc¬

tion, consisting of turf or soil cores capped by spoil from the

ditch. No burial was found in Knighton Heath 2 (which was totally
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excavated) but acid soil conditions would probably have destroyed

unburnt bones without trace and it is just possible that a central

cremation had been removed by robbers. Knighton Heath 1 (also

totally excavated) contained a single unaccompanied primary crema¬

tion in a pit dug into the old ground surface at the centre. All

the burials at Knighton Hill and Berry Wood vrere primary cremations,

at both sites located some feet from the centre and associated with

Deverel-Rimbury pottery. Only one burial was found at Knighton

Hill (female in a Barrel urn); there were 4 cremations at Berry

Wood, 3 in Bucket urns and one in a Globular urn, clustered together

on the eld ground surface.

A fifth barrow, Blackdown, Dorset, may also belong to this

group though it was rather larger than the others (diameter 67').

It was incompletely excavated and no primary burial was found but

there were 4 secondary cremations, 3 in Deverel-Rimbury urns.

The second group consists of 3 ban-rows, Long Ash 1, Dorset;

Roundwood 1, Hants; and Earl's Farm 2, Wilts, which are most

conveniently treated in conjunction with the sites listed in Table

III.

be Barrows with Wide Berms

Table III contains 14 barrows, 2 of which (Swarkeston 2

and Barrov; Hills 5) have been described earlier. Two other 3ites,

Earl's Farm 2 (Tables II and III) and Long Ash 1 (Table II) possess

a number of features causing them to stand out from the rest and are

described and discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Each had a
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5.
complex structural history and a lengthy burial sequence starting

in early (Earl's Farm) or middle/late (Long Ash) Beaker times and

ending with Deverel-Rimbury (Earl's Farm) or Biconical (Long Ash)

urns. Wessex Culture burials were not represented at either site,

this being particularly noteworthy at Earl's Farm, which was

- located in Amesbury parish in the Wessex Culture heartland and which

produced almost the full repertory of Bronse Age pottex-y types from

Food Vessels "onwards" (enlarged Food Vessels and Collared, Biconical

and Deverel-Rimbury urns).^*
The 12 sites still to be discussed have two important

"7
4

characteristics - "well-defined" berrns and a distribution focussed

g
on the Wessex chalklands * - consistent with their acceptance as

5« Earl's Farm 2 had a berm (and thus qualified as a bell barrow)
during 2 successive structural phases, the earlier of which
(Table III) was eventually incorporated in the latex- and terminal
phase (Table II). It is just possible that Long Ash 1 existed
for some years as a "disc barrow" before conversion into its
final form (narrow-bermed bell barrow). See the corpus entries
for the 2 sites for more details.

6. In their completed form both Long Ash 1 and Earl's Farm 2 had.
relatively narrow berms (Table II) and were published by their-
respective excavators as bowl barrows.

7. All these sites are listed in Table III and thus have berm
widths greater than 20/» of the mound diameter. The only excep¬
tion to this is Roundwood 1, Hants (Table II), a very large
barrow with a berm width of 11-g-' (12^).

8. Seven sites are actually on the Wessex chalk, the remaining
5 being on other subsoils either in the Wessex region itself
or in immediately adjoining counties.
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bell barrows of the classic Wessex type insofar as the definition

of the latter can be regarded as resting on objective criteria and

ignoring the fact that the mounds of 4 of the 12 are under 50' in

diameter and therefore might be dismissed by some authorities as

"atypical". Nevertheless, these 12 sites can be usefully grouped

together in the present context as they provide a suitable basis

for examining the role of the bell barrow in Early Bronze Age

Wessex and of assessing the validity of Grinsell's theories on this

subject, theories which, as indicated above, were developed at a

time when very little evidence from modern excavation was available.

Five of the 12 barrows had mound diameters falling between 50* and

70' but the others were very disparate in size ranging from 28§' (Codi-

cote, Herts) tc 97' (Bishop's Waltham, Hants), the figures for the

intermediate sites being 38', 45% 46% 77* an& 95' respectively. All

12 had turf cr earth cores composed of spoil from the upper levels of

the ditch and/or of surface scrapings (often partly derived from

the berm) capped by material exca,vated from deep down in the ditch.

There was no definite evidence for multiperiod construction at any

site though in a few cases this cannot be excluded as a possibility

(e.g. Combe Beacon, Somerset). The one exception is Farncorabe

Down, Berks, where the turf core was revetted by a stake ring and

had possibly existed for a time as a free-standing feature.

Only 3 barrows were totally excavated and, of these, only one

(Earl's Farm 1, Wilts) was still reasonably intact when the excava¬

tion took place. Two sites, Deerleap Wood, Surrey (mound diameter

63js-') and Combe Beacon, Somerset (mound diameter 77')» both very
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partially excavated, produced no definite burials or dating evidence

and will not be considered further here.

The remaining 10 sites produced a total of 16 burials, all of

which were primary to the barrow, had been deposited during its

construction or were of unknown stratigraphic position. These

burials are listed below together with radio-carbon dates in the 2

cases where these are available.

Farncombe

Down, Berks

Pewit Farm,
Berks

Mmondsham,
Dorset

Winterborne

Kingston,
Dorset

Bishop's
Waltham,
Hants

Burials of Known

Stratigrapnio
Position

Nil

Young male C with
bronzes (awl and rivetted
knife) in plank coffin on
floor of central gz^ave.
Primary

Young male C with ogival
bronze dagger, whetstone
etc in grave 14* from
centre (bones had been
cremated on old ground
surface round about).
Primary

Adult G enclosed, by small
stake setting in large
hollow at or near centre.

Possibly burnt in situ.
Contemporary with the
construction of the
barrow
Radio-carbon date: 1020/
95 be.

I (?with Food Vessel) and
C with 2 rivetted bronze
knives in trunk coffin
at centre (burials probably
deposited successively)
Primary

Burials of Unknown
Stratigraphic
Position

Adult I (fragment
only) in disturbed
context

Nil

Nil

2 Cs (both with
Deverel-Rimbury
pottery) in pits in
berm

Nil
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Roundwood 1,
Hants

Codicote,
Herts

W Kennet,
Wilts

Boscombe,
Wilts

Earl's
Farm 1,
Wilts

Burials of Known
St ratigraphic
Position

C (?female) in pit
enclosed by small stake
setting at or near
centre (bones possibly
cremated on old ground
surface round about).
Primary

Burnt t(?human) bones
scattered on old ground
surface at centre.

Primary
Radio-carbon date:

1405/160 be

Nil

Nil

Young ?raale C in pit
6' S of centre

Primary

Burials of Unknown
St ratigraphio
Position

Nil

Nil

C with Pygmy Cup, bronze
awl, beads and pendants
at centre in pit.
C in pit in berm
Adult I in grave in
berm
C in pit in berm
Infant I scattered in
fills of 2 intersecting
pits in berm

50 year male I with
rivetted bronze knife
and flint strike-a-light
in large grave 13* SSW
of centre.
C with Wessex Culture
bronzes and other equip¬
ment in robbed grave 5'
E of centre.

Nil

The sample size is much too small to admit of definite conclusions

but as far as they go the data summarized in the table partly confirm

the association of bell barrows with male graves of the Wessex

A
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Culture. * The exact nature of this association, however, needs

elucidation which will only be feasible when more barrows containing

such graves have been competently and completely excavated. It

is regrettable that of the 2 barrows which produced Wessex Culture

graves, Mmonsham was only partly excavated and Boscombe was examined

under conditions, which did not permit the stratigraphic relationship

of the grave to the barrow to be ascertained. It seems likely,

however, that the deposition of the Wessex Culture burial (or

burials) at Boscombe took place after that of the inhumed burial

(which was associated with equipment probably of pre—Wessex Culture

date) and may have immediately preceded the erection of the barrow.

The Wessex Culture cremation at Edmonsham also could not have long

antedated the barrow, though no earlier burials were found in the

comparatively small part of the latter that was examined. It is

noteworthy that at neither site was the Yiessex Culture buried at the

centre and, that at Mmonsham definitely and at Boscombe possibly,

cremation had occurred within the area later covered by the barrow,

the bones after burning being collected together and buried in a pit

or grave dug into the old land surface.

The data however are also consistent with the assumption

that bell barrows, even of the classic type, were often built in

connection with non-Wessex Culture burials. The most definite

evidence for this comes from the 2 totally excavated Wiltshire

9« But note that adult males are over-represented among
Wessex chalkland burials generally (Chapter 3).
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chalkland sites, Earl's Farm 1 and W Kennet. The latter produced

a total of 5 burials, 4 unaccompanied, the fifth (a cremation) with

a Pygmy Cup and bronze awl in a central pit. The stratigraphic

positions of these burials are unknown but they all could have been

primary and, if so, the central cremation wa3 presumably already in

place when the ditch was laid out or was deposited immediately after

this event, but in either case its burial is likely to have marked

an important occasion in the series of events which culminated in

the building of the barrow. The only burial at Earl's Farm 1 (an

unaccompanied ?male cremation) was definitely primary and occupied

a pit, 2' deep, cut into the old land surface 6* SSE of centre. A

small stake, driven in the old surface near the cremation pit, had

been withdrawn before the raising of the barrcw and had presumably

served a marking function during the interval between the deposition

of the burial and the building of the barrow. This interval must

have been short and there can be no reasonable doubt that at Earl's

Farm 1 the construction of a largish well-characterized bell barrow

was entirely inspired by the interment of an unaccompanied cremation.

At a third site, Codicote, HertB, the entire area covered

by the barrow mound was examined (but only small parts of the berm

and ditch)i the only burial recovered was a possible cremation

which had been scattered on the old surface in the central area.

It seems likely that these bones, like the central burials at Earl's

Farm 1 and W Kennet, had. been deposited immediately prior to the

raising of the barrow over them.

The remaining 5 barrows were examined in the central area
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only and in each case raay have contained burials in addition to

those found by the excavator. At Fame crab e, Berks, the most

extensively investigated of these sites, no intact burial of any

description survived. As indicated in the table, 2 of the other

barrows produced a single primary burial apiece, in each case in

a pit or grave located at or near the centre (a male with a bronze

awl and bronze flat knife at Pewit Farm, Berks, and an unaccompanied

? female at Roundwood 1, Hants). The central grave at Bishop's

Waltham, Hants, contained a trunk coffin in which 2 burials (an

inhumation with a Food Vessel and a cremation with 2 bronze flat

knives) had probably been interred successively. At Winterborne

Kingston, Dorset, an unaccompanied adult cremation had possibly

been burnt on the spot during an early phase in the construction

of the barrow but there is no reason to assurno that earlier burials

were not present in unexcavated parts of the site. Other "primary"

burials raay also have existed at Pewit Farm, Roundwood and Bishop's

Waltham and nothing is known of the relationship of the central

interments at these sites to the structural history of the barrow.

General Conclusions

Two general conclusions emerge from the discussion in the

preceding parts of this chapter.

Firstly, it is uncertain to what extent it is worthwhile

trying to classify British Early Bronze Age round barrows on the

basis of their typology, using berm width and size as major criteria.

As already sufficiently stressed the proponents of the traditional

classification have never put forward objective definitions of some
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of the major types and, indeed, as the attempt here to classify

them in terras of relative berm width has shown, no very useful

results are obtained by rectifying this omission.

Secondly, it is clear that bell barrows, at any rate, however

they are defined, cannot be shown on existing evidence to display

a consistent relationship to any one category or categories of

burials. There are certainly no grounds for thinking that they

normally were constructed to cover the remains of a Wessex Culture

aristocrat (male or female) at their centres, though Wessex Culture

burials do sometimes occur in them and perhaps (in the central

Wessex area at least) in proportionately greater numbers than in

bowl barrows. As demonstrated above this generalization holds

good even if the analysis is limited to a drastically pruned list

from which all barrows with very narrow berms, most barrows

located outside central Wessex and complex multiperiod barrows of

the Long Ash/Earl's Farm 2 types are excluded.

Both these conclusions are partly confirmed by the fact that

the 45 barrows discussed in this chapter can be seen, in all cases

where a large enough body of comparative data exist from bowl

barrows, to fit naturally into the appropriate regional and/or

chronological context. This is most easily demonstrated in the

case of the Cambridgeshire/Suffolk sites (Chapter 11) and, as argued

above, also probably in that of the 2 East Yorkshire barrows. The

same probably applies in other areas, including Wessex, though in

most of these areas a general pattern is less easy to discern and,

as a consequence, the conformity or otherwise of particular sites
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to such a pattern is harder to ascertain. It is clear however

that the series of 5 Beverel-Rimbury sites from Dorset, Hampshire

and Wiltshire (Knighton 1 and 2 and Winterborne, Dorset; Berry Wood,

Hants; and Knighton Hill, Wilts) fit comfortably into the local

regional pattern of barrows of this date, as do the earlier phases

of the multiperiod barrows at Earl's Farm 2, Wilts,and Long Ash,

Dorset. The same can be said of the bell barrow at S Hill, Pemb,

and of the 2 Cornish sites and, in any case, in no area where "bell

barrows" have been identified, can the opposite conclusion be

sustained on the basis of definite evidence.

As argued above the narrow berms of structurally simple

sites such as the majority of the Cambridgeshire/buffolk bell barrows

are likely to have been adventitious features in the sense that

they were not intended either to confer special typological status

on the barrow or to symbolize the particular characteristics of one

or more of the buried persons. • Whether or not this conclusion can

be legitimately extended to all bermed barrows is a question which

can only be answered when more data on the contents and other

characteristics of Bronze Age burial sites in general have accumulated.
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Tabular Summaries

Table I. Berm width 10^ or less of mound diameter

BurialsSit e/Dimensions

Iamb Down A. Wilts
Dia. 23'
Berm. 2^' (lOfe)

Snailwell A, Camb3
Dia. 46'
Berm. 3g-' (8>0

Snailwell B, Carabs
Dia. 661
Berm. 4'

Snailwell C, Cambs
Dia. 61?
Berm. 3-g-' (6$)

Snailwell E, Cambs
Dia. 60'
Berm. 5' (&/<>)

Snailwell G, Cambs
Dia. 62'
Berm. 61 (10$)

Snailwell J, Cambs
Dia. 74'
Berm. 4' (5

Pin Farm, Suffolk
Dia. ?95®
Berm. ?6' (6$)

Cassington 5» Oxon
Dia. 99•
Berm. 7j'

Central grave containing male I ?primary.

4 Cs in Collared urns (at least 2 primary,
1 with bone pins, tubes and an awl and 3 PCK)
+ 1-2 Is (stratigraphic positions unknown
but 1 contemporary with 1 of the Collared
urn burials).

Adult I primary (021 0G5 at centre). 18
peripheral Cs secondary to barrow or in berm.

3 burials (C, child I with jet necklace and
adult I) primary. Child I and 2 Cs secondary
or in unknown stratigraphic positions.

Hear central grave containing adult I
?primary. Child I in unknown stratigraphic
position.

3 Is (including subadult with PCK and adult
male) primary. 8 other burials (5 Is +
3 Cs) in unknown stratigraphic positions.

3 Is (all children) in unknown strati¬
graphic positions.

18 burials (all ages and both sexes)
comprising 1 MCD, 7 si2igle Cs (2 in Collared
urns) and 9 Is (1 possibly associated with
an amber bead).
1 unaccompanied C definitely primary (other
Is and Cs probably so) and the MCD. an I
and 2 single Cs (l in Collared urn)
secondary.

6 burials primary:
C (adult) on 0G3 at centre
2 Is (adult male with flint scraper and
young child) in same grave (latter
associated with remains of possibly
mortuary hut)
3 Cs (all children and 1 in Collared urn)
in pits.
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Table I (contd.)
bite/Dimensions

Littlewood Farm 1,
E.R.Yorks
Dia. 60^'
derm. 4tt' (7/0

Tregulland, Cornwall
Dia. 38'
Berm. 1|t' (4/)

Wrangworthy 1, Devon
Die ?70«
Derm. ?7» (10£)

South Hill, Pemb
Dia. 78'
Berm. 3/' (4/)

Burials

2 Is (female in central grave, eccentric
male on 0GB ) primary. C in Collared urn
possibly secondary.

Eccentric C (female) with flint arrowheads
primary.

Extended I with bronze fragment and flint
blade in gabled mortuary hut primary at
centre.

?I with Beaker in eccentric grave primary.
Adult C with Pygmy Cup and bronze blade
fragment secondary to early structural
phase and primary to later.

Table II. Berm width between 11/ and 20/ of mound diameter

Site/Dimensions Burials

Long Ash 1, Dorset
Dia. 85'
Berm. 12-/' (15/)

Roundwood 1, Hants
Dia. 95«
Berm. 11£» (12/)

Earl' s Farm 2,
Wilts
Dia. 72'
Berm. 10/' (15/)

Central grave containing Beaker and 5 Is
(3 females and 2 children) primary. C in
Collared urn secondary to earliest structural
phase (l) and primary to succeeding one
(II). A C in Biconical urn secondary to,
or contemporary with, final structural
phase (IV).

C (?female) at centre (possibly burnt in
situ) primary.

Earliest burials 3 Is (female with fossil
bead, child with Food Vessel and child)
and MCD (2 children in Enlarged Food Vessel).
R.c. date l640/90bc for this phase. 2 Cs
(1 in Collared urn and 1 with bronze razor
in WBU) stratigraphically secondary to
burials listed aoove (adult I may also belong
to this horizon)
3 Is (male and 2 children) and "( Cs
(including male in Bucket urn, MCD (?fernale
and child) in Globular urn, 2 adults and
child) in upper ditch silt.
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Table II (contd.)

Sit e/Dimensions

Knighton Hill,
Wilts
Dia. 32'
Berm. 5' (16;/)

Knighton 1, Dorset
Dia. 22*
Berm. 4' (18$)

Knighton 2, Dorset
Dia. 26'
Berm. 2§-' (11$)

Black Down, Dorset
Dia. 671
Berm. 9' (13^)

Berry Wood, Hants
Dia. 16'
Berm. ££-' (14$)

Bevan's Quarry,
Glos
Dia. 51^'
Berm. K%« (20$)

Snailv/ell I, Cambs
Dia. 64'
Berm. 8jt' (13/o)

Thriplow, Cambs
Dia. 80'
Berm. 13i' (17$)

Swale's, Suffolk
Dia. 81'
Berm. 16-|' (20$)

Burials

C (female) in Bucket urn near centre
primary.

Small central pit containing C primary.

Hone

3 Cs in DR urns secondary to barrow.

4 Cs in DR urns primary

C in central pit primary. 4-5 Cs (including
1 adult and all with DR pottery) secondary
to earliest structural phases and probably
primary to latest. 8 Cs (including adult
female and 3 other adults) secondary to
latest structural phase (all associated
with DR pottery).

Eccentric C (stratigraphic position unknown).

I (stratigraphic position unknown) at
centre. 14 Cs in berm (some associated with
DR-related pottery).

C at centre primary. Second C (child)
secondary to earliest structural phases
and primary to latest.
I (?female) secondary.

Barrow Hills 6, Berks
Dia. 75*
Berm. 10' (13$)

None
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Table II (contd.)

Site/Dimensions

Swarkeston IV,
Derbys
Dia. 69|r®
Berm. 1«i' (20$)

Etton D, E.R.Yorks
Dia. 52®
Berm. 8« (15$)

Crig-a-Mennis,
Cornwall
Dia. 42'
Berm. 5' (12$)

Crick, Monmouths
Dia. 104'
Berm. 11%' (11%)

Burials

Eccentric grave containing I with flint
knife in coffin primary. C with Collared
urn (r.c. date 1395/60 bo) secondary to
earliest structural phases and primary to
later. The stratigraphic position of a
third burial (C) unknown.

Done (central grave possibly robbed out).

2 Cs, 1 at centre, other (in Ribbon-
handled urn with clay beads) eccentric:
both primary.

C (female) in eccentric pit primary. Second
C (adult) with PCX secondary.

Table III. Berm width 21$ or more of mound diameter

dimensions BurialsSite/Pi

Farncombe, Berks
Dia. 68'
Berm. 20! (29$)

Pewit Farm, Berks
Dia. 45'
Berm. 17' (38$)

iiimondsham, Dorset
Dia. 62'
Berm. 14' (23$)

Winterborne, Kingston,
Dorset
Dia. 38'
Berm. 8|-' (22$)

Fragment of unburnt human bone (adult) in
disturbed context.

Central grave containing C (made) with
bronze awl and bronze flat knife in wood
coffin primary.

Eccentric grave containing C (male) with
ogival bronze dagger, whetstone, bone
tweezers and bone pin primary (C burnt in
situ).

C (adult) at centre (possibly burnt iri situ)
primary (r.c. date 1020/95 be). 2 Cs
(including young adult) in DR urns in berm.
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Table III (contd.)

Site/Dimensions

Earl' s Farm 1,
Wilts
Dia. 701
Berrn. 16-^-' (24/.')

Earl' s Farm 2,
Wilts
Dia. 48'
Berm. 12' ('1%)

West Kennet, Wilts
Dia. 46 *
Berm. 18^-' (40/)

Boscombe, 'Wilts
Dia. 70*
Berm. 14i' (21^)

Bishop's Waltham,
Hants
Dia. 97'
Berrn. 25s-' (26/)

Combe Beacon,
Somerset
Dia. 77'
Berm. 26-g-' (344 )

Deerleap, Surrey
Dia. 64-i-'
Berm. 2^-' (43/0

Barrow Hills 5>
Berks
Dia. 68'
Berm. 30' (44/)

Codicote, Herts
Dia. 28g-'
Berm. 28' (98/)

Burials

C (?male) in eccentric pit primary.

Central grave containing 2 Is (both male
and deposited successively) primary. R.c.
date 2010/110 be. I (child) and C (adult)
secondary to earliest structural pha.ses and
primary to later. All burials primary to
later Bell Barrow (Table II).

Central grave containing C (with Fygmy
Cup, metal awl and beads) (stratigraphic
position unknown). 4 other burials (2 Cs,
an adult I and infant I) in berm.

Eccentric grave containing I (male) with
bronze flat knife and flint strike-a-light
in possible wood coffin (stratigraphic
position unknown). A robbed grave (also
eccentric) contained few pieces burnt bone,
Wessex bronze dagger, bronze flat knife,
3 whetstones, antler spatulae, FCK, bone
pin etc.

Central grave containing 2 burials (an I
with Food Vessel and adult C with 2 bronze
flat knives) deposited successively in wood
coffin primary.

1 or more Cs in disturbed contexts.

Hone.

2 Cs in eccentric scoops in 0GB primary.
2 Is in berm.

?C on 0G3 at centre primary. R.c. date
1405/160 be.
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Table III (contd.)

Sit e/Dimensions Burials

Swarkeston II, C on wood platter on OGS at centre primary.
Derbys
Dia. 61-g-1
Bern. 19' (3155)

Table IV. Berm widths and mound diameter unknown

Site/Dimensions

Barrow Hills 2,
Berks
Dia. ?
Berm. ?

Barrow Hills 3,
Berks
Dia. ?
Berm. ?

Burials

Central grave containing C (?male) with
bronze awl and gold button caps possibly
primary.

Central grave containing I (male) with bronze
flat knife (stratigraphic position unknown).
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CHAPTER 18; GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AKD C0MGHJ3IQNS

Barrows, C-rava Goods and Burial Rite

Three general points can be made under this heading on the

basis of the analyses in the preceding chapters.

First, it is clear that the "typical" Early Bronse Age barrow

was a communal monument built in connection with a cemetery containing,

or intended to contain, the remains of persons forming a kinship or

residence group rather than a monument thrown up to honour a single

distinguished individual. This conclusion is supported by several

lines of evidence and can hardly be gainsaid. Thus, not only do

many barrows contain multiple primary burials, whether in the form of

groups of "single graves", multiple cremation deposits, the remains

of successive or collective burials in the same grave, or of combina¬

tions of these, but data on such variables as sequential position,

position on plan, grave goods and age and sex, are unanimous in

indicating the absence of consistent inter-correlations justifying a

distinction of the primary burial/satellite burial type. This is an

important point as, if the reality of such a distinction could be

validated, it would lend powerful support to a modified "single grave"

hypothesis enabling the "central primary" to retain much of the

special status traditionally ascribed to it, if only as a kind

of "founder's burial".

The different ways in which the structural history of barrows

relate to the beginnings and ends of the burial sequence do not

conflict with the conclusions reached in the last paragraph. This
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is particularly apparent in connection with the many examples of

large multistage barrows and multi-component sites which attained

their final forms gradually over a period of time, additions and

modifications occurring as required when further burials were

1.
made. * It is equally evident, however, in those instances

where the barrow was built in a single operation over an existing

cemetery—whether (apparently) occupying unenclosed groxmd or

2.
lying within the preoincts of a banked, ditched or stake circle

—and thus marked a symbolic act of closure terminating the use

of the site for burials, or, if "secondaries" were subsequently

added, an important stage in this use. So-called "cenotaph"

barrows, represented in the corpus by only one definite example,^"
1. Multi-component sites are listed in Appendix VII and defined

and discussed on pp. 121-29 above. See pp. 245-4^ (discussion)
and Appendix VIII (list) for barrows with secondary additions
or "annexes" and Appendix VI for instances where the original
barrow was enlarged by material obtained from a second ditch.

2. All British examples of stake circles known to me are listed in
Appendix IX. As shown in the appendix the great majority of
those at sites in the corpus had a definite or probable pre-
barrow enclosure function (as opposed to revetting the barrow,
the purpose served by the handful of exceptions). It is hard
to believe that some form of pre-barrow enclosure did not exist
at most sites containing more than one "primary" (if the lines
of such enclosures ran outside the perimeter of the later
barrow evidence for them would seldom be found even in cases

where it had survived post-Bronze Age denudation of the old
land surface).

3. Beacon Hill, Suffolk (see the corpus entry and the discussion on
pp. 213-14 above). There is no umimpeachable evidence that "true"
cenotaphs, lacking both "primary" and "secondary" burials ever
existed, the contrary opinion of Greenwell (1890, 24) and others
notwithstanding. The incorporation of a burial into the mound
makeup during the active construction of the barrow also some¬
times occurred, probably more commonly than the 7 definitely
attested examples listed in Appendix V suggest, (there are many
possible instances of the practice recorded in the individual
corpus entries on barrows where the pertinent stratigraphio
relationships were not observed).
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embody a rare variant of this relationship in which the construc¬

tion of the barrow, for some reason, preceded the first burials.

A second point concerns the pre-burial treatment of human

remains. The evidence i3 overwhelming that cremation and inhuma¬

tion were in contemporary use by the same communities throughout

Early Bronze Age England and 'Wales though, except in isolated

cases (notably E Anglia) the rules v;hich must have governed the

choice of rite in a particular instance have proved very elusive,

so much so that refuge must be sought in the assumption that such

rules related to characteristics of the deceased casting no

perceptible shadow on the archaeological record. In any case,

it is abundantly clear that, on the one hand, cremation formed an

integral part of "normal" Beaker burial ritual from at least Step

4 of the Lanting/v. d. Waals scheme (stockbridge, Hants: Lanting

and v. d. Waals, 1972, fig. 1) and that inhumation persisted as

an occasional expedient well'into the Middle Bronze Age (.Carl's

Farm 2, Wilts). This, of course, is perfectly consistent with

the evidence, much of which has been summarized in the regional

chapters, for the considerable degree of chronological overlap

manifested by certain important ceramic types (Burgess, 19^9)

and with the fact, also v;ell documented in earlier chapters, that

the types concerned were in contemporary use by the same communi¬

ties. The rarity of direct associations between Beakers and

cremations, and of those between Collared, urns and inhumations,

is thus properly viewed not as betoisening separate "cremating"

and "inhuming" traditions staring hostilely at each other across
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a deep cultural divide, but rather as documenting the existence

of a body of customs regulating the kinds of ceramic equipment

appropriate to each rite.^"* The data on burial sequence summarized

in the various regional chapters and showing that cremated and

inhumed burials were deposited alternately at some cemeteries are

particularly apposite here as are the cases where cremations and

inhumations were deliberately associated together in the same

grave (lists in Petersen, 1972, 54~55> s-^d Appendix III, C).

The final point concerns the validity of the timeworn

distinction between the "individualistic" burial practices of the

Beaker/Early Bronze Age and the "collective" traditions of the

preceding Neolithic. It is clear, given the prevalence in the

Early Bronze Age of the custom of deliberately associating the
5-

remains of 2 or more persons together in the same deposit or grave,

that this distinction has been overstated in the past and that, if

it is to be retained, it requires serious qualification. The

4- If, as seems as likely, Collared urns are a specialized form
designed to contain cremated human bones and lacking a domestic
function, it is hardly surprising that they were seldom placed
with inhumations. The case, of course, is otherwise with
Beakers which are also commonly found in contexts denoting
non-funerary use, Food Vessels, in contrast to Beakers and
Collared urns, accompany both types of burial, the exception
being the enlarged form, which, like the Collared urn, was
specialized for use as a cinerary urn. Food Vessels, like
Collared urns, are of rare occurrence at settlement sites and
are also likely to have had a strictly funerary function.

5. The various forms of multiple burial are listed under
appropriate headings in Appendices I and II.
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abundant evidence for such customs at Beaker and Food Vessel sites

is especially striking as the users of these forms of pottery

have always been regarded as the exemplars par excellence of the

"single grave" rite, which, indeed, was thought to have put in

its first appearance in Britain with the arrival of the "Beaker

Folk".

Beaker Burials

Beaker burials are never stratigraphically later than burials

with other ceramic associations occurring at the same sites,

though, as argued below, they do not always necessarily represent

the earliest deaths. This has been demonstrated in the various

regional chapters and the points to be particularly noticed here

are the mode of occurrence of Beaker interments and their relation¬

ships to unaccompanied burials and to those associated with other

types of pottery. These relationships have been treated already

in some detail in the regional chapters and are summarized in

Table I, the purpose of the following discussion being to explore

certain implications relating to the questions raised in the

previous section.

All the burials tabulated for each site were either sealed

under a single barrow—or single component of a multistage barrow—

or were in or focussed on one or more large graves. These facts

are the justification for treating each site as an organized

cemetery attributable to a single community and probably with an

active history of comparatively short duration. The opposite view,
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namely that the burials in a given' cemetery vxere deposited at

widely different times by different peoples, cannot be disproved

in certain ixistances but, in the absence of supporting evidence,

can surely be rejected on common sense grounds.

The most interesting fact brought out by these data is the

rarity of "single grave" barrows of the supposed classic type,

such barrows being represented by o examples comprising a mere 22?e

of the total sample of 27. None of the 6, moreover, was completely

excavated and some may have had other primary burials. The

remaining 21 sites (many of which likewise were incompletely

investigated) exhibited a bewildering variety of burial practices.

At Chatton Sandyford, Northumberland, all that may have been

involved was the grouping of several single inhumation graves in

a small cemetery later covered by the barrow. Similar cemeteries

existed at some of the other 20 site3, but in all cases (except

possibly Cassington 4i Gxon) included graves containing multiple

burials, collectively or successively interred.

The particular practices characteristic of the different

sites have been discussed in detail in the appropriate regional

chapters and this discussion will not be recapitulated here. A

number of points, however, though touched upon earlier, are worth

a more extended treatment as they involve a number of fundamental

questions both as regards the nature of Bronze Age burial practices

and the mutual relationships of ceramic types»

Firstly, there is the evidence that these sites provide for

the widespread use in Beaker "times" of cremation (29 burials) as
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an alternative to inhumation (c,6l burials). At Carvinaok,

Cornwall, a cremation was actually accompanied by a Beaker but,

elsewhere, the cremations were either unaccompanied or were

associated with items (Collared urns or Pood Vessels) belonging to

a "non-3eaker" tradition. At Fargo Plantation, Wilts, one or

more cremations may have actually preceded the inhumation in the

same grave and at a number of other sites (Stockbridge, Overton,

?Longstone, ?Ysgwennant and ?Sutton 268) were either virtually

contemporary with the inhumations or had followed them in very

close succession. As argued below, moreover, at least one of the

persons represented in the multiple cremation deposit in the fill

of the Overton Beaker grave almost certainly pre-deceased the

inhumation on the floor by some time. The distribution of age/
sex classes between the 2 rites appears to be random, though too

few data on this point exist, particularly for cremations (3 male;

0 female; 7 adult; 4 subadult)^" for meaningful comparisons to

be made. There can be no doubt, however, that the 2 rites were

in contemporary use by the same communities and that the incidence

of cremation in these contexts is only partly, if at all, explicable

in chronological terms, i.e., as the result of gradual evolutionary

changes in burial custom taking place during the "lifetime" of a

particular cemetery.

A second point relates to the grave goods found in the

cemeteries, notably the presence of Beakers and Collared urns at

Overton and Sutton 268 and of a Beaker and Wessex Culture assemblage

6. The corresponding figures for inhumations are: 19 male; 10
female; 30 adult; 16 subadult..
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at Stockbri&ge. In none of these cases do the nature of the

associations justify the assumption that the assemblages in question

were strictly contemporary, though it is hard to believe that the

interval of times separating the earliest and latest burials

either in the Sutton grave or at Overton, was a very long one.

The true importance of these associations, however, is not their

chronological implications, which, as indicated, are not capable

of proof. It resides, rather, in the evidence they afford that

the artifact types concerned are not to be apportioned among 2 or

more distinct and mutually aloof communities each adhering rigidly

to its own burial and other traditions but comprised part of the

cultural inventory of a single culturally-homogeneous population.

The same point can be made relp.tive to the incidence in the

cemeteries of the different beaker subtypes. As Table I shows,

there is some tendency for the representation of the various

subtypes to be confined to particular sites (Ysgwennant, Spital

Corner). This, of course, is a predictable situation given the

assumption that each cemetery is the product of a single community.

The exceptions—notably Bee Low, Derbys—however, are also

explicable on the same assumption. As indicated in the corpus

entry, the Beaker pottery from Bee Low includes representatives

of Clarke's AOC, N2, S2 and 34 categories, i.e. it covers the

entire chronological range of the classification and no less than

3 of the major''traditions". If Clarke's view that folk movements

Please see following page for footnote 7«
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were responsible for the diffusion of each of these traditions

outwards from its (proximal) point of origin (which in no case is

Derbyshire), it implies that the barrow was in use for Beaker

burials for a minimum of 3 centuries in the course of which it

passed successively under the control of 3 distinct groups of

immigrants.

No comment on the chronology of the Bee Low burials is

possible on the basis of excavational evidence alone beyond noting

that the AOC Beaker (Clarke's earliest type) may have found its

way to the site at a comparatively late stage in the "burial
g

sequence. ' The possibility that 3 successive waves of invaders

buried their dead at the site, however, seems very improbable

indeed and there can be little doubt that the Beaker subtypes

Footnote 7 from preceding page.

7. A parallel case (excavated in the 19"th century and not in the
corpus) is Rudston 62, E. R. forks (Greenwell, 1877* 234;
Manby, 1969; Petersen, 1972, 51-53; Pacitto, 1974) where a
single large grave contained Beakers of Clarke's N2, N3, B2,
E Ang and N/nR types. Cf also Chatton Sandyford, Northumber¬
land (N/NR and S4/FV Beakers). A number of Scottish graves
which produced Beakers belonging to 2 separate traditions are
cited by Lanting and v. d. Naals, 1972, 29•

8. The AOC Beaker is regarded by Lanting and v. d. Waals (1972,
42) as an early form in Britain, persisting in some areas to
the end of "Step 3" of their classification. There is
inconclusive evidence from at least one other site (Aldro 116,
E. R. Yorks) that the manufacture and use of AOC Beakers
continued in Britain until a late stage of the Beaker "period"
(Petersen, 1972, 31-32).
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concerned found tneir way into Derbyshire in some less dramatic
o

#

way than that envisaged by Clarke.

Food Vessel Burials

The occurrences of Food Vessel burials are similar to those

of Seaker and many of the same points can be made about them (see

Table ll). They are not strongly represented in the corpuss actual

Food Vessel pottery being somewhat less common than Beakers,

largely because few barrows on the Yorkshire Wolds, the great

stronghold of the type in S Britain, have been excavated and fully

published in modern times.

Origins and Development

The available dating evidence suggests that the burials and

monuments discussed in this thesis occupied a comparatively long

period of time, extending from c.2000bc (early Beaker) to perhaps

800bc or even later (Deverel-Kimbury) in radio carbon terras e.nd

from c.25003C to 950BC in calendrical years. The majority of

non-Deverel-Rimbury burials and sites, however, insofar as they

can be dated, appear to be concentrated in the central part of

9. This is also the view of banting and v. d. Waals, 1972, who
conclude, largely on the basis of purely typological considera¬
tions, that the Beaker ceramic succession in each of the major
provinces into which they divide Britain was a self-contained
evolutionary development not involving periodic influxes of
foreign population elements.
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this range, probably most densely clustering in the one or 2

centuries following and preceding c.1400bc (x^adio carbon years

A satisfactorily detailed chronology for many of the most

common Early Bronze Age grave goods has yet to be established on

an objective (radio carbon) foundation and, as a result, the

chronological positions of most Early Bronze Age burials are

determinable only in general terms. There is normally no means

of dating unaccompanied burials not in stratigraphic relationship

to burials with grave goods and, with one or 2 exceptions, the

period of time covered by a particular cemetery can only be

guessed at, even in cases where many or most burials were

associated with grave furniture of common and widespread types.

Beoause of these uncertainties it is impossible to trace

the development of Bronze Age burial practices in detail, particul¬

arly since such practices were obviously complex and many sites,

including some of the potentially most interesting and informative

examples, were not excavated and published in a satisfactory manner.

Nothing can be attempted therefore in the way of summary and

generalization except to focus on 2 or 3 key points within the total

chronological spectrum where important transitions appear to have

occurred.

10. Lists of radio carbon dates in Burgess, 1974) 223-32;
calibration curve in Clark., 19751 264-65.
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Relationships Between "Neolithic- and 3saker/,'jkrly Bronze Age
Burial tract ices

The evidence on this subject is almost entirely negative and

is incapable of supporting definite conclusions of any kind.

There are no grounds for believing that any burial from

barrows in the present sample—which is both large and reasonably

representative—is "Neolithic" either in the sense of pre-dating

the first use of Beakers in the local area concerned or of having

been made by unassimilated "native" population elements persisting

into Beaker times. The claim by their excavators or others

that certain burials are exceptions to this generalization are

either spurious (Blackpatch 3, 5 s-nd 6, Sussex) or are based on

insufficient evidence (Briswell and Swales, Suffolk; Stanton 2,
12*

Oxon; and Barton 1, Beds). * The same applies to the contents

of many of the sites on the lists of "Neolithic round mounds"

published by Piggott, 1954» 354-58, and Ashbee, 1970, 177-80,
13.

which, if pruned of doubtful examples and with one or 2 exceptions,

boil down to a handful of poorly-recorded (19th century) or

11. Bxcept, possibly, those which had presumably once occupied
the megalithic chamber at Great Ayton, N. R. Yorks (see the
corpus entry).

12. See the appropriate corpus entries and regional chapters
for details.

13. B.g., the Neolithic round barrow at Pitnacree in Perthshire
(Coles and Simpson, 1965).
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unpublished barrows in NE Ehgland.^* The relationship of these

barrows to the Bronze Age round barrows in the same area, them¬

selves poorly known, is very uncertain and is likely to remain so

until the characteristics and chronology of both groups of sites

15
are much better understood than at present.

"Western Neolithic" graves at Nethercourt Farm, Kent (Dunning,

1966, 8-17) and. Fengate, Peterborough (Pryor, 1978), contained

successively interred inhumations and clcsoly parallel similar

graves belonging to the well-attested Beaker/Food Vessel series,

but occurred in an area where examples of the latter are at

present unknown and, in any case, may be too early in date to have

had any direct role in the genesis of Beaker/Food Vessel burial

practices. Multiple cremation deposits are recorded from late

Neolithic cemeteries at Dorchester (bites 5 and 6), Oxon (Atkinson
16

et al, 1951) * a"d there seems to be quite conclusive evidence

14. bee Manby, 1970, 14-16, for an up-to-date list and summary
descriptions of these sites, borne of the 19th century
examples may eventually be proved to have been long barrows
(several former candidates for "Neolithic round barrow" status
have already suffered this fate, e.g., Kemp Howe (AE, 1968,
13) and Helperthorpe 49 (Hicks, 1969))*

15. In view of what has been said in the paragraph just concluded,
Burgess's (1974» 176) reference to the "growing number of
Neolithic round mound burials" is very misleading.

16. Few Late Neolithic cremations have been examined and even

those from Dorchester have never been fully published, and, for
all that is known to the contrary, multiple cremation deposits
may be of quite widespread occurrence in Late Neolithic
cemeteries (e.g. at Stonehenge l).
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17.
that "both inhumation * and cremation were practised during the

period immediately preceding the earliest Beaker graves. Some

of these burials are probably contemporary with the latter but

they never occur at the same sites and, because of this and because

of their comparative rarity, nothing definite can be concluded

either about the mutual relationships of the populations concerned

or the reciprocal influences, if any, exerted by their respective

burial practices.

Because of the specific parallels cited above, however,

some continuity between late Neolithic and Beaker/Early 3ronze

Age funerai^y practices must be presumed, a conclusion in accord

with the available dating evidence for the relevant Beaker/rarly

Bronze Age burials. Thus, successive interment of inhumations

in the same grave may have began in British "Beaker" contexts as

early as the turn of the second miilenium b. c. (radio carbon
13

years). * It3 end probably' coincided with the abandonment of

inhumation as a common alternative to cremation at some time near

1 Q
the close of the iterly Bronze Age. Multiple cremation deposits,

on the other hand, which first appeared in unambiguous Beaker/Early

17» E.g. at the Marden henge, Wilts (Wainwright, 197"is 189)»

18. At Ihrl's Farm 2, Wilts (see the discussion of this site
in Chapter 3)«

19• At the moment the change is undatable (except in very general
terms) as is the pace at which it took place (both may have
been subject to considerable regional variation).
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Bronze Age contexts no later than Step 5 (Overton Hill, Wilts)
20.

and probably earlier, " * persisted well into Middle Bronze Age

times (witness the numerous associations with Deverel-Rimbury

pottery). As argued elsewhere (Petersen et al, 1972-74)» many

instances the persons whose remains formed such deposits had

probably died at different times, their bones having been

temporarily stored elsewhere prior to burning and final burial.

If this is so, the mortuary treatment accorded these persons

immediately after death was similar in principle to that received

by the occupants of the successive inhumation graves found in many

barrows and thus illustrates a link in a chain of related burial

practices extending from the Middle or Late Neolithic to well into

the Middle Bronze Age.

Collared Urn and Wessex Culture Burials

Collared urns are by far the most common ceramic type, being

between 3 and 4 times as numerous as Beakers and Food Vessels

combined and almost twice as numerous as all other Early Bronze

Age ceramic types combined. They occur in a great variety of

contexts (as described in the regional chapters) including, as

indicated, cemeteries containing Beakers, Food Vessels, Pygmy

20. E. g. at Rudston 62, E. R. Yorks, where a multiple cremation
deposit was accompanied by an N2 (Step 4) Beaker (Petersen
et al, 1972-74, 60).
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Cups and/or other types of cinerary urns, and obviously represent
21.

the dominant funerary ware during much of the period.

The mode of occurrence of the 6 "Wessox Culture" burials

from the central Wessex area has been analyzed in Chapter 3 where

the absence of features enabling such burials to be differentiated

from other classes of interment was demonstrated. Those burials

are listed in Table III together with 19 other "rich" non-Beaker
22.

burials. * As indicated in the tables, in 3 cases rich assemblages

accompanied multiple cremation deposits. The most spectacular

instance of this was at Breach Farm, Glam, where the cremation

deposit (3 adults) was accompanied by 3 bronzes of different types,

a Pygmy Cup and a range of flint and stone artifacts, these items

arguably forming the "richest" single assemblage associated with

21. The numbers of aged and/or sexed burials with the different
ceramic types are as follows (Appendix IV, C) and may serve
to illustrate the comparative frequency of the type3 concerned.

Beaker 13 Cordoned urn 3
Food Vessel 13 Pygmy Cup 19
l&ilarged Food Vessel 12 Collared urn .98
Biconical urn 2

Note that the figures for Food Vessels and the different
cinerary urns (particularly enlarged Food Vessels) are inflated
by the inclusion of multiple cremation deposits (so that the
actual numbex" of pots is less than the figure cited in each
case) and that the figure for Beakers includes direct associations
only (i.e. it excludes contemporary burials in the same grave).
Nevertheless, the figures are still useful in that they provide
a rough indication of the true frequencies of use of the
different types.

22. A "rich" burial in the present context is any example with
"Wessex Culture" grave goods (ogival bronze dagger, gold, amber,
faience) or with 2 or more bronze objects of any type.
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any burial in the corpus. The remaining 22 burials had all been

interred singly, males being slightly (9 as opposed to 6 females)
23 #

and adults strongly (16 as against one subadult) * over-represented.

These figures thus agree with those for the 6 central Wessex

burials referred to in indicating a correlation between rich grave

goods and adult status (the male/female imbalance is too slight

for even provisional significance to be attached to it).

The data on central positioning and stratigraphic context are

also in agreement with those from central Wessex in failing to

provide evidence for a consistent relationship between these

variables and "rich" grave goods. Thus, no less than 11 of the

burials werQ eccentrically positioned, a very high proportion

indeed in view of the fact that many barrows were excavated in

the central area only so that eccentric burials—rich or poor—

had less chance of being found. Of the 25 burial deposits, more¬

over, only 9 (inclusive of 2'dubious examples) were "central

primaries", all the others either being eccentric or secondary

(or both). The comparative frequency with which Vies sex Culture

and other rich burials are accompanied by Collared urns—which as

stated above are much more common than any other type of pottery

in Sarly Bronze Age barrows-—is in keeping with the other evidence

23. The subadult was an adolescent and thus possibly of "adult"
status as conventionally defined by the community to which
he had belonged.
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just cited in denying to the persons concerned characteristics

denoting any very marked social or cultural distance from the

other occupants of the cemeteries where their remains were

interred. The wide variety of pottery types other than Collared
24.

urns found with these burials also supports this conclusion.

Deverel-Rimbury Burials

Burials associated with Deverel-Rimbury and Deverel-Rimbury

related pottery are well represented in the corpus. They normally

occur either by themselves in primary positions under small

barrows of structurally simple types or as true "secondaries" in

pre-existing barrows. They are never found on the same strati-

graphic horizons as 3eakers or Pood Vessels and almost never with

Collared urns. As argued in Chapter 4» Collared urn burials may

have opened the burial sequence in the large Deverel-Rimbury

cemetery at Latch Farm, Hants, but except for the few dubious

parallels cited in connection with the discussion of that barrow

(Chapter 4> footnote 10) no similar instances are known. Given
25.

these facts, and the radio carbon evidence, * all that can be

concluded is that the Deverel-Rirnbury phenomenon developed late

24.Only 10 (40^) of the 25 burials were associated with pottery
of any kind, 5 being with Collared urns, 3 with Pygmy Cups and
one each with Pood Vessels, enlarged Pood Vessels and
Biconical urns.

25.Burgess, 1974» 228-29. Note, however, the early dates for
Viorgret, Dorset, and Wilsford, Wilts.
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in the Early Bronze Age and, probably, comparatively abruptly,

in conjunction with important demographic or social changes
26

reflected in the large size of some of the cemeteries. * Never¬

theless, certain characteristic elements of earlier burial practice

survived these changes and support the view, now widely-held, that

they resulted from the operation of local forces rather than large

scale immigration from abroad..

One such element is the multiple cremation deposit which,

if anything, is more prevalent in Beverel-Rimbury contexts than

in earlier ones (Appendix II). There are no detectable differences

in the age/sex composition of Deverel-Rimbury multiple cremation

deposits as compared with earlier examples and or. this basis it

can be concluded that the social unit or units reflected in these

deposits continued to enjoy an important role in the social

organization of post-Early Bronze Age times.

Another key survival is the practice of barrow building

itself, though, aB indicated, barrows as such appear to have lost

much of their former importance, particularly at the largest

cemeteries where, if present at all, they obviously played a

26. The size of the largest cemeteries (e.g. Latch Farm, Hants)
is unmatched in prehistoric Britain at any time after the close
of the long barrow/chamber tomb period (of the Fussell's
Lodge, Wilts, long barrow with 53-57 burials; Ashbee, 1966b,
53; and the Quanterness chamber tomb in Orkney with c.400
burials; Renfrew et al, 1976, 196). The existence alongside
the la,rge Deverel-Rimbury cemeteries of very small ones,
usually covered by a barrow and containing less than a half
dozen burials, has been commented on in Chapters 4» 9 and 10
and presents an interesting problem.
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27 .

comparative?i.y subsidiary role * given the small expenditure of

effort devoted to their construction relative to the numbers of

persons buried in the cemetery. Continuity with Early Bronze Age

traditions is also attested by the survival at Deverel-Rimbury

barrov?s of certain specific elements characteristic of earlier

construction, notably causewayed ditches (e.g. at Berry Wood,

Hants, and Itford, Sussex) and stake or post circles (at Canford

and Knighton 1, Dorset, and Itford, Sussex). The 2 Dorsetshire

oircles had probably formed pre-barrow enclosures of the type

common under Early Bronze Age barrows (Appendix IX).

Age and Sex of Burials

Data on the age/sex composition of the burials from all 411

sites are tabulated in Appendix I under various headings. Two

main features of these data are worthy of comment.

The first of these is the difference in sex ratio between

inhunuitions and cremations which is statistically significant at
28

the .01 level * (the ratio for inhumations is 68 male/41 female,

for cremations 73 male/86 female). Among cremations, the bias

towards females is most marked in E Anglia (3 s 11 ) where, hov;ever,

females are also over-represented among inhumations, this being

27. Latch Farm, if the interpretation of its structural history
puvb forward in Chapter 4 is correct, is again an exception,
as is the Bevan's Quarry (Glos) bell barrow (Chapter 7)«

28. One-tailed chi-square test.
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the only area where male inhumations are outnumbered by female

(except for Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire and Huntingdonshire where

the sample size is very small). On the Wessex chalkland, on the

other hand, both inhumations and. cremations are strongly biased

towards males, this bias being more pronounced among the latter

than among the former. The only other region where male cremations

are more numerous than female is Wales (where, however, the

differences are very slight) and the W Midlands (where the sample

is very small). The very heavy male predominance in Derbyshire

reflects the sex ratio at a single site (Bee Low)—where most

burials were disturbed or fragmentary and of uncertain stratigraphic

position and almost all were possibly, probably or definitely of

Beaker date—and is thus something of a special case.

The general imprecision of the data on age and sex has been

discussed in Chapter 1. In view of this imprecision it would

be rash to attribute too much significance to the regional and other

differences in age/sex balance noted in the previous paragraph

and they are put on record here as mere straws in the wind.

Caution is particularly required because of the great time span

(Beaker to Deverel-Rimbury) covered by the sample and the

impossibility of breaking the data down into culturally homogeneous

Bubunits (insofar as these are definable) large enough to admit

of worthwhile conclusions.

A second feature of the data—namely the higher incidence, of

subadults among ci'eolations as opposed to inhumations—-is les3

maidced than the sex ratio imbalance and is statistically significant
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29 •

only at the .10 level The fact that a case can be made on the

basi3 of the Wessex evidence (Chapter 3) that the recovery rate

was lower for uhburnt subadult bones than for subadult cremated

remains is also relevant to the interpretation of the figures and

in view of this, and of the statistical position, no valid

conclusions can be drawn from them."^*

Age/Sex Classes and Grave Goods

The data on the relationship of age and sex to grave goods

(Appendix IV) presents several points of interest.

If comparison is made between the figures for all aged and/
or sexed equipped burials (Appendix IV, A) and. those for the entire

sample (Appendix I), they are seen to be virtually identical,

i.e., there are no discernible correlations, at this level,

between age or sex and the presence or absence of grave goods.

This applies also to inhumations and cremations considered

separately.^'*

29. One-tailed chi-square test.

30. Cf the low proportion of subadults among the large sample of
Bronze Age inhumations excavated in the 19th century and x'e-
exarnined by Brothwell, 19^0, 311-13. His suggestion that this
reflects low infant mortality among the population concerned
(Yorkshire Beaker/Bronze Age) needs to be reconsidered in light
of the Wessex evidence cited above.

31. The differences in the adult/subadult ratio between equipped
(145 adult/58 subadult) and unequipped (99 adult/47 subadult)
single cremations and equipped (37 adult/19 subadult) and
unequipped (122 adult/81 subadult) inhumations do not even
approach statistical significance (chi-square test).

A
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The distribution of specific artifact types between the

different age/sex classes (Appendix IV, G) is also surprisingly

random, though, except for a handful of the more ubiquitous items,

sample sizes are too small for the ratios relating to specific

typological categories to have much meaning.

Of the ceramic types, the evidence is most conclusive for

Collared and Deverel-Rimbury urns which commonly accompanied

eubaduits as well as adults and occurred with about equal frequency

with burials of each sex. * Metal objects (bronze and gold)

and beads and necklace elements likewise occur with both sexes

though in each case the figures exhibit some bias in one direction

or the other.Riveted bronze flat knives and flint arrowheads

have predominantly male associations (the figures for both items

are the same: 6 males and 1 female) and bronze awls, like cinerary

urns, are randomly distributed among all age and sex categories

(5 males, 6 females, 15 adults and 4 subadults). Because of the

small sample sizes, little can be said about the sex distribution

of other artifact types beyond noting that at least one ogival

dagger accompanied a female (as opposed to 3 known to have been

32. The figures for Collared urns are 21 males, 25 females, 63
adults and 35 subadults, and for Deverel-Rirnbury urns, 7 males,
10 females, 38 adults and 32 subadults (Appendix IV, G).

33. Metal objects accompanied 17 male3 and 12 females, beads and
necklace elements, 6 males and 10 females. In view of the
figures for beads and necklace elements C-erloff's (1975)
Grinsell's (1958, ^5?—101 ) assumption that such equipment
normally denotes female graves is obviously 'untenable.
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associated with males) and that of the 2 stone battleaxes found

with sexed burials, one was with a female, the other with a male.

Another result to emerge from an analysis of the data summarized

in Appendix IV is the very strong correlation exhibited by crema¬

tions between some form of artifact association and burial in a

multiple cremation deposit. This correlation is statistically

34.
highly significant and its validity is hardly open to question.

In a high proportion of examples, the only artifact involved was

the cinerary urn containing the bones, but this applies more or

less equally to single cremation deposits as well and the removal

of such examples entails only a comparatively slight weakening

of the statistical position. Thus if associations involving

Deverel-Rimbury urns only are subtracted from the total in each

case, the level of significance drops from .005 (footnote 34) to
35.

.01 , this being still a quite acceptable figure. It is

important to note, however, that the overall imbalance in favour

of multiple cremation deposits is not reflected in the. figures for

34* At the .005 level (one-tailed chi-squaire test). The data used
in the test were extracted from Appendices I and IV and are as
follows: 203 equipped aged and/or sexed single cremation
deposits; 254 unequipped aged and/or sexed single cremation
deposits; 36 equipped multiple cremation deposits; and 18
unequipped multiple cremation deposits.

35. One-tailed chi-square test. Data used as per footnote 34
minus 58 deposits in Deverel-Rimbury urns (10 multiple crema¬
tion deposits and 48 single cremations).
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bronze associations which are of about equal frequency with the

burials of both series. Thus 14$ (5 examples) of all equipped

multiple cremation deposits (rising to 18$ if Deverel-Rimbury

associations are left out of account) were accompanied by one or

more bronzes as compared with 18$ (37 examples) of equipped aged

and/or sexed single cremations (24$ excluding Deverel-Rimbury

associations). Nevertheless, some multiple cremation deposits

are very richly equipped (e. g. the Breach Farm, Glam, example"^*)
and the general conclusion—that multiple cremation deposits are

more likely to have artifact associations than single cremations—

still stands.

If it is assumed that the persons buried in multiple cremation

deposits retained, as individuals, approximately the same chance

of being accompanied by grave goods as persons interred singly,

the fact that multiple cremation deposits more often have artifact

associations than single cremations is readily explicable. There

is no guarantee, of course, that this assumption is correct but,

if it is not, the reasons for the comparative ,fwealth" of multiple

cremation deposits remain a mystery.

The evidence that Collared and Deverel-Rimbury urns (and

probably cinerary urns in general) were designed for use with

36. The Breach Farm deposit contained the remains of 3 unsexed
adult3 and was associated with a greater weight of bronze
than any other burial in the corpus. Cf also the very richly
equipped multiple cremation deposit (2 adults, probably of
different sexes) at Fort Down, Hants (see footnote 46,
Chapt er 3).
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burials of all age/sex classes is overwhelining but, largely because

of small sample sizes, this cannot be said of" any other artifact

type. The data do, however, d.ocument the absence of an exclusive

sex link involving any artifact type represented in the sample by

more than 3 or 4 examples. It must thus be regarded as established

that sex was only one of several determinants of the kinds of

objects placed in a grave and that the equipment buried with a

dead person did not always relate to his or her personal character¬

istics in the sense of comprising objects suitable for personal

use. The ogival dagger and stone battleaxe accompanying female

burials at 2 sites are the most striking illustration of this,

but the apparently random distribution of certain other equipment

(such as beads and necklace elements and bronze awls) between the

different age/sex categories may be interpretable in the same sense.

Thus the bronze awl may be presumed to have had a utilitarian

function probably performed, in a familial or craft context involving

a division of labour along age/sex lines. Beads and necklace

elements are a much less convincing example as the category is

a very miscellaneous one which quite possibly includes items or

37 •
combinations of items used by one sex only.

37. The almost infinite variety of factors affecting the kinds
of equipment placed in graves by modern peoples in different
parts of the world is rehearsed by Ucko, 1969*
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Concluding Remarks

33
Recent studies * have illustrated that under ideal circum¬

stances detailed analyses of mortuary data can be made to yield

important information about the social structure of the community

served by a cemetery. The attainment of such results, however,

requires that a whole host of pre-conditions be met. These

include not only a large sample size, accurate and comprehensive

knowledge of the age/sex composition of burials, the occurrence

in most graves of large and varied assemblages of artifacts and a

reliable and detailed chronology fixing both the limits of the

cemetery as a whole and the sequential positions of individual

graves within it, but also information about contemporary settle¬

ment patterns and the relationship of the cemetery to local

residence units. It is a sad fact that, as far as Bronze Age

Britain is concerned, none of these pre-conditions are satisfied

and that the short term prospects for major improvements in this

respect are very bleak.

38. E. g., Binford, 1972; Shennan, 1975; and Randsborg, 1973.
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TABLE I: Beaker Burials

A. Sites Producing Single Beaker Burials Only

Site Burial

Crichel 16, Dorset
Crichel 17, Dorset
Crowmarsh 2, Oxon
Stanton 12, Oxon
Linney A, Pemb
Durrington 1, Wilts

I + S3(W) Beaker
I + FP Beaker
Subad I + S3(E) Beaker
Male I + AOG Beaker
I + S4/FV Beaker
Male I + 32(e) Beaker

B. Sites Where Beaker
the Same Grave*

Burials Were Associated with Other Burials in

Carvinack, Cornwall 2 Cs (one with FN Beaker) on floor

Longstone, Cornwall ?I with 3H4(C) Beaker on floor; C scattered
in fill.

Ysgwennant, Denb 2 graves

1, ?I with S2(W) Beaker on floor and
2 ?Cs in fill

2. ?I with S2(W) Beaker on floor and ?C
in fill

Bee Low, Derbys 7 Is (4 males, 1 ad and 2 subad) successively
buried. AOG .Beaker.

KB. 2 Cs (?ad with bronze flat knife and an unaccompanied ?male) in
the mound makeup nearby were probably contemporary or near
contemporary with some of the Is in the grave.

Long Ash 1, Dorset 5 Is (intact female on floor, detached bones
of 2 females and 2 subad scattered in fill).
Undeo Beaker.

Long Ash 2, Dorset 2 Is (including 1 ad) successively buried.
S2(W) Beaker

Ridgeway, Dorset 2 ad Is (one with Beaker bowl) buried side
by side ?on floor.

Sutton 2o8, Glam 6 burials deposited successively (subad I
with N/MR Beaker followed in unknown order by
male I, MCD (ad + subad) in Collared urn and
indeterminate C). C (?male) with bronze flat
knife and Pygmy Cup inserted secondarily
into fill.

* Graves with multiple burials at Earl's Farm 2, Wilts, and
Ferrybridge 2, W. R. Yorks, are excluded from this list (no pottery
was found in either grave but hod it been present it would almost
certainly have been of Beaker type).
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Table I (Cont'd)

Site Burial

Stockbridge, Hants Female I with N2 Beaker on floor with 2 Cs
buried during infilling.

Fargo, Wilts Subad I, 2 Cs and S2(w) 3eaker and Food Vessel
on floor. C secondary to, or contemporary
with, infilling.

Jug's Grave, Wilts 2 (?disturbed) Is. ?W/MR ?and N/mR Beakers

Overton, Wilts Kale I with 32(W) Beaker on floor with MOD
• (M + subad) buried during infilling

Bredon Hill, Worcs Hale I disturbed by burial of second I
(?female). 2 E Beakers

Spital Corner, 2 graves
E. R. Yorks 1. Male I with 31 Beaker on floor with subad I

buried during infilling.
2. Female I on floor with 2 subad Is buried

during infilling. Bo pottery
NB. The infilling of Grave 1 was primary to the digging of Grave 2.
(the graves were in stratigraphic contact, Grave 2. having been
partly dug into one side of Grave 1. after the latter had been filled
in J.

_

C. Other Forms of Grouping on the Game Stratigraphic Horizon (primary
to barrow unless stated otherwise)* ✓

Site Burial

Barrow Hills 4/4A Male I with E Beaker
Berks b. Subad I

c. C with bronze flat knife
NB. b. and c. were almost certainly buried contemporaneously with
each other but possibly post-date a. by a considerable interval of
time.

__ _______ ___ _____

Carvinack, Cornwall a. FN Beaker grave (List B) under small
eccentric cairn

b. C under small eccentric cairn (different
from that covering a. and c.)

c. C under small eccentric cairn (different
from that covering a. and b.)

Crichel 14s Dorset a. I with W/MR Beaker in grave
b. C in pit cut into grave containing a.

* Groups of Beaker graves existed at Bee Low, Derbys, and Ridgeway,
Dorset, but their contents and stratigraphic positions are too
poorly recorded to warrant listing here.
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Table I (Cont'd)

Site Burial

Stockbridge, Hants a. N2 Beaker grave (List 8)
b. Wessex Culture C in pit cut into ditch

______ surrounding a.

Chatton Sandyford, a. ?I with N/NR Beaker
Northumberland b. ?I with S4/FV Beaker

c. ?I with N/NR Beaker
NB. No human bone survived in any of these graves (probably because
of acid soils) and some or all could therefore have contained more
than one burial.

__ __

Cassington 4» Qxon a. Ad I with AOG Beaker in grave
b. Ad I with S4 Beaker in grave secondarily

cut into that containing a.
NB. The stratigraphic relationship of neither grave to the barrow
is known and the intersection could be accidental.

Charmy 1, Somerset a. Subad I with 32 Beaker
b. C with Food Vessel buried contemporan-

_ eously with a.

Overton, Wilts a. S2 Beaker grave (List B)
b. Subad I in grave
c. Subad I in grave
d. Subad C in Cellared urn in pit cut into

grave containing c.
e. MOD (2 ad) in pit cut into grave

containing c.
f. Subad I with shale bead in grave
g. Subad C in Collared urn in pit
h. Subad I in shallow grave
i. Subad I in shallow grave

Spital Corner, a. Grave 1 (List 3)
E. R. Yorks b. Grave 2 (List B)

c. ?Male I in ?shallow grave
d. Female I in grave
e. Female I ?in shallow grave
f. ?Female I (?disturbed) with S1 Beaker

in ?shallow grave
g. Female I in grave
h. Male I in ?shallow grave
i. ?M I (?disturbed) in Tshallow grave.

NB. It is unknown if this site had ever been mounded.
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TABLE II{ Food Vessel Burials

Site Food Vessel Burial(s)

Bedd Branwen,
Ang

G (petrous bone of
infant) in FV on 0G3

Shield Knov.'e,
Curnb

Beeley A/B.
Derbys

2 separate graves
with FVs.
a. ?l(s) on floor of ?P
grave with ?G
scattered in fill
b. ?l(s) in grave ?P

C in FV in small —

stone cist built in

angle between 2
barrows of multi-

component site

Harland, 2 separate C
Derbys deposits in or

with FVs.
a. MCD (ad + subad)
with 2 FVs and

plano-convex flint
knives in grave
b. ?G in FV in pit

Long Ash 2, 2 separately-buried
Dorset Is with FVs

a. I PS
b. I with segmented PS
faience beads

Sheep Down, C with FV in pit
Dorset

Relationships to Other
Burials

Part of large G cemetery
(Collared urns).
Relationship to other
burials unknown

Unaccompanied MCD in
pit also possibly
primary.

C' in Collared/Cordoned
urn possibly primary to
Barrow A. Other Gs in
Collared or Cordoned
urn3 in secondary or
disturbed contexts in
both barrows.

Another primary grave
contained probable I
on floor and ad C
scattered in fill. Ad C
with plano-convex flint
knife in Collared urn in
disturbed context; other
Cs contemporary with
early structural stage
of barrow.

2 FV burials on success¬

ive stratigraphic
horizons in mulxistage
round barrow (b.primary
to G in Collared urn;
a. primary to C in
enlarged FV); earlier
burials comprised 5
Is (2 in successive I
grave with S2(WT) Beaker
sherds).

Part of large C/I
cemetery (Collared
urns). Relcitionship to
other burials unknown.

*= Stratigraphic Position (P = primary to completed barrow; S =

secondary to completed barrow; PS = primary to some structural stages,
secondary to others)
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Table II (Cont'd)

Site

Beaulieu 4»
Hants

Food Vessel Burial (a) *

?MGD (?2 or more P
persons) in pit with
FV nearby

Relationships to Other
Burials

Unaccompanied G secondary
to early structural phase
of barrow.

Bishop's W.,
Hants

Rockbourne,
Hants

I with FV disturbed

by secondary insertion
into same grave of ad
C with 2 bronze
knives

Grave containing
FV and 4 Is success¬
ively buried

P —

Charray 1,
Sora

See Table I

Earl1s Farm

2, Wilts

Fargo,
Wilts

Littlewood 2,
E. R. Yorks

Quernhow,
N. R. Yorks

Green Howe,
W. R. Yorks

Subad I with FV PS

See Table I

Ad I with FV in
shallow grave

3 separately-buried
C deposits with
FVs
a. Ad C on OGS
b. MCD (2 ?ad) in pit
c. MCD (ad + subad)
in pit

Subad I with FV in

grave

P
PS
F3

?PS

Unaccompanied C in
disturbed context in
second barrow probably
raised contemporaneously
with barrow containing
FV/deaker burials

Part of large I/C ceme¬
tery in multistage round
barrow. On same strati-

graphic horizon as 2 other
Is. Preceded by successive
X grave and 2 other Is;
succeeded by additional
Is and Gs (enlarged FV,
Collared and Deverel-

Rimbury urns)

Unaccompanied C (relation¬
ship to FV/deaker burials
•unknown )

Part of large G cemetery
in multistage round barrow
(no other ceramic assoc¬
iations ).

Part of large i/C ceme¬
tery in multistage round
barrow (multiple I grave
probably earlier, G in
Collared urn and other
Gs and Is later)
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TABLE IIIj Rich Burials (non-Beaker burials with ogival daggers, gold,
amber, faience and/or 2 or more bronze objects).

Column Headings
IT77 Stratigraphic Position (P = primary; S = secondary)
(2). Position on Plan (C = central; E = eccentric)

Site

Bedd Branwen,
Ang

Age/Sox/Rite Grave Goods

M Collared urn

Amber and jet beads
Bone pommel

hi M
JS

Barrow Hills 2,
Berks

?M Bronze awl
Gold button caps

?P

Barrow Hills 14:
Berks

Biconical pot
2 bronze razors

Barrow Hills 16,
Berks

Bronze flat knife
Bronze awl

Amber, jet and segmented
faience beads

E

Pewit Farm,
Berks

M Bronze flat knife
Bronze awl

Chippenham A,
Cambs

Ad Camerton-Snowshill dagger
Stone battleaxe

Beeley D,
Derbys

Segmented faience bead ?P C

Doll Tor, 1. ?F C Segmented faience bead
Derbys 2. ?M C Faience star bead

Bronze pinhead

*?

C
E

Edmondsham,
Dorset

M Camerton-Snowshill dagger
Bone tweezers
Bone pin
Whetstone

E

Long Ash 2,
Dorset

C* 4 segmented faience beads
Food Vessel

* Primary to a cremation in a Collared urn and secondary to a
cremation in an Enlarged Food Vessel
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Table III (Cont'd)

Site Age/Sex/Bite Grave Goods

?M CCefn Goleu,
Flints

Ffridci y Garreg M C*
Wen, Flints

Collared urn

Bronze ?pinhead
Bronze ?knife fragments

Enlarged Food Vessel
Bronze flat knife
Bronze awl

in in
?P E

S E

Breach Farm,
Glam

Marshfield 3,
Glos

Glos

Beaulieu 6,
Hants

Ad
Ad MCI)
Ad

?F

Soldier's Tump, F
Subad

MCD

?I

Bronze flat axe P C
Bronze chisel
Bronze fl knife

Pygmy Cup
Plano-convex flint knife
Flint arrowheads
Stone arrow straightener

Bronze awl P C
Shale studs
Amber and shale beads

Bronze flat knife P C
Bronze awl
Fossil beads
Perforated pebble

Amber necklace P C

Bishop's Waltham, Ad C
Hants

Gallow's Hills, 1.? l(s)
Hants

2.?M C

Stockbridge, Subad C
Hants

Lockington,
Leics

Ad

2 bronze flat knives ?S** C

Segmented faience ?P E
and other beads

Armorico-British dagger S E
Bone belthook

Collared urn P E
Bronze awl

4 segmented faience beads
Jet, lignite etc beads

Bronze flat knife S C
Bronze awl
Plano-convex flint- knife
Flint arrowhead

* Probably in the same pit ao an unaccompanied female cremation.
Probably secondarily insezded through early structural stage of
barrow into pre-existing grave.
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Table III (Cont'd)

Site Age/Sex/Rite Grave Goods

Stanton Earcourt 4i M
Oxon

Tynings E,
Som

Chanctonbury,
Sussex

?F
Subad

MOD

Camerton-Snowshill dagger
Pygmy Gup
Jet and amber beads
Hint strike-a-light
Whetstone
Bone pin

Collared urn

Bronze awl

Segmented faience and
jet beads

Camerton-Snowshill dagger

hi M
P C

£

Boscombe,
Wilts

?C Armcrico-British dagger
Bronze flat knife
Whetstones
Plano-convex flint knife
Bone and antler objects

Loose Howe,
N. R. Yorks

Camerton-Snowshill dagger
Collared urn

Stone axehammer

Pygmy Cup
Bronze pin

S
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APPENDIX I. AGE/BEX COMPOSITION OF BURIALS

A. All Burials

Region Sites Buried s Is Cs M F Ad Subcid Mean
1 '97 272 105 167 36 22 103 50 2.80
2 40 T181 ?10 7171 0 2 7 9 4.53
3 10 17 10 7 0 0 0 3 1.70
4 7 12 1 11 0 2 3 0 1.71
5* 35 85 22 63 11 10 35 10 2.43
6 45 94 30 64 12 8 39 21 2.09
7 21 52 20 32 7 5 13 21 2.48
8 9 46 0 46 3 5 14 26 5.11
9 25 143 54 89 7 18 40 29 5.72
10 2 7 0 7 1 4 6 1 3.50
11 6 9 4 5 1 3 5 1 1.50
12 41 152 47 105 31 24 91 27 3.71
13 20 91 35 56 10 8 34 16 4.55
14** 12 37 8 *29 A 2 11 2 3.08
15 .J2 143 13 18 JA 66 -31 3-79

409 1346 359 987 141 127 467 249 3.29
* Chewton 6, Somerset (and possible Romano-British burials at
Chewton 2 ana 4) excluded.
** Sunbrick, Lanes, excluded.
Inhumations Cremations

M F Ad Subad Region M F Ad Subad

18 13 49 27 1 18 9 54 23
00 00 00 00 2 00 2 7 9
00 00 00 00 3 00 00 00 3
00 00 00 00 4 00 2 3 00

4 2 10 3 5 7 8 25 7
9 5 16 11 6 3 3 23 10

5 2 8 9 7 2 3 5 12
00 00 00 00 8 3 5 14 26

4 7 21 26 9 3 11 19 3
00 00 00 00 10 1 4 6 1
00 2 2 1 11 1 1 3 00

15 2 28 12 12 16 22 63 15
9 7 20 10 13 1 1 14 6

00 00 00 00 14 4 2 11 2

JL 1 —A 1 15 M 11 61 -UL
§8 "41 159 100 73 86 308 149

Key to Regions
1. Wessex (chalk). Berks, Dorset, Hant s, Wilt s

2. Wessex (heath). Dorset , Eants
3. Devon
4. Cornwall
5. Glos, Somerset, Wilts, Worca
6. Thames, Berks, Oxon
7. BE England. Rent, Surrey, Sussex
8. Essex

9. Cambs, Suffolk
10. Norfolk
11. Bedfords, Herts, Hunts
12. Derbys, Leics
13. Yorks
14. W Midlands/A England. Cheshire, Curnb, Lanes, Northumberland
15. Wales
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B. Multiple Cremation Deposits

Totalt 54 deposits containing the remains of 119 persons
(mean 2.20)

M F M Subad

11 19 64 44
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APPENDIX II. MULTIPLE CREMATION DEPOSITS

A. Age/Sex Composition, See Appendix I, B.

B. Associations. See Appendix III, F, G.

C. Incidence by Region (see Appendix I, A, for key)

S^&ion Deposits Persons

1 10 20
2 3 7
3 Nil Nil

4 Nil Nil

5 5 11
6 2 5
7 1 2
8 10 23
9 1 2
10 2 6
11 Nil Nil
12 5 10

13 3 6
14 2 4
15 10 23

Total 54 119

D. List of Examples. The following supplements the
Petersen et al, 1972-74, 58-^0, and includes burials
and other sites not in the corpus.

Site Burials Associations ]

Howford, 3 or more (yng Collared urn
Aberdeens A ■* 2yr C

1-2 older C)

Dalineum,
Argyll

E Lockinge,
Berks

Warren Farm

MK13» Bucks

2 (?F + C)

3-4 (40yr ?M +
sral ?F + 11yr
C + ?)

?2 (17-kyr ?F
?+ foetus/l)

Nil

Nil

Nil

References

Lockhart,
1971-72

Ritchie,
1971-72

Peake et al,
1935

Green, 1974

Brenig 44»
Denbighs

At least 2

(A + A)
Collared urn

clay studs,
PCX, Pygmy Cup

Lynch et al,
1974
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Site Burials Associations References

Aberdour, 2 (?M + ?F) Bone pin Close-Brooks
Fife et al, 1971-72

Balbirnie, 2 (?M + C/yng Nil Ritchie,
Fife F)

(F + 6yr C)
1974

2 I Bone bead
2 I[?F + 6yr C) F-V
2 \ ?M + yng C) Nil
2 (?M + 4^yr C) Nil

- ?2 (7yr C + ?A) Nil
?2 (?M + C) Nil
?2 (?F + C) Nil

Cefn Goleu, 2 (21&rr ?F Collared urn, Corpxis entry
Flints + D ' Pygmy Cup,

bone pin

Orwell, 2-3 (M + F ♦ Nil Ritchie,
Kinross ?F) 1974
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APPENDIX lilt GRAVES CONTAINING MULTIPLE BURIALS

Multiple cremation deposits (Appendix II) and interments in graves
or pits partly cut into other graves or pits containing human
burials excluded.

bite

A. Inhumations Only

Bee Low, Derbys

Glebe Low,
Derby3

Green Low,
Derbys

Crichel 6,
Dorset

Long Ash 1
Dorset

Ridgeway, Dorset

Sheep Down,
Dorset

Chedworth 1, Glos

Gallows Hill,
Hants

Rockbourne,
Hants

Cassington 5»
Oxon

Chewton 3» Som

Chewton 4» Som

Earl's Farm 2,
Wilts

Ebbesborne, Wilts

Burials

7 (4 M, 1 ad, 2 subad)

2 graves:
1. 2 (ad, subad.)

?2. 1-2 subad

2 (ad, subad)

3

5 (3 F, 2 subad)

2

2 subad

2 (M, F)

2 (including 1 F)

4 (including 2 ad & 1
subad)

2 (M, subad)

3 (2 M, F)

4 (M, F, ad, subad)

2 M

?5

Artifa.cts

AOG Beaker

Bone pin
7

S1 Beaker etc

Nil (?Angl o-Baxon)

Undec Beaker

Beaker bowl

Collared urn

7

Segmented faience,
chalk and fossil
beads

Food Vessel

Flint scraper

2 Romano-British

potsherds

Romano-British

potsherds

Nil

Nil
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Site Burials Artifacts

Jug's Grave,
Wilts

Spital Corner,
E. R. Yorks

Greenhowe,
W. R. Yorks

Bredon Hill,
Worcs

2 or more

2 graves:
1. 3 (F, 2 subad)
2. 2 (M, subad)

4 (?M, F, 2 s\ibad)

2 (M, ?F)

Beaker sherds

?w/i'LR,); ?second
Beaker (k/NR);
gold disc; etc

Nil
S1 Beaker etc

Plano-convex flint

knife, bone pin

2 E Beakers etc

B. Cremations Only

Carvinack,
Cornwall

Ffridd y Garreg
Wen, Flints

Great Ayron A-E,
K. R. Yorks

?2

2 (H, ?F)

FH Beaker

Enlarged Food
Vessel, bronzes

3 (including 1 ?subad) 2 Collared urns

C. Inhumations and Cremations

Longstone,
Cornwall

Shield Knowe,
Cumb

?2 (?I, ?.F C)

?2 (?I, ?C)

SH4(c) Beaker

2 Food Vessels

Ysgwennent, Derib

Bee Low, Derbys

Harland Edge,
Derbys

Sutton 268
Glam

2 graves:
1. ?3 (?I, 2 ?C)
2. ?2 (?I, ?C)

3 (2 I including M, ad
C)

?2 (?I, ad C)

6 (subad I, M I, MCD
(ad + subad), M C, C)

32(W) Beaker etc
S2(W) Beaker etc

Flint strike-a¬

light

N/MR Beaker, flint
arrowheads, Collared
urn. bronze flat knife,
Pygmy Cup, bone bead

Bishop's Waltham,
Hants

2 (I, ad C) Food Vessel, 2 bronze
flat knives
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Site

Stockbridge,
Hants

Crowmarsh 1,
Oxon

Pargo Plantation,
Wilts

Overton Hill,
'Wilts

Rollestone,
Wilts

Blackhill,
W. R. Yorks

Burials

3 (P I, 2 C)

Artifacts

N2 Beaker etc

4 (3 subad I, subad C) Mil

4 (subad I, 3 C)

3 (MI, MOD (?M +
subad))

4 (PI, ad I, subad I,
ad or near ad C)

2 (M I, C)

S2(W) Beaker,
Food Vessel

S2(W) 3eaker etc

Kecked Beaker

sherd, Pygmy Cup
sherds

Mil

Ferrybridge 2,
W. R. Yorks

3 (M I, subad I, C) Flint dagger
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APPFNDIX IV. ACID AMD SFXED BURIALS WITH SIGNIFICANT ASSOCIATIONS*

Total? 341 (25*3$ of all burials)

Total Inhumations? 56 (1 5-6$ of all inhumations)

Total Cremations: 285 (28.9$ of all cremations)

Multiple Cremation Deposits: 36 (67$ of all multiple cremation
deposits) containing the bones of 80 persons (8.1$ of all cremations,
28.0$ of all equipped aged and/or sexed cremations and 17•5$ of
all aged and/or sexed cremations).

A. All Equipped Burials

M F Ad Subad

67 64 228 111

B. Equipped Inhumations

M F Ad Subad

18 10 37 19

C. Equipped Cremations

M F Ad Subad

49 54 191 92

D. Equipped Single Cremations

M F Ad Subad

43 41 145 58

F. Equipped Multiple Cremation Deposits

M F Ad Subad

6 13 46 34

* Burials accompanied only by unworked flint flakes, scraps
of pottery etc excluded
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F. Breakdown by Site (all burials)

Abbreviations
All = Flint arrowhead (B&T = barbed & tanged)
Brz = Bronze
CU = Collared urn

DR = Deverel-Rimbury
F'V = Food Vessel
KD = Round-heeled riveted bronze/copper flat knife
MCD = Multiple cremation deposit
PCK = Plano-convex flint knife

SF(B)= Segmented faience (bead)
Yng = Young

(l) Inhumations

Site
»

Age (Years)
and Sex

Associations

Bedfords

Barton I 16 M Shale bead, ox rib

Five knolls 5 lid1-aged F Partly polished flint knife

3erks

Barrow Hills 3 M KD

Barrow Hills 4/4A M L Beaker, 3 AHs, gold
basket earrings

Cambs

Chippenham A Ad Ogival brz dagger, stone
battleaxe

Chippenham 5 Child Small lugged pot

Snailwell C Child Jet necklace

Snailwell G Adolescent PCK

Derbys

Bee Low C.40 M 34 Beaker

Dorset

Sheep Down 2-3 month
2-3 month
8

CU with this &/or following
burial
CU
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Site

Glam

Sutton 268

Hants

Callow's Hill

Rockbourne

Stockbridge

Qxon

Cassington 4

Cassington 5

Crowmarsh 2

Stanton 2

Age (Years)
and Sex

C.40 M

Stanton 12

Pemb

Corston

Somerset

Charmy 1

Suffolk

Barnham

Grimstone

Sussex

Blackpatch 3

30-40 P

Yng ad
Infant
Ad

25 P

Ad
Ad

I>ldl—aged M

11-12

Yng F

Yng M

M

Yng person

20-30 P

Ad

Yng M

Yng F

Associations

N/MR Beaker, 7 AGs, flint
scraper

Single SP, chalk & fossil
beads

Infciat (with fish bones) in PV
accompanying ad
3 antler tines

N2 Beaker, copper awl

AOG Beaker

S4 Beaker

Flint scraper

S3(F) Beaker

Partly polished flint knife,
jet belt slider
w/HR Beaker, 7 AHs, bone
belt slider

AOG Beaker, stone wristguard

KD

S2 Beaker, KB, shale bead

Pygmy Cup

Flint scraper

3 flint axes, other worked
flints, boar tusk, pig bones
Flint axe
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Site

Blackpatch 7

Blackpatch 12

Chanctonbury

Ditchling

Wilts

Bosoombe

Durrington 1

Hhrl's Farm 2

Easton

Fargo Plant.

Fovant

Overton Hill

Worcs

Wellgate

S. R. Yorks

Littlewood 2

Spital

W. R. Yorks

Ferrybridge II

Green Howe

Age (Years) Associations
and Sex

Yng person CU, worked flint

M Flint ?axe

30 F Ogival brz dagger

Ad Fragments of this and following
Child burial in urn (?CU)

504- M KD, flint strike-a-light

40-50 M S2 Beaker, axshammer

20-23 F Fossil bead
3-3'ig- Oak object
1 FV

40 M Flint bar

Yng person S2 Beaker sherds

Yng M Antler pick, red deer antler

40 M S2 Beaker, antler spatula, 2
slate polishers, brz awl,
flint strike-a-Iight

6 month Biconical shale bead

40-50 M 4 B&f AH, bone pin fragment,
flint scraper

Ad FV

?F S1 Beaker

40-50 M S1 Beaker, flint strike-a¬
light, pig bone

45-^0 M Flint dagger

35-45 F Bone pin
3 PCK
12-13 FV
Ad "Flint knife"
5 FV
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Site

(2) Cremations

Anglesey

Bedd Branwen

Age (Years)
and Sex

Associations

Treiorwerth

Bedfords

Five Knolls 5

Berks

Barrow Hills 2

Barrow Hills 4/4A
Barrow Hills 14

Pewit Farm

Brecons

Njynydd Epynt

Caernarvons

Cefn Coch 277

Cornwall

Gocksbarrow

Tregulland

Ad
Infant
Ad
Infant
?M
?Ad

?Child
Infant

6 or under
i'lCD (My
20F)

35 M

Yng ?M

6-12

F

25 M

Child

11-13
10-12

M

20-30 ?F

CU, Pygmy Cup, brz awl
CU

CU, jet fusiform bead
CU

CU, bone pommel, hone
CU

CU, bone pommel, 1 bone,
6 amber & 4 jet beads
CU
FV

Enlarged FV
CU

CU

Brz awl, gold button caps

KD

Biconical pot, 2 brz razors

KD, brz awl

Pygmy Cup sherds, 2 coal &,
1 clay bead

Enlarged FV, KD
Enlarged FV

Horn spoon

2 AHs
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Site Agej[Years)
and Sex

Associations

Cumberland.

Broomrigg C ?M
?M
30-60 ?M

Pygmy Cup
13 jet disc beads
CU

High Wath Ad Brz/copper wire

Benbighs

Ysgwennent Ad CU/enlarged FV

Berbys

Bee Low ?Ad KB

Beeley A 16-25
25*
25

Cordoned urn

CU

CU/Cordoned urn sherds

Beeley B Yng ad Cordoned urn sherds

Boll Tor C.10
?F
?F under 40
C.10
?M under 50
C.11

Bucket urn sherds
Bucket urn

SFB
2 Bucket urns, flint scraper
Faience star bead, brz pinhead
Potsherds (? Bucket urn)

Glebe Low Ad Boar tusks, fossil shell

Harland idge Ad

MCB (jmg ad
+ 7-8)
?I«ICB (yng
ad + yng
infant)
Ad under 30

Flint strike-a-light, 3
potsherds
3 PCX, 2 FV

PCX fragment

CU, PCX

Stanton 2 Ad

?M
?Ad
Ad.

Yng M
?F

Pygmy Cup, flint scraper,
flake knife
CU

CU, flake knife
Sherds of plain urn
Brz fragments,CU/FV sherds
Sherds of 2-3 CU, PCX
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Site Age (Years)
and Sex

Associations

Stanton 3 F

Yng person
F

2 CU, tanged brz knife
CU, woiiced flint
CU, brz fragments, 2 flint
scrapers

Stanton 4 Yng person Potsherds, brz rod fragments,
5 flint scrapers

Stanton "( ?F CU, 2 worked flints

Stanton 8 MOD ( ad +
ad)

Brz fragments

Stanton 13 ?14 under 30
20-25 M
20-30 F
20-30 F
IF

?F under 30

Hint scraper, worked flint
2 CU, flake knife
CU, clay stud, Pygmy Cup
?PCK

Segmented bone bead, 3 urn
sherds, worked flint
CU

Stanton 16 ?F
Ad

CU
CU

Stanton 17 Yng M CU, bone pin, flint screrer

Stanton 18 16-17 CU

Stanton 20 M CU

Stanton 21 Yrg ?F

18 M

Sherds of 2 Pygmy cups, 2
flint scrapers
CU, Pygmy Cup, 4 flint scrapers

Stanton 22 ?M under 18 CU

Stanton 36 ?F in early
20s

Stone battleaxe

Totley Yng M
Yng H
Yng F
20-30 M

CU, 3 flint scrapers
Unfired urn, worked flint
CU, Pygmy Cup, worked flint
?Unfired urn

Devon

Upton Pyne Less than 1 Wessex Biconical urn
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Site

Dorset

Barges B

Crichel 1

Crichel 3

Crichel 7

Crichel 8

Crichel 12

Crichel 18

Mmondsham

Launceston 10

Oakley 1

Oakley 2

Winterborne

Essex

Dedham

Kartell's

Hewhouse

Vinces 2

Age (Years) Associations
and Sex

?M Urn (?DR)

?MCD (ad + Potsherds (?Bucket urn)
child.)

Ad Bucket urn, accessory vessel

7 Urn sherds possibly associ¬
ated

Ad Barrel urn

12-14 CU

Ad Calcite double-spacing bead

27 M Ogival bra dagger, bone
tweezers, decorated bone
pin, perforated whetstone

Ad Barrel urn

Yng ?F Brz awl, disc bead (?stone)
M Bucket urn

Ad Bucket urn

Yng person Globular urn

?M Bone tweezers
MOD (50 M + CU sherds
?ad)

Ad under 20 Bucket urn, accessory
vessel

F under 18
M

Ad

6 months

MOD (?F +
child)

CU
CU

Urn (?DR)

Urn (?DR)

Globular urn
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Site Age (Years)
and Sex

Vinces 3 MOD (yng
child *

adolescent)
MOD (ad +
child)
MOD (old M +
F •¥ juvenile

child)
MOD (ad +
juvenile )
MOD (yng ad
<■ infant)
MOD (ad +
child
MCD (infant
*3» ?child)
Child
?P
Child

Yng infant
Infant
Child

Ad

Juvenile

7

Flints

Infant

Cefn Goleu Under 6
months
Ad
MCD (18-25
?F very
yng infant)
Old ad
?M

Ffridd y Garreg M over 21
Wen

M
?MCD (ad +
c.10)

Ysceifiog Old ?F

Associations

Bucket urn

Bucket urn, miniature urn
sherds
Bucket urn

Bucket urn

DR urn

Bucket urn

Bucket urn

Bucket urn

DR urn

Bucket urn

Bucket urn

Bucket urn

Bucket urn, sherds of 3
miniature vessels
DR urn

Bucket urn

Bucket urn, bra rod,
perforated pig canine
Bucket urn

CU

Fragments of 2 B&T AH
CU, Pygmy Cup, eyed bone pin

CU

CU, bra ?pinhead, brz
?knife fragments

Perforated ?whetstone, bone
pin
Enlarged FV, KD, brz awl
Potsherds

CU
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Site Age (Years)
and Sex

Associations

Glamorgans

Bishopston

Breach Farm

Marlborough

10-14

MOD (ad +
ad + ad)

MCI) (ad +
child + child
Ad

CU

Brz flat axe, brz chisel,
KD, 2 arrowshaft straight-
eners, Pygmy Cup, PCX, 16
Alls, 4 flint scrapers

Pygmy Cup

Potsherds

Mt PIeasant

Pond Cairn

Sheeplays 293

Simondston

Ad

Ad

CU

CU

Six Wells 271

Sutton 268

Glos

Sevan's Quarry

?M under 19
5-6

Ad
MCD (ad +
child)
MCD (ad +
child + child)
MCD (ad *
child)

?M over 20

?M over 18
MCD (ad +
foetus/infant)
Under 7

18-25
Ad
?F
Ad
Ad

CU, brz awl
Cordoned urn

Ehlarged FV, flake knife
Enlarged FV, flint strike-
a-light
CU

Brz awl

Bucket/Globular urn

KD, bone bead., Pygmy Cup
CU

CU

DR sherds
DR urn

DR urn, 3 accessory vessels
DR urn

DR urn

Marshfield 3

Soldier's Turnp

25-40 ?F

MCD (F +
very yng
child)

2 share studs, 2 amber & 1
shale bead, brz awl

KD, brz awl, 3 fossil
beads, perforated pebble
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Hants

Bishops "Waltham

Gallows Hill

Ibsley 6

Kinson 3

Latch Farm

Niton 3

Rag Copse

Rancomhe

Stockbridge

Huntingdons

Brampton I

Brampton II

Lanes

Moseley

Leics

Lockington

Monmouths

388

Age (Years)
and Sex

Associations

20-30 2 KD

?M Wessex Dagger, bone belthook

F CU

Ad Barrel urn

?Child Barrel urn

Ad Barrel urn

?Child Bucket urn

?Adolescent Barrel urn

MOD (child CU
+ child)

Yng F CU, flint flake

F Tanged brz flat knife

Mi-aged ad CU

15 CU, brz awl, 4 SF and 125
lignite disc beads, 7
miscellaneous beads

(calcite, shale, jet, lignite)

Ad

28-38 ?F

Urn

CU

Yng ?F CU

Ad KD, brz awl, 4 PCK, B&T AH,
potsherds (?CU)

Crick Ad PCK



Site Age ( Years)
and Sex

Associations

Montgomery's

Foel Cairn

Norfolk

Weasenham B

Northumber1and

Goatscrag

Oxon

Cassington 5

City Farm 3

City Farm 4

City Farm 5

Standlake 2

Standlake 3

Stanton 4

Stanton 11/11A

Stone axehammer, PCK,
worked flints
Flake knife

MCD (F «- ClI
F + F + ?M)

Yng ?M
MCD (yng
?F + 2-3)
? Yng ad

ihlarged FV
ihlarged FV

Lignite barrel bead

6 month

Ad

?Ad ?M

Adolescent/
yng ad

?Ad

Yng infant

M

MCD (ad t-
ad + ad)
Ad
MCD (ad +
?ad)

CU

Potsherds (CU & CU/3iconical
urn)

CU

Bra Awl, potsherds (?CU),
Pygmy Cup

Ducket urn sherds

EJyed bone pin

Pygmy Cup, flint strike-a¬
light, perforated whetstone,
ogival bra dagger, bone pin
fragments, fragments of
ivory/horn object, single
jet, amber & fossil beads

Sherds of large urn (?DR)

Potsherds (?DR)
Biconical/ducket urn sherds
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Site

Perob

Kilpaison

Pen-Dre II

S Hill

Somerset

Chewton 3

Tynings E

Tynings N

Tynings S

Suffolk

Beacon Hill

Eriswell

Pin Farm

Age (Years) Associations
and Sex

11-12 2 CU
M CU
?P CU

Adolescent/ CU, PCK
yng ad

Ad 2 CU, Pygmy Cup, brz blade
fragments

18-25 M CU

Ad Rectangular hone, pebble
hone

MCD (yng F CU, 6 jet (4 barrel & 2
+3) disc) & SP beads, triangular

jet necklace fastener,
brz awl.

40-45 M Biconical/ducket urn
20-35 ?F Biconical/ducket urn
25-30 F 3 Pygmy Cups, bone belthook,

CU

MCD (?F + 3 bone pins, clay & paste
?M) beads
35-45 Biconical urn, fossil

crinoids

?F Bone pin
?F 4 bone spacer plates,

bone pin
Ad Pygmy Cup
Ad Brz ?awl, strike-a-light,

microlith, flint flakes
F Pygmy Cup, bone pin
?Ad CU

21-22 M CU
?F CU

2-4 CU
?F CU
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Site

Sussex

Blackpatch 1

Cockhill I

Ditchling

Itford Hill

Hilts

jferl' s Farm 2

Knighton

Lake 2>6g

Lake 38

Lamb F

Marleyeombe 2

Marleycorobe 5

Marleyeombe 6

Overton

Age (Years)
and Sex

Child

3-4

Yng person

Old ?M
Child
?Child

Yng ?F
?Child
MCD (yng
?F + 3)
Yng ?M
Child

Ml-aged/
old F

MCD (8-9
+ 14-18)
M
MCD (yng
F + 1)

30-40 F

?M

Child/yng
person
?M

Infant

9

Ad

Child
Ad

Ad

3
13-17

Associations

CU

Pot sherds (?DR)

CU

Bucket urn, flint scraper
Potsherds (?DR)
Potsherds (?DR)
Bucket urn

Sherds of 2 Bucket urns

Bucket urn

Globular urn

Globular urn

Bucket urn

Enlarged FV

Bucket urn

Globular urn

Barrel urn, accessory vessel

Barrel urn sherds

CU

Urn sherds (?Bucket urns),
bra spiral ring, flint
scraper
CU

GU sherds

Barrel urn sherds

Barrel urn

Barrel urn

Barrel urn

CU
CU



Site

Woodrainton 2

Woodminton 5

N. R. Yorks

Beacon Farm

Great Ayton

Quernhow

Wykehara

W. R. York3

Age (Years)
and Sex

Ad

F

MOD (30 M
+ 16 ?M)

?M

Yng ?ad
?Child

HCD (ad +
?ad)
MOD (ad +
child)
?Ad
?M

17-25 F

Associations

"Barrel" urn

CU, brz awl

2 R£T AH

Pygmy Cup sherds
Pygmy Cup sherds
CU

FV

FV, PCK

FV sherds
FV

Bronze fragments

Green Howe 13-17 CU, flint knife
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G. Breakdown by Artifact Type

(1) All burials MEM Subad

1. Flint
Axe 2 1 3 0

Dagger 1 0 1 0
Polished knife 0 2 2 0
Plano-convex knife 0 2 11 6
Flake knife 1 1 6 1
Arrowhead 6 1 12 0
St r ike-a-1 ight 4 0 7 1

Scraper 9 2 16 3
Bar 1 0 1 0

2. Stone
Axehacam er/bat11 eaxe 1 1 3 1
Polisher 1 0 1 0
Whetstone 4 0 5 0

Wristguard 1 0 1 0

Arrow straightener 0 0 3 0

3. Bronze
Wessex dagger 3 1 5 0
Round-heeled flat knife 6 1 13 4
Tanged knife/razor 0 3 3 0

Axe 0 0 3 0

Chisel 0 0 3 0
Awl 5 6 15 4
Spiral ring 1 0 1 0

Rod 0 0 0 2
Wire 0 0 1 0
Pin 2 0 2 0

4. Gold
Button caps 1 0 1 0
Basket earrings 1 0 1 0

5. Bronze/Gold
Any metal object 17 12 43 9
2 or more metal objects 4 2 10 1

6, Beads/iJecklace Elements

Beads/necklace elements 6 10 19 9
Spacer plates 0 1 1 1
More than 12 disc beads 1 0 1 2
11 or less beads (various types) 5 9 17 7
Single beads 2 5 9 4
Amber beads 2 1 3 0
Faience beads 1 3 4 2
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All Burials (cont'd)

7. Miscellaneous
Bone belthook
Bone pommel
Jet/bone slider
Clay/shale studs
Bone tweezers
Bone pin
Antlers/Antler tines
Bone/antler spatula
Horn spoon
Boar tusk

6. Pottery
Beaker
Food Vessel
Collared urn

Enlarged Food Vessel
Biconical urn

Cordoned urn

Deverel-Rirabury urn

Hybrid/miscellaneous/indeterminate
urn

Cinerary urns (all types)
Feverel-Rimbury urn with
Accessory Vessel

Pygmy Cup only
Pygmy Cup with Collared urn

(2). Cremations

1. Flint
Plano-convex knife
Flake knife
Arrowhead
St rike-a-1 ignt
Scraper

2. Stone

Axehammer/battleaxe
Whetstone
Arrow straightener

3. Bronze
Wessex dagger
Round-heeled flat knife

Tanged knife/razor
Axe
Chisel
Awl

Spiral ring
Rod
Wire
Pin

M F Ad Sudc

1 1 2 0
2 0 2 0

1 1 2 0
0 2 2 0
2 0 2 0

4 6 10 2
1 0 2 0
1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 2 0

6 2 10 3
0 0 7 6

>1 29 63 35
2 1 5 7
1 0 1 1
0 0 2 1
7 10 38 32

6 3 23 6

M 39 132 82

0 2 4 2

2 4 15 4
1 2 5 1

0 2 11 4
1 1 5 0

2 1 8 0
1 0 4 1
6 2 12 3

0 1 1 1
4 0 5 0
0 0 3 0

3 0 4 0

3 1 10 3
0 3 3 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 3 0

4 5 13 4
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 2
0 0 1 0
2 0 2 0
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Cremations (cont'd) M F Ad Sub;

4. Gold
Button caps 1 0 1 0

5. Bronze/Gold
Any bronze/gold object 12 10 35 8
2 or more metal objects 4 2 10 1

6. Beads/Necklace Elements
Beads/h'ecklace elements 6 8 17 5
Spacer plates 0 1 1 0
More than 12 disc beads 1 0 1 1
11 or less beads (various types) 4 6 13 4
Single beads 2 4 8 1
Amber beads 2 1 3 0
Faience beads 1 3 4 2

7. Miscellaneous
Bone belthook 1 1 2 0
Bone pommel 2 0 2 0

Clay/shale studs 0 2 2 0
Bone tweezers 2 0 2 0
Bone pin 4 5 9 2
Horn spoon 0 0 1 0
Boar tusk 0 0 1 0

8. Pot t ery
Food Vessel 0 0 6 3
Collared urn 21 25 63 31
Enlarged Food Vessel 2 1 5 7
Biconical urn 1 0 1 1
Cordoned urn 0 0 2 1

Deverel-Rimbury urn 7 10 38 32
Hybrid/miscellaneous/indeterminate 6 3 23 6
urn

*— -J

Cinerary urn (all types) 37 39 132 78
Deverel-Rimbury urn with o 0 A p
Accessory Vessel

v_/ Cm C.

Pygmy Cup only 2 3 14 3
Pygmy Cup with Collared urn i 2 5 • 1

(3) • Inhumations

1. Flint
Axe 2 1 3 0

Dagger 1 0 1 0
Polished knife 0 2 2 0
Plano-convex knife 0 0 0 2
Flake knife 0 0 1 1
Arrowhead 4 0 4 0

Strike-a-light 3 0 3 0

Scraper 3 0 4 0
Bar 1 0 1 0
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Inhumations (cont'd)

2. Stone

Axehammer/batt1eaxe
Polisher

Wristguard

3. Bronze
Wessex dagger
Round-heeled flat knife
Awl

M F Ad Subad

1 0 2 0
1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0

3 0 3 1
1 1 2 0

4. Gold
Basket earrings

5« Bronze/Gold
Any bronze/gold object

5, Beads/Necklace Elements
Beads/Necklace elements
Spacer plates
More than 12 disc beads
11 or less beads (various types)
Single beads
Amber beads

1 0 1 0

5 2 8 1

0 2 2 4
0 0 0 1(

0 0 0 1
0 2 2 3
0 1 1 3
0 0 0 1

7. Miscellaneous
Jet/bone slider
Bone pin
Antlers/Antler tines
Bone/antler spatula
Boar tusk

1 1 2 0
0 1 1 0
1 0 2 1
1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0

8. Pottery
Beaker 6 2 10 3
Food Vessel 0 0 1 3
Collared urn 0 0 0 4
Cinerary urn (all types) 0 0 0 4
Pygmy Cups only 0 1 1 1

(4)» Multiple Cremation Deposits

Deposits Persons M F Ad Subad

1♦ Flint and Stone
Plano-convex knife 4
Arrowhead 2

Strike-a-light 1
Scraper 1
Arrow straightener 1

9 0 0 6 3
5 1 0 4 1
2 0 0 1 1
3 0 0 3 0

3 0 0 3 0
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Multiple Cremation Deposits (cont'd)

Deposits Pex'sons M F

2. Bronze
Round-heeled bronze
flat knife

Axe
Chisel
Awl

Any bronze object
2 or more bronze objects

3» Beads
Beads
Faienc e

4« Miscellaneous
Bone pin

5» Pottery
Food Vessel
Collared urn

ihlarged Food Vessel
Beverel-Rimbury urn
Hybrid/miscellaneous/
indeterminate urn

Cinerary urn (all types)
Deverel-Rimbury urn with
Accessory Vessel

Pygmy Cup only
Pygmy Cup with
Collared urn

Ad Subad

2 5 0 1 4 1

1 3 0 0 3 0

1 3 0 0 3 0

3 6 0 2 3 3
5 11 0 2 8 3
2 5 0 1 4 1

2 4 0 2 2 2
1 2 0 1 1 1

1 2 0 1 1 1

3 6 0 0 4 2

9 21 4 7 14 7
3 6 0 1 2 4

10 22 1 4 9 13

3 7 0 0 6 1

25 56 5 12 31 25

1 2 0 0 1 1

2 6 0 0 4 2

1 2 0 1 1 1



APPENDIX V. LIST OP SITES WITH BURIALS DEPOSITED IN THE MOUND
MAKEUP DURING THE ACTIVE CONSTRUCTION OF THE BARROW

Site

Treiorwerth, Ang

Carvinack, Cornwall

Harland Edge, Derbys

Upton Fyne, Devon

Long Ash 2, Dorset

Sheeplays 279» Glam

Earl'8 Farm 2, Wilts

Burial (b)

Multiple cremation deposit (M +
20 yr F) in Collared urn

Cremation

2-3 cremations (1—2 young adults
and infant)

Token cremation

Disarticulated 1-2 year inhumation

12 year cremation

2 burials (l8 month inhumation
and young adult cremation)
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APPENDIX VI: SITES WITH 2 CONCENTRIC DITCHES

Site Internal Diameter Secrusnce

Barrow Hills 14> Inner 56*
Berks Outer 94 •

Chippenham Bp Inner c .56 1 Inner/outer
Canbs Outer 0.83'

Chippenham 5s Inner 55, ?Inner/outer
Cambs Outer 110'

Aston 1, Inner ?1021 ?Inner/outer
Derbys Outer ?115 *

Long Ash 2, Inner c.30* Inner/outer
Dorset Outer C.67'
Beaulieu 4» Inner c.39' Inner/outer
Hants Outer 84'
Kinson 2, Inner 25' x 17-g-' Inner/outer
Hants Outer- 36'

Brampton 2f Inner 72' ?Inner/outer
Hunts Outer 105'

Cessington 1, Inner 38« ?

Oxon Outer 70*

Cassington 5t Inner c.108• Inner/outer
Oxon Outer c.115'

Crowmarsh 1, Inner 0.32*
Oxon Outer c.80'

Stanton Harcourt 2, Inner 0.76' •?

Oxon Outer c.100'

Durrington 1, Inner 48' x 43' ?

Wilts Outer 75' x 72'
Pkrl's Farm 2, Inner 72« Inner/outer
Wilts Outer 0.90'

Rollestone, Inner 36' x 3li' ? (but see
Wilts Outer 48' X 44' corpus entry)
Ferrybridge I, Inner 51* ?Inner/outer
W. R. Yorks Outer 68'
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APPENDIX VII! MULTI-COMPONENT SITES

Site Comments

A. Sites Consisting of 3 or More Major Circular Components
Arranged Linearly

Barrow Hills 3/4-4A,
Berks

Beeley a/b/c, Derbys
Burn Ground 1-6, Glos

Stanton Harcourt

9/10/11-11A, Cbcon
Charmy 3/4/5/6, Som

Lake 38/38a/38b/39,
Wilts

Woodminton 1~4»
Wilts

3 round barrows, 2 enclosed by a
common (pear-shaped) ditch

3 ditchless round barrows

2 lines (each consisting of 3
ditchless round barrows) meeting at
an angle

?4 ?ploughed out round barrows (2
ring ditches and 1 pear-shaped ditch)
1 large and 3 small round barrows
enclosed by a common (penarmular)
ditch

4 ditchless round barrows

4 (?ditchless) round barrows

B. Sites Consisting of 2 Major Circular Components

Doll Tor,
Derbys
Vianshill 1/2,
Glam

Marshfield 3/41 Glos
?Berry Wood, Hants

Roundwood 2,
Hants

St ant on Hareourt 2,
Oxon

Charmy 1/2,
Som

Stone circle plus subrectangular
barrow

2 round barrows with intersecting
ditches

2 ditchless round barrows

2 round barrows (?with intersecting
ditches)
2 round barrows enclosed by common
(oval) ditch

Large double ring ditch primary to
small ring ditch
2 round barrows

C. "Tailed" Sites

Great Ayton A-E,
N. R. Yorks

Blackballs, W. R. Yorks

Very coaiplex site (at least one
component possibly Neolithic)
Large "tailed" round barrow (possibly
partly or wholly Neolithio)
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APPENDIX VIII: SITES WITH "ANNEXES"

A. "Annexe" Covered Over by Later Structural Additions

Twyn Bryn Glas, Brecs

Sheeplays 293, Glam

B. "Annexe" Left Free-standing

Beeley A/B, Derbys

Stanton 6, Derbys

Stanton 16, Derbys

Stanton 17, Derbys

Stanton 18, Derbys

Stanton 20, Derbys

Stanton 21, Derbys

Burn Ground 1, Glos

Hind Hill, Lanes

S Hill, Perab
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APPENDIX IX: STAKE AKD POST CIRCLE

Site

Farnc omb e, -Berks

Chippenham 5, Cambs

Snailwell C, Cambs

Carvinaok, Cornwall

Cocksbarrow,
Cornwall

Smallhill, Cornwall

Tregullanci,
Cornwall

Canford, Dorset

Criohel 2, Dorset-

Knighton Heath 1,
Dorset

Sheeplays 279,
Glem

Sheeplays 293,
Glam

Six Vlells 267,
Glam

Six Wells 271,
Glam

Gallow's Kill,
Hant s

Brampt on 2, Hunts

Caebetin,
Montgomerys
Pen-lire I, Pemb
Pen-Dre II, Pemb

Function

Stake revetment (central core)
?Pre-barrow enclosure (double stake
ring enclosing third ring)
?Pre-barrow enclosure (stake/post
ring)
Stake revetment (inner edge of pre-
barrow banked enclosure)
Pre-barrow enclosure (double post
ring)
Fre-barrow enclosure (double stake
ring)
Pre-barrow enclosure (double or
triple stake ring)
Pre-barrow enclosure (stake ring
with entrance feature)
Pre-barrow post circle in palisade
trench with causeway entrance

Free-standing post circle with entrance
feature (?pre-barrow)
Pre-barrow enclosure (stake ring)

1. Pre-barrow enclosure (stake ring)
2. Series of stake revetments (core
and various successive lateral

extensions)
Pre-barrow enclosure (stake ring)

Pre-barrow enclosure (stake ring)

Pre-barrow enclosure or enclosures (3
stake rings, 2 concentric)
?Pre-barrow enclosure (stake ring in
circular ditch)
?Pre-barrow enclosure (stake ring)

Post revetment (whole barrow)
Revetment of contiguous posts in
palisade trench (whole barrow)
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Site Function

S Hill, Pemb
Itford Hill,
Sussex

Earl's Farm 2,
Wilts

Pre-barrow enclosure (stake ring)
Free-standing post circle in penannular
ditch (probably net pre-barrow)
1. Pre-barrow enclosure or enclosures

(4 concentric stake rings)
2. Stake enclosure ring primary to
final stages of Phase III enlargement

Notes and Addenda

Host of the stake and post rings listed above appear on the list
published by Ashbee, 19^0, 208 (list with references), the only
deletion being the supposed example at Sevan's Quarry, Glos (see
the corpus entry).
Stake or post rings on Ashbee's list from sites not in the corpus
are as follows.

Beedon, Berks
Davidstow, Cornwall
Pant-y-Bulath, Denbighs
Bleasdale, Lanes
Ludford Magna, Lines
Amerbury 61, Wilts
Snail Down XV, 'Wilts
Calais Wold 23, E. R. Yorks

The following additional examples from sites not in the corpus
were overlooked by Ashbee or were discovered after the publication
of his list.

Site

Barnack, Cambs
Carnon Downs, Cornwall
Brenig 40, Denbighs
Brenig 41, Denbighs
Brenig 42, Denbighs
Brenig 45» Denbighs
Little Cheney, Dorset
Basingstoke B, Hants
W Meon, Hants
Tallington 16, Lines
W. Heath Common, oussex
Barford D, Warwicks
Bishops Cannings B, Wilts
Bishops Cannings C, Wilts
?Clarendon Park, Wilts
?Durrington A, Wi11 s
Dux'rington B, Wilts

Reference

AE, 1975, 34
AE, 1968, 7
Lynch et al, 1973
Lynch et al, 1973
Lynch at al, 1973
Lynch et al, 1973
AE, 1974, 20
AE, 1964, 7
Page, 1974
Simpson, 197^
AE, 1974, 34
Oswald, 1969
AE, 1964, 7
A*,, 1964, 7
AE, 1961, 6
AE, 1961, 7
AE, 1961, 7



Site Reference

Durrington C, Wilts AE, 19^1, 7
Silbury Hill, Wilts Atkinson, 1968-69
Winterborne Stoke D, 'Wilts AE, 19°1, 7
Cottam I, E. R. Yorks AE, 19^8, 12
Octon Wold, S. R. Yorks AE, 1966, 8 & 1968,
Riggs 41 > R» Yorks Mortimer, 1905, 182
Wetwang, E. R. Yorks AE, 1974, 28
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south and the knees hard against the side of the grave. Both feet had been amputated
above the ankle prior to burial, and the left hand had been similarly treated. There were
no grave-goods, but the rim of an Romano-British coarse ware bowl, a body sherd of
calcite-gritted ware and a samian rim of 18/31 type in poor fabric occurred in the top of
the grave filling, suggesting an Antonine or later date. The skull was thrown back into
the trench by the workmen, but the rest of the skeleton is now in the Doncaster Museum.
Cremation ? In the sewer trench between Burials II and III, two pots were picked through by
workmen, and pieces of burnt bone were found nearby. No material was recovered from
this feature.

Pit. A pit of Roman date was found between House blocks 1 and 2; approximately 2 ft.
6 ins. deep and 3 ft. across. The filling consisted of dark clayey earth containing a good
deal of charcoal and some burnt daub. A large, flat, unworked slab of magnesium lime¬
stone covered some of the east side of the pit. A quantity of pottery was recovered from
the pit, of late third - early fourth century date, including parts of two flanged bowls, a
platter, and a Dales Ware rim. A burnt area (hearth?) adjoined this pit.
Ditch. A linear feature, c. 4 ft. deep and 6 ft. across, fairly wide and flat-bottomed,
sectioned by excavation for manhole and later cut by service trench. A small V-shaped
feature was noticed on the south side which might have represented remains of post-holes
or a palisade trench. The filling was a uniform one of silty brown earth containing pieces
of limestone. Pieces of bone were the only finds made in the extremely limited invest¬
igation allowed. An electricity service trench at the east end of house block 4 appeared
to cut either similar, or the continuation eastwards of the same feature, suggesting that
the ditch might run in a roughly east-west direction.
Coin. An AE Antoninianus was found by electricity board workmen trenching between
the front of house block 4 and Lutterworth Drive, on 13 August 1968. It is in poor
condition but appears to be a PAX AVG type of Victorinus.
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STUDIES IN COMMEMORATION

OF WILLIAM GREENWELL, 1820-1918.
To mark the fiftieth anniversary of the death of the Rev. Dr. William Greenwell the

Pre-history Research Section of the Yorkshire Archaeological Society sponsored these
short essays studying some aspects of Greenwell's archaeological work. Greenwell was
the doyen of late nineteenth-century antiquarians, a man of wide interests, great literary
output and of international repute. William Greenwell was born at Greenwell Ford,
Lanchester, Co. Durham in 1820, he was elected a minor canon of Durham in 1854 and
appointed Librarian to the Dean and Chapter of Durham in 1862. Apart from tran¬
scribing and publishing medieval manuscripts Greenwell was a noted archaeological
collector and amassed, by gift and purchase, collections of prehistoric stone and flint
implements and bronze implements. In 1864 he started an annual series of barrow
excavations in Yorkshire, Cumberland, Westmorland, Northumberland and Wiltshire.
The results of the opening of 234 barrows were presented in his book British Barrows,
published in 1877, later excavations were published in Archaeologia vols, lii & lx. This
work was conducted by the prevailing standards of the nineteenth century and presented
in accordance with current taste. By the standards of any age Greenwell was a remark¬
able man, the assembly of his great collections, his excavation, and writings, even when
assisted by his ecclesiastical connections, represent an accomplishment worthy of several
lifetimes.

Most of Greenwell's collections passed to the British Museum, only his collection of
Anglo-Saxon sculpture remained in Northern England at Durham Cathedral. The
greater part of the excavated barrow material came from sites in Yorkshire as well as a
considerable portion of his stone and bronze implements collections. The preservation
of this great body of material at a distance from Yorkshire and northern England,
coupled with the stark style of writing in Greenwell's reports, has resulted in these
important collections being imperfectly appreciated in archaeological studies. The
present studies, examining only four aspects of Greenwell's collection and work, serve to
illustrate the significant contribution to prehistoric archaeology produced by studying
these early finds in the light of current thinking. The publication to modern standards
of nineteenth-century collections is one of the most pressing needs of archaeology in
Yorkshire coupled with the re-excavations and appraisal of many of the barrows that
were, in fact, only partially excavated by William Greenwell and his contemporaries.

The study of the excavator and the collector as well as the basic evidence produced by
them is perhaps a sign of the maturity of Archaeology as a scientific discipline. It serves
also to emphasise the need to understand the background to the development of
archaeological methods and the processes of interpretation. It is unlikely that such a
body of cultural material will ever be assembled again from Yorkshire sites as is re¬
presented by the Greenwell collections. This material must therefore be assimilated into
all considerations of the prehistoric period in our area and methods devised to present
and understand the great life-work of William Greenwell.

RUDSTON BARROW LII; BEAKER-CREMATION ASSOCIATIONS

By T. G. Manby

Of the many round barrows excavated by William Greenwell his Barrow LII, on
Rudston Wold, yielded many notable associations - in particular Beakers accompanying
cremation burials. Barrow LII is a member of a barrow group strung out along the level
summit of Rudston Wold, immediately west of Bridlington. The mound can be precisely
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identified by its relationship to Greenwell's Barrow LXVI [1]; the pair of long mounds
recently recognised as the southern terminal of a cursus [2]. Barrow LII (National Grid
ref. TA.098 658) was re-excavated in the autumn of 1968 by A. Pacitto for the Ministry
of Public Building & Works and the existence of the massive central grave confirmed [3].
The central grave, according to Greenwell, was 9 ft. in diameter and the bottom 10J ft.
below the pre-barrow surface. On the floor of the grave Greenwell found a pair of stone
cists in a line north-north-west to south-south-east. The northern cist contained an

inhumation with a Beaker; the southern cist contained a heap of cremated human bones
with a Beaker standing in the south-western corner. A third burial, on the eastern side
of the grave, consisted of a heap of cremated bones with a Beaker standing 1 ft. away. A

Fio. 1. Reconstructed section of Rudston Barrow LII.
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further inhumation burial with a Beaker was found in the upper part of this grave and a
burial with a Food Vessel was in the covering chalk mound. The section of this grave
has been reconstructed diagrammatically based on Greenwell's excavation account
(Fig. 1) to illustrate the relationship of burials. A discussion of the full implications of
this site must await the detailed report on the re-excavation, but in the present instance
it is intended to consider the Beaker-Cremation aspect represented here.

Beaker-cist burials are very scarce in eastern Yorkshire; the surface-built cist beneath
the Kelleythorpe barrow [4] is the only other in the Wold area, where suitable stone slabs
would have to be imported. A cist found at Egton Bridge is the only instance from
north-east Yorkshire Moors [5], The cist burial is the northerly of the two broadly
regional burial traditions recognised for the British Beaker cultures [6], The southerly
tradition of a single grave beneath a round barrow is the usual association for Beakers
in east Yorkshire and Rudston Barrow LII represents elements of both traditions. Graves
of an individual size predominate in Yorkshire but graves of similar massive proportions
to Rudston LII are also found containing multiple burials [7]. The Beaker-Cremation
association occurs at only one other site in eastern Yorkshire; a large grave beneath
Broxa Barrow 4, near Scarborough, had a Beaker standing beside a heap of cremated
bones accompanied by a conical jet button. Three satellite cremation burials accompanied
by Beaker sherds were found on the old land surface around the grave [8], In Sussex a
Beaker was found inverted over a cremation in the filling of a flint mine shaft at Church
Hill, Findon [9]. The Beaker-cremation-cist association is repeated at Dilston Park,
Northumberland, with three beakers in one cist and two in a second cist two yards away
[10]. A cremation with a Beaker occupied one compartment of a double cist at Hirst,
Northumberland, with an inhumation in the second compartment [11], In Scotland
beakers with cremation burials in cists have been found at Findlater Castle and Buckie in
Banffshire [12]; Idvies in Angus, Hoprig in Berwickshire and Kilmarie on Skye [13], The
Hoprig cist was in a grave; a cremation with a beaker was found in a grave at Monquitter
in Aberdeenshire [14], In Wales Beakers accompany cremation burials in cists at Mynydd
y Bryn, Cwn Car Farm, Bwlch-y-gwnyd, and Groeswen and covered only by a stone slab
at Mynydd Maensmawr [15].

From this review of Beaker-cremation associations it is obvious that cremation is
largely associated with the practice of cist burials; however, only in Wales is cremation
the dominant rite associated with cist interment [16]. At Rudston the cremation cist was
similar in size to the inhumation cist and this feature is repeated at other sites where
details are known. Further links with the inhuming tradition are to be seen in the use of
the Beaker as an accessory vessel placed beside the heap of cremated bones. The only
Beakers used as ossuaries are the Findon and Mynydd y Bryn vessels inverted over the
cremation, and the Findlater Beaker filled with bones and ashes. It is, however, possible
that the bones said to have been found in the Beaker from Norham, Northumberland [17]
could have been cremated.

Beakers associated with cremation burials are assignable to at least three of the
recognised British Beaker Groups, the majority are of short-necked profile. At Rudston
the vessel accompanying the cremation outside the cists (Fig. 2.2) with its wide rim,
grooved decoration on the neck and protruding foot and tall proportions has many
parallels amongst vessels accompanying inhumation in eastern Yorkshire [18] and in
Northumberland [19], and three vessels have grooved necks amongst the Beakers
accompanying the Dilston Park cremations [20]. In Wales the Groeswen cremation
beaker is also tall, with wide rim and grooved on the neck but cord decorated. The
Beaker with the cist cremation is notable for its broad proportions of the body and
narrow rim with a decorated bevel (Fig. 2.1); in profile it is paralleled at Dilston Park [21],
The third Beaker from Rudston LII in the inhumation cist (Fig. 1) is a tall vessel with a
decorated flat topped rim and its decoration arranged in three zones.

The origin of the various Beakers associated with instances of the cremation rite are
mainly in the Netherlands; the tall beakers with grooved necks like Rudston, Dilston
Park, Groeswen, and ovoid body and recurved rims (Fig. 2.2) belong to the Clarke's North
British/North Rhine Beaker Group [22], in origin of mixed Bell Beaker and Corded Ware
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tradition, derived from the Frisian Coast and North Rhine Delta about 1700 B.C. [23].
To this group would also belong the Findon Beaker with barded wire decoration, a
protruding foot and a collar in the neck. This is paralled by a Beaker accompanying an
inhumation found by Greenwell at Folkton Wold which resembles it very closely apart
from the method and motives employed in decoration [24], and further paraded in the
northern Netherlands [25], This Beaker Group merged with the slightly later incoming
Primary British/Dutch Beaker Group to produce the North British Beaker tradition
around 1600 B.C. [26], To this latter tradition would belong the Broxa, Buckie, Hoprig
and Kilmarie cremation Beakers. The remainder of the cremation Beakers belong to
other Groups; the Monquitter Beaker with its cord decoration and cordoned rim is
assignable to Clarke's Ail-Over Cord Beaker Group arriving around 2000 B.C. from the
Rhine Delta [27] but lasting late [28]. The Welsh cremations at Cwn Car Farm, Groeswen
and Mynydd Maensmawr have a long-necked profile and belong to Clarke's Southern
British Beaker Tradition and late in date [29],

The cremation Beaker burials of Rudston LII and the other sites stand out in marked
contrast to the normal inhumation rite of the Beaker tradition in the British Isles. The
sharing of the same grave by the inhumation and cremation rites at Rudston and Hirst,
with the use of cists of inhumation size and the general use of Beakers as accessory
vessels rather than as ossuaries are links with the main stream of Beaker customs.

For the origin of the cremation rite in Beaker context it may be possible to consider it
as a borrowing from the indigenous Neolithic Cultures. Individual cremation burial was
one of the features of the Late Neolithic Dorchester Complex and in earlier Neolithic
Cultures in Britain [30], Alternatively, Beaker cremation burials occur sparsely with Bell
Beaker Burials throughout Central Germany and Bohemia. From Germany Bell Beaker
people spread down the Rhine into the Netherlands where cremation burials are regarded
as part of the evidence for a secondary stream of Bell Beaker migrants who were res¬
ponsible for the introduction of metal working [31]. Representative of this Bell Beaker
group in the Netherlands is the cremation burial of an adult and infant from a barrow on
Ginkelse Heide accompanied by a Bell Beaker, a copper knife dagger, a stone bracer and
six flint arrowheads [32]. Cremation burial was also practised in the succeeding Veluvian
Beaker Group of the Netherlands, its occurrence in this context at Meerlo, Limburg with
a Beaker and a pair of stone arrow-smoothers has confirmed the earlier find at Oss [33].
Further confirmation is provided by the pair of Veluvian Bell Beakers accompanying
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a cremation burial at Hoog Buurlo near Apeldoorn [34]. The Veluvian Bell Beakers have
been shown to be a parallel series to Beakers of Netherlands origin in the British Isles
evolving after the crossing of the North Sea at Stages 21 b/c/2 lib in the Dutch Beaker
series [35]. In this context the Rudston Barrow LII cremation burials and others in the
British Isles with Beakers of Dutch origin are following the continental Bell Beaker
cremation custom rather than borrowing from a British Neolithic practice. The cremation
burial rite being a minority practice but still an integral part of the intrusive Beaker
culture complex and employing grave and/or cist burial according to regional practice.
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FIVE SHERDS FROM FORD, NORTHUMBERLAND, AND
THEIR RELATIVE DATE

By I. H. Longworth
Of the many aspects of Canon Greenwell's varied life which might be recalled half a

century after his death, none deserves greater mention than that of Greenwell the
collector. That his tastes were catholic can be readily appreciated from the collection
which reached the British Museum through the generosity of J. Pierpont Morgan in 1909.
But it is more particularly Greenwell the local antiquary, the man to whom objects were
brought and finds reported, that might be stressed here, for in this way much was
preserved that might otherwise have been lost. The five sherds which form the subject of
this note belong to this category. None were excavated by Greenwell himself, but all owe
their preservation to him.
Vessels 1-4 (Fig. 1).

It is unfortunate that the circumstances of discovery are not well documented. Green¬
well records the sherds under the heading 'Fragments of urns, found near Ford'. 'I got
these (he states) after the death of Captain Carpenter, Ford Cottage, but I know nothing
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more of them than that they were found in the immediate neighbourhood'. This entry
bears a further annotation: 'These are most probably fragments of urns, found near
Crookham, on the summit of a knoll. One of the urns found there had a necklace of jet,
of varied patterns, with it.' [1].

5

Fro. 1. Pottery from Ford. (1/+).

The Crookham site is ill-recorded but in a paper describing the opening of barrows in
North Northumberland [2], Greenwell refers again to the jet necklace as having been
strung round the neck of an urn and that neither the urn nor the necklace had been
preserved. In a footnote he adds:

'This discovery was made upon a swelling piece of ground near Crookham Dene,
where several circular hollows, each covered with a flat stone and filled with burnt
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bones, were found. In one instance, the hollow was lined with small stones, within
which was the urn and necklace. There was no appearance of any tumulus having ever
covered these burials, and, in fact, the rounded hill itself formed a natural tumulus.'
This evidence is clearly insufficient to establish whether the sherds were in any sense

associated but they may at least have come from one site. All that can be ventured is that
the similarity of the rim forms of vessels 1 and 2 and the overall similarity of vessels 3 and
4 would suggest that these pairs could well have been found together, and the similarity
of the fabrics of all four would certainly not preclude the vessels being contemporary.

Two of the vessels, 2 and 3, have been cited on a number of occasions since they were
introduced to the archaeological literature by Prof. Piggott in his pioneer study of British
Neolithic pottery in 1932 [3]. In that paper he designated the sherds as Peterborough
Ware, and it is under the same heading some twenty-two years later that they appear in
his book [4]. In this work Piggott developed the idea that a northern variety within the
Peterborough Culture might some day emerge when a more detailed study had been
made of pottery from sites like Hedderwick in East Lothian and Glenluce in Wigtown¬
shire. To this northern variety he felt might well be attributed the vessels from Ford,
along with a sherd from Scremerston Hill in the same county [5]. More recently, the
vessels appear again in a list of Peterborough Ware compiled by Prof. Atkinson in
1962 [6]. Recent work has tended, however, to emphasise the distinction between the
Late Neolithic Scottish wares and the Peterborough tradition, and with the possible
exception of the sherds from Cairnholy [7] it is to be doubted whether recognisable
Peterborough Ware has been found on any Scottish site.

The fabric of vessels 1-4 from Ford, which would be highly atypical for any Peter¬
borough Ware further south, can be closely matched at Hedderwick [8], at Brackmont
Mill [9] and amongst the varied fabrics brought together by Miss Mclnnes under the
heading_of Class III ware at Glenluce [10], It is precisely at these sites, and at Dalkeith
[11], that the T-rim with convex top is found, which, in more slender form, has a long
ancestry amongst earlier Neolithic pottery styles. The highly distinctive rim decoration
of vessels 3 and 4 comprising concentric twisted cord semi-circles beneath circumferential
twisted cord lines is precisely matched at Glenluce [12], and it is amongst the pottery
from this site again that the slightly curved, long diagonal twisted cord lines used to
decorate the top of vessel 2 are found [13].

The massive everted rim with flattened top and external bevel, represented at Ford by
vessel 3 is found at Hedderwick on necked bowl forms [14], and again on an open bowl
form at Brackmont Mill [15]. The rim of vessel 3 is, of course, very close to that of some
Food Vessels of Yorkshire Vase type and it is amongst these that the best parallels can be
found for the use of incised herringbone on the external rim bevel [16], It is on Food
Vessels again that the use of long lines of twisted cord as body decoration are found [17],

As Piggott suggested, specific comparisons are to be made not with the classic
Peterborough Ware of the south, but with Late Neolithic pottery from sites in southern
Scotland. Perhaps more significant for dating purposes are the resemblances to Food
Vessels. Indeed the similarity of vessels 3 and 4 to the Yorkshire Vase series might well
suggest a date close to the seventeenth century B.C. This would certainly be in keeping
with the evidence from Brackmont Mill where a sherd decorated with finger pinched
rustication of the type associated with advanced forms of domestic Beaker occurred in a
sealed pit with pottery directly akin to the Ford sherds [18],
Vessel 5

The fifth sherd, and perhaps the most curious, has better documentation. Greenwell
records this as SSI "portion of a very peculiar urn, found in the wood near the Red Scar
Bridge, par. Ford, North'. A flat stone was over the spot, which was about 1| ft. below
the level of the ground. There was no appearance, when I visited the place, of any burnt
bones, nor could any more of the urn, if it ever was a whole one, be recovered. About a
yard from this place were found some fragments SS2 of another urn, and amongst the
soil thrown out, a piece of a third SS3. April 21 1865" [19], Vessel number 5 is the one
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referred to by Greenwell as SSI, the remaining sherds either do not survive or can no
longer be identified.

Coming from a vessel whose body diameter is at least 13 ins., the sherd is made from
a fabric which, while resembling that of the previous sherds, approaches still closer to
that characteristic of the full Early Bronze Age. The grooved decoration with alternate
filled triangular zones relates the sherd clearly enough to Rinyo-Clacton Ware, but two
factors make the piece highly atypical: the fabric, and the addition to the decorative
scheme of rows of deeply impressed round pits. These pits would be entirely at home in
the Peterborough tradition but that no early date need necessarily be implied by this
trait in the north-east is illustrated by similar rows of pits used to decorate an Enlarged
Food Vessel from Kirk Whelpington in the same county [20], A date no earlier than
the sixteenth century B.C. would seem appropriate.

CATALOGUE1

1. Rim sherd from vessel of coarse brown paste, tempered with large grits.
Decoration: On the rim, incised herringbone.
British Museum Reg. No. 79, 12-9, 1746.

2. Two rim sherds from vessel of coarse paste, tempered with large grits, patchy brown both faces.
Surface smoothed.
Decoration: On the rim, curvilinear twisted cord diagonal lines. On the body, diagonal strokes made
with a blunt instrument.
British Museum Reg. No. 79, 12-9, 1743.

3. Rim sherd from vessel of coarse paste, tempered with large grits, patchy grey to brown externally,
brown internally. Surface smoothed.
Decoration: On the rim, concentric semi-circles of twisted cord beneath two circumferential twisted
cord lines. On the external rim bevel, incised herringbone. On the body, diagonal twisted cord lines,
beneath two twisted cord lines emphasizing the shoulder.
British Museum Reg. No. 79, 12-9, 1744.

4. Rim sherd from vessel of coarse paste, tempered with large grits, patchy brown externally, brown
internally. Surface smoothed.
Decoration: On the rim, concentric semi-circles of twisted cord beneath two circumferential cord
lines. On the external rim bevel, incised herringbone. On the body, diagonal twisted cord lines.
British Museum Reg. No. 79, 12-9, 1745.

5. Wall sherd from vessel of compact but coarse paste, tempered with grits, brown both faces. Surface
smoothed.
Decoration: Triangular areas are outlined by grooved lines, the areas thus formed being alternately
left blank and filled with short vertical jabbed impressions with a row of pits made with a pointed
implement superimposed. In only one instance does a pit perforate the wall of the vessel.
British Museum Reg. No. 79, 12-9, 1747.
In addition to these, and apparently acquired by Greenwell at the same time as vessels 1-4, is a body

sherd of similar paste with a wall thickness of up to 1.1 ins. decorated with irregular incised stroke
ornament. It is just conceivable that this could be from vessel 2.
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EARLY BRONZE AGE TIMBER GRAVES AND

COFFIN BURIALS ON THE YORKSHIRE WOLDS

By F. Petersen
A number of barrows on the Yorkshire Wolds contained inhumation burials associated

with traces of wooden structures: grave linings, funerary platforms or coffin-like features.
Thirty-one such sites have been identified, all dug in the last century, twenty-five by
William Greenwell (1877 [2] and 1890 [3] ) and six by J. R. Mortimer (1905) [4]. Short
accounts of these graves follow; for descriptive purposes they have been divided into
rough typological categories, though, as will be emphasised later, such divisions appear
to have little cultural or chronological significance.1

Fio. 1. Timber graves and coffin burials from the Yorkshire Wolds. (Land over 600 ft.
O.D. stippled).

1 For reasons of space a number of sites are excluded from consideration here. These comprise the
well-known monoxylous coffin burials at Towthorpe 73, Hanging Grimston 90, and Driffield 279a, plus
two large groups of rather problematical sites excavated by Mortimer on the central Wolds. One of the
latter is a large series of graves with thin 'layers' or 'films' of dark matter on their floors, possibly the
remains of some form of lining though, in most cases, Mortimer himself did not think so. The other
group of graves was characterised by 'boat-shaped' masses of earth or clay in the fills, features usually
interpreted by Mortimer as resulting from the collapse of wooden lids covering the grave at surface level.
What dating evidence exists suggests both groups can be assigned to late Beaker/Food Vessel times. A
fourth monoxylous coffin was excavated in 1968 at Willie Howe, Sledmere, by T. C. M. Brewster.
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It should be emphasised that the published accounts of these graves are never very
detailed, the wooden features often being described simply as 'wood' or by less terse but
no more informative formulae of the 'dark matter, apparently the remains of wood'
variety. In the following pages liberal use has been made of quotations from the original
descriptions, both in order to avoid a false appearance of precision where the data are
scanty or ambiguous, and to obviate the necessity of continually stressing the brief and
dubious nature of the evidence on which any conclusions must rest.

Inhumations in Wood-Lined Hollows
At twelve sites, all excavated by Greenwell, inhumations had been 'laid on wood' on the

old surface or in shallow hollows or depressions.
Five barrows, numbers XC, XCIV, XCVII, CII and CIII in the Goodmanham group,

covered male skeletons accompanied by Food Vessels in shallow central depressions.
All of these graves are described as 'wood-lined', in the case of XCIV and CII without
further comment, in that of XCVII with the added detail that the body was 'not covered
by wood'. At Goodmanham XC the skeleton rested on the 'remains of wood which
apparently in the shape ofplanks had also been laid over' it. Wooden planking also appears
to have been used at the fifth barrow (number CIII) where the skeleton was 'covered with
wood .. . thin slabs ... (having) been placed, without being joined together, underneath
and above the body'.

Greenwell's accounts of the remaining seven sites in this series are equally cursory.
6. Cowlam LVI. Two crouched male skeletons on the floor of a shallow central
hollow associated with a decayed Food Vessel. One of the skeletons rested on a 'large
quantity of dark-coloured matter like decayed wood and it is probable that... the body
had been placed on wooden planks'.
7. Folkton CCXLII. Crouched adult with a Food Vessel and flints 'laid on wood' on

the old surface at the barrow's centre.

8. Folkton CCXLIII. Crouched adult in a shallow central hollow 'lined with wood'.
With the skeleton was a Food Vessel, a plano-convex knife and two scrapers.
9. Goodmanham LXXXIX. Crouched unaccompanied adult on old surface south-east
of centre: under the 'head and back and extending beyond them were the remains of
wood' forming a 'deposit' 4 ft. long. There were no traces of wood covering the body
or under its legs or thighs.
10. Rudston LXVII. Unaccompanied crouched child located north-east of centre in
a 'slight hollow ... lined with wood'. 'Close to the child', in the same hollow, were the
disturbed and fragmentary bones of a young adult ('apparently female').
Barrows XCII and CXIII, both in the Goodmanham group, contained two and three

'wood-lined' graves respectively.
11. Goodmanham XCII. Crouched male skeleton with a flint scraper in a shallow
central hollow located in the mound directly above a similar hollow dug into the old
surface and containing a child skeleton and a plano-convex knife. Both hollows are
described as 'wood-lined'.
12. Goodmanham CXIII. Crouched male skeleton on the floor of a central grave,
8 ft. X 5 ft. and 3f ft. deep, 'with appearances as if the south end . .. had been laid
with wood'. Two other crouched unaccompanied male skeletons partially overlay the
top of the grave fill, both also 'laid on wood'.1

1 A shallow grave at Riggs 36 might also merit inclusion here as it contained a skeleton (with Food
Vessel) resting on what is described as 'a bed of some vegetable substance, traces of which remained'.
At three other sites, Willerby XXXIII and Garrowby Wold 62 and 104, possible wooden platforms,
apparently similar to those listed above, were incorporated into grave fills. All three of these platforms
were directly or indirectly associated with fragmentary or disturbed human bones, and what evidence
exists suggests they were built in connection with the secondary disturbance of the graves in which they
occur.
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Grave Pits with Wooden Linings
At thirteen sites, crouched inhumations were deposited in well-defined grave pits

partially or wholly lined with wood, occasionally (at least) in the form of planking,
though the nineteenth-century accounts are seldom explicit on this point.

In some cases the lining seems to have been confined to the grave floor, covering either
its whole extent (Goodmanham CXVIII and CXXI and Cowlam LVIII) or only that part
immediately under the burial (Goodmanham CXIII and Londesborough CXXIII).

1. Cowlam LVIII. Crouched adult with a pair of bronze basket ear-rings and two
jet lumps on the floor of a large oval grave, 6 ft. x 4£ ft. and 3 ft. deep. 'Under the
body and covering' the grave floor 'was a great quantity of decayed wood the grave
having evidently been floored with that material'.
2. Goodmanham CXIII. See previous section for details.
3. Goodmanham CXVIII. Crouched adult with a Food Vessel and yellow ochre at
one end of the floor of a central grave, 7 ft. x 2\ ft. and 2\ ft. deep. The grave 'had
been lined on the bottom with wood'.
4. Goodmanham CXXI. Crouched female skeleton with a jet disc-bead necklace and
yellow ochre on the floor of a central grave, 6 ft. X 3 ft. and 3 ft. deep. The grave floor
'appeared to have been lined with wood' which survived in the form of a 'dark-coloured
layer'.
5. Londesborough CXXIII. Unaccompanied crouched male skeleton on the floor of
a large trenchlike grave, 12J ft. X 4| ft. and 3J ft. deep, at the barrow's centre. 'Under
the body were the remains of wood with which that part of the grave had apparently
been lined'.
The graves at Bishop Burton CCLVII and CCLVIII and Willerby CCXXXVI are

described as 'lined throughout' with wood, a formula of uncertain signification perhaps
most plausibly interpreted as implying the extension of the lining to the sides and ends
as well as the floor. 'Branches' occurred in the two Bishop Burton graves, in one case
on the floor under the lining proper, in the other on top of the skeleton. The lining at the
former site is said to have been in the form of 'planks', that at the latter being described
as 'solid' (continuous sheeting?).

6. Bishop Burton CCLVII. Decayed adult with a Food Vessel and a plano-convex
knife on the floor of a grave, 6 ft. X 2 ft. and 2 ft. deep, located near the barrow's
centre. The grave 'had been lined throughout with solid wood' and the body 'covered
with branches'.
7. Bishop Burton CCLVIII. Crouched adult skeleton with a Food Vessel and an ox
tooth on the floor of a central grave, 4| ft. long, 2 ft. wide at the top sloping to 1 ft.
2 ins. wide at the bottom and 2\ ft. deep. The west end of the grave was a Tittle lower
than the east' and 'at each end' was a small circular hole dug into the chalk floor. The
grave was 'lined throughout with wood, apparently planks', those at the slightly deeper
west end being 'laid upon branches'. The skeleton was 'covered with wood but of a
smaller size than that underneath the body'.
8. Willerby CCXXXVI. Unaccompanied crouched male skeleton on the floor of a
central grave, 6 ft. X 3 ft. and 1| ft. deep. The grave was 'lined throughout with wood
but the body had not been covered with it'.
Greenwell's descriptions of the graves at Bempton CCLIII and Ganton XXV are rather

more detailed than usual, though obscurities remain. The lining of the Bempton grave
was evidently provided with a lid, as may also have been the case at a third site, Calais
Wold 14.

9. Bempton CCLIII. Crouched child with a Food Vessel on the floor of a central
grave, 4 ft. 10 ins. X 2 ft. and 2f ft. deep. The north side of the grave angled inwards
about halfway along its length to produce a 'somewhat pointed' west end with a small
circular pit dug into its floor. The 'bottom and sides' were 'lined ... to a height of 18
inches' with wood, a covering of some sort apparently having been provided at this
level as below it the grave was 'hollow'.
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10. Calais Wold 14. Decayed skeleton with a Food Vessel and flint scrapers on the
floor of a central grave, 6| ft. X 5 ft. and 2 ft. deep. The 'bottom and sides' of the grave
were 'lined with oak1.. . and most probably the top as well' ('large pieces of decayed
wood', interpreted by Mortimer as the traces of a lid, occurred in the upper part of the
grave fill).
11. Ganton XXV. Decayed adult with a Food Vessel on the floor of a central grave,
4 ft. x 3f ft. and 2\ ft. deep. The impressions of a plank lining were retained on the
clayey sides of the grave, and at each end was a row of stakeholes which had originally
held small stakes left with their butt-ends projecting 4 ins. above the level of the grave
floor. The latter was covered by a layer of 'dark matter' (analysed as vegetable in
origin) running under the burial and thought by Greenwell to represent the collapsed
residue of a wooden funerary platform originally carried on the stake rows.
One of the last two graves in this series, Huggate and Warter Wold 252, had been

robbed, and traces of its wooden lining survived only at one end; the other, Bishop
Burton CCLXV is rather obscurely described but should fit somewhere in the present
group.

12. Bishop Burton CCLXV. Crouched adult with a plano-convex knife on the floor
of a central grave, 7 ft. x 5 ft. and 2\ ft. deep. Traces of wood were apparently noticed
only at the 'north end' which was 'lined at the sides with wood . . . placed about 8
ins. from the edge'.
13. Huggate and Warter Wold 252. Mortimer found a 'quantity of decayed wood'
at the east end of a large, robbed central grave, 8 ft. X 5 ft. and 4 ft. deep, 'beneath the
undisturbed portion' of the fill, running 'along the floor . . . and extending about 10
ins. up the end . . . probably, the remains of a lining of wood'.2

Wooden Coffins and Enclosures
At one or two sites on the Wolds composite wooden coffins may have existed, though

in no case is such a possibility more than hinted at in the original publications. Perhaps
the most convincing example occurred at barrow 155 in Mortimer's Garton Slack group.
Here an unaccompanied crouched adult skeleton on the floor of an eccentric grave, 8 ft.
X 4 ft. and 4 ft. deep, was surrounded by a 'vertical line of black matter', 12 ins. high,
'apparently the remains of wood . . . placed round the body in the form of a cist'. How¬
ever, Mortimer says nothing about a lid or bottom and it may be that the remains at this
site originally constituted some type of open box or enclosure rather than a true closed
coffin. A possibly comparable structure, also on the floor of a large (central) grave,
existed at Garton Slack 74 where a 'thin seam of dark matter' was noticed 'on each side'
of a crouched adult skeleton with a Food Vessel and a flake knife, though the description
here, as elsewhere, is consistent with a whole range of other possibilities.

At five sites on the Wolds (Huggate and Warter Wold 264, Goodmanham CXIX,
Cowlam LIX, Bishop Burton CCLV and Mortimer's 'detached' Barrow 274) inhumation
burials seem to have been placed in open boxes or coffins or surrounded by small unroofed
and unfloored wooden enclosures.

The anomalous burial as Bishop Burton CCLV rested on top of a small chalk mound
at the barrow's centre, evidently in an open wooden box or trough. (It is not clear from
the published description whether the skeleton was completely enclosed by wood, or the
sides only.)

1. Bishop Burton CCLV. Crouched adult with a Food Vessel and a plano-convex
knife on the top of a 'small mound of chalk, 1| ft. high' at the barrow's centre. 'The
body had been placed on wood which also enclosed it on the sides but did not cover it'.
1 Calais Wold 14 is the only site mentioned in this paper where the type of wood was identified.
2 A grave containing a male skeleton associated with traces of wood at Riggs 42a might also belong

to the series, though the description is too vague to be certain about this. Two additional possibilities
(at Garrrowby Wold 42 and Calais Wold 100 respectively) are even more dubious. At a fourth site
(Aldro C78) a large circular pit had apparently been provided with a wood lining of some sort but
(evidently) contained no burial.
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The last four burials in this series were all on the floors of large grave pits, the wooden
remains being confined to the immediate vicinity of the skeleton.

The 'wooden casing' at Cowlam LIX sounds like a coffin of some sort though it is not
made clear whether the base of this structure was open or closed. The accounts of the
graves at Huggate and Warter Wold 264 and Goodmanham CXIX are more explicit on
this point: wood surrounded the burial but did not cover it or extend beneath it.

2. Cowlam LIX. Unaccompanied 're-laid' male skeleton on the floor 'close to the
south-east side' of a grave, 7f ft. x 7 ft. and 3f ft. deep, located somewhat west of
centre. 'The body seemed to have been surrounded by wood on all sides but not
apparently covered over by it': the grave fill 'outside the wooden casing' was sharply
differentiated from that inside it and over the body.
3. Goodmanham CXIX. Crouched adolescent with a Food Vessel on the floor of a

central grave, 6f ft. X 3£ ft. and 4 ft. deep. The 'remains of wood were found along¬
side the body and round the head and feet' but not above or below.
4. Huggate and Warter Wold 264. 'A confused heap of the bones of a powerfully-
built man of middle-age' on the floor of a central grave, 10 ft. 5 ins. X 7 ft. and 5 ft.
5 ins. deep. The burial deposit was surrounded by 'traces ... of a small wooden
enclosure' in which Mortimer thought the body had been interred 'cross-legged in a
sitting position', the subsequent decay and collapse of the enclosure accounting for the
disordered state of the bones. The grave fill contained two additional burials plus
beaker sherds and numerous detached and broken human bones.1

The fifth grave, at barrow 274, conceivably belongs with the present group, though the
condition of the surviving remains rules out even the most tentative attempt at re¬
construction.

5. Barrow 274 (near Sledmere). Crouched adult with a Food Vessel on the floor of a
central grave, 7 ft. X 4| ft. and 4 ft. deep. 'The dark residue of decayed wood was
observed in contact with most of the bones of the skeleton'.2

Discussion

What evidence exists suggests that the burial practices under discussion occurred
within fairly narrow chronological limits and were much more common in some Wolds
communities than others.

Twenty-one of the thirty-four graves either contained Food Vessels or objects such as
plano-convex knives and jet necklaces which elsewhere typically occur in Food Vessel
contexts. Basket ear-rings comparable to the pair discovered at barrow LVIII were found in
the Early Bronze Age hoard at Migdale, Sutherland [1 ], implying a date for the grave
perfectly consistent with that generally accepted for Food Vessels on the Wolds. Nothing
was found to suggest that the more elaborate graves were either earlier or later than the
simpler ones, nor is there anything incompatible with an attribution of the entire series
to the Food Vessel phase.

Distributionally (Fig. 1) the barrows containing these graves are found throughout the
Wolds from Bempton (just off the Wolds) and Folkton in the extreme north, to Bishop
Burton in the south, but show a strong tendency to cluster in certain areas, notable
concentrations existing at Goodmanham (eleven), Bishop Burton (four), and Cowlam
(three). There is also a fairly marked tendency for graves of closely similar types to occur
in the same clusters, good examples being the wood-lined) grave pits at Bishop Burton
CCLVII and CCLVIIIand the large series of 'platform' burials in the Goodmanham group.

1 The presence of this material might imply secondary disturbance of some sort, which could also
account for the confused state of the skeleton on the floor.

2 At two additional sites (Aldro C59 and Painsthorpe Wold 4) multiple burials were contained in
(or surrounded by) apparently free-standing wooden boxes or enclosures of some sort. Space does not
allow a fuller consideration of these here.
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Possibly of some significance is the strong imbalance in the sex ratio of the burials from
these graves. In the sixteen cases where sexing the skeletons was attempted, fifteen are
described as male and only one as definitely female. At two other sites the skeletons were
identified as 'probably' female, in both cases, one suspects, on other than strictly an¬
atomical grounds. One of these was the disturbed adult skeleton at Rudston LXVII
where Greenwell interpreted the burial deposit as a whole as the remains of a mother and
her child. At the other site, Cowlam LVIII, the identification of the burial as 'probably
female' was explicitly based on its association with bronze ear-rings, equipment con¬
sidered by Greenwell to be obviously female in character.
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SOME DECORATED SOCKETED AXES IN CANON

GREENWELL'S COLLECTION

By C. B. Burgess
Canon Greenwell's large collection of Bronze Age metalwork, now in the British

Museum, includes three socketed axes from Yorkshire decorated with rib, pellet and
roundel ornament (Figs, la, b, c). These belong to a type which is widely distributed in
the British Isles (Fig. 2), but which has never been described in detail. Their form and
decoration have to be considered separately, as the two do not always go together. Axes
of this form are sometimes plain,Jor have simple rib ornament, while rib, pellet and roun¬
del decoration occurs on many types of socketed axes, in the British Isles and on the
Continent.

a b c

Fin. 1. Decorated socketed axes from the North Riding of Yorkshire: a. Seamer Carr;
b. Cayton Carr; c. Broughton, near Malton. ('/,).

Form
The distinctive form represented by these Yorkshire axes is by far the largest and

heaviest in the Irish/British socketed axe series [1]. Even the few comparatively small
examples have a massive appearance. The body of the axe is roughly rectangular in
section, broad above the blade and narrowing towards the top. The sides tend to be
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fairly straight, diverging to an unexpanded, or moderately expanded, blade which is often
straight-edged. The collar is heavy and pronounced, generally biconical in profile. Loops
tend to be quite small but broad, and often have a distinctive 'spurred' base which is
peculiar to this socketed axe form (Fig. lb). The socket is sometimes square, but is more
often sub-rectangular and disposed in a distinctive 'back-to-front' plan, with the long
axis at right angles to the cutting edge, instead of parallel to it in normal socketed axe
fashion. This results from the axe being relatively narrow of face and broad at the sides.
We can call this form of socketed axe after the hoard from Sompting, Sussex [2], in which
plain, simple ribbed and decorated versions are all well represented.
Decoration

The rib, pellet and roundel ornament occurs in a wide variety of permutations. The
simplest patterns consist of vertical ribs, each terminating in a single pellet or roundel,
but variations on these basic arrangements are common, such as multiple terminal
pellets or roundels, the replacement of each single rib with a group of two, three or even
more, the mixing of pellets and roundels, and the joining up of the vertical ribs with short
diagonals. A second main group consists of complex patterns, with various arrangements
of diagonal ribs and roundels, or, more rarely, pellets. The map (Fig. 2) plots the
distribution of nearly 150 decorated socketed axes of rectangular section from the British
Isles which are of Sompting or related form. These exhibit no less than sixty different
decorative schemes, although these are all variants on perhaps half a dozen basic
patterns. Undoubtedly the number of variations would increase even more if one in¬
cluded other types of socketed axe which bear this ornament.

The three decorated socketed axes from Yorkshire are typical of the Sompting form:—
Axe 1 (Fig. la): British Museum WG 1994, from Seamer Carr, North Riding of York¬
shire. Below a typical heavy collar there is a single, horizontal moulding from which
depend three long, vertical ribs, each terminating in a single roundel. The edges of the
faces are also slightly raised. The blade is unexpanded, and the straight cutting edge
rather battered. Vestiges of the casting seams remain on the sides. The surfaces are
rather worn and uneven, various shades of light and dark brown in colour. The blade on
one face (that illustrated) is considerably pitted, with a few bright green spots showing,
but the other is much smoother, and a more uniform buff-brown. Its length is 5 ins.
(128 mm.), and it measures 2.3 ins. (58 mm.) across the cutting edge.
Axe 2 (Fig. lb): British Museum WG 1997, from Cayton Carr, near Scarborough, North
Riding of Yorkshire [3]. Below the heavy collar there are four horizontal mouldings,
which do not extend on to the sides. From the lowest moulding depend three vertical
ribs, each ending in two roundels placed one above the other. Two of the ribs on one face
overlie 'ghost' roundels, much fainter than the rest of the ornament. The loop is 'spurred'.
Vestiges of the casting seams remain. Patches of a worn, dark brown patina survive, but
much of the axe is a mottle of various shades of dirty green, with a few gold patches where
the surface has been rubbed. Length 4.4 ins. (113 mm.), width across the cutting edge
2.4 ins. (61 mm.).
Axe3(Fig. lc): British Museum WG 1998, from Broughton, near Malton, North Riding of
Yorkshire. The once-heavy collar has been considerably worn down. Below it are three
horizontal mouldings, only the uppermost extending on to the sides. From the lowest
depend four vertical ribs, arranged in two pairs, with a broad central gap between them.
Each rib ends in a single pellet, but there is also a single pellet at the top of the central
space just below the lowest moulding, and, at its bottom, a single roundel much fainter
than the rest of the decoration. The edges of the faces are slightly raised. The straight¬
edge blade is unexpanded and rather battered. Remains of the casting seams are quite
pronounced. Generally there is a good, but worn, very dark brown patina, but one face
(not illustrated) is much more worn than the other. Patches of dull, dirty green show in
some places. Length 4.5 ins. (115 mm.), width across the cutting edge 2 ins. (50 mm.).

The ghost roundels on Axe 2, and possibly that on Axe 3, suggest the use of a mould
or pattern where a scheme of decoration has been altered, added to or replaced by
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another. This might reflect either a change of plan on the part of the smith, or a failure
to remove all traces of an earlier pattern.

Affinities and Background

Decoration

This type of decoration occurs on other, generally local, socketed axe forms in the
British Isles and on the Continent. In Britain, apart from the Sompting form, it is
commonly found on a group of faceted axes with shortened, often concave, facets.
Examples in the Sompting hoard itself [4] suggest at least partial contemporaneity with
the Sompting form. When such decoration occurs in Ireland, it is generally in conjunction
with the 'baggy' form of socketed axe [5] which was so overwhelmingly dominant in
Eogan's Dowris phase of the Irish Late Bronze Age [6], It also occurs in northern [7]
and central Germany [8] on socketed axes of MV, almost invariably of local forms. In
Brittany it occurs on some forms of the 'Armorican' ('Breton') socketed axes [9] which
overlap with the Carp's tongue complex, but which seem in the main to belong to a phase
contemporary with Hallstatt C and D [10].
Form

The Sompting form proper seems distinct from the 'south-eastern' form of socketed
axe [11] which was characteristic of the Carp's tongue complex in England and in
Europe [12]. There are many differences in shape as well as average size, notably between
the roughly parallel sides of the 'south-eastern' implements and the diverging sides of the
Sompting group. On the other hand, in view of the overwhelming south-eastern bias of
the distribution of Sompting axes (Fig. 2), it would seem strange if the 'south-eastern'
form had not played some part in their development. In fact some of the decorated axes
plotted on the map (Fig. 2) are basically large, decorated 'south-eastern' axes, notably a
few of those in the Carp's tongue hoards, such as that from Reach Fen, Cambs. [13].

However, such Sompting characteristics as the mouth plan, the heavy collar of bi-
conical profile, the straight sides diverging towards the blade, and the tendency towards
straight-edged, unexpanded blades, all point to a non-'south-eastern' contribution. The
only other type of socketed axe which combines all these features, although in a much
more extreme way, would seem to be the Armorican form. Particularly important is the
pronounced 'back-to-front' mouth plan of this group, a rare arrangement which we have
seen is frequently found on Sompting axes. The present writer has drawn attention to
this possible connection with Armorican axes elsewhere [14], particularly in the case of
markedly straight Sompting axes. The distribution patterns of Sompting and Armorican
axes in Britain [15] are not entirely concordant, but overlap sufficiently to allow such a
possibility. The origins of the Sompting form are clearly complex and a fuller survey will
no doubt reveal variations within it, perhaps on a regional basis. One can clearly
distinguish, for example, between the three Yorkshire implements described in this note
and the very extreme form of some of the axes in the Sompting hoard itself, or, again,
those 'south-eastern'-inspired, parallel-sided examples with expanded blades, such as the
Reach Fen axe and, more typically massive, that in the Feltwell Fen, Norfolk, hoard [16].

Chronology
The chronology of this decoration in Brittany rests upon the date of the Armorican

axes, which seems to be the end of the Late Bronze Age, possibly starting in the seventh
century on carp's tongue evidence, but belonging mainly to the sixth, and perhaps even
fifth centuries [17]. The rare dated north German decorated axes are MV, which must
overlap in part with Ha. C [18], and a seventh century date seems likely. In Ireland,
Eogan has suggested that the baggy axes with this ornament belong to the latter part of
the Dowris phase, in the period of Ha. C arrivals [19]. In Britain there are examples in
carp's tongue hoards, but these tend to show strong 'south-eastern' influence. Here, as in
France, carp's tongue chronology is very uncertain, and anywhere between the eighth
and sixth centuries is possible. However, the present writer has suggested elsewhere that
the great mass of British carp's tongue hoards may have been deposited during the period
of Ha. C influence [20]. It may well be significant that the socketed axes in the three
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Anglo-Welsh hoards which combine indigenous and Hallstatt material, from Sompting,
Cardiff and Llynfawr [21], are almost all of the Sompting form, mostly decorated.

Scarcely any of these Sompting axes reached the Continent. Two axes in the MV hoard
from Bergen, Riigen [22], one decorated, the other ribbed, could be such exports, the
latter closely resembling in form our axe (no. a) from Seamer Carr. There are rare
examples in France, notably one with five ribs and pellets in the carp's tongue Challans
hoard, Vendee, a find remarkable for its content of British material [23].
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The likely date for the Sompting form, and rib and pellet/roundel decoration, would
thus seem to be the seventh-sixth centuries. It would clearly be advantageous if their
date could be determined certainly and precisely enough to permit their being used as a
clue to the chronological sub-division of the vast mass of British Late Bronze Age
material which at present can be dated no more closely than to the eighth-sixth centuries.
Distribution

The map (Fig. 2) shows that the vast bulk of decorated axes of the Sompting group has
come from the south-east, particularly the London area, and Cambridgeshire and
Norfolk. There is a familiar linear concentration orientated north-eastwards along the
Chiltern and East Anglian chalk. Outside the south-east there is a concentration in north
Lincolnshire and east Yorkshire, but much of northern and western Britain is devoid of
finds. There are scatterings in the Scottish lowlands and around the Welsh massif. The
paucity of Irish finds might seem surprising until one reflects on the general scarcity of
British Bronze Age axe forms in Ireland, and the use of rib and pellet/roundel ornament
on 'baggy' axes there.

Even on a generalised map of this sort, regional ornament types emerge. Multiple
horizontal mouldings are confined to Yorkshire, apart from a specimen from Brough by
Castleton, Derbys. [24], only just across the present Yorkshire boundary. Similarly, axes
with a raised box-shaped pattern above the normal decoration are confined to the London
area. There are more generalised regional trends, such as the prevalence of complex
decoration in the north-west and Scotland, and also in the London area, the total
dominance of simple rib and pellet ornament in Wales and the west, and the scarcity of
complex patterns in the great eastern concentration, where simple and variant rib and
pellet decoration predominates. Clearly a more detailed study of these axes would bring
to light many such sub-groups based both on form and ornament, but that is beyond
the scope of these present notes.
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Traditions of multiple burial in Later Neolithic and
Early Bronze Age England1

By F. Petersen

It has long been thought by students of the period that the advent of the Beaker com¬
munities in Britain was marked by the introduction of a 'single grave' burial rite
sharply contrasting with the 'collective' traditions of the indigenous Neolithic peoples
which it is alleged to have soon completely supplanted.2 Interpreted literally, all the
term 'single grave' need imply in this context is the deposition of single burials in
separate graves. But in fact, as far as its application to barrow interment is concerned,
the concept is almost always linked with that of 'primary burial', itself a rather equivocal
term with a signification oscillating between the simple technical sense of 'first' or
'initial' on the one hand, and that of 'main' or 'most important' on the other, though
often used in ways which incorporate both sets of meanings. It is in this combined
sense that the 'primary burial' concept is exemplified in the commonly expressed
view which sees the typical Beaker/Early Bronze Age round barrow as essentially a
monument to a single high-status individual, a 'warrior' or 'chief',3 buried at its centre.

The occurrence in round barrows of burials other than the 'primary' is, of course, a
well-known phenomenon. Such burials are normally designated 'secondary', a term
whose meaning tends to vary within much the same limits as 'primary', i.e. used some¬
times to signify simply 'later' or 'subsequent' without connoting any inferiority of status
of the burials to which it is applied and sometimes in a sense which includes this connota¬
tion. Occasionally a distinction is drawn between 'true secondary' burials deposited after
the completion of the barrow and 'subsequent primary' or 'satellite' burials deposited
before this event in circumstances suggestive of, or consistent with, their contem-
poraniety with the main or central primary burial.4 Often implicit in the use of
this secondary/satellite terminology is the assumption that burials in the latter category
normally comprise the remains of persons not important enough to require a 'separate'
barrow in their own right.

Historically, the ideas underlying this picture of Beaker/Early Bronze Age burial
practice are detectable in the assumption by Stukeley and others that the various types
of barrows in the Stonehenge area covered the bones of 'Druids' or 'Kings' rather than
the mass graves of soldiers killed in 'great battels on the plain' as was evidently once

1 The author is grateful to Professor Stuart
Piggott for critically reading a draft of this paper.

2
e.g. Piggott 1954, xv, 16; Annable and Simpson

1964, 17.
3 e.g. Childe 1940, 99; Ashbee i960, 174; Piggott

1949, 115-16. Echoes of this notion are also occa¬

sionally found in Clarke 1970 (e.g. p. 224 and,
particularly, p. 23; in the passage beginning with
the words 'No longer does local prestige safely
emanate from the burnished beaker . . .').

1 Ashbee i960, 41-2.
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commonly believed.5 Subsequently in the early part of the nineteenth century these
ideas were strongly reinforced by the discovery and lavish publication by Colt Hoare
and Cunnington of the large series of rich 'Wessex Culture' barrows in Wiltshire, though
a distinction between primary and secondary burials was clearly perceived by these
men,6 and, in accordance with changes in the general intellectual climate of the time,
the specifically druidical nomenclature was modified or abandoned and the barrows
regarded as memorials to the 'principal' men of the 'clan'.7 Later in the century one
version or another of the proposition that round barrows were raised in connexion
with the obsequies of a single 'chieftain' or other high-status personage received almost
universal assent among antiquarian opinion, as did its corollary, the notion that the
occurrence of 'secondary' and 'satellite' burials, where present, were interpretable as
the remains of 'wives, children or slaves' slaughtered so as to free their spirits to
accompany that of their dead master into the hereafter.8 The human sacrifice theory had
certainly been ventilated previously,9 but its popularity in Victorian times seems to have
stemmed as much from the 'hard primitivism' pervading much contemporary popular
ethnographic literature,10 with its descriptions of the allegedly brutal and degraded
lives of modern 'savages', as from strictly antiquarian sources.

After the end of the nineteenth century theorizing about human sacrifice and the
like ceased to be intellectually respectable among the majority of prehistorians and the
evidence for multiple contemporary and successive 'primary' burials in round barrows
was ignored or at most given only the partial (and largely nominal) recognition em¬
bodied in the distinction between 'primary' and 'satellite' burials described above.
However, many other ideas associated with the 'single grave' concept did not share this
eclipse and continued to be invoked to characterize Beaker/Early Bronze Age burial
practice both in a purely descriptive way and as the basis for inferences about such
matters as social structure and religion. In some ways this is rather surprising in view
of the fact that much of the evidence contradicting the 'single grave' notion is to be
found in the reports of the great mid and late nineteenth-century barrow diggers
themselves, albeit normally (but not always) interpreted by them in terms of some version
of the then orthodox chieftain/human sacrifice theory. Why then did this 'single grave'
concept and the over-simplified and misleading picture of Beaker/Early Bronze Age
burial practice derived from it, survive ? In part the answer to this question resides in
the need widely felt at the close of the nineteenth century barrow digging epoch to
develop a rational framework into which the large mass of ambiguous and undigested
data then available could be placed. The problem was most easily approached by way
of the grave furniture associated with burials in the barrows, and attention was con¬
sequently directed almost exclusively to objects associated with particular burials rather
than to the barrow as a whole. The effect of this was to create a predisposition in the
minds of prehistorians to regard Bronze Age burial mounds in much the same spirit as a
palaeontologist might look at a stratified series of rocks, that is, as simply a convenient

6 Long 1876, 144.
6 Hoare 1829, 3, 6-7; Hoare 1819, in.
7 Hoare 1810, 112.
8 Greenwell 1877, 244. See also Thurnam 1871,

313; Warne 1866, 30, 45; Bateman 1861, 83; Smith
and Stevens 1869, 46 ff.

' Cunnington 1806, 341.
10 Lubbock 1869, 583-4 and elsewhere; Darwin

1961, 194 ff.
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Fig. i. Distribution of graves containing intact and disarticulated burials. The numbering
corresponds to the numbering of sites in Appendix I. Land over 200 feet O.D. is enclosed

by the solid line
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locus wherein the fossils appropriate to each successive period are displayed in proper
chronological order for the instruction of the specialist. The usefulness of the 'single
grave' idea in this context is obvious inasmuch as its tacit acceptance as a working
hypothesis enabled the prehistorian to take as his basic unit of analysis the individual
burial with its associated grave furniture, such units eventually being strung together
to form the familiar unilinear chronological series wherein inhumations with Beakers
were succeeded by cremations or inhumations with Food Vessels followed in turn by
cremations with various types of cinerary urns, the whole succession supposedly
occupying a span of a thousand years or more.

The validity of parts of this succession has recently been challenged by Mr C. B.
Burgess11 who has shown that its acceptance involves a gross underestimate of the
probable diversity of Early Bronze Age ceramic traditions. It is proposed in the rest
of this paper to review the evidence for a corresponding diversity of burial ritual
during Beaker/Early Bronze Age times, particularly those aspects of it bearing on the
question of the dichotomy traditionally thought to exist between the individualistic
'single grave' funerary convention supposedly characterizing the period and the
'collective' or 'communal' funeral rite of the long barrow and chamber tomb builders.

Several of the points raised in the preceding pages may be conveniently illustrated by
reference to data provided in the accounts of the 425 or so round barrows on the chalk
Wolds of East Yorkshire dug by J. R. Mortimer12 and William Greenwell,13 mainly
during the last forty years of the last century. Though inadequate by modern standards,
the published reports of these excavations provide enough apparently reliable informa¬
tion to make their re-examination profitable and in this respect contrast favourably
with the much less satisfactory accounts left by other large-scale nineteenth-century
barrow diggers.14 Unfortunately few of the thirty or so round barrows excavated on the
Yorkshire Wolds in recent decades have been published, but to a certain extent the
data provided by nineteenth-century authorities can be supplemented by the results of
modern barrow excavation elsewhere in southern and eastern Britain.15

BEAKER AND EARLY BRONZE AGE BURIAL PRACTICES

ON THE YORKSHIRE WOLDS

The communities responsible for the extensive series of Beaker/Early Bronze Age
round barrows on the Yorkshire Wolds have normally been considered part of the
so-called 'Single Grave' group of cultures supposedly characterized by the burial rites
referred to above. But, in fact, as far as many of the Wolds barrows are concerned, the
term 'single grave' is a misnomer, implying as it does, a burial routine involving the
deposition of each individual burial in a separate grave often (or normally) covered by a

11 Burgess 1969.
12 Mortimer 1905; Mortimer 1911.
13 Greenwell 1877; Greenwell 1890.
14 Notably Hoare 1810 and 1819; Bateman 1848

and 1861; Warne 1866 and Borlase 1872.

16 In order to keep the length of this paper within
reasonable limits discussion of the wider context of
the particular East Yorkshire burial customs
described in detail in the following sections will be
confined to sites in south and central England,
mainly in Wessex, the Peak District, and part of
East Anglia.

C
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separate barrow. Such graves (and such barrows) of course do occur on the Wolds
though they in no sense typify usual practice; and they may in fact simply reflect the
low incidence of mortality (or small numbers) of the social groups eligible for burial
at the sites concerned rather than the existence of a separate and distinct 'single
grave' phase or set of customs. However, what evidence exists makes it clear that
multiple burial in plots of ground eventually covered by round barrows of Beaker or
Early Bronze Age date were the rule rather than the exception on the Wolds. Thus of
the approximately 400 round barrows excavated by Greenwell and Mortimer on the
Wolds which contained 'primary' burials of any kind probably or definitely of pre-
Iron Age date, only about 140 (around 35%) had one such burial only, the remainder
all producing two or more. These figures, moreover, undoubtedly exaggerate the true
numbers of single-burial barrows, as it is certain that in a proportion of cases additional
primary burials existed at these sites but were not found.16 It is significant in this
connexion that barrows containing a single primary burial constituted about 40% of
the barrows dug into by Greenwell but only 27% of those dug into by Mortimer, a
disparity which probably relates to differences in the thoroughness with which these
two men conducted their respective excavations.17

As indicated, most round barrows of definite or probable Beaker/Early Bronze Age
date in the Yorkshire Wolds contained two or more primary burials. At a number of
these sites burials were laid out individually or in groups on the pre-barrow surface
or were deposited separately in graves or pits dug into the surface, and thus formed
small cemeteries similar in principle to flat Beaker cemeteries of the type known from
Staxton in the Vale of Pickering18 and from two sites in Oxfordshire.19 But they often
exhibit traces of a complex history not obviously paralleled in the flat cemeteries,
involving an ordered sequence of funerary activity associated with stages in the con¬
struction of the barrow or its remodelling, and sometimes attested in the nineteenth
century by references to one or more small core mounds covering some or all of the
'primaries'.20 A total of approximately 142 Wolds barrows covered cemeteries of this
kind, the number of burials in them averaging about five, with particular sites some¬
times producing inhumations or cremations only,21 but in about sixty cases both types
of interments together. Often one burial was situated at, or near, the barrow centre, a
fact which might or might not imply that such burials had a special status setting them

16 Apparent primary burials missed by Greenwell
or Mortimer have been found at four of their sites
(Calais Wold 114, Weaverthorpe 47, Cowlam 56,
and Folkton 245) re-excavated by Mr T. C. M.
Brewster and published in summary form in the
Ministry of Public Buildings and Works Annual
Reports of Archaeological Excavations for 1965, 7 and
1966, 8; 1966, 8, and 1968, 14; 1968, 13; and 1969,
12, respectively.

17 Possible geographical factors must also be
considered in accounting for this discrepancy,
however, as Greenwell's excavations were confined
almost exclusively to areas located north and south
of the large block of territory in the central Wolds
where all of Mortimer's barrows were situated.

18 Stead 1959.
19 Leeds 1934, 268-75; Leeds 1938, 21-6.

20 e.g. at Rudston 63. Features of these kinds were
undoubtedly more common than perusal of the
primary sources suggest, as Greenwell and Mortimer
never seriously attempted to unravel the histories
of these sites and it is virtually certain that they
failed to record structural and other evidence
essential to the success of such an attempt. An idea
of the probable nature of some of the Wolds
barrows may be obtained by reference to the results
of modern excavation elsewhere in England at
such sites as West Overton 6b, Wiltshire (Smith and
Simpson 1966), Amesbury G71, Wiltshire (Christie
1967), and Quernhow, N.R. Yorkshire (Waterman
1951).

21 Cf. the Quernhow barrow, N.R. Yorkshire
with Food Vessel associations (Waterman 1951).
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apart from the 'satellites'; but at other sites22 the central point of the barrow was
apparently established independently of the position of any one interment, and the
'primary/satellite' terminology is here obviously inapplicable.

These sites are mainly of interest in the present context in that they express the
tradition of multiple burial characteristic of the period in its most general form and
thus comprise part of the wider background to the more specialized practices discussed
below. One such practice was multiple burial in the same grave, often involving a
burial routine entailing the deliberate re-opening of filled graves and the disarrangement
of older interments in a manner strongly recalling the analogous customs recorded
from many Neolithic chamber tombs.23 This practice, and certain associated usages
relating to the deliberate deposition of cremations and inhumations in the same grave,
will be the subject of the following sections.

Graves Containing Multiple Inhumation Burials24

A large number (about 100) of Wolds graves contained two or more inhumation
burials. In certain examples two or three burials were laid side by side on the grave
floor; in others the skeletons were arranged vertically with one or two on the floor and
additional burials in the grave fill above. In many of these graves, the associations
could have resulted from burials having been deposited more or less contem¬
poraneously, that is collectively, with any burials in the fill representing interments
made during stages in the infilling process. In others, however, the presence of broken
up and scattered human skeletal debris in the fill or on the grave floor suggests that
some or all of the burials were deposited successively in a manner that entailed the
disturbance of earlier by later burials. Admittedly, in a number of cases, collective
burial involving both intact and skeletonized, or partially skeletonized, interments
remains a possibility.25

The Wolds graves containing intact and broken up inhumation burials are tabulated,
together with details of their contents, in Appendix I and their distribution plotted in
Figure i. As already indicated, it is likely that such graves are merely a special case of
the more general tradition of multiple burial which manifested itself on the Wolds
during the Beaker/Early Bronze Age period. Nevertheless, for the present purposes,
the graves in question constitute a useful, if arbitrary, unit of study, forming as they do

22
e.g. Etton 82 (Greenwell 1877, 285), Folkton

71, Folkton 239, Garton Slack 163.
23 e.g. Lanhill Long Barrow, Wiltshire (Keiller

and Piggott 1938). See the general discussion in
Daniel 1950, 106-15.

24 Some of these graves have been recently listed
by Mr Ashbee (1970, 178-9) and are briefly referred
to by Dr Clarke (1970, 258). Kitson Clark's rather
bemused reference to certain graves of this type
may also be noted (Clark 1937, 50). Otherwise the
extent to which prehistorians have closed their
eyes to the existence of these graves, and the
funerary practices which they document, is remark¬
able.

25 Particularly in those graves where only a small
part of a complete skeleton is represented, though
obviously bones could also have been lost or
deliberately abstracted in connexion with the
disturbance of an earlier by a later burial. Greenwell
and Mortimer themselves normally greeted the
discovery of one of these graves with the standard
19th-century speculations about mass human
sacrifice, cannibalism and the like, though both men
occasionally also proffered more sober explanations
such as re-burial, secondary disturbance, etc.
Mortimer 1905, 60, 307, 226; Greenwell 1877, 244,
181, 16-18. See the general discussion in Brothwell
1961.
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a comparatively large, well-defined and consistent series yielding for the most part
clear evidence for a particular type of burial practice within this more general tradition.

Graves containing both intact and disarticulated human burials or, in a small minority
of cases, disarticulated bones only, are represented on the Wolds by 70 examples from
66 barrows distributed throughout the large blocks of territory constituting Green-
well's and Mortimer's respective fields of operation (Fig. 3, a and c). At 33 (50%) of
these barrows, single (or, in one case, two) graves of the sort considered here contained
the only primary burials recorded from their respective sites; at almost all of the other
3 3 barrows such graves occurred as parts of small cemeteries of primary burials of the
type briefly described above. Cremations also sometimes occurred in these graves (see
below). The minimum number26 of burials, inclusive of cremations, varied from one to
thirteen, but averaged about 3-7, with the total from somewhat over half the graves (38)
dividing about equally between two and three, and all but six of the rest numbering
four, five, seven or six in order of decreasing frequency (Fig. 2a). In many cases (about
35%), graves with disturbed burials also contained one or more intact burials in the
fill as well as intact burials on the floor, implying either that some interments were made
during the infilling process as suggested or (in some instances) that the grave was
partially re-opened, the burial(s) deposited and the grave then carefully refilled with its
original contents in such a way that signs of disturbance were minimized. In nine cases
(about 14%) intact burials occurred in the fill but not on the floor and in two (about 3%)
no intact burial of any sort was found.

In cases where ceramic or other diagnostic grave goods occur in these graves they
invariably (with two exceptions) belong to Beaker or Food Vessel cultural assemblages.
Beaker pottery occurred in 19 graves, the types represented comprising Handled
(two examples); N/NR (four); NiD (one); N2 (seven); N3 (six); Si (one); S2 (seven);
and AOC (one). For what it is worth, given the small sample size, the incidence of
Beakers of each type in these graves is roughly proportional to the total numbers of
whole vessels of the types in question recovered from a funerary context on the Wolds.
(The only NiD Beaker listed by Clarke27 from the Wolds was found in one of these
graves.) In four cases Beakers and Food Vessel pottery occurred in the same grave
while in at least 17 other graves, Food Vessels were the only ceramic type represented.
The only pottery in the grave at Hanging Grimston 56 was a primary series Collared
Urn28 inverted over a cremation in the fill. And at Barrow 273 (Duggleby Howe) a
crouched inhumation on the grave floor was associated with a now lost round-bottomed
bowl apparently belonging to Mr T. G. Manby's Towthorpe tradition.29 The average
number of burials in graves with exclusive Beaker associations was 5 • 1 as compared
with a corresponding average of only 3-7 from Food Vessel graves (Fig. 2, b-d); the
disparity between these two averages, however, is of problematical significance as it

26 As a result of vague and cursory descriptions
in the primary sources there is uncertainty as to
the number of separate individuals represented by
the broken up skeletal material in some of these
graves. In such cases the estimates in the present
paper relating to this material may err on the low
side.

27
1970, 507, no. 1311.

28 Longworth 1961, no. 244, Fig. 12.

29 Manby in Moore 1964. Manby, ibid., itemizes
the other occurrences of Towthorpe Ware on the
Wolds noting its repeated association with a multiple
inhumation rite. There is little doubt that the
origins of the burial practices discussed in this
section are intimately bound up with the makers of
Towthorpe Ware but this aspect of the subject
cannot be pursued here.
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no.of burials no-of burials

Fig. 2. Histograms showing the number of burials in the graves listed in Appendix I.
(a) All graves; (b) Graves containing Beakers but not Food Vessels; (c) Graves containing

Food Vessels but not Beakers; (d) Graves containing both Beakers and Food Vessels

arises almost entirely from the effect on the figures produced by the large Beaker
graves at Aldro 54 and Rudston 62 whose aggregates of 13 and 11 burials respectively
are considerably in excess of that from the next most prolific grave in the Beaker
series (at Hanging Grimston 55 with seven burials). It should be noted that the rarity
in these graves of 'early' Beakers falling into Dr Clarke's E and AOC categories is
probably without significance, as vessels of these types are also uncommon generally
in the Wolds region. (No example of an E Beaker from a funerary association on the
Wolds has been published; AOC Beakers are recorded from seven of the Wolds barrows
excavated by Greenwell or Mortimer but in only three cases in the form of grave
furniture.)

Several other points might be noted. Firstly, as indicated, Food Vessels are slightly
less numerous than Beakers in these graves even though they outnumber the latter in
the Wolds barrows generally by a factor of almost two.30 This emphasizes the heavy
Beaker participation in the specific funerary traditions discussed here, a situation
reflected at a more general level by the fact that of the approximately 142 barrows
which produced one primary burial only, no less than 37 were associated with Food

30 Elgee 1930, 87; Elgee 1933, 53, 63.
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Vessels but only two with Beakers (Willerby 32 and Garton Slack 161), neither of the
Beakers, it may be said, forming part of an assemblage denoting a 'rich burial'.31

The heavy Beaker presence in these graves is also of interest in conjunction with
the relatively high proportion of cremations among these burials, the inhumation/
cremation ratio being about seven to one (228 inhumations and 33 cremations).32 In
six cases the burnt bones took the form of scattered fragments presumably derived from
originally intact burials destroyed by later interments, the remaining 27 consisting of
undisturbed cremations deposited on the floor or in the fill of a total of 18 graves. As far
as the nineteenth-century accounts permit us to judge, moreover, the cremations can be
regarded as an integral part of the normal sequence of interments in these graves rather
than the result of a separate series of intrusions of later date than the inhumed burials.
Their frequency of occurrence is about the same for those graves with exclusive Beaker
associations as for those in which Food Vessels were the only pottery type present.
As is well known, direct associations between Beakers and cremations are very rare
both on the Wolds33 and elsewhere in Britain,34 while in the case of the Wolds Food
Vessel burials the proportion of cremations to inhumations is only about one to ten.35
One possible implication of these figures is that the incidence of cremation burial in
Beaker/Food Vessel communities might have been greater than direct associations with
the relevant pottery types suggest, the occasional finds of cremations with Beakers in
particular being explicable as the result of minor internal changes in custom relating to
grave furniture rather than of influences from contemporary 'native' traditions alien to
the populations concerned. In any case, the comparatively heavy representation of
cremations in the graves underlines the special character of the series and the uniformity
of funerary usage, cross-cutting established ceramic categories.

A second point concerns the ages and sexes of the burials in the graves. Details are
not always vouchsafed by Mortimer and Greenwell on these matters particularly in
cases of cremations and disarticulated and fragmentary burials. What data exists is
summarized in the following table which records all the inhumation burials from the
graves about which a definite statement is made regarding age and/or sex:

Adults 128 Males 37
Sub-adults 67 Females 23

Data for cremated burials is scanty but roughly concordant with that for the inhumations:
Adults 20 Males 3
Sub-adults 4 Females 2

Individuals of all ages from newly-born infants to elderly adults are represented in the
series though the imprecise terminology of the age attributions in the primary sources
makes any attempt at a more detailed breakdown of the data pointless.

31 These facts accord with the existence of Beaker
fiat cemeteries of the Staxton type in suggesting
that the distinction between Beaker interments in
flat graves and those in barrows lacks the far-
reaching sociological implications sometimes attri¬
buted to it (e.g. Clarke's suggestion that barrow
burial may have been a privilege reserved for a
'special stratum of beaker society'; Clarke 1970,
*57)-

32 Cf. the total of 328 cremations and 565 in¬
humations recovered by Mortimer from 288 barrows
excavated by him in the central Wolds (Mortimer
1905, table following p. 442).

33 Manby 1969.
34 Clarke 1970, 453.
35 Simpson 1968, 202.
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Perhaps the most striking aspect of these figures is the under-representation of
sub-adult burials given the high reproductive and mortality rates which can probably be
assumed for the period.36 Otherwise, the main features of the series, the lack of a major
disparity in the sex ratio and the occurrence of burials of all ages, are consistent with
burial practices relating to an extended family or other small broadly-based kinship
unit.37 This is perhaps not an unexpected finding and is supported by the fact that the
general figures are more or less accurately reflected in the contents of individual graves,
there being no observable tendency for burials belonging to particular age or sex
categories to be segregated in particular graves. This is conveniently illustrated by the
eight graves, all containing six or more burials, listed below. (Burials for which no data
exist are included in the total for each entry but are not otherwise listed.)

(a) Aldro 54. 15 or more inhumations. 1 middle-aged male, 1 middle-aged female and
9 children with respective ages between 6 and 10 years.

(b) Garton Slack 171. 6 burials (5 inhumations and 1 cremation). 3 adults and 2 children.
(c) Hanging Grimston 55. 7 burials (5 inhumations and 2 cremations). 2 middle-aged

adults, 2 adults, 1 'youth' and 1 infant.
(d) Huggate Wold 228. 9 inhumations. 1 middle-aged male, 1 elderly female, 1 Pfemale,

1 middle-aged adult, 2 adults, 1 'youth', 1 'young person' and 1 child.
(e) Painsthorpe Wold 4. 7 burials (6 inhumations and 1 cremation). 1 elderly female,

1 male, 2 adults, 1 child and 1 infant.
(f) Rudston 62. 11 or more burials (3 cremations, the rest inhumations). 1 elderly male,

1 middle-aged Pfemale, 1 young female, 2 males, 1 Pmale, 2 'young' children, 2
'infants'.

(g) Towthorpe 72. 6 burials (4 inhumations and 2 cremations). 4 adults and 1 child.
(h) Willerby 33. 7 inhumations. 1 middle-aged female, 1 Pmale, 1 'child' and 4 children

with respective ages between 2-3 and 7-8 years.
To a certain extent the evidence provided by the burials themselves for the sup¬

position that these graves housed the remains of small familial groups is supported by the
chronological implications of the grave furniture. In the majority of cases where two
or more pots were present in the same grave they belonged to types consistent with the
assumption that the grave concerned was in use between reasonably narrow chrono¬
logical limits — say two or three generations. The pertinent associations are as follows:
N/NR and N2 Beakers (Aldro 54); N2 Beaker and Food Vessel (Burrow Nook 297);
S2 and N3 Beakers (Garrowby Wold 104); Ni/D, N3 and N/NR Beakers (Goodman-
ham 90); N2 and S2 Beakers (Hanging Grimston 58); S2 Beaker and Food Vessel
(Painsthorpe Wold 4); N2, N3, E.Ang. and N/NR Beakers (Rudston 62); and S2
Beakers and Food Vessel (Towthorpe 21). The only major apparent exception to this
state of affairs is exhibited by the Aldro 116 grave where an inhumation with an AOC

36 Sub-adults form an unexpectedly low percen¬
tage of the Wolds prehistoric burials generally
(about 30% of the 499 inhumation burials tabulated
by Mortimer 1905, table following p. 442). Mr
Brothwell's (i960, 311-13) examination of York¬
shire's 'Early Bronze Age' skeletal material preserved
in museum collections has produced a very similar
adult/sub-adult ratio (about 3 :1).

37 As indicated earlier about half of these graves
were associated with surface burials and/or other
graves to form cemeteries and, in these instances at

any rate, did not constitute simple alternatives to
the latter but specialized components of them. This
accords with the conclusion reached in the text that
the association of the burials together in the same
grave probably expressed mutual relationships in
life different in kind or degree from those which
can be inferred to have existed between burials
grouped together under the same barrow but
interred separately (or in small cemeteries of the
Staxton type).
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Beaker was probably primary to other burials, one with an S i Beaker and another with
a SH3 (C) Beaker, implying, if Clarke's conclusions as to the chronological range
of these Beaker types are accepted, a minimum period of use for the grave of two
centuries (about 1750-1550 B.C.).38 This is hard to accept and the existence of this
association might be taken as evidence for a longer persistence of the AOC tradition
(on the Wolds at least) than allowed for by Clarke.

Physical evidence for the re-opening of these graves is almost never recorded by
Greenwell and Mortimer; such evidence need not have been very conspicuous, however,
and even when it was, it is perhaps likely to have been overlooked given the fact that
the graves were seldom if ever sectioned but simply cleared out from the top, often
evidently before their outlines and relationships to other features on plan had been
satisfactorily elucidated. For this reason the published accounts seldom form an
adequate basis for reconstructing the sequence of burials in the graves. And in most
cases little can be done except to note the probability that the intact burials in any given
grave should normally post-date disturbed burials in the same grave, though even this
tame generalization needs qualification in that secondary burials may have been some¬
times broken up by a disturbance of the grave-fill reaching to an insufficient depth to
affect earlier burials at lower levels.

In a number of cases, particularly those involving small graves containing dis¬
articulated bones representing a more or less complete skeleton, it appears probable
that the original grave was not re-cut in any way but was simply re-opened and then
filled-in again after the insertion of the new burial.39 In others, however, it seems likely
that the deposition of successive burials, or groups of burials, was accompanied by a
progressive enlargement of the grave, though conclusive evidence on this point is
seldom obtainable. At Garton Slack 7 540 and Towthorpe 211 \ re-cutting is probably
indicated by irregularities in the grave sides, the stepped profile of the Garton Slack
75 grave being particularly convincing. (This contained intact burials only: an inhumation
and two cremations, all with Food Vessel associations and all evidently deposited in
connexion with the re-cut of an original Beaker grave.) It is also possible that the
deep shaft-graves, each containing five or more burials, which cut through small
internal cores at Aldro 52, Aldro 54, Rudston 62, Rudston 63, and Huggate and
Warter Wold 264, attained their final dimensions as the result of one or more enlarge¬
ments of small graves originally sealed under the cores, though no traces of such graves
survived in these cases.

Many of the characteristics of the Yorkshire graves just described are reproduced
elsewhere in Britain, particularly in Wessex, though space does not here permit more
than a brief and selective reference to these sites. At Frampton G4, Dorset,41 for
instance, a central grave contained an unaccompanied intact inhumation on the floor
and broken and detached human bones representing four other inhumations in the fill;
also in the fill was a small undecorated Beaker. There is convincing evidence that no

38 Clarke 1970, 273, Fig. xiv.
39 Cf. Willerby 235 (Greenwell 1890, 2) where a

small grave containing two intact inhumations had
been inserted into the upper fill of a pre-existing
grave with another pair of intact inhumations on its
floor (there were no disturbed bones in the grave).

Another grave exhibiting evidence for partial
re-opening in this manner was recorded by Mortimer
at Garton Slack 141 (Appendix I, 25).

40 Mortimer 1905, 222.
41 Forde-Johnston 1958, 112-17.
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barrow existed at this site until all the burials had been deposited and the silting-in of
the surrounding ditch complete. Subsequently, a barrow was raised on the site in
connexion with several additional burials. Barrow G5,42 located some 100 yards
distant from G4, produced a comparable grave, though in this case cut through a small
primary mound and containing only two burials: an intact adult with a metal awl on
the grave floor and the partially articulated bones of another skeleton resting on the
floor and scattered in the fill. As with Barrow G4, Barrow G5 was later enlarged in
connexion with the deposition of further interments. A similar grave may have existed
in another Dorset round barrow (Winterborne St Martin G46) excavated in 1903.43
Here a grave contained four intact burials and disarticulated bones representing an
unspecified number of disturbed skeletons and had apparently been cut through, or
re-entered from the surface of, a small flint cairn primary to the barrow as a whole.
One of the skeletons was associated with a Handled bowl in the Beaker tradition, while a
small plain vessel, also with Beaker affinities, occurred in the fill. The skirts of the cairn
were in contact with the flint surround of a central cremation deposit associated with a
bronze ogival dagger, though unfortunately the published account does not enable the
stratigraphic relationship of these features to be assessed. Two other barrows in the
same vicinity (Winterborne St Martin G44 and G45)44 also had graves containing intact
and disarticulated human skeletons in circumstances that suggest successive interments,
though again the published accounts are ambiguous on various points. On the floor of a
deep shaft-grave under a small round barrow on Rockbourne Down, Hampshire, was
an unaccompanied skeleton which had been partially disturbed by a pit dug into the
filled-in grave in connexion with another inhumation associated with a Food Vessel;
fragments of a third inhumation also occurred in the fill of this grave.45 Elsewhere
disarticulated bones belonging to an adult skeleton occurred in the fill of a circular shaft
grave at the centre of the Amesbury G71, Wiltshire, round barrow46 which contained
an intact adult inhumation in a wood coffin (carbon dated to 2010/ no B.C.) on its floor.
It was argued by the excavator47 that the disarticulated bones were the remains of an
inhumation burial which had been laid out on the pre-barrow surface in connexion
with an earlier phase of the barrow. But the evidence presented in the report is also
consistent with the possibility that the grave was re-opened and its original contents
broken up and scattered when the intact burial was deposited.48 The evidence for
successive Beaker burials at the Thickthorn 163a long barrow, Dorset, may also be
worthy of mention here49 as might barrow 14, Crichel Down, Dorset (Tarrant Laun-
ceston G5), where a small pit containing an unaccompanied cremation had been partly
dug into the fill of a grave with a trepanned inhumation and W/MR Beaker on its floor.50
These sites are of interest because they document the existence in Wessex of Beaker/
Early Bronze Age funerary practices closely akin to some of those found on the York¬
shire Wolds though marked disparities in the quantity and quality of the data available
for the two areas make detailed comparisons difficult.

42 Forde-Johnston 1958, 117-24.
43 Gray and Prideaux 1905, 7-22.
44 Gray and Prideaux 1905, 23-35
45 Piggott and Piggott 1946.
43 Christie 1967.
47 Christie 1967, 339-40.

48 Christie 1967, fig. 5 (section through the grave
showing distinction in fill possibly associated with
a partial re-opening).

19 Drew and Piggott 1936.
so Piggott and Piggott 1944.
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One or two references to multiple intact burials occurring in the same graves in
Wessex can also be noted in the older literature, notably the five inhumations in a single
grave covered by Warne's51 Tumulus 30, Dorset, and what appear to be a total of three
successive burial deposits in a grave at Winterbourn Stoke G27, Wiltshire.52 A third
instance is the presence of two successively interred inhumations in the Wessex Culture
grave at Upton Lovel G2a, Wiltshire, recorded by Cunnington.53

Outside Wessex evidence for the burial traditions under discussion is exiguous,
though reference can be made to recently excavated sites at Bredon Hill, Worcester¬
shire,54 where a female inhumation with an E Beaker may have been inserted in a dis¬
membered condition into a grave already occupied by a male skeleton (also with an
E Beaker) and at Sewell, Bedfordshire,55 where a richly-equipped W/MR inhumation
grave was partly cut into by a second grave housing an unaccompanied skeleton.

Parallels from recently excavated barrows in the Peak District may also be cited,
notably the Bee Low cairn, Derbyshire, where a total of seven partly or wholly dis¬
articulated inhumations, representing burials of various ages and both sexes, occupied
a small stone cist located west of centre and covered by a large capstone. Also in the cist
was a crushed AOC Beaker. A minimum of sixteen additional inhumations, some
associated with N or S tradition Beakers, had been buried elsewhere in the barrow, the
inhumations all in graves possibly or probably primary to the construction of the cairn.56
Of other barrows in the Peak area excavated in modern times, Harland Edge, Derby¬
shire,57 produced a number of primary cremations, one scattered in the fill of a grave
with a possible inhumation silhouette on the floor, but otherwise with no definite
evidence for successive or collective burial in the same grave. The Glebe Low, Great
Longstone, Derbyshire, cairn58 conceivably had two primary graves, one containing a
cremation the other several inhumations with Beakers, though the evidence for the
existence of the second of these graves is speculative. Some of the graves included by
Dr Corcoran59 in his 'debased megalithic' group also merit notice in this repect, parti¬
cularly a series of seven containing multiple inhumations, none apparently with sur¬
viving datable associations, listed by Mr Marsden60 in his discussion of the Bee Low cist.

Cremations and Inhumations Associated Together in the Same Graves

Another facet of the multiple burial tradition on the Yorkshire Wolds during Beaker/
Early Bronze Age times is exemplified by the large number of graves where inhumations
and cremations were associated together in the same grave in such a way as to suggest
that they were either deposited contemporaneously or, if successively, during pauses
in the infilling process rather than in pits dug into the filled grave, though this last
possibility cannot be rejected in all cases. Burial deposits of this type are listed in

61 Warne 1866, 44. 58 Marsden 1970.
52 Hoare 1810, 125 (but see Hoare 1829, 16-17, 67 Riley 1966.

for a less confusing account). 58 Radley 1966.
63 1806, 123. 59 Fowler and Corcoran 1955, 91-7.
54 Thomas, 1967. 60 1970, 198.
55 Matthews 1969.
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Appendix II and mapped in Figure 4; as reference to the latter will show, the distribu¬
tion of these graves is roughly concordant with that of the graves discussed in the
previous section and mapped in Figure 1.

These associations can be divided into a number of rough categories. One such
comprises 13 graves (Appendix II, 1-13) where the burnt and unburnt bones were in
physical contact, generally in circumstances proving contemporaneous or near con¬
temporaneous deposition. Not surprisingly, where such burials are associated with
datable grave goods (in seven graves) these invariably comprise either Food Vessels
themselves or Food-Vessel related items such as plano-convex flint knives or jet
necklaces, the sole exception being at Painsthorpe Wold 83 where the knees of a skele¬
ton with an S3 Beaker overlay a cremation associated with the decayed remnants of a
pot of unknown type described by Mortimer as a 'food-vase'. In five cases burials of
this type were situated on the pre-barrow surface but the remainder (eight examples)
occurred in the fill or on the floor of graves which at two sites also contained additional
burials. At Goodmanham 120 these took the form of part of a smashed human skull in
the fill; Garton Slack 75 contained four intact burials, a skeleton with an Si Beaker on
the floor and three burials in the fill: a cremation with a Food Vessel and flint knife and
an inhumation with a Food Vessel, jet disc necklace and metal awl with an unaccom¬
panied cremation at its feet. The burial deposit at a fourteenth grave (Appendix II, 14),
at Garrowby Wold 64, consisted of an unaccompanied cremation in a small pit dug into
the floor and directly overlaid by a crouched female skeleton associated with a jet disc
necklace and a metal awl.

Closely related to the last series is a second small group of nine graves (at eight
barrows: Appendix II, 15-22; Fig. 3, b) characterized by burial deposits consisting of a
single intact skeleton on the floor and a single intact cremation in the fill above (with
the exception of the grave at Garton Slack 82 where both burials were in the fill).
Significant associations, in the five graves where these occurred, were limited to Food
Vessels and Food-Vessel related equipment. In the majority of these graves there are
no grounds for assuming that the association between the inhumed and cremated
burials, though indirect, was not intentional, in view of the fact that in most instances
the cremation appears to have been deposited immediately after the first layer or two of
fill had been spread over the inhumed burial below.

The significance of these 23 graves is that they appear to document funerary con¬
ventions involving the deposition of pairs of burials consisting in each case of inhumed
and cremated components; they thus both confirm the well-known fact that cremation
and inhumation burial were employed by the same or neighbouring communities during
Food Vessel times and also establish the probability, already mooted in connexion
with the graves discussed in the preceding section, that the two rites were simultaneously
practiced by particular familial or social groups. This, at any rate, would seem to follow
from the justifiable assumption that the pairing of burials in these graves was not
accidental but reflected social or other relationships which had existed in life between the
deceased persons concerned.61

61 Details of the contents of these graves, including the ages and sexes of the burials (where available), are
given in Appendix II. It will be noted that the existing data fails to substantiate a consistent pattern of associations
involving particular age/sex categories. Only about 35% of these graves contained the only primary burials
found under their respective barrows.
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SKELETON EARTH

am CREMATION CLAY

DISARTICULATED
BONES

CHALK RUBBLE

M~T CHALK NATURAL

Fig. 3. Reconstructed sections of various graves listed in Appendices I and II based on the
verbal descriptions in the primary sources

A. Aldro 54 1. Child; 2 Child with N/NR Beaker; 3. Adult with fragmentary human and
animal bones; 4. Child; 5. Disturbed bones comprising fragments of an adult and a child
inhumation; 6. Child; 7. Heap of broken and fragmentary human bones comprising the
remains of 2 adults and 4 children. With the bones were N2 Beaker sherds; 8. Broken
and fragmentary bones comprising the remains of 2 persons.

B. Riggs 183 1. Adult with flint knife; 2. Adult; 3. Child; 4. Female; 5. 'Probably' female
with flint flake and an eyed bone pin.

C. Rudston 63 1. Adult with flint scraper; 2. Female with bone pin; 3. Male with Food
Vessel, arrowhead and fossil. The disturbed bones scattered in the fill comprised the
remains of at least two persons (Beaker sherds were also scattered in the fill).
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Four other sites can be considered here (Appendix II, 23-6), all characterized by the
association of cremated and inhumed burials in circumstances suggestive of simul¬
taneous or deliberate sequential deposition in the same grave or burial area but lacking
other common features. At Aldro 159 the barrow centre was occupied by 'traces of
timber' which had apparently formed the sides and ends of a rectangular space, 3J X
2 ft., with a stakehole, 2 in. across, at each corner. No further details are provided about
the construction and dimensions of the enclosure, but a wall height of two to three feet
may be implied by the positions of the enclosed burials. These were four in number
and consisted of three skeletons (an adult female and two infants, the latter each with a
Food Vessel) located high up in the 'fill' of the enclosure, and a single unaccompanied
cremation apparently resting on or near the floor. The enclosure appears to have been
inserted through, or supported by, a small internal clay mound and obviously con¬
stituted an above-ground version of the dug graves normally serving as repositories
for multiple burials on the Wolds during this period. A grave at Calais Wold 14 is said
to have been lined and covered with oak slabs; it contained a decayed inhumation with
a Food Vessel on the floor and two cremations in separate places in the fill (one said
to be associated with a 'drinking cup' sherd). The Marton Hall (Barrow 280) grave, in
addition to an inhumation on the floor and a cremation in the fill contained traces of two

further inhumations, both in the fill and both associated with Food Vessels. Finally, at
Goodmanham 92 an unaccompanied cremation rested on the pre-barrow surface at
the centre on top of the fill of a shallow inhumation grave and directly underlying the
base of a second such grave formed in the body of the mound.

Parallels to the funerary traditions discussed in this section are not uncommon outside
the Yorkshire Wolds and have been described from several barrows excavated in

comparatively modern times. At Stockbridge Down, Hampshire,62 and West Overton
6b, Wiltshire,63 cremations were deposited in Necked Beaker graves during pauses in
the infilling process, while at Bishop's Waltham, Hampshire,64 a cremation deposit
underlay an inhumation silhouette in an oak-trunk coffin. At Fargo Plantation, Wilt¬
shire65 an S2 Beaker, a ridged Food Vessel, two cremations and a fragmentary in¬
humation were apparently contemporary in the same grave with a third cremation
secondary. Another occurrence of an inhumation and cremation in the same grave is
recorded from a barrow at Ampleforth in the North Riding of Yorkshire.66 And
references to similar associations are numerous in the older literature.67

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As has been repeatedly stressed in this paper the particular funerary traditions discussed
in the preceding pages are to be seen against a wider background of Bronze Age burial
usage which in its most general form can be described as a 'cemetery' tradition with the
completion of stages in the construction of the barrow constituting events that mark
the end of one series of burials and the beginning of others within a more or less

62 Stone and Hill 1946. 60 Clark et al. 1937, 443.
83 Smith and Simpson 1966. 67 e.g. Bateman 1848, 49, 57, 70, 73; Bateman
64 Ashbee 1957. 1861, 37, 56, 80-1, 175, 187; Greenwell 1877, 371,
65 Stone 1938. 391; Warne 1866, 42.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of graves containing cremation/inhumation associations. The numbering
corresponds to the numbering of sites in Appendix II. Land over 200 feet O.D. is enclosed

by the solid line
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continuous sequence. This is clearest in the case of such barrows as Amesbury G71,
Wiltshire,68 where careful (and near total) excavation revealed several such series, some
associated with additions to the barrow or a re-modelling of its external form. A similar
relationship between the building of the barrow and the burial sequence can probably
be inferred at a number of sites in the chalk and Breckland areas of Suffolk and Cam¬

bridgeshire,69 although because of plough damage, robbing and other causes, the
evidence is usually less conclusive than it might be in these cases. Multiple inhumation
graves of the Yorkshire/Wessex type are as yet unrepresented in this area, being replaced
by small cemeteries of separate graves, each cemetery producing both inhumed and
cremated burials, normally inserted into the flanks of barrows which themselves may
cover similar cemeteries. Where present, the ceramic and other associations generally
fall within the Food Vessel/Collared Urn funerary assemblages. The most interesting
site in this group is the Beacon Hill barrow in Suffolk70 where total excavation estab¬
lished that the construction of the barrow had preceded the deposition of any of the
burials, all of which had been inserted secondarily to form a small mixed inhumation/
cremation cemetery of the sort typical of the area. Associations comprised small Collared
Urns and plain 'Food Vessels'. The view put forward by the excavators that the barrow
was a cenotaph raised in honour of some distinguished personage whose bones could
not be recovered for normal burial,71 can surely be rejected, as can the corollary that the
later use of the site for 'secondaries' had no direct connexion with the motives behind
the construction of the barrow in the first instance.

A second point concerns terminological implications. It should now be apparent that
the so-called 'primary' burials under many round barrows simply represent the initial
interments in monuments intended from the outset to be the site of additional burials
as the need arose. The precise rules governing the sequence of events at these sites
are of course unknown, but in general terms it is at least conceivable that the normal
practice was to defer completing the barrow until the decease and burial of all persons
eligible for interment in it had taken place, or at any rate, that the actual or likely incid¬
ence of mortality amongst such persons was taken into account when the time came
to decide whether or not a particular site was to be 'closed down'. In cases where
several graves containing multiple burials occupied the area later sealed by the barrow
there is seldom any evidence that their respective periods of use were successive rather
than simultaneous; and consequently there is nothing against regarding them as groups
of 'family vaults', the number and sequence of burials in them reflecting the mortality
rate of the particular population elements served by the individual grave during what¬
ever stretch of time it remained physically and ritually accessible. In view of all this, it is
suggested that the 'primary burial'/'satellite burial' distinction is a highly misleading
one, the concept of the 'satellite burial' being particularly objectionable in that it
implicitly endorses the proposition that the dignity and importance in life of the dead

68 Christie 1967.
69 Notably, Pin Farm, Suffolk (Petersen, forth¬

coming); Beacon Hill, Suffolk (Cawdor and Fox
1923-4); Chippenham Barrows B (Leaf 1934-5) and
5 (Leaf 1938-9), Cambridgeshire; and Snailwell
Barrows C and G, Cambridgeshire (Lethbridge
1949).

70 Cawdor and Fox 1923-4.
71 Barrow 4, Chippenham, Cambridgeshire (Leaf

1938-9) can also be mentioned here though in this
case the excavator (rather unconvincingly) attri¬
buted the absence of a primary burial to rabbit
burrowing.
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person is reflected in some direct way by his chronological position within the series of
interments or by the position of his grave relative to the centre of the completed
barrow.

It is of particular interest to find multiple burials of the Early Bronze Age Yorkshire
type recurring on the Wiltshire downs in view of the evidence this area has always
appeared to provide for 'single burial' of the conventional type, notably the large
series of 'Wessex Culture' graves excavated by Colt Hoare and Cunnington in the early
years of the nineteenth century. It hardly needs stressing that the excavation techniques
of these men were such that only burials located at or near the centre had much chance
of being discovered, while it is doubtful if the occurrence of unaccompanied or frag¬
mentary burials was always noticed, judging by the extremely cursory treatment
accorded those they do mention and their well-known custom of exercising only an
intermittent surveillance over their excavators. The effect of this, of course, was

necessarily to focus attention on the rich 'chieftain burials' and their supposed socio¬
logical and ritual implications, a state of affairs which received its classic expression in
1938 in Professor Piggott's famous article on the 'Early Bronze Age in Wessex'72 which
he defined almost entirely on the basis of the rich grave-groups originally disinterred by
Colt Hoare and Cunnington. This is not to deny that rich burials of the Wessex type
(not to mention less lavishly equipped 'single graves') do not occasionally occur under
Bronze Age round barrows and that such burials are often centrally located and some¬
times doubtless represent the only 'primary' burials present, though there is little doubt
that this is the case far more rarely than modern discussions of the subject usually imply.
Nor is there any intention to deny that 'rich' graves are much more common in Wessex
than elsewhere in the British Isles. What is asserted here is that such graves have been
given an undue prominence which has led to serious distortions both in our conception
of what constitute typical Early Bronze Age burial practices and in our assessments of
the relationship of such practices to Neolithic funerary customs. And concentration of
attention on these burials has meant that conclusions arrived at from the study of
Wessex material have been taken as typical of the rest of Britain which has consequently
been regarded as little more than an impoverished hinterland of small intrinsic impor¬
tance. Whatever the merits of this point of view, one of its consequences has been the
neglect of important evidence provided for Bronze Age burial practice by the large
numbers of comparatively well-excavated and recorded barrows in regions other than
Wessex.

72 Piggott 1938.
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APPENDICES

Information about the age and sex of individual burials is given wherever such information is
available. The terms 'adult', 'young person', 'child', etc., are those used by Greenwell or
Mortimer in each case. Beaker pottery is classified as per Clarke, 1970.

Abbreviations used in Appendices
I Inhumation BB Greenwell 1877
C Cremation 40 Yrs Mortimer 1905
F-V Food Vessel

APPENDIX I (See Fig. 1)
Graves Containing Intact and Disarticulated Skeletons

site

1. Aldro 52
40 Yrs, 61

2. Aldro 54
40 Yrs, 63

Aldro 113
40 Yrs, 75

intact burials

1. Adult I on floor with flint
knife.
2. Adult I in fill with F-V.

3. Adult I in fill.
4. Adult C in fill with flints and
bone artifacts.

1. Child I with N/NR Beaker
in fill.
2. Child I (6 years old) in fill.
3. Child I in fill.
4. Child I in fill.
5. Adult I (40 years old) in fill.

Grave A
1. Old female I on floor with
bone pins, flints, etc.

Grave B
1. Middle-aged I on floor.
2. C (young person) in fill with
miniature vessel and metal awl.
3. C (young person) in fill.
4. C (young person) on surface
of fill.
5. C (young person) on surface
of fill.

disarticulated/scattered burials

1. Bones of at least 1 adult I scat¬

tered in fill, some still in articulation.

1. Heap of bones in fill comprising
remains of 6 Is (35-40 year old male,
3 5-40 year old female, 2, 7-8 year old
children, and 2, 8-9 year old children)
with N2 Beaker sherds.
2. 2 heaps of bones on grave floor
comprising remains of 2 Is (45 year
old adult and 8-10 year old child).
3. Heap of bones in fill comprising
small parts of the Is of a child and
an adult.
4. Few fragments of child I in fill
near intact burial 5.

1. Bones of 2 Is ('strong' adult and
child) scattered in upper fill.

1. 'Few bits of human bone' (un-
burnt ?) scattered in fill.

4. Aldro 116
40 Yrs, 54

1. I (youth) high in
Handled Beaker.

fill with 1. Upper half of middle-aged I
(pelvis and legs missing) with AOC
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site

5. Blanch 238
40 Yrs, 326

6. Blanch 265
40 Yrs, 330

7. Burrow
Nook 297
Mortimer

1911, 214

intact burials

2. I (youth) high in fill with
Si Beaker.
3. Middle-aged I ?on floor.
1. Adult I with jet button and
flint knife on floor.
1. Adult I with F-V in fill.

1. Adult I with F-V on floor at

east end of grave.

1. Middle-aged male I with N2
Beaker in fill.
2. Male I (20 years old) with
F-V and 2 flint flake knives in
fill above burial 1.

8. Calais Wold 1. Adult C on floor.
275
40 Yrs, 161

9. Cowlam 5 5
BB, 213

1. Adult I on floor.

disarticulated/scattered burials

Beaker high in fill.
2. 'Various detached human bones'
in fill above the other 4 burials.
1. Bones of a single large adult I
scattered in the fill between intact
burials 1 and 2.

1. Disordered heap of unburnt
bones comprising remains of 2
'youths' (aged 13 and 15 years
respectively) with 'food vase' sherds
on floor partly underlying intact
burial 1.

1. 'Broken-up remains of an adult' I
(40 years old) high up in fill above
intact burials 1 and 2.

2. 'Many broken up bones' of adult
I in fill at lower level than the last
burial scattered over and around
intact burials 1 and 2.

3. 'Several large pieces' of adult C
scattered in the lower grave fill (or
in the mound material nearby ?).
1. Parts of at least 4 Is (adult, 2
'young persons' and child) scattered
in fill with 8 'small pieces of a vase'.
1. Bones of adult C and of child I
scattered in fill along with Beaker
and cinerary urn sherds.

10. Cowlam 58 1. Male I (18-24 years old) on
BB, 222 floor with stone axehammer, 3

jet lumps and flints.
The grave containing these burials had cut into, or had been cut into by, another

grave with an adult I on its floor associated with bronze basket ear-rings.

1. 'Bones of a disturbed body' in
fill along with jet button and 3
potsherds.

11. Duggleby 1. Adult male I on floor with
Howe (P)Towthorpe bowl and flints.
40 Yrs, 23 2. Adult male I (60 years old) in

fill with flint axe, lozenge arrow¬
head and antler hammer.

3. Adult male I (60 years old)
in fill.
4. Child I (2-3 years old) in fill.

12. Folkton 71 Grave M
BB, 274 1. Old male I on floor with

flints.
2. Female I (18-20 years old) in
fill with F-V, metal awl, bone
beads and pig joint.

1. Detached skull (20 year old male)
in fill (lower jaw missing).

1. 'Abundant' bones of 2 Is (adult
and child) scattered throughout fill.
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site

13. Ganton 17
BB, 157

intact burials

Grave B
1. Middle-aged male I on floor
with F-V, bone V-button and
pig trotter.
2. Middle-aged male I in fill
with scrapers and decayed wood
object.

1. Adult I in shallow grave.

disarticulated/scattered burials

1. 'Several' bones of 2 Is (adult and
child) scattered in fill above intact
burial 2, extending upwards into
overlying mound material.
2. Detached male skull (middle-
aged) near knees of intact burial 2.

1. Bones of adult I (some still in
articulation) with F-V on floor below
the intact burial.

14. Ganton 18
BB, 158

15. Ganton 22
BB, 166

1. Adult C in fill with stone

axehammer.

1. Old female I on floor.
2. Female C in fill.

1. 'Some broken human bones' in
fill with potsherds and flint flake.

1. Bones of at least 2 Is scattered in
fill, particularly upper part, with N2
Beaker sherds, flint knife and animal
bones.

16. Garrowby
Wold 62
40 Yrs, 141

1. I (young person) on floor
with F-V.

1. Unburnt human skull and leg-
bone fragments found together in
fill; detached lower jaw in contact
with the intact I.

17. Garrowby
Wold 104
40 Yrs, 134

18. Garton
Slack 40
40 Yrs, 229

19. Garton
Slack 79
40 Yrs, 241

1. Male I low in fill with S2
Beaker and flint flake.
2. Adult I high in fill with flint
knife.

Two N2 Beakers stood on

the grave floor unassociated
with any burial.

1. Adult I resting on 8 in. thick
layer of loose gravel and soil
lining the grave floor.

1. Old female I high up in fill.

1. 'Round and above' intact burial 2

were scattered fragmentary bones of
adult and juvenile Is. Just below
intact burial 2 were bones of 2 human
feet, some still in articulation; part
of a pelvis; and a femur fragment.
Just above intact burial 2 were the
tibiae of a 'small adult' and a broken
femur.

1. At the feet of the intact burial
was a human skull minus the lower

jaw 'placed upon some detached arm
and leg bones' below which a
detached lower jaw was found.
2. 'Several detached human and
animal bones' occurred in the gravel
layer under the intact I while more
human bones were scattered in the
grave fill above the latter (lower jaw,
several vertebrae and a humerus
fragment).

1. Adult I ('probably' male) in fill
just below the intact I and itself
intact except for the skull which,
apart from the lower jaw, was
missing.
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site intact burials disarticulated/scattered burials

2. Disturbed and incomplete I of a
6-8 year-old child located (?on the
grave floor) a 'few inches' below
burial i above.

20. Garton i. Adult I on floor with N/NR
Slack 81 Beaker.
40 Yrs, 238 2. Female I ('young') in fill

with jet button.

1. Disarticulated I ('youth') heaped
in fill above intact burial 2.

2. Detached bones of 2-3 Is (adult,
child and 'juvenile') in fill surround¬
ing and covering intact burial 2.
(Detached pieces of human bone also
occurred in fill below intact burial 2

down to the grave floor.)
3. Detached bones representing
most of the I of a 30 year old male on
grave floor behind the back of intact
burial 1.

N.B. -— a few of the detached bones
in this grave were evidently burnt.

21. Garton
Slack 82

40 Yrs, 232

Grave A
1. Middle-aged male I on floor. 1. 4 detached bones belonging to

'another' I scattered in the fill above
the intact burial.

Grave B
1. Adult C with the remains of
a wood trough on floor.
2. Adult male I with flint chips
in fill.
3. Adult C with plain F-V
resting on the surface of the
grave fill.

1. Unburnt bones (some or all
adult) representing less than a com¬
plete I and including the articulated
bones of a foot, scattered throughout
fill.
2. Scattered among the unburnt
bones were 'a few burnt pieces'.

22. Garton NONE
Slack 107
40 Yrs, 230

23. Garton NONE
Slack C36
40 Yrs, 261

1. The Scattered bones of a middle-

aged male I rested against the sides
and in the fill of a large pit apparently
dug into a filled-in grave.

1. Adult human fibula and the
articulated bones of a human foot

heaped together with animal bones
in the fill of a large grave.
2. Part of a skull of an old person
occurred elsewhere in the fill at the
same level as the other bones.

24. Garton
Slack C40
40 Yrs, 244

1. Adult I on the floor.
2. Child I in fill just above the
adult.
Associated with the 2 Is was a

F-V.

1. Heap of unburnt bones com¬
prising long bone and skull fragments
near the feet of intact burial 1.
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SITE

25. Garton
Slack C41
40 Yrs, 259

26. Garton
Slack C51
40 Yrs, 216

27. Garton
Slack C63
40 Yrs, 214

28. Garton
Slack C71
40 Yrs, 225

29. Good-
manham 88

BB, 293

30. Good-
manham 98
BB, 305

31. Good-
manham 99
BB, 308

INTACT BURIALS

1. Middle-aged male I on or
near floor.
2. Middle-aged female I with
F-V and accessory cup in fill,
possibly in pit dug into filled-in
grave.

1. Middle-aged I with F-V in
fill.

1. Male I with N3 Beaker, bone
pin, flint flakes and polished flint
axe on floor.
2. Adult I (40 years old: 'prob¬
ably' female) with N3 Beaker,
metal awl and flint flakes on

floor.

iult I in fill just above
floor.

1. Adult I ('apparently' male)
on floor.

DISARTICULATED/SCATTERED BURIALS

1. Fragments of human temporal
bone and 'two bones of the forearm
of a slender person with many finger-
bones in position' in fill above hips of
intact burial 1.

1. I (15 years old) on floor just
under the intact I (lower jaw missing
and a few other bones displaced but
otherwise intact and articulated).
2. Detached human ulna, humerus,
radius and 'other' pieces of bone
belonging to 'small adult' occurred
near burial 1 above.

1. Heap of bones comprising frag¬
ments of 2 adult Is in fill.
2. Heap of bones comprising frag¬
ments of an adult I (pieces of skull
and 2 limb bones) in fill at same level
as the other bone heap).
3. Many bones belonging to adult I
and cranial fragments of child I
scattered throughout fill.
1. 4 incomplete Is (2 adults and 2
children) on grave floor, one (an
adult) with a F-V. Fragments of
2 adult skulls (evidently belonging to
adult Is on floor) and 'other human
bones' found in the fill near the intact
burial.
2. 'Several bits of burnt human
bones' scattered in fill.

1. 'Part of a human skull' in fill.

1. Male I (30+ years old) on
floor.

1. 'Many' unburnt human bones
scattered throughout fill.

1. Child I (2-2! years old) with
N3 Beaker on floor.
2. Male I (30 years old) in fill.

1. Disturbed female I (30 years old)
on floor with N/NR Beaker (Ni/D
Beaker rested on floor between

present burial and intact burial 1).
2. Skull fragment (14 year old child)
in fill in front of face of intact burial 2.

3. Legs and feet of 'young adult' I
still in articulation in fill. Other bones

possibly belonging to this burial
were scattered in fill generally.
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site intact burials

32. Good- i. Middle-aged male I on floor,
manham 105
BB, 315

33. Good- 1. Old female I with metal awl
manham 11 a and flint scraper on floor.
BB, 3ai a. Aged female I with plano¬

convex flint knife resting on
surface of fill.

34. Good-
manham iao

BB, 329

35. Hanging
Grimston 5 5
40 Yrs, 100

36. Hanging
Grimston 56
40 Yrs, 98

1. Old male I on floor.
2. Young male C on floor in
contact with burial 1.

1. I ('youth') with N2 Beaker
and flints on floor.
2.-3. Middle-aged I and infant
I with S2 Beaker, jet button and
flint in fill.
4. Adult C with flint in fill.
5. Adult C resting on surface
of filled-in grave.
6. Middle-aged I resting on
surface of filled-in grave.

1. C in fill.
2. C in inverted Collared Urn
in fill.
3. C with flint plano-convex
knife in fill.

37. Helper-
thorpe 41
BB, 191

38. Huggate
Wold 225
40 Yrs, 301

1. Old male I on floor with flint
knife.

1. I ('apparently' a 'young
person') on floor.

39. Huggate 1. Child I on floor.
Wold 228 2. Aged female I on floor.
40 Yrs, 304 3-1 (young person) in fill.

4. Adult I ('apparently' female)
with F-V in fill.

disarticulated/scattered burials

1. 'Part of a human skull and some

other human bones' in the fill.

1. 'Many disturbed bones ... of a
young person' scattered in fill with
the leg bones still in correct ana¬
tomical order.
2. 'Close to' intact burial 2 was a

fragment of the lower jaw of a 10
year old child along with potsherds
and pieces of animal bone.

1. Crushed human skull (aged indi¬
vidual : 'probably' male) high up in
fill.

1. Heap of fragmentary bones
representing less than a complete I
resting on surface of filled-in grave.
2. The fill 'was full of numerous

small pieces of broken human bones'.

1. 'The lower jaw and some frag¬
mentary bones of a child, and some
bones of a larger individual' (all
unburnt) scattered in fill.

1. Part of the pelvis and a femur of
a child I Pin the fill.

1. Pieces of unburnt adult skull and
'other' bones and fragments of the
skull of an infant I were scattered in
the fill. The grave containing these
burials cut into another grave with
an unaccompanied adult I on the floor
and with an infant I with a F-V

overlapping one edge.

1. In the upper 1 ft. of the fill were
scattered the bones of 3 Is (2 adults
and a 'youth').
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40.

site

Huggate
Wold 229
40 Yrs, 306

intact burials

5. Middle-aged I with pot¬
sherds in fill.
6. Middle-aged male I on
pre-barrow surface overlapping
one edge of the grave.

1. I (young person) on floor.

disarticulated/scattered burials

1. Heap of broken and detached
bones of a single adult I on floor.
2. Broken and detached bones scat¬

tered in fill (at least 2 Is represented,
one probably identical with that
represented by the bone heap on the
grave floor).

41. Huggate 1. Adult C ?on floor.
and Worter 2. Adult I with a rimsherd of a

Wold 246 'food vase' in fill immediately
40 Yrs, 313 above the C.

1. Scattered in a limited area of the
fill were 'some detached human
bones' along with a bone pin, animal
bones, flint flakes and 3 'food vase'
sherds belonging to the same pot as
the sherd found with intact burial 2.

'Several' detached human bones also
(evidently) occurred in the fill gener¬
ally.

42. Huggate 1. Young female I with a metal
and Warter awl, bone pin and bone spatula
Wold 249 on floor.
40 Yrs, 314 2. Adult C in fill.

1. 'Many' unburnt 'large detached
adult bones' and 'pieces of burnt
human bone' scattered in the fill

mainly in the vicinity of the 2 intact
burials.

43. Huggate 1. Infant I with H (F-V) Beaker
and Water high up in fill.
Wold 264 2. C (young person) with flake
40 Yrs, 317 knife in fill.

1. 'Confused heap'of bones belong¬
ing to middle-aged male I on floor
and contained within a small wooden
enclosure.
2. Scattered throughout fill were
detached and broken human bones

along with many ox bones and 17
'Drinking Cup' sherds.
3. 'Nearly entire' human skull
(middle-aged: 'probably' female) in
fill near intact burial 2.

44. Hunmanby
250
Greenwell

1890, 18

Grave A.

1. Aged male I on floor (also
on floor were 'some potsherds'
and a flint chip).

1. Detached right humerus of a
'very young child' on the floor.
2. On the pre-barrow surface partly
overlapping the grave edge was an
adult I ('probably' female), intact
except for the skull which was
missing, associated with the ribs of a
'very young child'.
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site intact burials

Grave B

NONE

45. Life Hill 28
40 Yrs, 200

46. Life Hill 294
40 Yrs, 203

47. Painsthorpe
Wold 4

40 Yrs, 113

48. Painsthorpe
Wold 99
40 Yrs, 122

49. Painsthorpe
Wold 102

40 Yrs, 123

50. Painsthorpe
Wold 118

40 Yrs, 125

51. Riggs 36
40 Yrs, 173

52. Rudston 62*
BB, 234

1. C on floor.

1. Old male I with crushed
'food-vase of common type' on
floor.

1. Child I (8-12 years old) with
S2 Beaker and flint knife on

floor.
2. Adult I with 2 flint knives on

floor.
3. Old female I with S2 Beaker
on floor.
4. Male I with bone spatula in
fill.
5. Adult C in fill.
6. Child I (15 months old) with
F-V and flint flake in fill.

1. Adult C on floor.

1. Aged I ('probably' male)
with flint flakes on floor.
2. I (young person) with a plain
F-V high in fill.
1. Aged I with jet slider on
floor.

1. Adult I with 'small vase' on

floor.
2. I (young person) with F-V in
middle fill.
3. Adult I with F-V high in fill.
1. Aged male I with N2 Beaker
in stone cist on floor.

disarticulated/scattered burials

1. Bones of disturbed Padult I in
lower fill and on floor (some of the
bones were still articulated and all
were present except the lower jaw).
1. 'Dismembered adult' I with the
bones of the feet still 'in position' on
the floor and the rest scattered in the
fill and in the overlying mound
material.

1. 'Scattered from top to bottom of
the grave were the fragments of most
of the bones of a young adult body'.
1. 'Detached human bones were

distributed irregularly from top to
bottom' along with 'several' Beaker
sherds.

1. Detached urburnt adult leg and
skull bones and skull fragments of a
child scattered in fill.

1. Detached human bones scattered
in fill from top to bottom.

1. Fragmentary human skull bones
on floor.
2. Human fingerbones in fill.
1. Scattered in the fill and strewed
about over the grave were 'numerous
detached human bones'.

1. Fragmentary bones of an adult I
and a young child I ?on floor near

* See Manby 1970, Fig. 1, for a drawn section of this grave based on Greenwell's description in British Barrows.
The broken-up burials in the fill are not indicated on the section drawing or referred to in the accompanying
discussion. Note that Manby's reconstruction of the barrow's soil core is evidently based on what must be a
typographical error in British Barrows involving the substitution of 'diameter' for 'radius' (the true diameter of
the core should therefore be 32 ft., and not 16 ft. as shown on Manby's drawing).
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SITE INTACT BURIALS

2-3. 2 infant Is in same cist as
burial 1.

4. C (2 persons: an adult male
and 'another') with N2 Beaker in
a second stone cist on floor.
5. Male C with N/NR Beaker
on floor outside cists.
6. Female I (18-24 years old)
with N3 Beaker and flint knife
in upper fill.
7. Adult I (5 5 years old: 'prob¬
ably' female) with 2 metal awls
and an E.Ang. Beaker in upper
fill.
8. Young child I in upper fill.

DISARTICULATED/SCATTERED BURIALS

one of the cists.
2. Detached bones 'some entire and
some broken' belonging to 'more
than one' I scattered throughout
fill.
3. Disturbed adult ('probably' male)
with some of the leg and arm
bones still articulated in upper
fill near intact I 7 (the condition
of this burial was possibly the result
of the secondary insertion of intact
burial 7).
Also scattered in the fill were sherds
of an S2 Beaker.

53. Rudston 63 1. Adult I with flint scraper in
BB, 245 hollow in grave floor.

2. Old female C with bone pin
in fill.
3. Male I (55 years old) with
F-V, flint arrowhead and fossil
in the mound material imme¬
diately above the grave.

1. 'Broken and disturbed bones of
at least 2 bodies' (one a 'very young
child') scattered in fill along with
Beaker sherds.

54. Rudston 64
BB, 252

1. Old male I with flint knife
and flint flakes.

1. 'Numerous bones' of a 'large
sized man' scattered throughout fill.

55. Rudston 65
BB, 252

1. Male I (30 years old) with
flints on floor.

1. Bones of small I ('probably'
female) scattered in fill along with
Beaker sherds.

56. Thwing 60 1. Middle-aged I with jet but-
BB, 226 ton and jet pulley ring in fill

(scattered in latter were 3 flint
arrowheads and Beaker sherds).

1. Unburnt skull fragment, femurs,
tibiae and 'several other bones'
scattered on floor.

57. Towthorpe
21

40 Yrs, 11

1-2. Adult I with infant I and
S2 Beaker on floor.
3-4. Adult I with infant I,
worked flint and F-V high in fill.

1. Scattered in the fill between the
intact burials were many 'detached
and splintered' bones of an adult I
along with the sherds of an S2
Beaker.

58. Towthorpe
43
40 Yrs, 13

1. Adult I with flints on floor.
2. I (young person) with plain
F-V in fill.

1. Detached 'leg bones and a few
other human remains' scattered in
fill above intact burial 2.

59. Towthorpe
72
40 Yrs, 15

1. Adult C with eyed bone pin
?on floor.
2. C with flake knife ?on floor.

1. In the fill above the 2 Cs was a

mass of broken and detached human
bones representing at least 3 adult Is
and fragments of a child I.
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SITE

60. Towthorpe
106
40 Yrs, 13

INTACT BURIALS

1-2. Adult female I with new¬

born infant I on floor.

DISARTICULATED/SCATTERED BURIALS

1. Scattered in the fill were the
detached bones of a 12-8 month old
child I.

61. Towthorpe
2Il|
40 Yrs, 19

1. I (12-15 year old'youth') on
floor with N2 Beaker and flint.

1. 'Young' female I on floor,
intact (evidently) except for 'legs'
which were missing.
2. 'A few fragments of human bone'
found in fill.

62. Towthorpe
276
40 Yrs, 19

1. Adult C on floor with a stone

axehammer.
This grave 'connected' with (i.e.
was secondary or primary to) a
second grave with an intact I on
its floor and 3 other Is in the fill.
2 child Is rested on the pre-
barrow surface nearby.

1. Near intact burial 1 was part of an
unburnt human pelvic bone with the
head of the femur still in its socket.
2. Scattered throughout the fill
were many broken and detached
bones of at least 2 adult Is (much less
than full skeletons were represented
by these bones).
3. 'Few bits of cremated human
bone' scattered in lower fill.
Also in fill were decorated Beaker
sherds.

63. Wharram 1. Adult I on floor with flint
Percy 65 scraper.
40 Yrs, 48 2. The 'crushed skull and other

bones of a child' high up in
mound directly over the grave.

1. Adult I on floor, intact except for
hips and legs which were missing.
Nearby was a bone spatula.
2. 'Detached and broken human
bones' occurred 'profusely' in the fill
and in the overlying mound material
from the level of intact burial 2 to the

grave floor.

64. Wharham
Percy 66
40 Yrs, 49

1. I (youth) on grave floor with
F-V.

1. 'Few fragments of human bone'
occurred in the fill.

65. Willerby 33
BB, 181

1-3. Middle-aged female I on
floor with a 2-3 year old child
I at its feet and a 2 year old child
I at its back.
4. Child I resting on bones of
disturbed burial 3.
5. Male I on pre-barrow sur¬
face overlapping the grave edge.
6. Aged female I on pre-
barrow surface overlapping the
grave edge.

1. 'Re-laid' skeleton of a 7-8 year
old child high in fill.
2. 'Re-laid' skeleton of 6 year old
child on floor at head of intact
burial 1.

3. 'Re-laid' adult I ('possibly' male)
on floor at feet of intact burial 1.

66. Willerby 34
BB, 183

1. Male I (25-30 years old) on
floor.

1. 'Scattered remains of a body' in
fill.
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APPENDIX II (See Fig. 4)

Cremation/Inhumation Associations
A. Direct

1. Acklam Wold 204 (40 Yrs, 84). Inhumation: 'small adult' with F-V. Cremation: 'large
deposit' of burnt human bones including foetal bones associated with a burnt bone pin.

2. Folkton 239 (Greenwell 1890, 7). Inhumation: adult. Cremation: with plano-convex
flint knife.

3. Ganton 26 (BB, 171). Inhumation: young child. Cremation: adult. Three other inhuma¬
tion : young child. Cremation: adult. Three other inhumation on the pre-barrow surface
nearby.

4. Garrowby Wold 64 (40 Yrs, 137). Inhumation: female with jet disc necklace, metal awl
and animal bones. Cremation.

5. Garton Slack 75 (40 Years, 222). Inhumation: female with F-V, jet disc necklace and
metal awl. Cremation: adult. A male inhumation with an Si Beaker and a cremation
with a F-V and a flint knife occurred in the same grave.

6. Goodmanham 120. See Appendix I, 34.
7. Flanging Grimston 12 (40 Yrs, 105). Inhumation: adult with flint knife and 6-8 year old

child. Cremation: located near the skulls of the 2 inhumations.
8. Huggate Wold 224 (40 Yrs, 300). Inhumation: middle-aged male with flake knife.

Cremation: adult.

9. Huggate and Warter Wold 251 (40 Yrs, 316). Inhumation: middle-aged male with F-V.
Cremation: 'apparently' of 'child'.

10. Life Hill 270 (40 Yrs, 201). Inhumation: 25-30 year old adult with F-V. Cremation:
'probably' young person.

11. Painsthorpe Wold 83 (40 Yrs, 119). Inhumation: adult with S3 Beaker and 12-14 Year
old child with plano-convex flint knife. Cremation: with 'food-vase' and flint knife
located under the knees of the adult skeleton.

12. Rudston 69 (BB, 269). Inhumation: young male with F-V and plano-convex flint knife.
Cremation: adult male.

13. Sherburn 10 (BB, 148). Inhumation: adult. Cremation: adult.
14. Sherburn 13 (BB, 152). Inhumation: 18-24 year old female with F-V. Cremation:

young adult with flint knife.

B. Indirect

15. Folkton 70 (BB, 272). Inhumation: 24 year old male with boar tusk artifacts and pig
bones. Cremation: 12 year old child with plain 'food-vase'.

16. Garton Slack 82. See Appendix I, 21, grave B.
17. Garton Slack C40 (40 Yrs, 244). Inhumation: male with F-V and flint flakes. Cremation.
18. Garton Slack C57 (40 Yrs, 259). Inhumation: old female. Cremation.
19. Life Hill 294 (40 Yrs, 203). Inhumation: old male with metal flat dagger, flint knife and

flint flake. Cremation: 'probably' female with metal awl, boar tusk artifact and flint
knife.

20. Riggs 17 (40 Yrs, 177). Inhumation: 12-15 year old child. Cremation.
21. Riggs 36 (40 Yrs, 173). Inhumation: adult. Cremation: 'child or very young person'.
22. Riggs 183 (40 Yrs, 183). Grave A. Inhumation: female. Cremation: adult ('probably'

female) with a bone pin and a flint flake. Grave B. Inhumation: adult. Cremation: adult.
A third grave containing an unaccompanied skeleton (2 year old child) was located
between, and slightly cut into, the other two graves.
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C. Miscellaneous

23. Aldro 159 (40 Yrs, 69). Four burials in a partly above-ground timber-framed structure.
Inhumations: two 6 month old infants, both with F-Vs; 20-22 year old female.
Cremation.

24. Calais Wold 14 (40 Yrs, 157). Three burials in a grave lined with oak. Inhumation:
'young individual' with F-V. Cremations: two cremations, one with 'drinking cup'
sherds, the other (an 'adult') with a flint knife.

25. Goodmanham 92 (BB, 302). Three burials (two inhumations and a cremation) arranged
vertically one above the other: child inhumation with a plano-convex flint knife in a
shallow wood-lined grave cut into the pre-barrow surface; an adult ('probably' female)
cremation at the level of the pre-barrow surface; and a male inhumation (30 years old)
with a flint scraper in a shallow wood-lined grave formed in the material of the mound.

26. Barrow 280, Marton Hall (40 Yrs, 344). Three burials in the same grave. Inhumations:
45 year old male on floor; child with F-V high in fill. Cremation: child with F-V, bone
pin and flint knife high in fill near the child inhumation.
The asymmetrical profile of this grave suggests that the deposition of the burials in the
fill involved a re-cut of a pre-existing grave.
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THE EXCAVATION OF
AN EARLY BRONZE AGE CEMETERY

AT PIN FARM, GAZELEY

by F. Petersen, b.a., m.a.

The barrow at Pin Farm, Gazeley (TL/72406727), is located on the
south edge of the Breckland between Bury St. Edmunds and New¬
market, about 300 metres north of the course of the Icknield Way
(See p. 2, Fig. 1). It is situated in the north-east corner of a modern
field bounded to the south by the Icknield Way, to the west and east by
arable fields, and to the north by a large conifer plantation (Fig. 11).

The field in which the barrow is situated is said to have been
ploughed almost continuously since the Napoleonic Wars and in
modern times has carried both root and cereal crops. The average
ploughsoil depth proved to be about 30 cms, with a further zone of
disturbance extending 5 cms or so below its base as a result of the
recent use of a 'subsoiler' in the field, a potentially very destructive
implement which, in time, would almost certainly have broken up
most of the secondary burials described below.

The geology at Pin Farm is typical of large stretches of the Breck¬
land with a subsoil consisting of calcareous sandy drift with its
surface moulded by periglacial action into an extensive system of
ridges and hollows. Mantling this deposit is a brown sandy soil rang¬
ing in thickness from about 50 cms to a metre or so depending on
the surface relief of the immediately underlying subsoil, with quite
marked variations in soil depth often occurring over lateral distances
of only a metre or two. The soil itself is fairly flinty with, in places,
broad spreads of red or brown flint gravel at or near its junction
with the drift beneath. The ploughsoil over the mound was notice¬
ably more chalky and less flinty than elsewhere, no doubt because it
still retains substantial contributions from the material of the mound.

Before excavation, the barrow showed as a vaguely-defined
elevation, c. 60 cms high, with an apparent prolongation eastwards
into the hedgerow bordering the field. The visual impression was
confirmed by a contour plan made of the site, the barrow appearing
as a round-ended ridge, somewhat longer than broad, and at first
glance representing a round or oval barrow truncated just east of
centre by the hedge and the track bordering it. Excavation, how¬
ever, established that only the eastern edge of the barrow passes
under the hedge, the apparent near central position of the latter
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resulting from the progressive obliteration of the barrow westwards
caused by ploughing.

The excavation took place between 9 August and 9 September
1969, and was by the quadrant method, the arms of the two main
sections being aligned on the cardinal points. By the end of the dig
a complete cross-section through the mound had been achieved
plus the excavation at depth of a large area at the centre (c. 40
square metres). In addition, the ploughsoil was stripped from almost
the entire southern half of the barrow and from about two-thirds of
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the north-west quadrant and the chalk and gravel cappings and
other features in these areas defined on plan by trowelling. Deep
cuttings taken well down into the subsoil, in addition to those
involved in the main section trenches and in the examination of the
central area, were made in three of the four quadrants (SE, NE and
NW) and stretches of the encircling ditch totalling c. 15 metres in
length were completely or partly cleared (Figs. 11 and 12).
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1.Ploughsoil. 2.Cappingtobarrow:(a)Calcareous sand,(b)Redgravel,(c)Mixed.
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The Ditch

The barrow was surrounded by a large deep ditch, completely filled-
in and invisible at the time ofexcavation, with an inner diameter ofc.
29 m, width at the top of 4-25 - 4-85 m, and a depth averaging c.
1 -80 m. Both edges of the eastern part of the ditch were inaccessible
as they were covered by the hedgerow but three stretches were
partly or wholly cleared in the north, south and west respectively
as parts of the main section lines. The northern stretch, with a
length of f. 6-1 m was completely cleared; the southern, also
c. 6 • 1 m long, was bottomed for most of its width but lack of time
precluded the definition of the outer edge and stopped work on the
western stretch (length approximately 2.80 m) with an estimated
depth of 30 cms of primary silting still in position and the sides
and the outer edge undefined. As far as it is possible to judge on
the basis of the excavated portions, the ditch appears to be more or
less circular in plan with its inner edge concentric both with the
central grave described below and, in a rough and ready way, with
the remnants of the sandy core and its gravel and chalk cappings.
There was no sign of a causeway in the parts of the ditch exposed on
plan but its line proved extremely difficult to pick out at the im¬
mediately sub-ploughsoil level even against a freshly-trowelled
surface 1 and the bare possibility remains that such a feature exists
undetected in the eastern or southwestern parts of the circumference.

The stratification of all excavated sections of the ditch proved
similar and is as follows (Fig. 13; Plate I):

7. Light yellow sandy loam with small pebbles but otherwise
clean forming a thin skin, generally more or less continuous though
sometimes patchy, lining the floor and sides of the ditch and evidently
constituting material eroded from the sides and surface prior to the
downrush of layer 6 below.

6. Thick deposit of reddish-brown sandy loam filling the ditch
to half its depth or more and containing flints up to 15 cms in
diameter sometimes as whole nodules. In all sections the flints were

concentrated at the base of the layer in a tumbled mass with trails
and scatters at different levels leading down to it from the sides.
At higher levels (6a) the flints tended to be smaller and fewer than
lower down (6b). The main mass of primary silting, its lower levels
resulting from cave-ins of the ditch sides occurring within a few

1 In favourable conditions the ditch was just visible against such a surface as a
diffuse dull brown band merging imperceptibly into the brown-red subsoil on
each side. In early morning the area of the ditch could sometimes be identified by
the heavy concentration of open earthworm burrows which marked its line, the
rich earthy deposits forming the upper fill no doubt providing more congenial
conditions for the activities of these creatures than the comparatively sterile sub¬
soil on either side.
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months of completion, the upper levels accumulating more slowly
though they grade into the lower and the whole deposit was ob¬
viously formed as the result of a continuous process. In most
sections the runs and scatters of flints in the lower part of the layer
were heavily concentrated in the outer half of the ditch; this could
be taken as evidence that flints were piled round the outer cir¬
cumference in the form of a low bank though other explanations
are equally plausible (for example, flints may have been dislodged
by the hooves of cattle or other stock whose activities would necess¬
arily have been restricted to the outer edge of the ditch until it had
silted up sufficiently to enable them to cross to the interior).

5. Dark brown clayey loam with a pronounced greenish cast
when first exposed but drying to light brown. Secondary silting
representing rainwash from the sides and adjacent surfaces mixed
with coarser materials derived from the same source; relatively stone-
free at the top but with increasing numbers of small flint pebbles
and chalk flecks towards the base. During the excavation a deposit
(c. 2-5 cms thick) of stonefree bright greenish-grey silt very similar
to the upper part of this layer accumulated on the ditch floor and in
other depressions on the site as a result of heavy rain lasting about
15 minutes.

4. Light brown sandy loam containing small flints and chalk
flecks. Sharply demarcated by colour and texture from layer 5 and
apparently continuous with a thin spread of similar material directly
overlying the subsoil in the area of the berm (see below). Final
silting layer possibly truncated by plough and subsoiler.

1. Ploughsoil.
Deposits of black charcoally soil containing occupation debris

(flint flakes, decayed animal bones and teeth, potsherds) mixed
with quantities of large unburnt flintstones were found at two places
in the primary silt of the south ditch segment. Their positions are
indicated on the plan. No. 1 comprised an oval patch, 60 by 90 cms
and 18 cms thick, situated along the centre line of the ditch in the
lower part of layer 6a about 30 cms directly above the mass of
tumbled flintstones at the base of layer 6b. The second concent¬
ration (no. 2), also more or less centrally located, covered an area
c. 1 • 20 m by 1 • 05 m and was 18 cms thick; it lay wholly within
layer 6b where it formed part of the tumble of flintstones at the
layer's base. Its height above the ditch floor was 25 cms. A thin
spread of black charcoally earth in the primary silting a metre or so
east of deposit 1 (see Fig. 12) lacked a definite outline and tended
to merge with the normal ditch fill (layer 6a) of which it obviously
formed a part. As the plan shows, deposit 2 continues eastwards into
an unexcavated part of the ditch.
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The pottery found in the two occupation deposits just described
comprised three small coarse sherds of probable Iron Age date
(groups 28 and 58). A few other small plain Iron Age sherds (SF
35-6; groups 27, 33, 45) were recovered from all three of the
excavated ditch segments, in each case from the upper part of
layer 6a. The presence of Iron Age pottery at this level is, of course,
easily accounted for in terms of earthworm activities which would
cause objects originally deposited on the stabilised surface of the
primary silt to sink into the underlying layers.

The Barrow

As the sections show, undisturbed mound material only survives
to any depth in the eastern halfof the site where it attains a maximum
thickness of c. 30 cms and where it appears to owe its preservation
to the partial protection from plough damage afforded by its
proximity to the hedge. In this area the barrow can be seen to be
composite in structure with an inner core of sandy material capped
by reddish gravel which in turn is followed by calcareous sand and
gravel. This sequence reproduces the natural stratification of the
site from the modern sub-ploughsoil surface downwards suggesting
that the mound was built up of successive levels of spoil derived
from the digging of the ditch, supplemented, perhaps in the case of
the sand core, by surface scrapings.

As indicated on the section drawing (E-F), the sandy core is
divided into clearly defined bands of sand differentiated from one
another and from the underlying soil largely by colour, some of the
layers being somewhat browner, greyer or redder than others. The
upper 2 • 5 cms or so of the sandy core along its boundary with the
red gravel layer forms a particularly conspicuous band, being
considerably darker than any of the others. The existence of these
layers appears to reflect minor differences in the constituents of the
natural surface deposits used for the make-up of the core. The
possibility that the dark surface band referred to above represented
an incipient soil or weathering horizon of some sort was in fact
considered but was rejected for the following reasons. Firstly, if
this band represented a weathered surface it would have been ex¬
pected to merge into the buried soil immediately peripheral to it;
as the section shows, however, it does not so merge but is clearly
demarcated from the underlying soil.2 Secondly, chemical tests
revealed that more calcium carbonate (CaC03) was present in the

2 The implications of this fact were first brought to my attention by Dr. I. W.
Cornwall of the London Institute of Archaeology. He also very kindly undertook
the chemical examination of the soil samples referred to below and gave helpful
advice on several other points concerned with the stratification of the mound.
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material of the supposed weathered surface than in a sample taken
from the interior of the core. This result in itself is not conclusive
though, on the assumption that the outer layer constituted a
weathered surface, it would normally have been expected to contain
less rather than more calcium carbonate than samples from the
body of the core.

From the surviving remnants it can be estimated that the inner
sand core had an approximate diameter of 18 m; the basal portions
of the red gravel and chalky cappings survive to widths of 1 -20 -
1-50 m and 2-00 - 3-10 m respectively. The boundary hedge
crossing the eastern part of the site made it impossible to do more
than estimate the line of the ditch in this area. On the basis of this
estimate, however, it would seem that mound and ditch were

originally separated by a narrow berm, probably about 1 ■ 80 to 2 • 10
metres wide, a possibility which is supported by the absence of
traces of the chalky capping in the primary ditch silt. Unfortun¬
ately, in other parts of the site where the ditch edge could be identi¬
fied accurately on the ground, the evidence bearing on this question
had been ploughed out long ago.

The western half of the site was ploughed out and all that re¬
mained of the barrow were thin spreads, 2-5-5 cms thick, repre¬
senting the remnants of the chalk and gravel cappings. These
could be traced as separate entities only in the part of the southwest
quadrant immediately adjacent to the southern arm of the north-
south section, though in the section itself the distinction between
the two layers had been lost. Elsewhere in this quadrant, the inner
edge of the red gravel layer remained fairly conspicuous on plan
but its boundary with the chalky layer was ill-defined or completely
lost as was the latter's outer margin. Traces of the division between
the two layers, however, were just discernable in section in the
western arm of the east-west baulk. In the north-west quadrant,
the rough position of the cappings was occupied by a broad spread
of sandy earth mixed with small flints and chalk flecks and merging
peripherally in the final level of the ditch fill. No recognisable
traces of the sand core survived in the two western quadrants.

The pre-barrow surface survived as a recognisable feature only
in the eastern part of the site where it was protected by the remnants
of the barrow. It consisted of a thick layer of grey brown stonefree
sandy soil distinguishable visually only by slight colour differences
from the make-up of the sandy core.

The Robber Trench
A large robber trench, 12 m or more wide and possibly about

15 m long, had been driven through the barrow centre in a roughly
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north-west/south-east direction.3 The limits of this trench could
only be accurately traced east of centre having been virtually
obliterated westwards of this point by ploughing. Its fill consisted
of coarse sandy material mixed with small bits of chalk and flints
and exhibiting a rough stratification based on slight differences in
colour or texture but becoming, towards the centre, much less
homogeneous with small patches of sand of various colours alter¬
nating with lenses of coarser material. Scattered through some of
the sandy patches were small flecks of iron-manganese salts, patches
with such salts alternating irregularly with similar patches lacking
them. An actual iron-manganese pan, was found at a depth of
60 cms lining a small natural boss of calcareous sand4 located near
the south-west corner of the central grave described below.

Northwards of the east-west baulk in the north-west quadrant
the patches of iron-manganese flecked sand coalesced to form a
compact layer, the excavated limits of which are shown on the plan.
Unfortunately time did not permit a full investigation of the
complete extent of this deposit except in the central area where it
could be seen to gradually fray out westwards to merge with the
mixed sand fill of the robber trench. The layer was first definable
in plan at a depth of 43 cms below the modern surface and appeared
to rest on undisturbed grey-brown sand forming the floor of the
robber pit in this area (depth 71 cms). Its maximum thickness
(28 cms) occurred along the line where it disappeared under the
west side of the deep cutting; eastwards of this line the layer thinned
down slightly before abruptly terminating at its eastern margin.

The causes of pan formation under the predominantly calcareous
conditions at Pin Farm are problematical but possibly relate to
the former presence of turf in parts of the core.5 If this is so there

3 The excavators of this trench are unknown though they can possibly be
identified with the persons reputed locally to have indulged in 'unofficial'
digging on the barrow on an occasion sometime before the last war. An item of
folklore still current in the neighbourhood and heard from several sources during
the excavation was that the barrow contained 'silver bells' and it may be that
the robber trench resulted from an ill-judged attempt to confirm this legend.
Nothing was found to date the trench except a shapeless lump of corroded iron
from its fill in the S.E. quadrant.

4 The presence of Mn was confirmed by chemical tests conducted by Dr. Cornwall.
The boss in question is shown on section A-B where it can be seen that the pan
crust was itself capped by thin layers of red clay and red gravel.

5 See P. M. Christie, 'A Bronze Age Round Barrow on Earl's Farm Down, Ames-
bury', Wilts Arch. & Nat. Hist. Mag., lix (1964), pp. 30-45, for a discussion of pan
formation in the turf core of a Wiltshire round barrow. She suggests that the pan
formation at this site was facilitated by the surface of the core being left uncovered
by the chalk forming the barrow flanks and thus fully exposed to the effects of
percolating rainwater. Pin Farm may be an analogous case as there is no evidence
that the 'cappings' had ever extended over the top of the barrow.
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are no conclusive reasons for believing that anything other than
scattered heaps or local inclusions of turf were involved. On the
other hand the possibility that formal turf structures may have once
existed, such as small stacks over individual burials or a funerary
enclosure or enclosures of some sort, is worth considering if only
because the deposits of human bones described below all occupied
areas where manganese-flecked sand also occurred. Unfortunately
modern disturbance had destroyed whatever more convincing
evidence for such structures may have originally existed.

In addition to those associated with the robber trench, various
other signs 6 of recent disturbance were apparent near the barrow
centre presumably accounting for the heterogeneous character
of the robber trench fill in this area. There were also various
irregularities in the level of the robber trench floor at or near the
centre in the form of pits and hollows; some of these are indicated
on the section drawings. None appear to have any archaeological
significance. The same applies to the small pit showing in the
section face due west of centre: this was cut into the floor of the
robber trench after the latter had been filled in or so the very clear
break in the section apparently coinciding with the pit's western
edge may indicate though to the east its fill was indistinguishable
from that of the robber trench and it was only doubtfully definable
on plan.

The Central Grave and Burials

Burnt and unburnt human bones representing a minimum of six
individuals occurred within the limits of the robber trench.

At the barrow centre 7 was a shallow grave cut into the subsoil.
It was sub-rectangular in shape, measuring at the top 1 -70 m by
89 cms and c. 33 cms deep, with more or less vertical sides; its long
axis was oriented north-west/south-east. The grave had evidently

6 These included 4 small modern postholes on the summit of the barrow and a
large pit dug through the robber trench fill to a depth of 70 cm into the subsoil
just S. of the central grave. A complex of ill-defined pits and depressions,
varying irregularly in plan at different depths and attaining a maximum pene¬
tration of c. 30 cms into the subsoil, occupied the S. end of the large N/S. deep
cutting in the N.W. quadrant and probably represents the basal parts of animal
burrows the tops ofwhich had been eroded away (one of these features contained
2 small plain sherds of Bronze Age pottery: group 6). Burrowing by small
mammals had also extensively occurred in the vicinity of the central grave.
Deposits of bones comprising respectively most of a rabbit and 3 pheasant
skeletons lay at the base oftheploughsoil in various places in the central area as did
scattered bones of these species, a few pieces of sheep/goat bone and a large
fragment of badger jaw.

' Or near the centre; the grave actually lay c. 60 cms N. of the barrow centre as
calculated from points on the ditch circumference where the inner edge could be
accurately identified.
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been thoroughly ransacked by the diggers of the robber trench. Its
fill consisted of a homogeneous dark brown sandy material strongly
contrasting both with the fill of the robber pit and with the grey-
brown sand of the subsoil. Of the burial or burials originally
contained in the grave nothing remained except part of the crown
of a human incisor and eight tiny pieces of bone, all fresh and un-
decayed and all possibly fragments of a single human long bone.
Also in the fill were seven small unworked flint flakes, a single
plain body sherd of Bronze Age pottery and the end of a tiny
amber bead (Fig. 14, 2). The bone fragments and artifacts were
scattered randomly through the fill and had presumably been
re-interred accidentally when the grave was backfilled by the
robbers.

The potsherd from the grave is similar in thickness and fabric to
eight small sherds (SF 41, 45) found in the robber trench fill at
various depths just west of the grave's southwest corner where they
occurred over an area c. 30 cms square. All eight sherds, which
included a decorated fragment of the collar of a small Collared Urn
(Fig. 17), probably belonged to the same vessel; one of the sherds
(undecorated) occurred within 10 cms of the south edge of the
nearer of the two bone deposits (burial 4) described below.

Also in the near vicinity of the grave, at the positions marked on
the plan, were two heaps of broken bones in each case comprising
considerably less than the full complement of bones belonging to a
normal human skeleton. The one nearest the grave (burial 4)
occupied an area of about 46 cms by 30 cms and comprised cranial
and long bone fragments of a c. 10-12 year old child. The second
deposit (burial 2) was scattered over an area of c. 60 x 50 cms and
consisted of unburnt cranial and long bone fragments belonging to
an adult female; part of an unburnt sheep humerus; and pieces of
a human cremation comprising cranial and post-cranial bones
probably referable to the remains of an adult female. The bones of
both deposits were distributed vertically from the base of the
ploughsoil downwards to the floor of the robber trench (at a depth
of 63 cms in each case) and may represent the remnants of burials
roughly thrown back into their present positions after discovery
and breaking up by the robbers. Like the potsherds referred to
above, both deposits were situated within the limits of occurrence
of the iron-manganese flecked sand. The unburnt bone in both
deposits was in an excellent state of preservation with clean and sharp
fractured edges where broken.

Unfortunately, the skeletal material from the grave is too inde¬
terminate for it to be referred to either of the inhumed individuals
represented in the nearby bone deposits. The proximity to burial
4 of sherds which could belong to the same vessel as the sherd from
the grave fill is suggestive, however, and may indicate that some, at
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any rate, of the grave's contents were shovelled out in this direction
by the robbers, though the possibility, pointed out by Dr. Long-
worth (see below, p. 41), that all these sherds originally formed part
of the urn associated with cremation 7 underlines the unwisdom of
taking such speculations too seriously. There are many other
possibilities. It could be, for instance, that the missing skeletal
material from the grave still remains undetected in some un-
excavated sector of the site, for example the unexcavated portions
of the western and southern arms of the baulk; alternatively, it
could have found its way into a high level of the robber trench fill
since completely dispersed by ploughing. The possibility also
exists that some disturbance of the burials took place in antiquity.8

Two further burials occurred within the limits of the robber
trench. The first of these (burial 3) was located in the north-west
quadrant c. 6-70 m from centre where it rested on the floor of the
robber trench at a depth of 71 cms from the barrow surface. The
western edge of the deposit was covered by the layer of iron-man¬
ganese flecked sand described earlier, the remainder by the mixed
sandy material forming the normal fill of the robber trench in this
area. In contrast with the loose and scattered character of burials
2 and 4, the bones of burial 3 were tightly packed together into a
compact heap measuring approximately 41 cms across and 10-13
cms thick. Fragments of the skeletons of two persons were represented
in this deposit, a middle-aged male and an adolescent female re¬
spectively, cranial and post-cranial bones being present in both
cases. The bones, all unburnt, were in good condition with cleanly
fractured edges where broken.

The second burial (cremation 7: an adult ? female) was located
c. 6 • 70 m south of centre where it partly underlay the southern arm
of the north-south baulk. It had been disturbed, the bones occuring
partly in a thin scatter just below the ploughsoil south of the robber
trench but mostly in a lens of dark earth lining the latter's sloping
sides and presumably representing the in-situ remnants of the
contents of a small pit sliced through by the robbers. With the bones
in the upper part of the deposit at the base of the ploughsoil were
fragments of a small collared urn comprising two plain body sherds
and two large joining cord-ornamented pieces forming a substantial
section of rim and collar (Fig. 16). The position of the rim/collar
sherds in the ground suggests that the urn may have been inverted,

8 Fragmentary and disarticulated human bones resulting from successive inter¬
ment in the same grave are common in Bronze Age barrows on the Yorkshire
Wolds and in Wessex. Such graves are so far unrecorded from E. Anglia but it is
conceivable that analogous practices involving some form of successive or
reserved burial might partly account for the disturbed condition of the Pin Farm
bones. See F. Petersen, 'Traditions of Multiple Burial in Later Neolithic and
Early Bronze Age England', Arch. Jour., cxxix (1973), pp. 27-34.
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an inference supported by the absence of base sherds in the deposit,
though there is no guarantee that more than sherds of this vessel
were ever present. No recognisable mound material survived in the
vicinity of this find and its stratigraphic position in relation to the
barrow is uncertain.

The Peripheral Burials
In the south-east quadrant a total of nine burial deposits com¬

prising the remains of four inhumed and seven cremated bodies
had been arranged in an irregular arc running along the skirts of
the chalk capping.

With the exception noted below, in all cases where stratigraphic
relationships were determinable the burials could be seen to cut
through the chalky spread and were therefore secondary to it,
though interpretation is complicated by uncertainty as to the
precise status of the latter in parts of the quadrant. As indicated on
the plan and section drawing (E-F) the chalky material appears to
be divided here by a stratum of coarse brown sand into two
components, an inner consisting of the base of the capping still
in-situ, and an outer of more problematic status resting at a slightly
higher level. In the southern and western parts of the quadrant,
where the capping itself became progressively more eroded with
increasing distance from the E/W section-face, the division gradually
became less distinct, and finally disappeared altogether. It is
possible that this division is simply the result of minor faulting or
slippage or relates to slight local differences in the composition of
the capping; on the other hand it might document a small extension
of the barrow in the south-east quadrant, perhaps in the form of a
thin pavement of chalky sand through which burials were later
inserted. The evidence however is inconclusive on this point.

The peripheral burials are listed in north to south order below.
Cremation 1/Skeleton 1 (Plate III), (a). Crouched skeleton ofa c. 8

years old child on right side with head to S.S.W on floor of shallow
sub-rectangular grave, 90 by 65 cms S.W/N.E and cut to maximum
depth of 23 cms into the subsoil. The grave had more or less vertical
sides and a very slightly dished floor; its fill consisted of dark grey
sand. The skull had been smashed by the plough and the rest of the
skeleton was soft and badly decayed in places but otherwise intact
and undisturbed, (b). Adult (?) female cremation in an oval pit,
33 x 41 cms, separated from the vertebral column of skeleton 1.
by a gap c. 7 ■ 5 cms wide. The base of the pit was 15 cms deeper
than the floor of the grave. The bones were scattered throughout
the pit fill which consisted of greasy black sand and also contained
burnt pieces of flint, a few tiny flecks of charcoal and two struck
flint flakes (SF 42). The sides and bottom of the pit were unburnt.
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The stratigraphic relationship of these burials to each other and
to the chalky capping was clear. The western half of the cremation
pit was sealed by the chalky capping (here c. 7-5 cms thick) which
east of the pit centre had been sliced through by the western edge
of the inhumation grave which had also cut into a corner of the
underlying cremation deposit. The cremation was thus primary
both to the chalk capping and to the inhumation while the latter
was secondary to the chalk capping. About a dozen pieces of burnt
human bone were scattered in the grave fill covering and surrounding
the skeleton all presumably being fragments of the disturbed
portion of the cremation deposit accidentally re-interred with the
skeleton when the grave was filled in.

Cremation 2. Adult (?) female cremation in a circular pit with a
shallow bowl-shaped profile, 51 cms across and cut to a depth of
12-5 cms below the base of the ploughsoil. The bones were scattered
throughout the fill which consisted of black charcoally sand con¬
taining numerous burnt flints, some up to 5-7-5 cms long; two
unburnt flint flakes (SF 43); and a small quantity of charcoal lumps.
The pit was secondary to the chalky capping which here was about
10 cms thick though thinning down somewhat to the east as it
approached its limits in this direction. The pit base just penetrated
the surface of the subsoil which, to a depth of 12-5 cms below it,
was discoloured by prominent vertical streaks and mottlings of
black resulting from the downward seepage of finely divided charcoal
from the cremation deposit.

Cremation 4. Cremated bones of an immature person scattered
in a diffuse patch 30 cms or so across just below the base of the
ploughsoil. The bones were all clean and white; no charcoal, dark
soil or sign of any pit were associated with them and it is unclear to
what extent this burial was in-situ when found. The bones lay in the
apparent area of the berm, about 20 cms beyond the eastern
fringes of the chalky layer, and nothing can be said about their
stratigraphic relationship to other features.

Cremation 5/5a (Plate IV; Fig. 15). Cremation of a 2-4 year old
child in bowl-shaped pit, 38 cms across and 22 cms deep, with the
usual black charcoally fill. The bones were partly covered by a small
inverted Collared Urn which occupied the centre of the upper two-
thirds of the pit, where it was closely packed round with small
angular burnt flints. The urn was completely intact and in good
condition except for a small part of the rim which was missing.
Pieces of burnt bone (5), comprising about 3/5ths of the total
deposit, were scattered in the fill around and below the urn, being
particularly heavily concentrated in the lower half of the pit but
occurring at higher levels also. The remainder of the bones (5a)
were in the urn where they were embedded in a compact mass of
black charcoally sand identical to the material filling the pit, but
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occupying the lower quarter of the urn only, the upper three-
fourths containing clean brown sand so loosely packed as to leave
the urn's base hollow. Except for one or two bits of cremated bone
this part of the urn's contents was archaeologically sterile. Apart
from the bones, finds comprising a burnt core fragment (SF 50)
from the black cremation deposit inside the urn and a small quantity
of charcoal from the pit fill outside it. The pit had been cut through
the chalky spread, here 12 cms thick and very well-defined, to a
depth of 7 ■ 5 cms into the subsoil which, under the pit, was stained
with finely-divided charcoal in the same way as the subsoil below
the pit containing cremation 2. The calcareous sand forming the
upper part of the pit sides (i.e., the material of the chalky spread
through which it was cut) was bright orange-red to a lateral depth
of c. 6 mm, doubtless as a result of burning in-situ. The sequence of
events associated with the deposition of this burial can be reconstruct¬
ed as follows. The pit was dug and partially filled with cremated bones
and burnt material still hot and smouldering from the pyre and
producing enough heat to oxidize the chalk sides of the upper half
of the pit. The urn (after suffering slight damage to its rim) was then
loosely filled with clean sandy loam, perhaps spoil from the lower
part of the pit, before being inverted and ground down into the
surface of the material already in the pit. Operations were concluded
by packing additional material from the pyre, including burnt
flints and bits of cremated bone, between the urn and the pit
sides.

Cremation 3 (Individuals 1 and 2). Large deposit of burnt
human bones resting on the bottom of a circular pit, 53 cms deep,
and probably constituting the remains of two persons, an adult (?)
female (no. 1) and an adult male (no. 2). The bones were entirely
confined to the basal 18 cms of the pit where they were embedded
in charcoally sand and burnt flints containing a small quantity of
charcoal flakes. The upper 36 cms of the fill consisted of mottled
grey-brown sandy loam streaked in places with black, but containing
no burnt bones or burnt flints, which was sharply demarcated from
the black cremation deposit directly underlying it. A radial section
through the pit clearly showed its north-west edge to cut through
the whitish calcareous sand of the chalky spread which here attained
a thickness of 9-10 cms. East of the pit, the chalky spread was
missing having terminated along a line coincident with the eastern
edge of the pit. The parts of the sides in contact with the cremation
deposit were severely eroded and undercut, the pit measuring at
this level 56 x 51 cms; higher up the pit was roughly circular in
plan and the diameter contracted to 46 cms. The pit sides from top
to bottom and around the whole circumference were stained

bright orange-red, the discoloured zone varying in thickness from
c. 1 -25 - 1 - 90 cms. The small section of the pit sides formed by the
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material of the chalky spread was discoloured equally with the rest
but not the floor which was completely unaffected. A hot fire had
evidently been left to burn itself out on the pit floor before being
covered over with replaced turf and brown sandy loam. The source
of this fire is likely to have been the cremation deposit itself, shovelled
into the pit while still blazing from the pyre, though obviously fires
could also have been built in the pit prior to the interment of the
bones in accordance with some ritual requirement.

Skeletons 6/7 (Plate V). Adult female (no. 6) on its back with its
legs partly flexed and turned over to the south and the arms folded
across the chest. The skull (measuring along the line of the vertebral
column) pointed approximately 50° south of true west with the
face turned to the south-east. All the bones were in good condition
and present in correct anatomical order, except for the skull which
had been badly smashed by the plough. To the south-east of the
skeleton, under the bones of the flexed right forearm near the elbow
joint, were the ribcage and cranial fragments of a 6-12 month old
infant (no. 7). The bones of the ribcage were the only remains of
this burial identifiable in the field where they seemed to be in
correct anatomical order and it appears probable that the burial
was interred as an intact corpse contemporaneously with the adult
body. The burials rested in a shallow hollow scooped to a maximum
depth of 7 • 5 cms into the subsoil. The edge of the grave was im¬
possible to accurately define on plan while its fill was identical in
composition to the thin crust of coarse sandy material containing
flecks and smears of chalk and representing the last degraded
remnants of the chalky spread in this part of the quadrant. The
stratigraphic relationship of the burials to the latter was thus
unclear.

Skeleton 5. Child (about 8 years old) resting on the left side with
its legs tightly flexed, arms folded in front of the chest, face turned
to the W.N.W. and skull (measuring along the line of the vertebral
column) pointing approximately 38 ° south of true west. The bones
were in correct anatomical order but soft with eroded surfaces and
rotted ends and the skull was badly smashed. There was no grave
associated with the burial which appeared to rest directly on the
subsoil. Its stratigraphic relationship to the chalky spread could
not be ascertained.

Cremation 6. Cremation of a young adult female, located just
below the base of the ploughsoil at a depth of 30-35 cms where the
bones formed a thin scatter c. 30 cms across and 5 cms thick. There
were no signs of a pit or traces of dark earth or burnt flints associated
with these bones to suggest they constituted a burial still in-situ.
They were located well south of the vestiges of the chalk
cappings.
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DISCUSSION

It would seem that the Pin Farm burials can be divided into two
main series, one primary to the construction of the barrow, the
other secondary to this event, each series comprising both cremated
and inhumed interments. The evidence for the first of these phases
is admittedly exiguous: of the minimum of seven burials (four
inhumations and three cremations) possibly attributable to the
phase, only one, cremation 1, was definitely primary to any part
of the barrow, all the others being either from a disturbed context
or, in the case of cremation 7, so situated that its original strati-
graphic position was dubious for other reasons.

The arrangement of the interments definitely or probably assign¬
able to phase 2 in an arc around the skirts of the mound is of interest
in that it suggests a small organised cemetery probably used by a
single community for a comparatively limited period of time rather
than a miscellaneous collection of burials inserted into the barrow

by unrelated population groups at widely different dates. If this is
so, and if the admittedly inconclusive evidence is accepted for a
similar cemetery during phase 1, the barrow itself can be seen not
as a 'memorial' to one or more of the primaries but as marking a
stage in the continuous use of the area for funerary purposes. It is
noteworthy in this connection that various ages and both sexes are
represented in each series indicating perhaps that the burials were
drawn from an extended family or other small kinship group.

Locally, parallels to the particular funerary traditions exemplified
at Pin Farm are exhibited by a group of 10 barrows located about
7 kms to the S.S.W in Snailwell Parish just across the Cambridge¬
shire border.9 The number of burials per barrow in this group
ranged from 1 to 19, most barrows producing both inhumed and
cremated interments, either deposited on or below the pre-barrow
surface or inserted into the partly or wholly completed barrow. In
one case (barrow B) a total of 18 cremations occupied shallow
scoops cut into the chalk 'revetment' where they formed an arc-like
arrangement recalling the somewhat smaller but similarly positioned
series of secondaries at Pin Farm, though the latter, of course,
included inhumed as well as cremated burials. As far as the de¬
ficiencies of the published account permit us to judge, the burial
routine at many of the Snailwell barrows, as at Pin Farm, seems to
have involved successive burial probably in unbroken sequence
commencing with one or (more usually) several 'primary' interments
buried before the erection of the barrow or during early stages
in its construction and ending with additional burials deposited
after its completion, inhumed and cremated interments occurring

9 T. C. Lethbridge, 'Excavation of the Snailwell Down Group of Bronze Age
Barrows', Proc. Cambridge Antiq. Soc., xliii (1949), pp. 29-49.
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indifferently in both the pre-barrow and post-barrow phases.
Structurally also Pin Farm and many of the Snailwell barrows
display much the same combination of features: a mound of turf
or earth capped (or 'reveted') by chalk and separated by a narrow
berm from the inner lip of a substantial ditch.

Barrows excavated by Leaf,10 particularly his barrows 'B' and
'5' in Chippenham parish, which adjoins Snailwell to the north-east,
also provide parallels to some of the structural and other features
at Pin Farm, though exhibiting as well peculiarities unrepresented
at the latter or in the Snailwell group. Somewhat further afield, but
also comparable, is the Beacon Hill barrow, Barton Mills, with
its mixed series of 3 inhumations and 11 cremations placed in pits
dug into the surface of the completed barrow, the sides of the
cremation pits being burnt red as in several examples at Pin Farm.11

The existence of mixed inhumation/cremation cemeteries of the
Pin Farm type at some of these sites is worth stressing, if only as an
antidote to certain lingering misconceptions about the nature of
Early Bronze Age funerary practice. One of these is that there was
a brief transitional phase sometime during the period with cremation
being virtually unknown before the transition and inhumation
after it; another that contemporary use of the two rites by the same
Early Bronze Age community was a rare deviation requiring, when
it occurred, special causes such as the recent fusion of formerly
separate population elements of differing cultural background.12
There is little doubt that these ideas underestimate the complexity
of Early Bronze Age burial customs as followed by a single com¬
munity at any given time, and that mixed inhumation/cremation
cemeteries were both a widespread and persistent feature of the
period. Outside East Anglia such cemeteries, often with a wide
variety of ceramic associations both within and between individual
sites, are represented by a number of examples.13 At the recently
published Wiltshire barrow, Amesbury 71,14 there were at least
two cemeteries of this type stratigraphically separated from one
another and thus paralleling the situation inferred for Pin Farm
and Snailwell.

10 C. S. Leaf, 'Two Bronze Age Barrows at Chippenham, Cambridgeshire', Ibid,
xxxvi (1934-5), pp. 134-155; 'Further Excavations in Bronze Age Barrows at
Chippenham', Ibid, xxxix (1938-9), pp. 29-68.

11 Earl Cawdor and C. Fox, 'The Beacon Hill Barrow, Barton Mills, Suffolk',
Camb. Antiq. Soc. Comm., xxvi (1923-4), pp. 19-65.

12 See e.g. I. F. Smith and D. D. A. Simpson, 'Excavation of a Round Barrow on
Overton Hill, North Wiltshire', Proc. Prehist. Soc., xxxii (1966), p. 134.

13 For two Wiltshire barrows of this type see Smith and Simpson, op. cit. and P. M.
Christie, 'A Barrow Cemetery of the Second Millenium B.C. in Wiltshire', Proc.
Prehist. Soc., xxxm (1967), pp. 336-66. General discussion in Petersen, op. cit., pp
25-7, 34-7.

14 Christie, op. cit.
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The 'berm' at Pin Farm makes it technically a 'bell' rather than
a 'bowl' barrow. The significance of this fact is doubtful however
in its case and that of similar sites where the berm may not have
been a deliberate feature but simply residual ground still left un¬
encumbered when the active constructional phase of the cemetery
came to an end. At Pin Farm the material for each enlargement was
derived from deepening the original ditch with the berm, of course,
necessarily shrinking in width in step with this process. The con¬
structional routine at Amesbury 71 was more complicated and diff¬
ered from that at Pin Farm in that successive additions to the mound
as more burials were deposited eventually led to the berm's complete
disappearance and the transformation of the site into a 'bowl
barrow'. Many other 'bowl barrows' doubtless had analogous
histories and it may be that the narrow berm remaining at Pin Farm
also would have disappeared in time had not unknown circumstances
terminated the burial sequence when they did.

THE FINDS

'Group' and 'SF' (small find) nos. refer to nos. marked on
individual finds or their labels. All the finds except the human
bones are in Moyse's Hall Museum, Bury St. Edmunds.

Flints

A total of 401 flints were found, mostly unworked and unutilized
flakes and fragments. The majority of the remaining flints were core
fragments or struck flakes with light secondary retouch or use
marks along part of their edges but including a few more elaborately-
worked pieces. Flint flakes also occurred with some of the burial
deposits.

(a) Ploughsoil. 71 struck or worked flints came from the plough-
soil where they were uniformly distributed over the whole of the
excavated area (SF 1-12, 16-9, 22, 25, 32-3; groups 11, 13-4, 16-8,
20, 23, 25-6, 29, 31, 36, 38, 41-2, 53-5, 58). Struck flakes ranging
from tiny featureless scraps, 10 x 10 mm, to large heavy flakes,
40 x 90 mm. Mostly with worn edges and heavily lustred surfaces
but a few fresh pieces comparable to the series from the ditch (c.
below). Two worked pieces: a scaper fragment (SF 5) and a flake
scraper with its spoon-shaped end finely finished by shallow retouch
(SF3: Fig. 14, 1).

(b) Mound material/pre-barrow soil. 28 flints. 12 flints (SF 13-5,
20, 23-4, 26-31) found at depths of 7 - 5 - 20 cms below the base of
the ploughsoil in the area of the large N/S cutting in the N.W.
quadrant. 10 flakes, 3 with heavily lustred surfaces, the others
relatively unworn; a small bladelet (SF 28), 30 x 9 mm, retouched
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at proximal end from dorsal side only (distal end snapped short):
Mesolithic?; and a large fragment of a blade core (SF 13). 16
other flints, all struck flakes, mostly smallish and featureless with
lustred surfaces, none with secondary retouch, found similar
contexts elsewhere on site: group 39 (base of robber pit, S.E. quad¬
rant); group 59 (S.W. quadrant); group 63 (N.E. quadrant);
groups 65-6, 71 (N.W. quadrant); and groups 67, 70 (S.E. quad¬
rant).

(c) Ditch. (1) West Ditch Segment. 34 flints. Distributed by
layer as follows: Layers 4 (10 examples: group 3); 4/5 (8: group 7);
5/6a (9: group 10); 6 (7: groups 12, 45). All unworked except 3 or
4 with a little retouch along edges: 1 large flake (group 45) with
invasive retouch one edge suggesting struck from fragment of axe
or other large chipped tool.

(2) North Ditch Segment. 100 flints. Distributed by layer as
follows: Layers 4/5 (24 examples: groups 1, 2); 5/6a (5: group 37);
6a (11: groups 4, 5, 9); 6a/b (19: groups 8, 47); unstratified (41:
groups 30, 32, 43, 46, 56, 60). 3 or 4 with signs of use or light re¬
touch but otherwise none worked except single large flake (group 60)
with an awl-like point at the distal end slightly retouched.

(3) South Ditch Segment. 156 flints. Distributed by layer as
follows: Layers 4/5 (1 example: group 15); 5 (23: groups 19, 21,
24); 5/6a (18: group 27); 6a/b (29: groups 33, 62); unstratified
(9: SF 40, group 44). Feature 1 (33: groups 28, 34, 52, 57). Feature
2 (43: groups 35, 58). Mostly unworked but many with traces of
light retouch or use marks along edges found all layers (including
features 1 and 2). 2 more elaborately-worked pieces: a flake with
one end carefully chipped to an awl point (unstratified: SF 40);
and a flake with a steep scraper edge from layer 6a/b (group 33).

Apart from a few worn pieces of obviously older date most of
the flints from the ditch were relatively fresh and unabraded and
presumably represented the debris of flint knapping carried on in
the near vicinity just prior to or subsequent to the digging of the
ditch. The majority were struck flakes, some quite large (up to
50 x 65 mm), and shatter fragments, mostly unpatinated or only
lightly so but with the occasional blue-grey or creamy white
surfaced piece occurring at all levels. There were many mint or
near mint pieces but most had a smooth dully lustred surface
developed to varying degrees and presumably indicative of ex¬
posure on the surface for a greater or lesser period before incor¬
poration into the ditch fill.

(d) Central Grave. 7 small flint flakes scattered in various places
in the fill (SF 48, group 69), one a tiny featureless chip, 20 mm long,
the others struck flakes, in one case with the bulbar end snapped off,
the remainder intact. Size ranged from c. 13 x 13 mm to 30 x 40
mm. 2 flakes had slightly lustred surfaces and in one case distinctly
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worn edges (the other lustred flake was slightly chipped along its
edges perhaps as a result of use); the rest were in fresh condition
with one example showing traces of deliberate retouch along one
long side. The character of the assemblage as a whole suggests
material accidentally incorporated into the fill during the infilling
or as a result of the activities of the robbers rather than grave
goods.

(e) Cremation 1. 2 large struck flakes (SF 42), each 45 x 30 mm,
found among the bones. One flake had been burnt, the other not.
Neither showed signs of use or secondary working; the unburnt
flake has a blue-white patina and is fresh and unabraded.

(f) Cremation 2. 2 struck flakes (SF 43) found in cremation
deposit, one small and scrappy, c. 25 mm long, the other, 40 x 25
mm, thick and heavy with a triangular section. Both unburnt and
unworn with no signs of retouch or use.

(g) Cremation 5. Small expended core (SF 50), c. 60 x 40 mm,
with its surface cracked and discoloured by fire, found among the
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burnt bones. Flakes had been removed all around the circum¬
ference on both sides which thus each rise to a peak or ridge where
the individual flake scars meet at the centre.

Amber (Fig. 14, 2)
Amber bead (SF 48), now fragmentary but possibly intact when

first encountered (the bead was only identified as such after one
end had been accidentally smashed by a trowel), found in the fill of
the central grave at height of 25 mm from its floor at the north end.
Dimensions of the surviving end: 9 mm long; maximum diameter
7 mm. Sub-circular in section with rounded-off end and longitudinal
perforation through the centre, 1 mm in diameter. Surface rough and
weathered.

Fig. 16.—Collared urn sherds associated with cremation 7. Scale i-

Pottery, by I. H. Longworth
1. Collared Urn (Fig. 15). Diameter of mouth: 12-7 - 13-8 cms;

height: 15 • 5 cms.; diameter of base: 8 • 7 cms. Quite well fired paste
tempered with some grit including flint and grog, reddish brown
externally, grey with encrustation internally. Surface well smoothed.
Decoration: on the collar, twisted cord vertical lines enclosed between
pairs of twisted cord horizontal lines; on the internal rim bevel, two
twisted lines. Found with cremation 5.

2. Sherds of Collared ? Urn (Fig. 16). 2 joining sherds of collar
and 2 joining sherds from the body of quite well fired paste tempered
with grit and grog, brown externally, grey to brown internally
(SF 49). Decoration: on the collar, whipped cord herring-bone; on
the internal rim bevel, short vertical whipped cord impressions.
With cremation 7.
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3. Sherds of Collared Vessel (Fig. 17). 7 sherds including fragment
from the base of the collar, of similar paste to 2, and probably from
the same vessel (SF 41). Decoration: on the collar, remains of
whipped cord impressions. From the central area in the fill of the
robber trench.

4. Undecorated wall sherd from a Collared Vessel, of paste
similar to 2 (SF 45). From the central area in the fill of the robber
trench.

5. Undecorated wall sherd, probably from a collared vessel, of
quite well fired paste tempered with grog, brown both faces with
dark grey core (SF 48a). From the fill of the central grave.

In addition to the above, 2 small sherds of Bronze Age fabric
(group 6) were found in a disturbed context in the N.W. quadrant
of the barrow and a Bronze Age sherd (SF 47) was recovered from
the base of the ploughsoil in the south-west quadrant.

A small series of Early Iron Age sherds were recovered from the
ditch silting (SF 35-6; groups 27-8, 33, 45, 58).

Fig. 17.—Collared urn sherd from robber pit near central grave. Scale

The collared urn covering cremation 5 (Fig. 15, no. 1) is a typical
example of the south-eastern style of the secondary series of the
collared urn tradition, being of bipartite (BII) form and carrying
vertical twisted cord decoration on the collar, one of the characteristic
motifs of that style. This burial was a secondary, set into a pit cut
into the chalk capping of the barrow and is almost certainly a
later deposit than the sherds of vessel 2 (Fig. 16), a vessel of the
primary series carrying whipped cord herring-bone decoration,
associated with cremation 7. Unfortunately, insufficient of this
second vessel survives for an accurate assessment of its place within
the primary series to be made.

Sherds recovered from the robber trench (nos. 3 and 4, Fig. 17)
either belong to vessel 2 or to one almost identical in paste and
decoration. The remaining sherd, no. 5, may represent a fragment
from a further vessel but too little survives for this to be established
with any certainty.

Animal Bones, by I. A. Kinnes
Apart from the sheep humerus found with burial 2 and the

obviously modern bird and mammal bones already referred to,
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scattered pieces of animal bone occurred at various levels in the
north and south ditch sections (but not in the west section). All of
these bones were in layers 5 or 6 except for the single pig radius
which was found at the layers 4/5 boundary.

A total of 38 pieces of animal bone was submitted for identifi¬
cation. The bones were normally in a very bad state, consisting of
small severely-eroded fragments, and 25 were unidentifiable as
other than long bone fragments. The species represented by the
remainder are as follows:

Sheep/Goat. Ulna 1. Metapodial 1. Molar 1 (eroded, plus 12
months). Molar (Ml) 1. Humerus 1 (possibly foetal).

Cow. Radius 1 (proximally fused, plus 18 months). Molar (M2)
1 (very eroded, plus 18 months). Tooth (molar ?) 3. Talus 1.

Pig. Radius 1 (proximally fused, plus 12 months).
The sample is obviously too small to be of any value in assessing

the relative importance of species etc.

Human Bones 13

All the human bones from Pin Farm have been deposited at the
Duckworth Laboratory, University of Cambridge.

Inhumations

1. Child (approx. 8 yrs old) of indeterminate sex. Cranium
fragmentary and distorted and some post-cranial bones broken and
badly preserved but skeleton otherwise complete. 8 deciduous and
9 partly or fully erupted permanent teeth present, none with caries.

2. Female (approx. 50 yrs old) with estimated height of 5ft 6ins.
Incomplete skeleton represented by cranial fragments (parietal,
occipital and left temporal bones), a single femur and a few small
pieces of long bones and of an innominate bone. With the human
bones in this deposit was the distal end of an unburnt sheep's
humerus.

3. Individual /. Male (approx. 50 yrs old). Incomplete skeleton
represented by cranial fragments (frontal, parietal and temporal
bones), 2 shafts of femora, parts of both innominate bones and a
few miscellaneous fragments.

15 The following summarizes the exhaustive report on the Pin Farm burials pre¬
pared by Mr. C. B. Denston of the Duckworth Laboratory. It is regretted that
space does not permit the publication of his report in full. Copies of the report
are held by the Inspectorate of Ancient Monuments, Department of the Environ¬
ment, and the Duckworth Laboratory.
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Individual 2. Female (12-15 yrs old). Incomplete skeleton re¬
presented by fragments of the parietals, frontal bone, maxilla,
pieces of long bone shafts and part of an innominate bone. With the
bones of the 2 human skeletons in this deposit were 3 fragments of
cattle long bone, one being the distal end of a femur.

4. Child (approx. 10-12 yrs old) of indeterminate sex. Incomplete
skeleton represented by 5 cranial fragments and a few broken
pieces of the shafts of long bones. The person represented by these
bones would appear to have been older than inhumed burials 1 and
5, but not so old as burial 3, individual 2.

5. Child (approx. 8 yrs old) of indeterminate sex. Cranium and
mandible fragmentary and most post-cranial bones broken and
badly preserved but the skeleton was otherwise complete. 3 de¬
ciduous and 5 fully erupted permanent teeth present, none with
caries; 2 unerupted permanent canines displayed slight enamel
hypoplasia.

6. Female (30-45 yrs old) with estimated height of 5ft 5ins and
an approximate cranial index of 76-3. Cranium broken post¬
mortem on the left side with the pieces missing but the skeleton was
otherwise complete and well-preserved. 23 teeth were present, most
showing considerable attrition: of the missing teeth the left and
right first and third molars of the mandible had been lost ante-
mortem. 3 neck and 2 occulusal caries were observed in various
of the teeth and a large abscess cavity had foimed in the socket of
the second right molar of the maxilla. Slight resorption of the
alveolar borders of both the upper and lower jaws had occurred,
possibly because of periodontal infection. Mild enamel hypoplasia
was exhibited by the two maxillary canines. The borders of the body
of the fifth lumber vertebra were 'lipped' possibly indicating the
onset of osteo-arthritis. Non-metrical cranial features of interest
included (a) a slight palativus and (b) the occurrence of 2 wormian
bones in the lambdoid suture, each measuring c. 20 X 18 mm.

7. Infant (possibly 6-12 months old). Badly decayed and broken
up skeleton represented by 16 small fragments of a cranium and 5
pieces of ribs.

8. 8 very small pieces of compact bone and 2 fragments of a
tooth from the fill of the central grave. The largest piece of bone
(22 mm) could derive from the anterior border (or crest) of the
shaft of a tibia and the colour and compactness of all 8 fragments
are consistent with the possibility that they belonged to the same
bone. The tooth fragments join to form the anterior half of the crown
of a mesial maxillary incisor, its large size suggesting it belonged
to an adult male. The enamel surface displayed a medium degree
of hypoplasia.
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Cremations

1. Adult, possibly female. Pathological features comprised
'lipping' on the borders of vertebrae indicative of slight osteo¬
arthritis; and a chronic abscess cavity at the root apex of the
socket of the left maxillary canine. Weight of bones 795-4 gms:
114 skull fragments (including maxilla with roots of teeth in situ)
plus pieces of femur, tibia, fibula, humerus, metacarpals/metatarsals/
phalanges, vertebrae, pelvis, ribs, scapula, calcaneum, patella and
talus.

2. Probably young adult, possibly female. Weight of bones
15-8 gms. The only identifiable pieces were 3 roots of teeth (possibly
belonging to canines or premolars of the permanent dentition) and
a single distal phalanx of the hand.

3. At least 2 individuals are represented by this deposit; or so
size differences among both cranial and post-cranial fragments
suggest. All the pieces attributable to individual 1 on this basis are
whitish-light brown in colour, some with an orange tint, and most
show twisting and distortion indicative of burning under particularly
hot conditions; the bones referable to individual 2, on the other
hand, are brown-black in colour and show little or no twisting or
distortion suggesting that the pyre temperature was lower in their
case. If the large numbers of morphologically unattributable bone
fragments are apportioned among individuals 1 and 2 on the basis
of this colour difference the data relating to each burial can be
summarised as follows:

Individual i. Probably female, possibly over 30 years of age. The
bodies of some of the vertebrae are slightly 'lipped' suggesting mild
osteo-arthritis. Weight of bones 1786-8 gms: 252 skull fragments
(including teeth and upper and lower jaw fragments) plus pieces of
femur, tibia, humerus, radius, ulna, fibula, pelvis, vertebrae,
scapula, clavicle, ribs, metacarpals/metatarsals, phalanges, patella,
talus, calcaneum, navicular and hamate.

Individual 2. Adult male. Weight of bones 207-3 gms. 7 cranial
fragments (one with wormian bones in the lambdoid suture) plus
pieces of femur, tibia, radius and ribs.

4. Immature person of indeterminate sex. Weight of bones 19 gms.
Small pieces of bone mostly belonging to post-cranial skeleton but
possibly including a few skull fragments.

5/5a. Deposit 5 comprises 115 fragments, about two-thirds of
which belong to the skull; 5a comprises 49 pieces including 8
cranial fragments, a maxilla fragment, 2 mandible fragments (one
with an unerupted incisor still in-situ) and 9 fragments of long bone.
The bones of the 2 deposits are similar in colour and other character¬
istics and both belonged to a 2-4 year old child, doubtless, in view
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of the find circumstances the same individual. Weight of bones:
(5) 35-1 gms; (5a) 22-7 gms.

6. Possibly young adult female. Weight of bones 104-2 gms: 27
skull fragments plus 33 long bone fragments and 90 pieces without
diagnostic features.

7. Adult, possibly female. 'Lipping' of one of the vertebrae
indicates mild osteo-arthritis. Weight of bones 795-4 gms: 94
skull fragments (including teeth and upper and lower jaws) plus
pieces of femur, tibia, humerus, fibula/ulna/radius, vertebrae,
metacarpals/metatarsals/phalanges, innominate bone and ribs.

8. Cremated bones found with inhumed burial 2. Adult, possibly
female. Weight of bones 205-5 gms: cranial fragments plus pieces
of long bones, metacarpals/metatarsals, a rib and a talus.
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Excavations at Summersdale, Orkney, by F G
Wainwright in July 1960

by P J Ashmore

The following account is taken from manuscript notes, sections and plans preserved in the
records of the Ancient Monuments Inspectorate in Edinburgh. Drs J N G and A Ritchie have
kindly let me read the preceding paper on excavations at Queenafjold in advance of publication
allowing me to dispense with all but brief references to the results of excavations at comparable
sites.

Local tradition was that the ten to a dozen mounds at Summersdale, in the parish of
Stenness, Orkney, were the burial places of those who fell in the battle between men of Orkney led
by James Sinclair and the forces of the Earl of Caithness in 1529. Further, 'Numbers of their
bones, and part of their clothing have been dug up, which was black when first got, but soon
fell into dust' (Statistical Account, 1795, 135). The Royal Commission recorded that stones
suggesting cists were visible (RCAMS 1946, 315, no. 891) and, even before Wainwright's excav¬
ations, a prehistoric origin for the mounds seemed likely.

Figure 1 shows the plan and sections of the mound excavated by Wainwright, collated from
a partial plan, partial sections, and a sketch section of the cist. Several details are missing, notably
the nature of the fill above the cist, that of the slight mound above the subsidiary cremation,
and the plan extent of the cairn material and the peat and clay mounded up against the cairn.
The first deficiency can be remedied from Wainwright's notes and part of the last from the sections.
The sequence of events at the mound seems reasonably clear, although not indisputable. A cist,
24 in by 17 in (0-6 m by 0-4 m) externally and 10 in (0-3 m) deep, was set just into the old ground
surface; it was built of four slabs butted against each other as dictated by the size of the slabs
used, and there is no record whether they were grouted with clay. The cist stood independently
for a short time, held in place by a cairn of slabs 42 in (c 1 m) in diameter (pi 3a). Into the cist
was put a cremation with much burnt earth, presumably from under the cremation pyre. Round
and over the cist a mound of rubble and gravel was piled 14 to 15 ft (4-3-4-6 m) in diameter.
Then, outside the cairn so formed, a cremation was placed; cremated material was found both
above and below a slab measuring 2 ft by 2 ft 6 in (0-6 m by 0-8 m). It seems possible but unlikely
that this slab was the base of a cist; unlikely because of the apparently complete lack of a sur¬

rounding support-cairn of the type found with the central cist at Summersdale or of the type
found at Queenafjold. From study of the nearest, E-W, section it seems possible that the slab
and cremation or cremations were sealed over by a layer of earth or clay. A capping of turves,
clay and peat was put over at least the outer part of the cairn; it seems more likely from the
sections that this material served to extend the cairn than that what survives is the slumped
remnant of a thinner capping. It is possible that this extension was revetted outside by a turf
bank, but the evidence is extremely ambiguous; elsewhere the various materials were heaped up
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indiscriminately and they presumably represent the result of digging close by the mound on what
is now the Moss of Bigswell after peat had started to form thereon.

Subsequently an inhumation was inserted in or on top of the cist. Parts of it were found in
the upper part of the cist and parts sandwiched between the slabs above the cist. It seems clear
from this, and from the burnt earth and cremation fragments scattered over an area 5 ft 6 in
to 6 ft (c 1-7 m) in radius in the earth above the slabs over the cist, that the next activity was
disturbance of the cist in search of treasure or information; the cist being partially emptied and
the soil, bones and cremation fragments tossed back pellmell. It is possible that the inhumation
and subsequent disturbance can be related to early accounts; the inhumation by this interpre¬
tation would belong with the battle of Summersdale, and the disturbance with accounts of dis¬
coveries of inhumations and rotten clothing.

In summary, a cremation in a cist covered by a cairn was followed by another cremation
and enlargement of the mound with turf, clay and peat. An inhumation was later inserted and
then it and the upper portions of the cremation were disturbed by diggings.
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A short cist at Horsbrugh Castle Farm, Peeblesshire
by F Petersen, I A G Shepherd and A N Tuckwell

INTRODUCTION

On 6th to 8th March 1974 a short cist on Horsbrugh Castle Farm (fig 1) was excavated
by the writers for the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland. The cist was reported to the
Museum on 5th March when the E capstone, which had long been an occasional obstruction to
ploughing, was lifted off- by the farmer and the sepulchral character of the site recognised. The
cist (NGR NT 28993902) was situated on the 500 ft contour in the second field to the W of the
farm buildings; it occupied a pit dug into the summit of a sand and gravel knoll forming part
of the extensive terrace of the river Tweed some 100 m N of the latter's present course. Soil
creep had reduced the ploughsoil depth over the cist to 0-20 m and no sign of any artificial cairn
or mound survived.

Prior to the removal of the E capstone by the farmer, the cist appears to have been intact
and sealed and subsequent disturbance was confined to the partial collapse of one of the E side-
slabs and the extraction of a small lining-slab. The remaining capstone had been left in situ and
when we first saw the cist its contents were untouched, pieces of decayed bone belonging to an
inhumation being clearly visible on the floor along with a small amount of recently intruded
gravel and ploughsoil. In the course of the excavation the W capstone was lifted, the cist and its
pit completely cleared and the surrounding ground within the limits indicated on the plan (fig 2)
trowelled down to undisturbed gravel. The S and W slabs were too heavy to lift out of the pit
but it eventually proved possible to investigate the area behind and under these stones by collaps¬
ing them down on to the pit floor after the lighter slabs had been removed.

THE CIST (fig 2; pi 3b)
The cist measured internally 1-05 m N/S by 0-60 m and 0-50 m deep and stood on the floor

of a large sub-oval pit, 2 m by T75 m and 0-65 m deep (from the base of the ploughsoil), with
near vertical sides, dug into the gravel of the knoll. The structural and packing stones were
all of the local greywacke; none had been dressed or otherwise worked, nor were there any
cupmarks.

The capstones consisted of two thick elongated blocks placed side by side and parallel
with the cist's long axis; the two ends and W side were formed by single slabs, and the E side
by two slabs set end to end and originally slightly overlapping at the joint (the N stone of the
pair had partly collapsed inwards after the removal of the E capstone). The maximum sizes of
the main structural elements are as follows: W capstone: 1-45 by 0-50 by 0-30 m; E capstone:
1-30 by 0-56 by 0-45 m; S end-slab: 0-70 by 0-48 by 0-30 m; N end-slab: 0-61 by 0-50 by 0-15 m;
W side-slab: 1 -00 by 0-45 by 0-23 m; E side-slab (S): 0-80 by 0-40 by 0-18 m; E side-slab (N): 0-50
by 0-30 by 0T5 m. The massive S end-slab had a level top and base and near vertical sides,
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thick and flat on the W, angular on the E. The remaining uprights were irregularly oval in outline
with their edges rounded off or bevelled in section; the W side-slab was more rectilinear than the
others and had been placed with its thickest, flattest, longest and straightest edge uppermost. The
large gaps in all four corners of the cist caused by the shapes and arrangement of the uprights
were tightly plugged by small slabs which had also been used to chock up the capstones all round.
Chocking stones would have been particularly necessary on the E side (where the tops of the
uprights were 0-10-0-20 m lower than those of the two end-stones), but many had been displaced

Fig 1 Distribution of short cists in the Tweed Valley (Berwicks, Roxburghs, Selkirk and
Peebles)

there by the removal of the capstone. The W and N uprights had each been stabilised by two
small flat stones inserted under their bases. The joint between the two capstones was naturally
close and would have needed relatively little plugging.

The small slab removed from the cist by the farmhands measures 0-62 m by 0-23 m and
0-10 m thick. It originally lined the slightly recessed inner face of the S slab of the pair forming
the E wall of the cist and, by slightly overlapping the inner edge of the S end of the N slab of the
pair, may have reinforced the joint between these slabs against the pressure of the heavy external
stone packing described below; if so its removal possibly facilitated the partial collapse of the
N slab.
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The basal fill of the cist pit on the E and W sides consisted of large angular stones rammed
between the lower two-thirds or so of the side slabs and the pit walls. This packing was parti¬
cularly elaborate on the E side, structurally the weakest part of the cist, where stones laid flat and
several deep against the side slabs were arranged in two rough courses and held in position by
gravel and smaller stones placed behind them. The upper part of the fill above the packing and
the entire fill, from top to bottom, at the ends of the pits, comprised replaced spoil in the form
of sandy gravel devoid of large stones. Along the W side the upper gravelly fill was covered in
places by the remains of a layer of fist-sized cobbles rammed between the edge of the capstone
and the pit side. On the E side, its existence could not be established due to the removal of the
capstone though it still survived in the W half of the N end. It was absent at the S end.

The mutual relationships of the various stones forming the cist are shown on the plan and
they suggest that the first of the uprights to be erected was the massive flat-based S end-stone,
the only major structural element naturally stable in an upright position. The next was almost
certainly the large W side-slab as once this had been secured into place by the stone packing a
physically stable framework would have existed for the support of the remaining slabs, on the
basis of which their positions could be adjusted. The slightly eccentric position of the cist in the
pit, with the S and W slabs relatively close-in to its sides, is consistent with the suggested con¬
structional sequence.

THE INHUMATION (fig 3)
On the cist floor were the remains of a crouched skeleton (c 18-year-old ?male), lying on

its right side with its head-end to the SSE and its ventral surface facing ENE. The entire right
side of the body in contact with the subsoil had completely decayed away. No traces of the skull,
jaws or teeth were to be seen and all that survived in immediately recognisable form were parts
of the pelvis plus long bone, rib and vertebrae fragments. Lying on the cist floor at the waist of
the skeleton was a small flint knife or scraper.

Dr Young's subsequent examination of the bones and field drawing (Appendix I) revealed
that more bones (notably all those of the head and pectoral girdle) were missing than could be
accounted for by natural decay and that certain others were disarranged, namely, bones no. 8
(lumbar vertebra but found in the 'neck' area), nos 20 and 22 (both pieces of the right femur but
found on different sides of the cist) and nos 2 and 3 (the possibly transposed right and left
halves of the hip). These facts suggest that the skeleton had either been disturbed after burial
and bones abstracted, or that it had been interred in a skeletonised or partly skeletonised state.
In view of the solid construction of the cist and the absence of any obviously intrusive material
in it, the second of these possibilities is the more likely. As the drawing (fig 3) shows, the remaining
bones were arranged in such a way as to simulate roughly the crouched posture typical of Bronze
Age inhumation burials.

THE CREMATIONS (fig 2 and pi 3b)
Two further burials, both cremations (see Appendix II) were found in the excavated area.
Cremation 1 (30-40-year-old ?female) occupied a circular pit, 0-60 m across and 0-20 m

deep, with a small flat stone (0-42 m by 0-18 m) embedded in the top of its fill, flush with the level
of the gravel surface and directly over the main concentration of burnt bone. The cremation pit
was partly cut into the gravel subsoil and partly into the upper fill of the cist pit and was thus
secondary to the latter; its own fill consisted of dark brown soil which, in addition to the bones,
contained a small potsherd and two small pieces of ?poplar charcoal.
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Cremation 2 (containing the remains of two persons, a c 6-year-old child and an adult)
was in a deposit of dark ashy soil, c 0-38 m N/S by 0-23 m, banked up against the outer side of
the W capstone and occupying the space between the latter and a small stone slab, 0-38 m tall
by 0-44 m wide and 85 mm thick, propped almost upright against the side of the cist pit with its
base supported by the surface of the thick layer of large packing stones revetting the lower
two-thirds of the W side-slab of the cist. The surface of the deposit was on a level with that of
the top of the capstone; its bottom was at a depth of 0-40-45 m below this level and to the E

overlapped the top of the main side-slab and to the W just touched the surface of the layer of
packing stones. In addition to burnt human bones, the deposit contained fragments of burnt
antler, two potsherds, much charcoal and a number of cobbles similar to those which elsewhere
formed the packing between the capstone and the W side of the cist pit.

While cremation 2 was clearly buried after the emplacement of the capstone, the loose
gravelly nature of the upper fill of the cist pit made it impossible to determine stratigraphically
if the cremation deposit had been secondarily inserted into the completely filled pit or, alter¬
natively, had been incorporated into the fill during the final stages of infilling. On balance the
first alternative is perhaps to be preferred in view of the vertical-sided compact character of the
deposit and the fact that it contained stones possibly derived from the layer of cobbles revetting
the capstone. Even so, the intention of the burial party had obviously been to inter cremation
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2 wholly within the limits of the pre-existing pit, as proved by the considerable pains which must
have been taken to avoid damaging the latter's side given the limited working room between it
and the cist and the relatively great depth (0-40-45 m) to which fill would have had to be removed.

The only other feature of possible archaeological significance in the excavated area was the
shallow elongated scoop leading into the W side of the cist pit (fig 2). The maximum depth of
the scoop was 0-15 m and its fill consisted of sterile brown earth. Sectioning failed to establish
its stratigraphic relationship either to the cist pit or to cremation 2. The function and date of
the feature are therefore unknown. One possibility is that it represents the base of a shallow
cutting made by the persons responsible for the interment of cremation 2 in order to re-locate
the edge of the cist pit at a time when the position of the edge had become obscured by trampling
or heaped-up spoil.

DISCUSSION

Like most other Scottish short cists, including those recorded by the Royal Commission
in the Rachan-Drumelzier area (RCAMS 1967, 15), the Horsbrugh cist was situated in a
natural knoll. Precise parallels for the side by side arrangement of the Horsbrugh double capstone
cannot be adduced, although at the nearby site of Darnhall Mains the two capstones may have
been arranged in this manner (Callander 1930). Double capstones arranged in other ways are
numerous. The Horsbrugh cist forms part of a group of four cists in the Tweed Valley with
orientations varying from 3 to 13 degrees E of N (the other three sites are Highridgehall, Rox-
burghs (Lacaille 1929, 351); Whitemuirhaugh, Roxburghs (Craw 1933, 308); and Darnhall,
Peebles (Callander 1930, 25)). These orientations may well be the vestige of a regional pattern of
cist and/or skeleton orientation comparable to those known from other regions (cf Tuckwell
forthcoming), though the sample size in the present case is obviously too small to substantiate
this possibility.

The burial of an incomplete and partly or wholly skeletonised body, sometimes, as at
Horsbrugh, arranged so as to simulate a conventional crouched inhumation, has possible parallels
at several Scottish and English sites, e.g. Skateraw, E Lothian (DES 1958, 39); Springwood,
Roxburghs (Henshall and Mclnnes 1968, 81); Radley 17, Berks (Williams 1948); Allerwash,
Northumb (Newman and Miket 1973); Corston, Somerset (Taylor 1933); Avebury 55, Wilts
(Smith 1965); Pewsey 4, Wilts (Vatcher 1960); Winterslow 20, Wilts (Stone 1934); Bredon Hill,
Worcs (Thomas 1967); and Grave 2, Staxton, Yorks (Stead 1962). The possible significance of
this practice is commented on below.

Recorded examples of the placing of a cremation in the cist pit are rare (though very few
cist pits have been completely excavated) but a few parallels can be cited. The single flat slab
backing the Horsbrugh cremation can perhaps be interpreted as a rudimentary version of the
small subsidiary cist which abutted against the main cist at Doonfoot, Ayrs. The contents of the
main cist comprised an inhumation and a food vessel, those of the smaller cist a cordoned urn
and cremation (Davidson 1968). Probably a better parallel is the poorly recorded site at Windy-
hall Farmhouse, Bute, where a short cist (3-5 ft by 2 ft and 1-25 ft deep), consisting of four up¬
rights and a capstone, contained a plain pot (NMA EA 58) and a possible inhumation. Built up
against the N end of the cist was a feature described as a 'partly oval-shaped cist' (2 ft by 1-5 ft
and 1-25 ft deep) of 'rude construction', with walls of 'water-worn boulders', a whinstone cover-
slab and contents consisting of a 'few fragments of very small bone' (?cremation). The 'walls' of
this feature can probably be interpreted as the sides of a pit in the packing stones filling the main
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cist pit, and the site thus appears to duplicate in some detail the arrangement at Horsbrugh
(Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 9 (1870-2), 463).

Finally, the existence at Horsbrugh of what may be termed a 'multiple cremation deposit'
(cremation 2) may be noted. Multiple cremation deposits can be defined as single masses of
cremated human bones which comprise the remains of more than one individual and which were
formed prior to, or contemporaneously with, burial. They thus exemplify a specific type or group
of types of collective burial practice. Such deposits are relatively common occurrences at British
Bronze Age burial sites, but have received little attention in the past so the opportunity will be
taken here to list (Appendix III) the 98 examples known to the authors and to comment briefly
on their possible significance. The possibility that bones were added to the deposits after burial
cannot be excluded in all cases though there are no positive grounds for assuming that this
normally happened, and all the examples listed in Appendix III were in urns, formed well-defined
heaps in undisturbed graves or cists, or had other contexts equally devoid of evidence for multi-
period deposition.

It should be said that only a small percentage of the thousands of recorded Bronze Age
cremations have been properly examined and that, because of this, many multiple cremations
must have been unrecognised as such by their discoverers. This applies particularly to deposits
in which one or more of the bodies was represented by a few fragments only (as at Horsbrugh)
or where there was no marked disparity in age to catch the eyes of persons casually sifting through
the bones in search of small finds. Because of this there is no doubt that child/adult associations
are grossly over-represented in the Appendix. Moreover, as the identification of the numbers of
persons in a given age/sex category in cremations largely depends on the duplication of recog¬
nisable bone fragments, the chances of complete sets of such duplicates surviving decreases as the
number of persons actually represented in a deposit goes up. For this reason, the figures in the
Appendix relating to the numbers of individuals are in many cases minimum figures.

The tentative character of much of the data relating to age and sex and, in many of the older
reports, the imprecise use of such terms as 'young person', 'child' and 'infant' does not encourage
detailed analysis, though a few general features of the series can be noted. The minimum number
of individuals represented in the deposits (in the 94 cases where reasonably exact figures exist)
varies from 2 (75 deposits) to 4 (2 deposits) with 5 deposits containing the remains of 2-3 persons,
9 of 3 persons, and 3 of 3-4 persons. In 64 deposits containing 2 persons only, combinations
between age categories break down as follows: adult + child/infant (43), child/infant + child/
infant (3) and adult + adult (18). Many of the adult/child associations involve youngish females
and small children or babies (i.e. presumably mothers and their children) but the age combinations
in others preclude a simple parent/child relationship (?siblings, ?cousins). In like manner, the
few single adult male + single adult female associations (?husband and wife) are counterbalanced
by other relatively rare combinations (e.g. 2 same sex adults) which indicate that, in some cases
at any rate, a social unit other than the nuclear family is probably involved. This conclusion
is reinforced by the particular associations of age and sex categories displayed by some of the 19
deposits definitely or probably containing more than two individuals, as can be seen by consulting
the appropriate entries in the Appendix. For what it is worth, the male/female ratio (inclusive of
the tentatively sexed remains in each category) is 16 : 37, the imbalance being largely due to the
many supposed mother/child associations (there is only one possible instance of the single male +
single young child/infant combination in the list though confidence in this statistic is shaken by
the many cases where sexing was not attempted, is tentative, or was assumed rather than diag¬
nosed on physical grounds).

That the lack of a uniform and easily interpretable pattern of associations does not entirely
D
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stem from the unreliability or ambiguity of much of the data on sexing and ageing, or from the
scattered temporal and spatial distribution (described below) of the deposits, is illustrated by the
ten Vinces Farm, Essex, examples. These have all been completely examined and provide the
only large block of reliable data from a culturally homogeneous and geographically limited
context. All ten deposits contained the remains of children associated with females or unsexed
adults but, in one case, also the bones of an elderly male. Moreover, as at Horsbrugh and many
other sites producing multiple cremation deposits, single burials, including those of children, also
occurred in some of the Vinces Farm cemeteries; even if the multiple cremations were character¬
ised by a consistent adult female + child combination, some more recondite motive than a
sentimental desire to associate mothers and their children in the same deposit would have to be
postulated in order to account satisfactorily for the phenomenon.1

Bronze Age multiple cremation deposits have antecedents in the indigenous pre- or non-
beaker neolithic tradition, for example at Sites V and VI, Dorchester, Oxon (Atkinson et al
1951), and thus constitute an element of continuity between the burial practices of the third and
second millennia. For the rest, the widespread distribution in time and space of the second-
millennium deposits and the way in which this distribution ignores established ceramic divisions
and other cultural boundaries (such as they are) are conspicuous features of the series: almost
every British Bronze Age pot type, from beakers to Deverel-Rimbury urns, is associated with
multiple cremation deposits which have been recorded from nearly every region of Britain. The
relative preponderance among the cinerary urns of the collared and Deverel-Rimbury varieties is
probably largely attributable to the fact that these types are much more numerous generally than
encrusted, cordoned or other urns. The contents of comparatively few Deverel-Rimbury urns,
however, have been scientifically examined and they may be somewhat under-represented. There
are surprisingly few food vessels (exclusive of the enlarged variety) on the list and these may also
be under-represented, partly for the same reason, though this class of pottery, of course, more
often accompanies inhumations than cremations. The occurrence of multiple cremation deposits
in beaker contexts is all the more striking because of the very low incidence of beaker/cremation
associations of any kind, though further comment on this would be pointless given the small
numbers involved. Finally, the three 'Wessex Culture' multiple cremation deposits (Breach Farm,
Glam; Portsdown, Hants; and Tynings E, Somerset; cf Balneil, Wigtowns) are of particular
interest as they open up the possibility that the 'rich' grave goods accompanying other
'Wessex Culture' cremations (very few of which have received specialist examination) may
likewise have to be apportioned among two or more persons, and perhaps more than one gener¬
ation, rather than be assigned to a single 'chiefly' individual.

The nature of the funerary customs leading to the production of multiple cremation
deposits cannot be elucidated in detail or with any degree of certainty though there is no reason
to think that a uniform procedure was followed in all cases.

The simultaneous death, burning and burial of all the individuals represented in a deposit
is obviously a possibility, particularly where the remains of females of child-bearing age accom¬
pany those of foetuses or very young infants (perinatal deaths) while infectious disease or some
other agent of mortality causing multiple simultaneous deaths could also account for these and
other examples. The alternative, of course, is that the contents of the deposits comprise the remains
of persons who died at intervals and who were collectively buried after temporary storage else¬
where. The composition and context of some multiple cremation deposits in fact provide some

support for this hypothesis though the nature of the data is such that conclusive proof is seldom
obtainable. The most definite evidence for the practice is from Tynings S, Somerset, where the
bones (while still unburnt) of one of the two individuals forming the deposit had been gnawed
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by a small carnivore. As was suggested by the excavator (Taylor 1951, 112-6) the occasion for
the gnawing was doubtless the interval between death and cremation when the corpse was
temporarily housed in a shallow grave or other repository allowing free access to vermin. At Itford,
Sussex, the bones of the limb girdles, ribs and extremities were almost entirely lacking from 10
single cremation deposits as well as from the multiple cremation listed in the Appendix. This
again probably indicates that the bodies were burned in a skeletonised state, after prior storage
elsewhere, the missing bones for some reason not being consigned to the pyre with the others.2 It
is of interest that the Itford evidence in general is consistent with the possibility that the entire
group of cremations, the multiple cremation deposit included, was interred more or less collect¬
ively in connection with events associated with the building of the round barrow which covered
one of the burials.

Data bearing on other features of the ritual practices lying behind the creation of these
deposits are equally few and ambiguous.

In some deposits (e.g. Rudston, Yorks; Colbury, Hants; Horsbrugh) there is only token
representation of one or more of the bodies, a ciicumstance probably more in keeping with the
loss or partial recovery of bones from a collective storage place than from one containing a

single burial only. If so, the missing bones should normally belong to the 'older' burials in such
repositories as these might reasonably be expected to be more subject to loss than those deposited
closer to the time of final burial. At W Overton (Wilts) and Irton Moor (Yorks) the bones of the
different individuals were apparently jumbled together promiscuously throughout the deposit
and are thus likely to have been cremated on the same pyre, though, of course, they could have
been stored individually before this event. Some form of simultaneous cremation of the various
individuals contained in them is also probably indicated in the case of the multiple cremation
deposits at Pin Farm (Suffolk), Wilsford (Wilts) and Quernhow (Yorks) where the bones
were evidently buried while still smouldering from the pyre (the two bodies represented in
the Pin Farm cremation, however, were burned at different temperatures implying either that
they were cremated on different pyres or on different parts of the same pyre, but in any case

separately). In deposits from Ffridd y Gorsedd, (Flints), Simondston, (Glam) and Banniside,
(Lanes) the bones of different individuals were kept separate from one another and must therefore
have been similarly segregated throughout the period between death and final burial. Deposits
of this kind, of course, are hardly distinguishable in principle from collectively interred single
cremations or from those buried contemporaneously with inhumations3 and, like the Itford
single cremation deposits described earlier, help to fix the position of the specific funerary usages
discussed here within a wider ritual context.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The results of many modern excavations of neolithic and Bronze-Age burial sites have
emphasised the great number of ritual variables which may apply to a given burial situation,
and, in consequence, the importance of careful field recording. As Horsbrugh illustrates, even
such apparently uncomplicated monuments as short cists may be the product of a relatively
long-term process of social behaviour rather than of a single short-lived ritual act.

As a corollary to some of the considerations raised in connection with multiple cremation
deposits we would argue that at Horsbrugh the 'primary' burial ('primary' in other than a purely
stratigraphical sense) is unlikely to have been the skeleton (which may have been buried in a partly
articulated condition and, if so, probably represented the most recent death of the four) but
rather one of the burnt bodies, possibly the adult in cremation 2, assuming that the paucity of
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skeletal material assignable to this last body reflects the vicissitudes of a prolonged period of
storage elsewhere. The point we wish to make here, however, is not that any particular sequence
of burial occurred at Horsbrugh but that, at this site (and at its analogues elsewhere), the tradi¬
tional model of Early Bronze Age burial practice, with its reliance on a crude application of
stratigraphic principles to establish simple successions of unrelated 'primary' and 'secondary'
burials, does not begin to cover the possibilities. The four individuals interred at Horsbrugh can
be assumed to have died at different times but, we suggest, their subsequent burial is likely to
have occurred collectively, or, at any rate, near collectively over the space of several days or weeks.
We would urge in support of this that the various modes of burial represented at the site belong
to the same general area of ritual observance, in that cremation and defleshing (however this is
accomplished) are procedures which introduce a formal or ritualised pause or element of delay
between the moment of death and final burial, i.e. between the initial and the ultimate treatment
of the dead. In the initial stage of response to a death the corpse is necessarily treated individually
(since in a small community normally only one death occurs at a time) and this is likely to remain
true however the details of the initial response may vary (exposure to the elements, cremation,
or immediate burial in a grave, cist or other type of tomb). The ultimate stage is concerned with
the permanent disposal of the remains in whatever form they survive and at Horsbrugh probably
involved the physical removal of the skeletal remains from their place(s) of initial storage and
their re-burial in the cist area; in other cases this stage may include, or consist of, acts intended
to seal the initial burial places without further disturbance of the bones (e.g. by the erection of a
barrow over a small cemetery of 'single graves'), though, of course, the two sets of procedures
may be combined in various ways (e.g. by the placing of a multiple cremation deposit in a grave
later to be covered by a barrow and already containing other collectively or successively interred
burials) (Petersen 1973, 25 ff).

There is ethnographic evidence that the differential treatment of the dead within a society
often expresses status and role distinctions perceived by that society as important and therefore
as worthy of formal recognition in mortuary practice. The archaeological implications of this
fact have been recently explored by Binford (1972, 208^43) at some length and there is little
doubt that, under favourable circumstances, variability in mortuary treatment can be made to
yield important information. However, the ethnographic evidence also indicates that the specific
means (rite, orientation, location and grouping of burials etc) employed to distinguish particular
categories of dead may vary in an arbitrary way even between spatially contiguous and culturally
closely related communities (Kroeber 1927, 312-13) so that, for example, the population elements
cremated in Early Bronze Age Wessex may or may not be homologous with those so treated in
Early Bronze Age Yorkshire or Derbyshire. This can apply even when the kinds and numbers
of the social distinctions symbolised in the mortuary practices of the communities being compared
are identical and means, as far as prehistoric Britain is concerned, that detailed interpretation of
the funeral record must probably await accurate definitions of regional as well as period bound¬
aries. Other problems arise from the fact that, again according to modern ethnographic evidence
(Binford 1972, 221; Kroeber 1927, 313; Ucko 1969, 271), differential mortuary treatment
sometimes depends on such intangibles as place or manner of death (e.g. in some societies
the bodies of the lightning-struck or drowned are treated differently from those of persons

dying from more conventional causes); burials of this kind will be difficult to identify as such
though their numbers should normally be small and in cases where the archaeological record
is reasonably complete they may be isolatable through their failure to correlate with social
divisions established on other evidence. The great obstacle to the determination of the social
correlatives of many aspects of third- and second-millennium British burials, however, is
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precisely the inadequacy of the general archaeological record; not only is there no data on the
spatial relationships of the graves to the settlement area, and thus, indirectly, to each other in
cases where they are not grouped together (see Binford 1972, 233 ff, for the potential relevance
of the spatial factor), but there is little or no evidence of any kind from settlements and therefore
nothing outside themselves with which distinctions in the funerary record can be correlated.
Within these limitations, however, some progress can be made, as shown by recent studies of
Yorkshire beaker/Early Bronze Age inhumation burials (Tuckwell forthcoming) which exhibit
correlations between orientation and sex, though, for the reasons given and as the earlier dis¬
cussion of multiple cremation deposits illustrates, the nature of the social distinctions reflected
in other aspects of second-millennium British burial practice will prove less easy to
establish.

Complex burial practices involving the collective treatment (ultimate disposal) of groups
of burials presumably representative of individuals who died at different times can also be seen
to have existed, in one form or other, in earlier British prehistory. This is particularly evident at
such sites as Nutbane, Hants (Morgan 1959, 24) and Wayland's Smithy I, Berks (Atkinson 1965,
127-30), where the corpses appear to have been exposed for a more or less protracted period
prior to formal burial, but is also observable at many neolithic chamber tombs, e.g. Lanhill,
Wilts (Keiller and Piggott 1938, 125-8) and Midhowe, Orkney (Henshall 1963, 91), where, as at
the Bronze Age successive burial sites mentioned in the previous paragraph, ultimate burial took
the form of the permanent sealing of a repository containing multiple, successively interred
burials. In fact, it could be argued that the distinction between third- and second- millennium
burial practice is largely a matter of architecture, long barrows and chamber tombs in the one

case, round barrows and flat cemeteries of various sorts in the other. If more fundamental
distinctions exist they are both unknown and incapable of being summarised under rubrics of the
'collective burial' versus 'single grave' type.

The size and nature of the social context in which burial practices occurred in third-and
second-millennium Britain must have varied from time to time and from place to place. The
amount of community effort, and, by extension, the community size, required to produce some
of the large South British round barrows was obviously greater than that needed to build a single
short cist, though recent experimental work (McAdam and Watkins 1974) has indicated that
the building of even these minor structures probably exceeded the capability of a single nuclear
family. The nature of the social and religious activities which would be expected to surround the
kind of major collective effort entailed by the construction of many Bronze-Age (and neolithic)
monuments can, of course, only be guessed at. The 'Feast of the Dead' of the Huron and Algon¬
quin Indians of N America, agricultural peoples probably generally comparable in their level of
social organisation to that of the inhabitants of third-and second-millennium Britain, illustrates
one of the many possibilities. Such feasts were held every ten years or so and possibly marked
the occasions when a village was about to be abandoned and it was thought necessary to inform
the dead of the projected move (Tooker 1964, 134). It was the time when the bones of those who
had died in the village and its neighbours since the previous Feast were brought from their places
of initial interment (4-post exposure platforms) for final burial in a collective grave {ibid, 130),
and when the names of the important dead were transferred to their living relatives (Hickerson
1960, 90). The defleshed bones were made into bundles, sometimes formed into human shapes,
and placed on top of the partly decayed bodies of the more recently dead laid out on the grave floor
(Tooker 1964, 137-8). Large numbers of presents were brought to the Feast and re-distributed
among the living in lavish displays of generosity, but only a few old kettles were actually
buried in the grave. A hut or shrine was built over the grave pit and allowed to rot away; similar
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huts were erected over the graves of those who had died violently and were therefore not eligible
for collective burial at the Feast, i.e. they were a sign of final burial (Trigger 1969, 112).

The Inhumation. The small worked flint (48 mm by 26 mm) associated with this burial was of
grey brown flint. It was made from a secondary flake and had fairly steep retouch on alternate faces
(fig 4). Simple flake knives or scrapers of various types are a common feature of British beaker
and food vessel graves, as at Upper Boyndlie, Tyrie, Aberdeens (Callander 1909, 83); Cist 4,
Limefield, Lanarks (Ritchie and Shepherd 1973); or Birkhill, Stirlings (Proc Soc Antiq Scot,
21 (1886-7), 265). We know of no parallels from a funerary context to the two-way retouch of
the Horsbrugh implement although the knife from the beaker material filling the Achnacreebeag
passage grave (ARG 37) (Ritchie 1973, 36, 49, fig 4 : 20), that from Cist 2 at Glenreasdale Mains,
Argyll (MacLaren 1969, 111, fig 1) and the one from Ferniegair, Lanarks (Miller 1947, 17, fig 3)
are all otherwise similar to it.

Cremation 1. A small plain potsherd (54 mm by 28 mm) of coarse, buff-coloured ware was
found in the cremation deposit after its removal from the site. The outer surface of the sherd has
gone, revealing a black interior backed with angular grits of a hard stone. The surviving thickness
of the sherd is 10 mm. Not illustrated. Two small pieces of ?poplar charcoal were also found
with Cremation 1.

Cremation 2. A. A small lump (24 mm by 17 mm and 10 mm thick) of orange to buff-
coloured pottery with large angular grits, similar in fabric to the sherd from Cremation 1, was
found in situ near the surface of the S edge of the cremation deposit. Not illustrated. The deposit
containing Cremation 2 was removed from the site and flotated (total weight of removed deposit
2313 gm), leading to the recovery of 89 gm of charcoal, but no seeds, and the following objects.
B. Featureless lump of possible pottery (15 mm by 10 mm) lacking both surfaces, apparently of
different fabric to A. Not illustrated.
C. Burnt fragments of an unworked red deer brow tine (fig 4). Whether the tine was originally
used as a tool or pin or simply constitutes faunal remains comparable to the sheep bones (see

FINDS

\
Fig 4 Flint knife from cist and antler tine from Cremation 2 (scale 2 : 3)
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Appendix II) from the same deposit and to the large mammal bones found in cremation deposits
at many other sites is problematical (e.g. the following sites listed in Appendix III: Porth Dyfarth,
Ang; Holmrook, Cumb; Alwinton, Northumb; Crieff, Perths; Jacket's Well, Radnor). The
presumably ritual occurrence of antler tines in various Derbyshire burial contexts (Marsden 1971,
196) is also worth mentioning in this connection.

The charcoal associated with cremations 1 and 2 was tentatively identified by Mrs H
Thompson of The Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh:

1. 2 gm of ?poplar charcoal, cremation 1
2. 27 gm of ?oak charcoal (sorted prior to flotation), cremation 2
3. 60 gm of ?poplar charcoal (recovered through flotation), cremation 2
4. 2 gm of charcoal from an unidentified water plant, cremation 2.

APPENDIX I

The Horsbrugh Castle Farm Skeleton
by Archibald Young, Anatomy Department, Glasgow University
The bones, which have been deposited in the National Museum, are identified against the numbers

on paper labels in each package or tied on the bone. The position of each numbered bone is indicated on
plan fig 3.

1 Proximal half of the L femur: a heavy strong bone. The epiphyses for the head and great trochanter
are not completely fused but that for the lesser trochanter is almost completely fused.

2 R innominate bone lacking most of the ischium and the epiphyses of the pubis and ilium (crest and
anterior inferior spine).

3 L innominate bone lacking most of the ischium and part of the ilium.
Both innominate bones are those of a heavily built male.

4 Most of the shaft and the lower end of a L humerus. It lacks the proximal end and the medial
epicondylar epiphyses (the latter were not fused). The bone is of heavy build.

5 Part of a vertebral body (? lumbar) lacking the epiphyses (unfused).
6 The head and upper one-third of the shaft of the L radius. The epiphysis for the head is incompletely

fused.
7 Upper segments of the sacrum.
8 Part of a vertebral body lacking the epiphyses (unfused).
9 Part of a vertebral body lacking the epiphyses (unfused).

10 Part of the body and a pedicle of a lumbar vertebra (?L5).
11 a and b. Parts of the bodies and pedicles of 2 vertebrae (?L3 and 4).
12 Fragment of a rib.
13 Part of the shaft of a rib.
14 Part of a vertebral body lacking the epiphyses (unfused)
15 Part of a R rib.
16 Part of the shaft of a L rib.
17 Part of a L rib.
18 Posterior part of a R rib (?No. 8) lacking the epiphysis for the head of the rib.
19 Posterior part of a R rib.
20 Head and neck of the R femur (the epiphysis for the head is incompletely fused).
21 a. Upper part of the shaft and the unfused proximal epiphysis of the R tibia.

b. Part of the lower epiphysis of the L femur.
c. 2 fragments of the epiphyseal surface of the metaphysis of a long bone (?tibia).
d. A fragment of the shaft of a long bone.

22 Part of the lower end of the shaft and the unfused lower epiphysis of a R femur.
23 Proximal half of a L ulna (olecranon epiphysis fused).
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24 Part of a rib.
25 2 fragments of the epiphyseal surface of the metaphysis of a long bone (?tibia: cf 21c). Also shaft

fragments of a long bone or bones.
26 Fragments of a long bone.
27 2 fragments of the shaft of a long bone (?or bones). ?Tibia. ?Femur.

The following fragments do not appear on the plan:
28 ?Base of a metatarsal.
29 Fragment of a rib (probably human).
30 3 fragments of bone possibly from the proximal end of a tibia.
31 Possibly part of the body and an articular surface of a tarsal bone.

Comments
The subject was heavily built, probably male and aged about 18 years. From the plan of the bones

in situ supplied by the excavators, I should say there had been some disturbance of the skeleton.

APPENDIX II

Cremated remains from Horsbrugh Castle Farm, 1974
by C B Denston, Department of Physical Anthropology, University of Cambridge
Both cremations have been deposited in the Department of Physical Anthropology, University of
Cambridge.

Cremation 1

Colour of fragments: Light brown-white
Length of fragments: 0-94 mm
Total weight: 457-2 gm
Number of individuals: one

Sex: ?female
Age at death: adult, possibly 30-40 years.

Weight and Percentage Distribution of the Skeletal Remains
gm % total

Skull 178-1 39-0
Femur 42-1 9-2
Tibia 14-1 3-1
Humerus 12-1 2-6
Radius and Ulna 7-4 1-6
Metatarsals, Metacarpals, Phalanges 1-9 0-4
Calcaneum 5-0 1-1
Talus 1-3 0-3
Innominate 5-9 1-3
Vertebrae 9-5 2-0

Scapula 1-3 0-3
Rib 3-0 0-7
Miscellaneous long bone 77-0 16-9
Miscellaneous cancellous 16-5 3-6
Miscellaneous 82-0 17-9

Summary
The absence of duplication of specific bones is consistent with the possibility that only one individual

was represented by the remains. The weight of the bones was approximately one-eighth of the original
amount, the skeleton as a whole being well represented by both skull and post-cranial bones. The lack of
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robustness of the bones suggests they belonged to a female, a possibility partly substantiated by the
characteristics of some of the mandible and cranial fragments. The degree of fusion of the sutures of some
cranial fragments suggests that the individual was an adult, but other fragments displaying unfused
sutures indicate age at death was not advanced. The fact that the left mandibular condyle displayed evi¬
dence of osteoarthritis would seem to suggest that the individual was not young, and an age at death of
between 30-40 years would seem to be appropriate. Evidence for the antemortem loss of molar teeth and
the subsequent complete obliteration of the alveoli displayed by a fragment of the left side of the corpus
of the mandible is also consistent with the individual not being a particularly young adult. Oral health
was not very good: periodontal disease was indicated by minute foraminae in, and resorption of, the
alveoli in fragments of the maxilla; the latter also produced evidence for at least one chronic abscess
cavity (the cavity in question had replaced the alveolus for the first right premolar).

Cremation 2
Colour of fragments: mainly light brown; others white
Length of fragments: 0-51 mm (immature)
Length of fragments: 15^49 mm (adult)
Length of fragments: 27-46 mm (non-human)
Total weight: 510-5 gm
Number of individuals: two
Sex: indeterminable
Age at death: immature, approximately 6 years
Age at death: adult

Weight and Percentage Distribution of the Skeletal Remains
gm % total

Skull 76-8 15-0
Lemur 10-8 2-1
Sacrum 1-5 0-3
Vertebrae 9-3 1-9
Epiphysis: ?lst metatarsal 01 0-02
Innominate 0-8 0-2
Ulna 0-8 0-2
Calcaneum 10 0-2
Talus 1-5 0-3
Clavicle 1-2 0-2
Miscellaneous long bone 70-9 13-9
Miscellaneous cancellous 25-0 4-9
Miscellaneous 280-5 54-9
Adult 12-1 2-4
Non-human 18-2 3-6

Summary
Possibly the bulk of the remains belonged to an immature individual but some fragments, of long

bone and possibly crania, are thicker and would seem to be attributable to an adult. These few adult
fragments were of a lighter colour than the rest of the remains.

Also present were fragments of non-human bone; 11 of these fragments were identified by my
colleague, Mr D Allen of the Animal Bone Department of this Laculty, as belonging to scapula, tibia,
humerus and mandible of sheep.

The sex of the immature individual was indeterminable but indications of age at death were
displayed by a number of bones. The size of the metaphysial surface of the head of a femur implies death
occurred at approximately 6 years. Also the arches were joined to the bodies of the vertebrae (indicating a
minimum age of approximately 3 years) and the odontoid process of the axis was joined to its body
(indicating a minimum age of approximately 4 years).

The 'miscellaneous cancellous' fragments could come from any suitable post-cranial bones, notably
the extremities of the femora and tibia, and the head of the humerus.
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APPENDIX III

List of British Beaker/Bronze Age Multiple Cremation Deposits
NB. Whenever an estimate of age in years is available this is given for each entry (where age has been
published as falling within a range of years the figure used here is an average). Otherwise the terminology
employed in the published report is usually followed.

Abbreviations
A Adult
AA Archaeologia Aeliana
AC Archaeologia Cambrensis
Ant J Antiquaries Journal
Arch Archaeologia
Ayr C Ayrshire Collections
B&T AH Barbed and tanged arrowhead
BB W Greenwell and G Rolleston, British Barrows, 1877
Brz Bronze
C Child
CAG Bulletin of the Colchester Archaeological Group
CW Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society

(Second Series)
DAJ Derbyshire Archaeological Journal
D-R Deverel-Rimbury
DES Discovery and Excavation in Scotland
F Adult female
F-V Food vessel
40 Yrs J R Mortimer, Forty Years Researches in .. . East Yorkshire, 1905
HFC Proceedings of the Hampshire Field Club
I Infant
Indet Indeterminate
KD Bronze knife-dagger
M Adult male
NA Norfolk Archaeology
Oxon Oxoniensia
PCK Plano-convex flint knife
PDAS Proceedings of the Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society
PPS Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society
PSANHS Proceedings of the Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society
PSAS Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
PSIA Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology
PUBSS Proceedings of the University of Bristol Spelaeological Society
SAC Sussex Archaeological Collections
Sml Small
TBGAS Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society
ULIAB Bulletin of the University ofLondon Institute of Archaeology
WAM Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society Magazine
YAJ Yorkshire Archaeological Journal
Yng Young
Yr Years old

Site

Treiorwerth, Ang
Porth Dyfarch, Ang

Clachbreck, Argylls
Girvan, Ayrs

Burials

2 (M + 20 yr F)
2 (24 yr A+I)

At least 2
2 (21 yr F +foetus)

Associations

Collared urn

Collared Urn, Pygmy cup, brz
rivet
Nil
Cordoned urn

Reference
AC 120, p 11
AC 23, p 217

DES 1962, p 9
Ayr C 2S, p 9



PETERSEN, SHEPHERD AND TUCKWELL: SHORT CIST AT HORSBRUGH CASTLE FARM

Site Burials Associations Reference

Holmrook, Cumb 2 (yng A + sml C) Collared urn CW 44, p 161
Shield Knowe, Cumb At least 2 Nil CW 40, p 154
Harland Edge, Derbys 2(20yr A + 7i yr C) 2 F-Vs, 3 PCKs DAJ 85, p 31
Stanton T8, Derbys 2 Brz fragments DAJ 57, p 21
Stanton T13, Derbys 2 (A + 2 yr C) Nil DAJ 57, p 21

2 (?F + 3 yr C) Flint flake DAJ 57, p 21
Crichel 1, Dorset 2 (A + C) D-R sherds Arch 90, p 47
Crichel 9, Dorset 2 (A + 20 yr A) Nil Arch 90, p 47
Wimborne, Dorset 2 (50 yr M + ?A) Collared urn PDAS 92, p 159
Kirkburn, Dumf 2 (sml A + large A) Flint flake PSAS 96, p 107

2 (M + indet) Cordoned urn, bone pin, KD PSAS 96, p 107
Auchengaich, Dunb More than 1 Nil DES 1967, p 24
Vinces Farm 2, Essex 2 (?F + yng C) Globular urn CAG 3, pp 22, 37
Vinces Farm 3, Essex 2 (A + C) Bucket urn CAG 4, pp 33, 59

4 (old M + F + C + C) Bucket urn CAG 4, pp 33, 59
?2 (?C + I) Bucket urn CAG 4, pp 33, 59
2 (A + C) Bucket urn CAG 4, pp 33, 59
2 (yng A + I) Bucket urn CAG 4, pp 33, 59
3 (F+6yr C+l) Nil CAG 4, pp 33, 59
2 (A + C) Bucket urn CAG 4, pp 33, 59
2 (adolescent + yng C) Bucket urn CAG 4, pp 33, 59

Vinces Farm 4, Essex 2 (F + 2 yr C) Nil CAG 9, p 2
Badley Hall, Essex 2 (A + 4 yr C) Collared urn CAG 7, p 37
Ffridd y Gorsedd, 2 (M + sml F) Enlarged F-V, KD, brz awl AC 76, p 265
Flints

2 (A+10 yr C) Urn AC 76, p 265
Sutton 268, Glam 2 (A + foetus/I) Collared urn Arch 89, p 89
Sheeplays 279, Glam 2 (A + C) Nil Ant J 21, p 97
Simondston, Glam 3-4 (A+A + C+ ?indet) 2 Enlarged F-Vs Arch 87, p 129

3 (A + C+C) Collared urn Arch 87, p 129
2 (A + C) Nil Arch 87, p 129

Breach Farm, Glam 3 Pygmy cup, brz axe, B&T AHs PPS 4, p 107

Marlborough Grange, 3 (A + C + C)
etc

Pygmy cup AC 118, p 49
Glam
Bevan's Quarry, Glos 3 Bucket urn, 3 accessory vessels TBGAS 86, p 16
Soldiers Tump, Glos 2 (F + very yng C) KD, brz awl, shale pendant, TBGAS 74, p 15

beads
Hungerford, Glos 2 (sml ?A + sml ?A) Nil TBGAS 5, p 133

2 (F +1) Nil TBGAS 5, p 133
Hinton Ampner 1, 2(?A + liyr I) Worked flint HFC 10, p 249
Hants
Latch Farm, Hants 2 (C + C) Collared urn PPS 4, p 169
Colbury, Hants 3 (A + 2 yr C + 9 yr C) Bucket urn Ant J 13, p 414
Portsdown, Hants 2 (?M+ ?F) Shale & amber beads, gold HFC 24, p 20

covered shale button, slotted
pygmy cup

Beaulieu 4, Hants ?2 F-V PPS 9, p 1
Ury, Kincardines 2 (A + 4 yr C) Worked flint PSAS 69, p 382
Gellybank, Kinross More than 1 adult Collared urn PSAS 20, p 142
Patrickholm, Lanark 4(25yr A + 8±yrC+ Bone & stone beads, flint flake PSAS 83, p 207

8} yr C+ ?yng ?F)
2 (16 yr C + 20 yr A) Flint fabricator PSAS 83, p 207

Banniside, Lanes 2(?F+2iyrC) Collared urn, pygmy cup CW 10, p 342
Salthouse, Norfolk 2 (old A + I) Plain urn NA 5, p 263
Weasenham 6, Norfolk 2 (F + C) Nil C B Denston

(unpublished)
Weasenham 7, Norfolk 3-4 (F + F+yng F + ?M) Collared urn C B Denston

(unpublished)
Bamborough 197, 2 (?F + A) Encrusted urn, flint knife BB, p 415
Northumberland
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Site

Alwinton 205,
Northumberland

Spital Hill 7,
Northumberland
Goatcrag A,
Northumberland
Quandale, Orkney
Queenafjold, Orkney

Stanton Harcourt 4/4A,
Oxon
Horsbrugh, Peebles
Monzie, Perths
Crieff, Perths
Jacket's Well, Radnor
Pool Farm, Somerset
Tynings S, Somerset
Tynings E, Somerset

Kinneil Mill, Stirling
Pin Farm, Suffolk
Itford Hill, Sussex
Cock Hill, Sussex

Rearquhar, Sutherland
Crosby Ravensworth
182, Westmorland
Blackness, W. Lothian
Balneil, Wigtowns

W. Overton, Wilts

Wilsford 38, Wilts
Greenland Farm, Wilts
Amesbury, Wilts

Barrow 272, Yorks
Aldro 109, Yorks
Blanch 192, Yorks
Blanch 194, Yorks
Etton, 82, Yorks
Garrowby 143, Yorks

Goodmanham 85, Yorks
Painsthorpe 98, Yorks
Rudston 62, Yorks
Quernhow, Yorks

Irton Moor I, Yorks
Slingsby 145, Yorks
Boulby 7, Yorks

Burials

2-3 (all adults)

3 (?F+?F + C)
'Several'

2 (yng ?F + 2i yr C)

3 (A + A + C)
2

At least 3 adults

2 (A + 6 yr C)
2 (A+7 yr C)
2-3 (4 yr C+ 9 yr C+ ?A)
2 (middle-aged ?F + C)
12 ('old'+'yng')
2 (?F+ ?M)
2 (20 yr F+3 yr C)

2(?F+?F)
2 (M + ?F)
2 (yng F + 3 yr C)
3 (yng A +12 yr C + I)
2 (A + I)
2 or more (at least one
adult+ C)
2 (yng ?F + yng ?F)
2 (F + I)

2 (A + 4 yr C)
2 (A+ ?F)

2 (?M + 6 yr C)

2 (40 yr A + A)
2 (yng M + 'older' F)
2 (40 yr M + 50 yr M)
2 (yng F +1 yr C)
2(16yrC + 8| yr C)
'Probably' more than one
2 ('yng person'+ C)
12 (A+ ?C)
2 (F + C)
2 (F + 7 yr C)
More than 1 of different
ages
2 (C + C)
2 (A + C)
2 (M+ ?)
2
2 (A + C)
2 (30 yr M +16 yr ?M)
2 (A + A)
2 (?F + yng C)

Associations Reference
Nil BB, p 427

Antler pin BB, p 427
Nil AA2 15, p 23

Enlarged F-V AA4 50, p 15

Nil PSAS 71, p 72
Stone potlid, burnt potsherd DES 1967, p 35,

pp 33-40.
Nil Oxon 28, p 1

Potsherds Present paper
Nil PSAS 73, p 62
Enlarged F-V DES 1967, p 36
Collared urn AC 91, p 293
Nil PSANHS 76, p 1
Collared urn PUBSS 6, p 111
Collared urn, faience & jet beads, PUBSS 2, p 132
brz awl
Collared urn PSAS 100, p 86
Nil PSIA 33, p 19
Bucket urn SzfCllO, p70
D-R sherds SAC 99, p 78
D-R sherds SAC 99, p 78
Bucket urn SAC 99, p 78

Nil DES 1966, p 44
Urn BB, p 398

Nil PSAS 19, p 174
Cordoned urn, tanged brz chisel, PSAS 50, p 302
faience quoit bead, crutch-
headed bone pin
Contemporary w/S2 Beaker PPS 32, p 122
burial
Nil PPS 32, p 122
Nil UEIAB 4, p 89
Potsherd WAM 65, p 64
Globular urn PPS 33, p 336
Enlarged F-V PPS 33, p 336
Nil 40 Yrs, p 343
Bone needle 40 Yrs, p 58
Collared urn, 40 Yrs, p 323
Collared urn, pygmy cup 40 Yrs, p 324
PCK BB, p 285
Nil 40 Yrs, p 147

2 Collared urns BB, p 290
PCK, flint knife 40 Yrs, p 130
N2 beaker BB, p 234
F-V Ant J 31, p 1
F-V, PCK Ant J 31, p 1
2 B&T AHs YAJ 45, p 55
Collared urn BB, p 352
Collared urn YAJ 25, p 48


